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1. Introduction

Speckle Interferometry can now be used to produce images
with spatial resolution of order 100x sharper than that normally
permitted by the Earth's atmosphere. In this work we achieved
high resolution imaging capability (wavelength dependent: 60 nrad
at 410 nm) and approached that resolution in imaging a
geosynchronous communications satellite utilizing the Multiple
Mirror Telescope (MMT) and the Fienup method. This report is in
the form of an annotated review of the fully published results of
that work.

In section 2 we summarize the accomplishment of all of the
proposed technical objectives: i) construction of a fully co-
phased optical beam-combiner for implementation of the 6.9m
aperture imaging capability of the MMT, ii) implementation of
image reconstruction methodology, iii) a 100 nrad resolution
image of the geosynchronous Earth satellite FLTSATCOM1, and iv)
designs for systems to accomplish in real-time the data
integrations necessary for Fienup and Knox-Thompson image f.

reconstructions.

In section 3 we summarize the accomplishment of the proposed

scientific objectives: i) seeing calibration, ii) applications of
seeing cilibration techniques and refinements of the shift-and-
add method in studies of red supergiants, and iii) use of the
Knox-Thompson algorithm to produce the first scientifically
useful irnages of the surface of the asteroid 4 Vesta.

Conrlusions and acknowledgments follow in sections 4 and 5.
The abstracts of the publications from this research effort are
contained in section 6. we

2. All Proposed Objectives are Met

2.1 The MMT Interferometer is Completed

The starting point for this work was the successful
cophasing of the MMT described in detail by Hege, Beckers,
Strittmatter and McCarthy (1985). In a related publication,
Beckers and Hege (1984), described other possible MMT type
aperture configurations and an internal cophasing/coalignment
system for MMT type telescopes was proposed.

The first successful imaging experiments utilized the
technique of differential speckle imaging (developed in a
paralle' NSF funded effort). The technique, summarized by
Hebden, Hege, and Beckers, (1985), yielded the first MMT
diffraction-limited images of the surrace structure of Alpha
Orionis. This work was further reported, together with
engineering performance details in two other technical reports by
Hebden, 9ege and Beckers (1986a,b).



The successful operation of the fully implemented co-phasing

and co-alignment systems, which complete the MMT for

interferometric imaging applications, was reported by Janes and

Montgomery (1q87) who also provide further engineering
performance detai Is. The present configuration of the MmP for
coaligned, cophased speckle imaging is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. The coaligned, cophased Multiple Mirror Telescope.

Since the differential speckle interferometry program,
developed concurrently with this project, was supported entirely

with National Science Foundation funds, it is not further
reviewed here.
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2.2 An Image Reconstruction Program is Successful

During the course of this project Christou, Hege, Freeman
and Ribak (1985,1986a,b) implemented a variation of the shift-
and-add method, incorporating weighting and deconvolution, which
produces very accurately diffraction limited images, self-
calibrated for seeing effects without reference to a second
measurement of a point source. This method was demonstrated to
be particularly applicable to bright objects with simple
structure (a single bright feature). Ribak, Hege and Christou
(1985) and Ribak (1986) proposed and demonstrated an extension of
that weighted-shift-and-add method utilizing a matched-filter
technique to accomodate structures with more than a single bright
feature.

Code for both weighted-shift-and-add with deconvolution of
seeing effects (WSA/D), as well as the matched-filter variation
thereof which also extends its applicability to faint objects, is
now implemented as Fortran77 processes on the Steward Observatory
Data General MV10000 computing system. These are adaptable for
implementation on supercomputers. Hege and Christou (1986)
reviewed signal processing requirements for diffraction limited
optical imaging.

In related work Christou, Hege, Freeman and Ribak (1985)
demonstrated the dynamic range and fidelity of images from
astronomical speckle data using weighted shift-and-add analysis.
Freeman, Ribak, Christou and Hege (1985) gave a statistical
analysis of the weighted shift-and-add image reconstruction
technique.

An implementation of the conventional shift-and-add method,
modified to shift on image centroids rather than the brightest
feature, was used successfully by Shaklan and Hege (1986) for a
low-resolution, but photon-noise limited, detection of the
lensing galaxy in the triple QSO PG1115+08.

2.3 A Geosynchronous Satellite is Imaged and Measured

Hege and Eckart (1987) described the acquisition and
calibration of a diffraction limited image of FLTSATCOMI using
the MMT and Fienup phase reconstruction methods. That work was
also reported, together with a summary of recent MMT performance
and further imaging results on Alpha Orionis, by Hege, McCarthy,
Hebden and Christou (1987).

FLTSATCOM1 was observed at elevation 500, azimuth 1600 from
Mt. Hopkins on 4 Nov 85 UT. The observations were made using the
coherently cophased MMT (Hege et al. 1985). Four 20 minute
segments of video data were rec- r-d with a 10 nm bandpass
centered at 550 nm using the Steward Observatory/AFGL speckle
camera. The image intensifier system was operated at full gain
so that individual photoelectron events could easily be localized
in the video raster, using the off-line digital video data qI3
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capture system. The telescope cophasing system was operated in
open-loop mode: a reference star was used to cophase the
telescope, by visual inspection of the fringe visibility as seen
in the real-time video display, before each 20 minute observation
of the satellite. The open-loop predictions (Hebden et al 1986b)
were used to keep the telescope cophased as it was offset from
the reference star to the satellite position.

The FLTSATCOM1 data has yielded an image of sufficient
quality to obtain measures of overall dimensions, shape and
orientation with precision commensurate with the 3 m (projected
at geosynchronous range) MMT beam, Figure 2. A signal-to-noise
ratio of approximately 6 was obtained with Fienup's method of
phase reconstruction from the integrated autocorrelation function
of 20 minutes of integrated data, calibrated by use of a model of
the seeinq (without reference to a point source).

" b

Figure 2. MMT Images of FLTSATCOMI. a) First half of data. b)
Second half of data. c) Contour plots superimposed.

Contours are at 1,2,...6 times the rms noise in the
image plane exterior to the resolved object outline.. '

0
Figuen2MM rmaesofstcto1ar a)iros hal of datat. b)

match to the satellites 50 elevation (usually within 23p) and .
as close in azimuth as possible (usually within 20-300). These
large angular distances between object and cophasing reference
were consequent to the requirement for a source bright enough for
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Experience showed that the open-loop phasing model worked well A
for elevation differences as large as 100 and was essentially
independent of azimuth variations. The large angles (and times)
between object and reference observations made the point source
observations of little use in detailed seeing calibrations,
however.

The autocorrelation function analysis, self-correction for
seeing, and Fienup image reconstruction are being published in 

%

detail by Hege and Eckart (1987). Our estimate of the image size

is taken from the 2 sigma contours of the images shown in Fig. 2.
The estimate of precision corresponds to the mean contour spacing
at the 2 sigma contour. The computed beam size at the object is
3 m. We define the Signal-to-noise ratio = SNR = Brightest
Feature / Backgrounbd Noise. This measurement gives convincing
precision, judged from the degree of reproduceability of the

contours compared to the telescope's diffraction limited beam

size plotted at the same scale. The reduction of the first data

segment compares favorably with the reduction of the last

segment.

Major Axis: 13.0+2.3m
Minor Axis: 7.4+2.3m

Position Angle: 3.5 degrees
SNR: 6

The position angle is with respect to the elevation great circle
defined by the telescope, FLTSATCOMI and Zenith.

Beam Size if;

Figure 3. Schematic outline of FLTSATCOMI compared to our first
reconstructed MMT image. The circle gives the
diffraction limited MMT beam size (= 3 m at geosyn-
chronous range).
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We made no attempt to calibrate image amplitudes or to
obtain quanatitative estimates of the relative albedos of the
identifiable components of our images. There is qualitative
evidence i) that the central componeit is brighter than the
extended features, ii) for asymmetry corresponding to the
unresolvable component offset from the main object, iii) that,
due to the solar phase angle, there appear to be stron2.
brightness fariations across the central object, and iv) that the
extended components do not reflect equally. Figure 3 compares r
out first image contour plot to a schematic representatioin of
FLTSATCOM1.

2.4 Real-time Data Processing is Proposed

We have implemented the digital video photon-detection 1
(photon image cordinates) system proposed in the previous work by
Macklin, Hege and Strittmatter (1982), and in this effort Hege
and Vokac (1986) published a new proposal for real-time Knox- %
Thompson integration. The Fnll-FFT implementation proposed by
HPqe, Cocke, Strittmatter and Worden (1983) in the previous work
could realize the full dynamic range from the brightest- to the
faintest-possible applications; a more economical complex
autocorrelator which can realize the necessary integrations for
faint objects (photon image coordinate data only) is the design
result of this work.

The continuing development of high-performance image
intensifiers reported by Cromwell, Funk, Frank, Strittmatter,
Allen, Hege and Marien ,(1985), leading to a proposal for a K
proximity focused image intensifier for astronomy, is crucial to
the successful implementation of future high-resolution imaging
over the full isoplanatic patch permitted by the Earth's
atmosphere.

Cromwell (1986) has also made progress toward solving the
lost photon problem in image intensifiers, which is crucial in
achieving good performance at the photon-starved faint object
limit.

3. A Productive Scientific Program is Published

In the course of developing and validating the methods
successfully applied to achieve the primary goal of imaging
artificial Earth satellites using the full resolving power of the
MMT, other scientific investigations were conducted.

3.1 Atmospheric Calibrations

Christou, Cheng, Hege and Roddier (1985) accomplished a
seeing calibration of the image centroids of optical astronomical
speckle interferometric data against rotationally sheared pupil

U



plane interferometry obtained concurrently. This led to methods
for binning the data according to a measure of the instantaneous
seeing in order to calibrate speckle interferometry under
conditions of variable seeing. In Christou and Hege (1986)
isoplanicity measurements for calibration of speckle holography
amplitudes were reported.

The complications of noise bias and seeing calibrations for
speckle interferometry of faint object (photon Poisson statistics
limited) were studied by Hege, Eckart and Christou (1986).

3.2 Red Supergiant Images

In addition to the technique validation results noted above
in discussing the MMT performance, scientifically interesting
results were reported in the archival literature. Hebden,
Christou, Cheng, Hege, Strittmatter, Beckers and Murphy (1986)
presented a sequence of two dimensional images of Alpha Orionis
obtained by various methods and with various telescopes. Cheng,
Hege, Hubbard, Goldberg, Strittmatter and Cocke (1986) reported
the first direct, albeit noisy, limb-darkening measures, as well
as direct evidence of a constant (wavelength independent)
photospheric diameter, for Alpha Orionis. In our latest work,
Hebden, Eckart and Hege (1987), well-resolved images of the H- "

alpha chromosphere of Alpha Orionis, as well as of the limb-
darkened photosphere, are shown. The original 4m telescope
observations taken early in the previous segment of this
continuing AFGL study have only now been fully and completely
analyzed with the WSA/D method by Christou, Hebden and Hege
(1987), yielding the first set of multi-wavelength images of
Alpha Orionis.

The Alpha Orionis work was also reported at international
conferences by Hege, Hebden and Christou (1986) and by Hebden,
Hege and Eckart (1987).

3.3 Asteroid Shapes and Images

Power spectrum modelling was used by Drummond, Cocke, Hege,
Strittmatter and Lambert (1985) to obtain the figure and pole
orientation of 433 Eros. That work also yielded the formalism

for greatly enhanced techniques for analyzing the object shape
* and orientation information content of integrated photometric

observations. That technique was further applied by Drummond,
Hege and Freeman (1985) to 532 Herculina, yielding the first
direct evidence for surface structure on an asteroid (hinted by
significant deviations in the details of the model fits in the
previous work on Eros). The Drummond and Hege (1986) work on 511
Davida showed still more evidence for surface structure (albedo)
variation.

In a detector evaluation experiment in collaboration with
the Harvard University speckle interferometry group, and using

7



the Knox-Thompson imaging method, Drummond, Eckart and Hege,
(1987) successfully reconstructed images of 4 Vesta. This work
is particularly significant because the set of dark and bright
features inferred from that imagery unambiguously showes Vesta's
period to be 5 hr. This resolved a longstanding 5 or 10 hr
rotational period ambiguity in the possible interpretations of
lightcurve data alone. Furthernore, that set of features nlt
only correctly predicts the lightcurve observed at that
opposition, but it also successfully predicts lightcurves
measured at other oppositions. A surprising result is that the
lightcurve minimum occurs at a maximum of the projected area of
Vesta's figure due to the effect of dark surface features.

4. Conclusions

The objectives of this work, i) to demonstrate the use of
the Multiple Mirror Telescope for diffraction limited imaging,
ii) to apply appropriate techniques to yield an image at that
resolution of an Earth orbiting satellite, and iii) to design a
system capable of the real-time image integrations necessary for
imaging of deep-space objects, have been achieved. Also iv) a
scientific observing program was conducted simultaneously in a
parallel effort, the productivity of which was enhanced by this
AFGL supported program.
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THE USE OF THE MMT FOR INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGINGa.

Jacques M. Beckers
National Optical Astronomy Observatories fi
Tucson, AZ 85726

E. Keith Hege
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

ABSTRACT

We describe recent progress with interferometric

imaging using the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT). All

six telescopes can now be phased over a wide field of view

simultaneously resulting in a (u, v) plane coverage

corresponding to that of a 686 cm aperture telescope. We

describe the open-loop phasing control of the MMT for

gravitational changes and we describe a concept of an

internal cophasing/coalignment system for MMT type

telescopes.

l'roceedings of tlh' 1A Ul Colloquiumn No. 79: Verly Larg~e 1 cuopcsv. their Instirupititatiollw (ond ProPaInIA % 0
G(in.i April 9.-12. 1984.
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DIAMETER AND LIMB-DARKENrNG MEASURES FOR ALPHA ORIONIS

A. Y. S. CHENG, E. K. HEGE,' E. N. HJUBBARtD,' L. Got~mifER, 2 P. A. STRITTMAlTTR,' AND) W. J. COCKE
Steward Observatory. Universiyv of Anzons. Tucson
Received 1985 September 12. acce pted S April 17

ABSTRACT

previously reported speckle interferometric measurements of the angular diameter of a Oni are widely scat-
tered and apparently inconsistent. Stellar atmosphere models predict a stellar disk to be limb-darkened differ-%
entiv for different spectral features, and that less limb-dairkening will be observed at longer wavelengths. Upon
careful analysis of calibrated speckle observations obtained at various wavelengths with the KPNO 4 m telc-
scope, we find a single diameter parameter to be inadequate to explain all of the features of our measure-
ments. There is evidence for a central stellar component of 42.1(± 1.1) mas diameter with extended structure fa
surrounding it. Limb-darkening effects are suggested by attempts to fit cosine model image profiles to the data
which yield limb-darkening coefficients ranging from -0.9 in TiO absorption bands to -0.4 in Ca it absorp-
tion lines. These fits have significant residuals at large radii suggesting a faint envelope extending from I to
5 R. although calibration errors cannot he ruled out entirely. There is a suggestion of wavelength dependence
in single- parameter diameter measures with a linear coefficient (if - 6( i 1) )< 103 mas nm ~ Possiblc
mo~del -dependent biases in these results are discussed.
Subject headings: interferometery - stars: diameters - stars: individual -- stars: supergiants
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SEEING CALIBRATION OF OPTICAL ASTRONOMICAL SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRIC DATA

JULIAN C. CHRiSTOU,a) ANDREW Y. S. CHENG, E. KErH HEGE&)
Steward Observatory. University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

CLAUDE RODDIERcl
Optical Sciences Center, Tucson, Arizona 85726 %

Received 31 May 1985 %

ABSTRACT

In this paper we show the effect of different seeing conditions, as parametrized by the atmospheric
coherence scale ro, upon standard Labeyrie (1970) analysis for independent observations of both a
resolved object and its point-source calibrator. Atmosphere-dependent effects are shown by using both
models and data. We show how to sort the data into like-seeing bins in order to produce a calibrated-
image power-spectrum estimate. We also justify using a stronger weighting of intermediate spatial
frequencies in the image power-spectrum estimator when fitting physical parameters constrained by
image models to characterize the object. The use of data-editing techniques to eliminate bad speck!e-
grams, thus improving the image power-spectrum estimate, is also discussed.

.k

Multi-wavelength Images Of a Orionis

Julian C. Christou
Advanced Development Program

National Optical Astronomy Observatories*

Jeremy C. Hebden, E. Keith Heget

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona

submitted to: The Astrophysical Journal

March 16, 1987

Abstract

We have used a recently developed high-spatial resolution imaging tech-
riique, known as Weighted Shift-and-add, to obtain diffraction-limited images

of the red supergiant a Orionis at the resolution of the KPNO Mayall 4 m tele-
scope. Images were obtained at six different bandpasses and the measured disk
diameters agree to within a few % of the values obtained from the previously
published power spectrum and autocorrelation analysis of the same data set.
From the major and minor axes of models fit to the intensity profiles, we obtain
asymmetry measures of both the disk and invelope components of 4(±2)% and

37(±13)% respectively. In addition we have searched for the proposed nearby
companion but our data shows no direct evidence of it suggesting an upper
limit to the magnitude difference of 4.5.

Subject headings: interferometry - stars: diameters stars: individual -

stars: supergiants
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ISOPLANICITY M EASUREMIENTS FOR (CALIIBRATION
OF SPECKLE HOLOGRA PHY AMiPLITUD)ES

Juizon C. CHRISTOU" and E. Keith lIEGE
Steward Obserr'w'ort. Universali of Ari:ona. Tut son,.4 Z 8.i,'21. USA

Received 23 December 19815

We show how (he technique of astronomical speckle holography is dependent upon the degree of isoplanicity between theI
object and the discrete point source. A well calihrated measurement of the degree of corrclation between two quasi-instant.
neous simultaneous point source speckle patterns (separation =2.6') are presented to illusir iie this non-isoplanatic effect .i' J
function of the spatial frequency. This two-dimicnsional measurement is in quailatis: igreement with previously compuie.l
models and sho-As a high degree of correlation at seeing dominited frequencic w;ith a wsec attenuation (but noi tot]) lo-' of
correlation) for frequencies approaching the diffraction limit. We show bowk uc h meamirenient, may be used ito rt%egli
(calibrate) the Fourier amplitude of a speckle holographic image ohsersel uinder similir seeing conditions in ordcr to p
comrpensate for the non-isoplinatic degradation it high spaiil frequencies

P-i

Images From Astronomical Speckle ofta: I-,~
Weighted Shift-and-Add Analysis

FJ.C.Christou", E.l(.lege +' J.D.Freeman & E.Ribak p

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Az 85721

Abstract

We have applied a variant of the Shift-and-Add algorithm originally developed by
Lynds, Warden & Harvey to astronomical speckle interferometric data. P. set of impulses
corresponding in location and magnitude to the local maxima in each specklegram is
generated and used to obtain an average speckle by means ot a Wiener-type filter
dleconvolution procedure. This technique yields diffraction limited images which appear
to be self calibrating for seeing effects. Realistic point spread functions have been
obtained for a number of telescopes at different wavelengths and results are also
presented for the resolved red supergiant Alpha Orionis. The limiting signal-to-noise of
the technique as indicated by the results presented here suggests a dynamic range of -6
stellar magnitudes with no evidence of residual seeing effects.

The U.S. Government is authorized to reo-die aod sell ti. ot
Permissionl tot further reproduction by otthe's moust be obtained fror"

the copyright owner.

Reprinted from .Journal of the Optical Socimtv of America A. Vol. .*I pagcr 2(14 Februarv 191t'.

Copyright (P 19m46 by the Optical society or America and reprinted by permission of (he copyright o'- er.

Self-calibrating shift-and-add technique for speckle
imaging

Jtulian C. Christou.* E. Keith lege,' lonitiidn D. Freeman. and Erez Ribak 7
so%%rn d 'nr~ir I 11iis,,rsitv of Ai in,'. ,Tnn sor. Arizonta 857-t 1

I 3. 1115, .ccnyti 24, 1U8 So

An image- reconstruction tech niq ue for astrNonom ica I epeck ie i nterferometric data is described. This variant of the

shift-and-add algorithm originally develotd by Lynds et ni. (AstrophyR. J1. 207, 174 (1976)1 utilizes a weighted

impulse distribution of speckle pnisitions to extr'iict an average speckle for a data set. This is done by means oif a

weighted deconvolition procedunre. similar in form to a Weiner filter, which deconvolves the specklegram by the

impulse distribution I-e nilts sh(,% that this nor I hod appears tAo he self calibratinig for seeing effects. It yields

point-sprcad functiinns, for obliersations , an unresolved star, that compare quataivl wiheopue'Ar

pnatterns for both simple alpprtures and the fully phased multiple mirror telescope array. Images of the resolved%
oliject Alpha Orionis show evidence of ar. extended stellar envelope. .01
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Images from astronomical speckle data: weighted
shift-and-add analysis

J. C. Christou Abstract. We have applied a variant of the shift-and-add algorithm origi-
E: Ribak nally devidoped by Lynds, Warden, and Harvey [Astrophys. J. 207, 174
E. K. Hoge (1976)] to astronomical speckle interferometric data. A set of impulses
J. D. Freeman corresponding in locations and magnitudes to the local maxima in each
Steward Observatory specklegram is generated and used to obtain an average speckle by
University of Arizona means of a Wiener-type filter deconvolution procedure. This technique
Tucson, Arizona 85721 yields diffraction-limited images that appear to be self-calibrating for see-

ing effects. Realistiu point spread functions have been obtained for a
number of telescopes at different wavelengths, and results are also pre-
sented for the resolved red supergiant Alpha Orionis. The limiting signal-

.to-noise ratio of the technique as indicated by the results presented here
suggests a dynamic range of =6 stellar magnitudes, with no evidence of
residual seeing effects. A matched filter technique is demonstrated for use
in locating the speckles of complicated objects or for objects dominated
by photon noise.

Subject terms: speckle; speckle imaging; shift-and-add; seeing calibration; as-
tronomy.
Optical Engineering 25(6. 724-730 (June 19861
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Toward solving the lost photon problem in image intensifiers

R. H. Cromwell

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721 p

Abstract

A summary is given of measurements of the photoelectron counting efficiency of a variety
of image intensifiers manufactured by several different manufacturers. With one excer 'on,
the counting efficiency is disappointingly low. Typically only slightly over half c the
photoelectrons from the first photocathode prod'ice a detectable signal on the output
phosphor screen in most diode-type intensifiers. For microchannel plate intensifiers, the
counting efficiency is even less. Results are given of experiments intended to produce
diode-type intensifiers having improved counting efficiency. improvements have been
achieved through refinements in the manufacturing steps of the phosphor screen, the tube
component identified as responsible for the lost photoelectron pulses in diode-type tubes.
The best tubes so far have counting eff iciencies of 79%, which represent an improvement by
a factor of about 1.4.
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A Proximity-Focused Image Intensifier for Astronomy

R. H. CROMWELL., P. A. STRITTMATrER, R. G. ALLEN, E. K. HEGE, H. KUHR,
and K.-H. MARIENt

Stcward Observatory . The University of Arizona. Tucson. Arizona, U.S.A.

and

H. W. FUNK and K. FRANK

Proitrfnic-Fiunk GMhl & Co. KG. Weitersfadt/Darmistadt. Federal Republic of Germany

INTRODUC IION

Image intensifiers are currently the primary detector for ground-based
optical astronomy. They are used with photographic emulsions and with
various electronic readout systems, as in the Wampler-Robinson scanner
(image dissector).' the Boksenberg IPCS (Plumbicon),7 and the Shectman3

and the Steward Observatory' scanners (Reticon). The image intensifier
offers the advantages of reasonably high quantum efficiency, essentially
noise-free amplification to very high gain values and suitability for rapid
readout. Although the CCD offers significantly better detective quantum
efficiency in certain applications, especially for medium to hilh signal-to-
noise ratio observations at wavelengths above 4000-4500 A, there are
nonetheless a number of astronomical problems for which the image in-
tensifier is likely to remain superior. These include any problems in which
it is necessary to read out rapidly, as for example in speckle interferome-
try, polarimetry, and high-resolution photon-counting ccntroided spec- %
troscopy. It also seems likely that, in the UV spectral range (A. < 4000 A)
the DQE of image intensifiers will remain competitive with that of CCDs
for some time to come.

At Steward Observatory we have tested a variety of image intensifiers
that are commercially available or under development. Tables I and I1 list
the major design types we have examined, and give a summary of our tcst
results, some of which have been reported elsewhere.5- 1"
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ICARUS 61, 132-151 (11151

Speckle Interferometry of Asteroids

1. 433 Eros

.J. D. DRUMMOND, W. J. COCKE. E. K. HEGE. AND) P. A. STRI'ITMATTER

Stewurd Observgulorv. University iofArizoia. Tucson, Arizonia 857,1

AND)

1. V. LAMBERT
Departmnent of Astronorny, New Meico Silte Univerilir. Las Cruces, NeivVexico 8800

Received May 4. 1984; revised September 11, 1984

Analytic expressions for the semimajor and semiminor axes and an orientation angle or Ihe
ellipse projected by a tinaxial ellipsoid (an asteroid) and of the ellipse segment cast by a terminator
across the ellipsoid as runctions or the dimensions and pole of the body -and the asterocenteric '
position of the Earth and Sun are derived. Applying these formulae to observations or the Earth-%
approaching asteroid 433 Eros obtained with the speckle interferometry systenm of Steward Obser-
vatory on December 17-18. 198 1. and January 17-18. 1982. the following dimensions are derived:
(40.5 t 3.1 kin) x (14.5 =2.3 kin) x (14.1 1 2.4 kin). Eros' north pole is round to lie within 14* of
RA - 0 ,160 Dec. - 443* (ecliptic longitude 231. latitude +3r). Other than knowing; the rotation
period of Eros. these results are completely independent of any other data. and in the main confirm
the results obtained in the 1974-1975 apparition by other methods. These dimensions, together
with aligl'curve from December18 191, l lead to a geometric albedo of 0.156 =0.010. A series of
two-dimensiovial power spectra and autocorrelation functions of the resolved asteroid clearly show
it spinning in space. a isis Acaderrik Press. Inc.

The U.S. Governmen~t is authorized to reproduce and sellI tnrPs report.
permission~ for further reproduction by others must be onr,.,oed from .'the copyright owner

KCRU 61, 212-24(19K5)

Speckle Interterometry Of Asteroids
[1. 532 Herculina

J. D. DRUMMOND, E. K. liEGE. W. J. COCKE, J. 1). FRELAMAN,
ANt) i. C. CIIRISTOUl

Sltew ard Obsreruatory' L'niverujp. of A fizon, Tw-stpn, Arior,, 85721I"

AND R. P. 13INZEL
Department of Astronomy%. Unuteroi it of Tc ras. Austin. Tvtmo 78712

Received May 21, 1984; revised October 5, 1984 p

Speckle interferometry or 532 Herculina Performed on January 17 and Ix. t982, s'icld triaxialellipsoid dimensions of (263 t 14) x (218 :t 12) x (215 t- 121 Im, and a north pole for the asteroidwithin 70 of RA = 7547,, and DEC =19'3 (ecliptic coordinates A - 132 1 - W9) In a'dditon. at11spot" some 75% brighter than the rest of the asteroid is Inferred from both speckle observationsand Herculinas lightcurve history. This bright complex centered at astern-entrc latittude -35',longitude 145.-165'. extends over a diameter of-5"' (115 kmn) of the asteroids surface. No evidencefor a satellite is found from the speckle observations. which leads to an upper limit of 50 km for thediameter of any satellile with an albedo (he same a% or higher lhan HercuJin.) w
pIrnc
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ICARUS 67, 251-263 (1986)

Speckle Interferometry of Asteroids

111. 511 Davida and Its Photometry

J. D. DRUMMOND AN[) E. K. HEGE

Steward Obsersjawgry. University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

Received May 23. 1985; revised March 24. 1986

511 Davida was observed with the technique of speckle interferometry at Steward Observatory's
2.3-rn telescope on May 3. 1982. Assuming Davida to be a featureless triaxial ellipsoid, based on
five 7-mmn observations its triaxial ellipsoid dimensions and standard deviations were found to be
(465 ± 90) x (358 ± 58) x (258 ± 356) km. This shape is close to an equilibrium figure (a '

gravitationally shaped "rubble pile?") suggesting a density of 1.4 ± 0.4 g/cm3. Simultaneously with
the triaxial solution for the size and shape of Davida, we found its north rotational pole to lie within
29* of RA = 191081', Dec = +-15* (A = 29V, A = + 37). If Davida is assumed to he aprolate biaxial
ellipsoid, then its dimensions were found to be (512 ±100) x (334 ± 39) km. with a north pole
within 160 of RA = 101i520. Dec = +W6 (A = 322', )3 +320). We derive and apply to Davida a
new simultaneous amplitude-magnitude (SAM)-aspect method, finding, from photometric data
only, axial ratios of a/b =1.25 ±- .02. b/c = 1.14 ± .03, and a rotational pole within 40 ofx 307', 030
= +320. We also derive a (weighted) linearized form of the amplitude -aspect relation to obtain

axial ratios and a pole. However, amplitudes must be known to beter than .01 if the b/c or a/c
ratios are desired to better than 1001. Combining the speckle and SAM results, we find for the
Gehrels and Tedesco phase function a geometric albedo of .033 ± .009 and for the Lumme and
Bowell function .041 ± .011, for a unified model of 437 x 350 x 307 km. Differences between the
photometric and speckle axial ratios and poles are probably due to the effects of albedo structure
over the asteroid; details on individual lighteurves support this conclusion. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 1

The u.S. Goverrnent is authorizedi to reproduce and sell this report.
Permission for further reprodiucttori by others Must bp o~btained from
the copyright Owrier.
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Speckle Interferometry of Asteroids.

IV. Reconstructed Images of 4 Vesta

J. Drummond, A. Eckart, and E.K. Hege

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

Abstract

The first glimpses of an asteroid's surface have been obtained from images of 4
Vesta reconstructed from speckle interferometric observations made on November 16
and 17, 1983, using Steward Observatory's 2.3m telescope coupled with Harvard's
PAPA camera. From power spectrum analysis of the ten images Vesta is found to
have a 'normal' triaxial ellipsoid shape of 584(±16)x531(±11)x467(±12) km. Its

rotational pole lies within 40 of R.A.=21h 00 n, ,Dec.=+41 ° (Ecliptic long.=3360 ,

lat.=+550). Our observations definitely support a 5hr 20.5min rotational period,
and do not fit one twice as long. ,

Reconstructed images reveal dark and bright patt rns, reminiscent of the Moon,
which can be followed across the disk as the asteroid rotates. By placing circular e

'spots' with diameters of 135km (=0.11 arcsec, the effective resolution) over three
dark and three bright features, and assigning albedos (relative to the surrounding

material) of 0 to the dark spots and 2 to the bright spots (except one with an
albedo of 1.2), we are nearly able to match its visible lightcurve. It only requires

an additional bright spot deep in Vesta's southern hemisphere, an area not visible
during our observations, to provide a near perfect match to all low solar phase 0
angle lightcurves ever obtained of this asteroid. At phase angles greater than about

100 the observed amplitude becomes greater by up to 0.02 mag. The dark areas

so dominate one face of Vesta that a minimum in the lightcurve occurs when the

maximum cross-sectional area is visible. Its lightcurve is determined primarily by 0

albedo structure rather than shape, leading to one maximum and one minimum per ..

rotation instead of the expected two of each associated with its triaxial ellipsoid .. ,

shape.

1
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Statistical Analysis of the Weighted Shift and r
Add Image Reconstruction Technique

J.D.Freeman, E.Riroak, J.C.Christou*, E.K.Hege

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Az 85721

Abstract

The Weighted Shift-and-Add algorithm (WSA) is an image reconstruction technique
whereby diffraction limited images of astronomical objects are obtained from speckle
inter ferometric data.

This paper attempts to put the understanding of WSA on a firm mathematical basis by a
statistical analysis of the algorithm. The approach follows that of the Hunt, Fright, *

and Bates study carried out for the Simple Shift-and-Add algorithm. The expected WSA
profile is found to be linearly dependent on the square modulus complex coherence
function of a speckle pattern. The last section of this paper contains a discussion of %
how the statistical analysis compares to the results obtained with our new Weighted
Shift-and-Add procedures using cross-correlation (WSA/XC) and deconvolution (WSA/WD).

TH ASTROPHISICAL JOURNAL, 309:745-754, 1986 October 15 The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and sell this report.
C 198 The A ana AlqrnnoaociyAll nlhlsrarved Pnnted in USA Permission for further reproduction by others must be obtairied from

the copyright owner.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES OF ALPHA ORIONIS' p

1. C. HEBDEN, J. C. CHRISTOU, 2 A. Y. S. CHENG, E. K. HEGE,3 AND P. A. STRITTMATTER 3

Steward Observatory, University ofArizona. Tucson

J. M. BECKERS
3

NOAO, Tucson

AND %

H. P. MURPHY P
NRAO, Socorro, New Mexico

Received 1985 November I; accepted 1986 April 7

ABSTRACT
Between 1981 February and 1983 December a series of speckle interferometric observations were made of

the M-type supergiant a Orionis in an attempt to produce two-dimensional images of the star at the Ha line.
The telescopes employed include the Steward Observatory 2.3 m and NOAO 4 m telescopes at Kitt Peak and
the fully phased six-mirror Multiple Mirror Telescope. Two types of data reduction techniques were used: (1)
shift-and-add methods applied to conventional speckle interferometric observations, and (2) differential speckle
interferometry. Data analysis included the application of the CLEAN algcrithm to calibrate the images pro-
duced by the shift-and-add technique with data reduced similarly for a point source. The images produced are
encouragingly consistent in suggesting asymmetric atmospheric structure; possible evolution of that structure
over the three-year period of observations is noted.

SI,

Subject headings: interferometry - stars: individual

THe ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL. 314:690-698. 1987 March 15 .
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THE Hi CHROMOSPHERE OF ALPHA ORIONIS'

JEREMY C. HEBDEN, ANI)RFAS ECKART. AND [ KHIi HEGF

Steward Obse[,,3ior. Universitv of Ari/z',n"

Receied 19N6 May 5 accepted /986 Jv.

ABSTRACT '%',

Images have been obtained of the H2 chromospheric envelope of i Ori at the diffraction-limited resolution

of the cophased Multiple Mirror Telescope. A phaseless image reconstruction was applied to speckle interfero-
metric data obtained at continuum wavelengths, and the result was used to produce images of the highly I
extended Hi region from results achieved using the differential imaging technique. Two such images are pre-
sented Ahich were obtained from observations made almost 2 yr apart. Significant, and highly isotropic emis-

ston out to several stellar radii is exhibited. A very large optical depth in Ha is indicated. A simple
mathematical expression for the radially averaged profile of the images is derived empirically. I
Subject headings interferametry stars: chromospheres - stars: individual
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Differential speckle imaging with the Sc .
cophased Multiple Mirror Telescope

J.C.Hebden, E.K.Hege
Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Az 85721

and J.M.Beckers
NOAO, 950 N. Cherry Ave., Tucson, Az 85726.

Abstract

A new technique known as Differential Speckle Interferometry has been applied to data

obtained using the fully-phased six-mirror aperture of the Multiple Mirror Telescope. By

observing stellar objects at two distinct wavebands simultaneously, differences in the

object resulting from the different wavelengths can be derived. Observations were made
of the supergiant star Alpha Orionis in order to investigate the Hydrogen-alpha emission

from the surrounding envelope. The data reduction process consists of a frame-by-frame
weighted deconvolution procedure. This process involves an inherent Wiener-type

filtering which must be removed in order to preserve high spatial frequency information.
Results for Alpha Orionis and for the unresolved source Gamma Orionis are presented.

Differential speckle imaging with the cophased
Multiple Mirror Telescope

J. C. Hebden Abstract. Differential speckle interferometry has been applied to data
E. K. Hoge obtained using the fully phased six-mirror aperture of the Multiple Mirror
Steward Observatory Telescope. Wavelength-dependent differences in the appearance of a stel-
University of Arizona lar object are derived from simultaneous observations at two distinct
Tucson, Arizona 85721 wavebands. The supergiant star Alpha Orionis was observed this way to

% investigate its appearance in hydrogen-alpha emission. Data reduction

Jacques M. Beckers consists of a frame-by-frame weighted deconvolution. An inherent

National Optical Astronomy Observatories Wiener-type filtering must be removed in order to preserve high spatial

950 N. Cherry Ave. frequency information. Results for Alpha Orionis are compared to similar
Tucson, Arizona 85726 results for the unresolved source Gamma Orionis.

Subject terms: speckle; differential speckle interferometry; astronomy; Multiple
Mirror relescope; phased-array optical imaging.

Optical Engineering 25(6). 712-715 (June 1986).

Use of the Coherent MMT for Diffraction Limited Imaging

J.C.1lebden, F.K.Iiege

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Az 85721

and J.M.rleckers
NOAO, 950 N. Cherry Ave., Tucson, Az 85726

Abstract

All six MMT telescopes can now be optically (ophased simultaneouily over a wide field
of view yielding coherent coverage of the complete Fouriet transfotrn plane cortesponin,)
to that of a pupil-masked telescope of 6.86m aperture. Open-loop phasing control
compensates for flexure-induced path-length changes due to variable gravitational
loading as a function of elevation. The system has been used to produce diffraction
limited images and differential images of Alpha Orionis using narrow-hand (1.2A) filters
centered both on Ilydro en-alpha and on a similar bandpass out of the absorption line.
Corresponding wide (1007) and narrow-band images of Gamma and Epsilon Orionis show the %
expected result for unresolved sources at the diffraction limited resolution of the
fully-phased MMT.
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IMAGES OF THE ENVELOPE OF ALPHA ORIONIS

Jeremy C. Hebden, E. Keith Hege, and Andreas Eckart

Steward Observatory -

University of Arizona
Tucson
AZ 85721, USA

ABSTRACT. Two images have been obtained, from observations made almost
two years apart, of the H-alpha chromospheric envelope of Alpha Orionis
at the diffraction limited resolution of the co-phased Multiple Mirror
Telescope. Significant emission out to a distance of several stellar
radii above the photosphere is observed.

The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce a.iei sell thi. report.
Permission for further reproduction by others must be obtaied from
the copyright owner.

Reprinted from Applied Optics. Vol. 24, page 2565. August 15, 1985
Copyright © 1985 by the Optical Society of America and reprinted by permission of the copyright owner. S

Multiple mirror telescope as a phased array telescope %J1

E. Keith Hege, J. M. Beckers, P. A. Strittmatter, and D. W. McCarthy

By adjusting the optical pat h lengths of its individual beams, it is possible to make the multiple mirror tele-

scope (MMT) into a phased array with a 6i.8-m base line. A coherent phased focus can be achieved with%

tilted focal planes if the tilt angis chosen so that the internal phase differences exactly compensate the ex-
terna phase differeahces. This amiti'ULs to a slight change in configuration so that the beams are brought

together at /8.39 rather than the -rtginallv designed 1/9. We summarize experiments which have used the

MMT suhapertures as a phased array and as a tiherent phased telescope and present a simple analysis of

the titled focal plane geometry for cooherent observation. The phased operation of the MMT is important

not only for obtaining high angular resolution hut also for obtaining the higher detection sensitivity which
results from the better discrimination against the sky emis.sion background for IR diffraction-limited im-

ages. Full-aperture (six beam) diffraction-limited results for the unresolved source Gama Orionis, the well-
known close hinarv (apells, and the resolved red supergiant Betelgeuse (including a diffraction-limited dif-

ferential speckle image of the latter) are presented as preliminarv demonstration of the potential capabilities .,
of hi ci 'figtirAl iin

"2" "*
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REAL-TIE SIGNAL PROCESSING REQUIREMNTS FOR
DIFFRACTION LIMITED OPTICAL IMAGING

E. Keith Hege'.2 and Julian C. Christou

Steward Observatory
University of Arizona

Abstract

Diffraction limited optical images can now be produced using large
ground-based astronomical telescopes. This is quite new, with convincing
validation being achieved only in the past year. The computational
requirements necessary to implement this capability for routine
observations already challenge the capacity of present superminicomputers.
Extension to larger telescopes will require supercomputer support from the

beginning.

HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY

4. K. Hoge# W. J. Cocke, P. A. Strittmatter. S. P. WordenSteward Observatory 
.1Tucson, AZ 85721 1

William C. Booth

Signal Processing Systems
Waltham, MA 02154

Abstract
Speckle Interferometry has now been shown capable of yielding diffraction limitedinformation on objects as faint an visual magnitude 16. Research in progress at StevardTbservatory Is aimed at improving (a) the resolution, (by using the Multiple MirrorTelescope with its 6.9 meter baseline), (b) the accuracy of the derived results (by imple-menting better recording devices and reduction algorithms), and (c) the efficiency andspeed with which the information can be provided (by means of high-speed digital signal-processing hardware).

The Instrumentation proposed here will improve Ipatial resolution at visibl wave,lengths to approximately 15 milllarc-seconds (75 x 19Y radians, the best Possible for anyexisting telescope)* reduce detector induced image distortion to less than 11 and increasethe throughput to essentially real-time complex Fourier transform amplitude and phaseintegrations at the telescope. F
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DIFFRACTION LIMITED UW&E OF A GEOSYNMX1OKUS CBJBZT
USING THE MULTIPLE MIRROR TELESCOPE AND FIENUP PHASE RECONSTRUCTION

E. Keith Hege and Andreas Eckart+

University of Arizona, Steward Observatory, Tucson, Arizona 85721

Submitted to Applied Optics

Abst ract

The qecsynchronous communications satellite FLTSATCO1 has been
resolved at the diffraction limit of the Multiole Mirror Telescope* (MYT).
At 550nm the resolution corresponds to a beam size of approximately three
meters at the object. Image amplitudes were obtained using sneckle
interferometry and image phases were reconstructed using Fienup's method.
Two :ntecrations of 20 minutes each in the l0nt bandpass, centered at
550.'g, yielded images fro. which the size of the ob-ect could be deterci&ned.
to a precision of 75% of the beam size: Major axis = 13.0(+2.3)m; minor
axis = 7.4(+2.3)m. Althou-h noisy (brightest feature,'rms '.ackground noise
S6), the ir-ages show evidence of structural featurts of tn-1 object.

THE NOISE BIAS PROBLEM IN OPTICAL SPECKLE IMAGING
Experience with a Real Detector

E. K. lege. A. Eckert and J. C. Christou

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona

Tucson. AZ 85721

Abstract

We have obtained diffraction limited images for bright objects using various large
astronomical telescopes, including the MMT, but the results have not been convincing for
fainter objects. All speckle interferometric techniques utilizing image power spectrum
or autocorreletion methods to obtain calibrated image amplitudes are subject to noise
bias induced by the Poisson statistics of photon detection. This noise bias,
independent of image frequency for ideal detectors with delta-function like point spread
functions, must be removed to obtain calibrated image amplitudes. The noise bias
characteristic of our intensified TV detector, both as a raster event localizer (faint
object mode) and as a conventional image amplitude detector (bright object mode), is not
only image frequency dependent but signal rate and signal distribution dependent as
well. This precludes signal independent calibration of the characteristic bias
functions and sets limits on object faintneas for successful image recovery.
Implications for detector development are noted.
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0
TE H-ALPHA ENVELOPE Of ALPHA ORI 

p

S. K. Hoge. J. C. Hebden and J. C. Christou
Steward Observatory
Tucson, AZ 85721 USA

We. use weighted shift-and-add with deconvolution (WSA/WD) to

produce well-calibrated images of Alpha Orionis using data from the

XPNO1  4m and the Steward 2.3m telescopes. Differential speckle

interferometry (DSI) images have also been produced with data from the

2.3a and the Multiple Mirror Telescope2 (MMT). We find evidence for a

Northwest-to-Southeast elongated circumstellar envelope, extending to

A4 stellar radii, around a limb-darkened 42 millisecond of arc (sa)
stellar disk. Azimuthally averaged radial intensity profiles are in

qualitative agreement with those predicted by Hartmann and Avrett,

although significant quantitative differences suggesting non-uniform

outflow are seen. MMT diffraction limited images of Alpha Orionis,

observed in a narrow band centered on B-alpha, show measurable,%

resolved surface structure within the stellar disk. Our images do not

show clear evidence for secondary companions.
%"

'R

Phased Array Imaging with the Multiple Mirror Telescope

E. Keith Hege

Donald W. McCarthy, Jr. P

Jeremy C. Hebden
Julian C. Christou-
Steward Obvervalory0
University Of Arizona

Tucsion AZ 8572?1

Introduction

The 6.86m Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) has
been operated as a co-phased optical array since%

1983 [1]. We have used it to obtain seeing cali-
brated diffraction-limited images of the point source *.

7 Orionis and the resolved red supergiant a Orionis.
The point source images validate the imaging per-

formance of the system as a function of wavelength -

(4100 - 8500 A) and of coherence length (61Arm to%

3.6mm). We have measured a stable point spread
function (PSF) with an FWHM of 75 nanoradians
or 15 inilli-arcseconds (mas) which matches the the-

oretical prediction. Imiages of a Orionis have been S

obtained both in the chromospheric If. emission

and in the adjacent line-blanketed "continuum" with
,\/A= 3.6mm. In addition, we have also ob- N

tained images of a geosynchronous comnmuni cations
satellite in a broader bandpass (A = 5500 A with
A2/AA 30gum). The resolution of both of these~
images is consistent with the observed PSF's.
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REAL-TINE AMPLITODE AND PHASE INTEGRATION FOR DIFFRACTION LIMITED IMAGING

Discrete Photon Case P
ar

E. Keith Hege
Steward Observatory, University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721 'p

Peter R. Vokac
Digital Television Imagery

Tucson, AZ 85741

Abstract

Both video raster detectors and newly developed 2-D photoelectron event locators are
now employed to collect data at large astronomical telescopes for diffraction limited
optical imaging by a number of speckle interferometric techniques. The Knox-Thompson
algorithm is among the best understood of these techniques. The image amplitude and

phase integrations required for its implementation can be accomplished directly in
event-coordinate space (in the extreme photon-limited case) more efficiently than in the
more conventional Fourier transform space. We describe hardware to accomplish "hv
integrations required for Knox-Thompson image reconstruction in real-time at tUe
telescope, thus alleviating the principal data processing bottleneck in the present
applications of diffraction limited astronomical imaging. Parallel digital recording of
the photon coordinate lists permits subsequent off-line re-analysis of the data by other *

methods if desired. The basic system consists of hardware to localize discrete
photoelectron responses in a CCD TV raster and for accumulation of the complex %

autocorrelogram. A generalization of the system can integrate triple correlations.

Co-Phasing and Co-Aligning the Multiple Mirror Telescope

C. C. Janes and J. W. Montgomery e

Multiple Mirror Telescope Observatory,
Smithsonian Institution / university of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721-0465

Abstract

The Multiple Mirror Telescope is an array of six 1.8 m diameter folded Cassegrain % e

telescopes used to achieve the collecting area equivalent to that of a telescope with a
single 4.5 m primary mirror. For most applications, the six images are co-aligned in such a
way that overlapping images appear to result from a single telescope. Another application
requires that the wavefronts from all six telescopes be co-phased within 1 micron,
concurrent with co-alignment. This paper describes the successful operation of the co-
alignment and co-phasing capabilities, the control system and devices used in the
applications, and test results to date.

A real-time photoelectron event-detecting video system-

R. H. Macklin, E. Y. Hege and P. A. Strittmatter

Steward Observatory, Tucson, AZ 85721 %

Abstract

We describe a system for localization of photoelectron events utilizing an intensified
Plumbicon camera and a Grinnell video digitizer. The Grinnell digitizer, arithmetic unit
and memory are used to produce a real-time video difference between current pixel value and
previous pixel value thereby suppressing multiple detection of the same event. A master
clock provides synchronization with the camera in operation at 60 Hz in 240 lines/field,
repeat field mode. Our event-localization scheme provides double-buffered line-address and
event-amplitude for up to 32 events along a 512 pixel video line. A software algorithm
allows localization of multiple detections of the same event, and provides a unique address 71
interpolated with 1/2 line resolution by the host minicomputer in a 48 x 512 format.
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Astronomical imaging by filtered weighted-shift-and-add
technique

Erez Ribak p

let Propulsion l.aboratory-NASA. Moil Stop 169-314. California Institute of Technology. 4800 Ouk Grove l)rive
.  IN.

Pusd(lenJ. Culifornio 91109

Received January 23. 1986: accepted July 28, 1986

The weighted-shift-and-add speckle imaging technique is analyzed using simple assumptions. The end product is
shown to be a convolution of the object with a typical point-spread function (psf) that is similar in shape to the
telescope psf and depends marginally on the speckle psf. A filter can be applied to each data frame before locating
the maxima, either to identify the speckle locations (matched filter) or to estimate the instantaneous atmospheric
pef (Wiener filter). Preliminary results show the power of the technique when applied to phutun-limited data and
to extended objects.

Use of matched filtering to identify speckle locations.

E. Ribak, E. K. Hege and J. C. Christou+

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

Abstract

In many cases the speckle maxima required for the our realization of the Shift-and-
Add method' are not well defined. This is due mainly to Poisson noise, inherent in the
detection process, which obliterates the shape of faint speckles. The problem is
aggravated for extended objects with local peaks, such as binary stars. As a remedy, we
use a filter that smoothes out each speckle and at the same time defines its location.

The best filter should be very close to the mean speckle itself: a matched filter.
The initial guess for this filter is a bell function, slightly wider than the expected
mean speckle. This initial guess is used to locate filtered speckle maxima which are
then used to produce a better mean speckle estimate by shift-and add. The procedure is
iterated until the mean speckle converges.

We find that the iterative speckle estimate is not the optimum matched filter. The
most suitable filter must suppress the variable background created by coalescing
speckles in a large speckle cloud as well as smooth the single-photon event noise. Thus
we combine the mean speckle with a band-pass filter into a matched filter. Local
speckle maxima are thus enhanced, whereas single photons are discriminated against by
using a comparison low-pass filtered frame, since they do not contain much power. The
combined process, speckle identification and weighted-shift-and-add, can be carried out
in the image plane or in the Fourier plane. We have experimented in both domains.

The U S. Government is authnri'eo to reproduce iri Sell th1 I- L'O,
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DETECTION OF THE LENSING GALAXY IN PG 1115 +O08'

STUART B. SAK.AN ANt) E. K. If.(;F
Steward Observatory. University of Arizona

Received 1vM5 June .4. accepted 1985 Octoher .

ABSTRACT

We have fitted models to good-seeing (0''6) postguided observations of the triple quasar PG Ill5 + 08 in
blue and red light. The four components (A, A', B, and C) all have similar point spicad functions in the blue
fit. There are no significant blue residuals after subtraction of the model from the image. The fits to com-
ponents A, A', and C in the red image are consistent, but that of the B component suggests that there is an
excess red flux from an area between all four components. The residuals show that this flux has a peak magni-

tude of 19.8 ± 0.3 mag in the R band and a V- R color of at least 2.7 + 0.5 mag. Tite position of this flux
excess is consistent with that of the lensing galaxy in models of gravitational imaging.
Subject headings: gravitation - quasars
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THE USE OF THE MMT FOR INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING

Jacques M. Beckers%
National Optical Astronomy Observatories*
Tucson, AZ 85726

E. Keith Hege
University of Arizona
rucson, AZ 85721

ABSTRACT

We describe recent progress with interferometric

imaging using the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT). All

six telescopes can now be phased over a wide field of view

simultaneously resulting in a (u, v) plane coverage 4

corresponding to that of a 686 cm aperture telescope. We

describe the open-loop phasing control of the MMT for

gravitational changes and we describe a concept Of an

internal cophasing/coalignment system for MMT type

telescopes.

Introduction 
1

In previous publications 1, 2 we described the use of

the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) for interferometry in

*Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the National Science
Foundation.

Proceeding.% of I/lI. /,I I (' 71),:iu .\u 'rv Lajrge( ll c s fi ' . ti I,, tnomI'11tut 11 i II '111 'rt1,11 1 %

Garehing. April V -/-', IV84.
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the visible, infrared and sub-millimeter regions of the

electromagnetic spectrum. This paper is an update

of those papers describing the progress made since then in

using the MMT as a phased array in visible wavelengths.

Fully Phased Operations of all Six MMT Telescopes

We recently completed the construction of a phasable

beam combiner for the MMT, consisting of six pairs of

identical BK7 glass wedges, one in each of the six MMT w

telescopes (mode C, in the sketch shown in figure 3, in

paper 1). The wedges have an angle of 10. Each pair of

wedges acts effectively as a parallel glass plate whose p

thickness can be varied by translating one of the wedges ,-

thus changing the pathlength of the telescope. The motion

of the wedges is controlled by a stepper motor which is
S

interfaced with a computer. Each step of the motor

corresponds to a O.18pm pathlength change and the total

range of pathlength adjustment is about 3mm. The path-

lengths of each of the telescopes were initially made equal S

to ±0.5mm by adjusting the height of the tertiary mirrors
%°

so that the adjustment range of the wedge pairs suffices.

Ze

The combination of the six beams was done in the so

called wide field mode described in paper 2. In it, the r

pathlength equality between a star and the image plane of

the MMT is maintained when moving the object star off axis

at least over an amount equal to the isoplanatic path.

This wide field condition is achieved by matching the exit

and entrance pupils of an interferometric array as shown in

32
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The Use of the MMT for Interferometric Imaging 281

N

I' EXIT PUPIL

i'

Figure 1: For wide field interferometry, the entrance %
and exit pupils should be identical except for a
linear scaling factor. Identity is also required for
structure within the pupils.

the cartoon drawing in figure 1. It means that when the 0

diameters of the individual entrance and exit pupils are 0.

matched, the distance between the pupils are also

matched. Also (as shown by the faces in figure 1), the ,

internal structure of the pupils must be preserved.

We phase the six telescopes with the use of a speckle

camera 3 .  One of the telescopes is used as a reference,.r

The other 5 telescopes are then phased to the reference

telescope, one by one, by searching for the interference

-.

be

fringes in the combined telescope star images, and by

centering the white light fringe on the star image. This

process takes about 5 minutes after which all six images
are combined to give the combined interferometric/speckle

iid~iTpuil soud e detialexep3fr3



282 J. M. Beckers and E. K. Hege

Figure 2: Speckle image of an unresolved star using the )
MqMT as a ully phased array.

image. Figure 2 shows the combined image for an unresolved .

star. In the center of the image the complex fringe/ '

speckle image is, as expected, showing speckles

corresponding in size to the 686 cm telescope aperture.

The speckles are, however, clearly of a different character

than those of a single aperture telescope because of the .

predicted preferred spatial frequencies. At the edge of

the image where due to seeing, telescope aberrations and

image misalignments the six images do not overlap, the full

speckle patterns disappear. Figure 3 shows the 2D power

spectrum for the unresolved star 6 Tau. The location of

the peaks corresponds to those predicted from the (u, v)

plane coverage of the six element polygon array (figure

4). The variable amplitudes of the peaks are due to a

variety of instrumental effects including image misalign-

34
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%

100 lines/arc sec

.%100 lIneg/OrCIoc.*

686 cm

.

Figure 3: Two dimensional Figure 4: Predicted
power spectrum of 8 Tau. (u, v) plane coverage

of NMT

ments, telescope aberrations, imperfect phasing and the

absence of a correction for the off-axis polarization/

retardation effects in the six telescopes. Figure 5 shows

the 2D power spectrum for the binary star Capella which at

750nm now shows a full 1.5 cycles of the power spectrum

fringe resulting of the binary nature. Because of changing

phasing conditions between the observations the ratio of

the Capella and 5 Tau power spectrum (figure 6) show many

artifacts (including detector "hot spots"),which makes it

dange, cus to infer reality for other sets of fringes

visible in the ratio spectrum.

These changing phasing and coalignment conditions make

it very difficult to do quantitative analysis of the phased
d.

35
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284 J. M. Beckers and E. K. Hege

Figure 5: Power spectrum Figure 6: Ratio of Capella

of Capella and a Tau power spectra

MMT images. We have, therefore, undertaken a development

program aimed at maintaining phasing and coaligment of the

MMT images. This program includes attempts to correct

open-loop for elevation and temperature effects, and plans

to construct an internal laser coalignment/cophasing system

for the MMT. We will describe these efforts below.

OPEN-LOOP COPHASING

Most of the variation in the telescooe pathlengths results

from the gravitational flexure of the telescope structure.

We measured the variation of pathlength as a function of

the elevation pointing of the MMT on a number of occasions.

Figure 7 shows the relative variation in the pathlength for

each telescope as made on two nights about one month apart,

36
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repeats quite closely the difference between those

telescopes measured over half a year before and shown in

paper 2 (figure 10), (ii) the hysteresis between up and

downward motions is small. The largest amount (for

telescope B) is 5Pm and (iii) the residual scatcer of the

observations amounts to - 20Pm peak to peak. That is

substantially more than the measurement errors ( 2-3wm)

and is at least, to some extent, due to thermal changes in

the optics support structure. 2  The curves shown in figure P

7 have been fitted with a second degree polynomial and the

wedge position is now open-loop computer controlled to

remove the systematic elevation variation.

It should be pointed out that in an array telescope

like the MMT, the pointing of the individual telescopes

and the phasing of these telescopes are highly inter-

active. If pointing errors caused by imperfect mount -.-

pointing (typically 0.5-1 arc sec) are corrected by tilting

the secondary mirrors, the phasing of the telescopes is

destroyed (I arc sec causing as much as d 25 im pathlength

difference). It is therefore important not to do so at the

MMT, and to point the telescope as a whole using its

elevation and azimuth axis. It is equally important V

to define an algorithum for the differential pointing

corrections by the secondary mirrors needed to correct for

co-pointing errors between the MMT telescopes. For phasing

experiments the algorithum adopted keeps the average

position of the six telescope images, in both elevation and "

azimuth direction, stays the same.
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As described in paper 2, we suspect that the residual

20m PTP variations are due to thermal changes in the MMT

optics support structure (OSS), one degree thermal change

across the structure causing a -65pm change in the

differential pathlength. A plan to measure the OSS

temperatures and to correct open-loop for their change,

remains to be implemented. When implemented, it should

improve the cophasing. Until implemented, we cannot

evaluate the residual variations.

DESCRIPTION OF AN INTERNAL COALIGNMENT/COPHASING SYSTEM

Ultimately, it is desirable to couple the individual

telescopes in MMT configuration systems with a system

internal to the MMT, since the open-loop correction systems

are not perfect and since coalignment and cophasing on

nearby stars will not always be possible. We describe in

this section an internal laser coalignment/cophasing system

(LC2S) which is aimed at doing simultaneously both internal

coalignment and cophasing. As pointed out in the previous

section, the coalignment and cophasing of an MMT type

telescope are closely related so that an LC2 S system which

does both is highly desirable.

A diagram of the LC2S system is shown in figure 8. It

is based on a similar system described by Butts, et al. 5

Figure 8 a shows the front view of the 4 mirror MMT concept

under discussion for the U.S. National New Technology

Telescope (NNTT). The dark bars between adjacent

39
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telescopes are the LC2S bridges which will coalign and

cophase telescopes A to B to C and to 0. The fourth bridge -

between D and A is redundant and can be used as a check and

as a spare, in case any of the other bridges fail. A

similar scheme with 5 or 6 bridges could be used for the ,

present six mirror MMT. Figure 8b shows the cross section

o through the telescope. It shows how i multiwavelength

Argon laser is projected out of the telescope to -

infinity. Figure 8c  shows cross section P through the

..... 
..:

Section P
--------- 4-----

~'

7.5M

Na ~DICHROICI
PINHOLE

CROSS -SECTION 0

M z

IR S 1

RD M

CROSS-SECTION P

Figure 8: Diagram of the laser coalignmentlcophasinR-MMT concept. 
8 Upper right
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telescopes A and B and through the bridge connecting

them. The Argon laser beams at the facing edges of

telescopes A and B are intercepted by an inverted telescope

M which focuses the laser beam at image c. Two Rochon

prisms RA and RB  split the incoming laser beam in

orthogonal linear polarizations. The image c results from

the combined undeviated beams whereas the deviated Deams

from telescopes A and B form two separate images a and b

a, respectively. In figure 8d the three images are shown on a

single detector (I) or on two separate detectors (II and %

III). Image II shows the location of the guasi whioes g- %

fringe with respect to the laser source image. h,
'%

displacement A between the whitelight fring,. .-, '

of the image c result from a phasing error and .

as an error signal to adjust the phase of t .

with respect to telescope A by means of anf "

adjustment arrangement described in paper ('..

shows the displacements (Ax, Aj) of images i ,W . S
displacements can be used to coalign tplpscn s . A . , C.

for example by tilts of their secondary MrITr or ."

displacements of the inverse telescope M will di V. ,

images a, b and c but will keep the values for ., "P A r

quite undisturbed. In paper (4) the sensitivity of tne

LC2S scheme to misalignments of the inverse telescope M

were discussed. The most critical misalignment is a

defocusing of the telescope M which will cause Ax to change

resulting in a misalignment of the optics. It is important

to maintain and/or measure the distance M - c with high

I

precision. The second most critical misalignment is a tilt

. .... ., . P . . -. ...~ .-. . .. . -- , - . - -
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of M around the y axis which result in a change in A.

This LC2S scheme at the moment is untested, as is a

similar scheme by N. Woolf which uses a flat mirror for

M. The A, Ax and Ay values will of course be subject to

variations due to atmospheric seeing inside the telescope,

as was the case for the so called laser coal lignment system

which was part of the original MMT design. To reduce the

effects of seeing, one should measure these quantities .

every 0.1 second and then average them digitally until the

desired coalignment/cophasing precision is reached. An %

estimate for reasonable internal seeing conditions 4

results in a RMS coalignment and cophasing error of 0.01

arc second and 0.14um for an integration time of 30 seconds

which is much less than any image motion and phasing errors

introduced by the atmosphere in front of the telescope.

NON-REDUNDANT MMT ARRAYS

The present MMT and the proposed MMT concept for the

NNTT have a highly redundant aperture configuration from

the point of view of interferometry. If one sets as a goal %

the filling of the maximum area in the (u, v) plane with a .

polygonal array of telescopes, one would do substantially

better with an odd number of telescopes. With 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9 and 10 sided polygons, one has 3, 4, 10, 9, 21, 16,
S

36 and 25 non-redundant baselines respectivey. Figures 9,

10, 11 and 12 show the (u, v) plane coverage with an

optimized array of 3, 4, 5 and 6 telescopes, optimized in

the sense that gaps in the (u, v) plane coverage dre just

42
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Figure 9: Coverage of the (u, v) plane for 3. 4, 5, and 6
sided -p-olygonal MMT arrays.
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avoided. The (u, v) plane coverage for the (2n-1)

telescope is about the same as that for the 2n telescope

because of the absence of the redundancy in the former. 1

Structural considerations appear to lead to a preference

for even numbered polygons like the MMT and the NNTT-MMT so

that the odd numbered non-redundant polygon MMT may be more *

a curiosity than a realistic proposal.

CONCLUSION D

The MMT has shown itself to be a very powerful

interferometric device. When long coherence lengths (small

AX) are used the MMT, as it is now with the open-loop

flexure correction, is very good as a coherent array. For

broad bandwidth applications in the visible region of the

spectrum, the residual 1O-20 m variations in pathlength are

unacceptable. A more refined open-loop control system may

not be adequate to cure that and it appears that an optical

closed loop control system like the LC2 S will be needed.
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4'N
DISCUSSION

J.E. Noordam: Redundant spacings in the aperture plane are a very powerful

calibration-tool in radio aperture synthesis. Since it is possible in optical

interferometry to disentangle their contributions and then use them for this same

purpose, one should not elimiate them by building non-redundant arrays.

J. Beckers: You are of course correct. Phase closure techniques have not yet

been used in optical astronomy. If and when they come about, redundancy may

indeed be of help.
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DIAMETER AND I IMB-DARKENtNG MEASURES J--OR ALPHA ()RIONIS
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ABSTRACT
Previously reported speckle interferometric measurcments (if the angular diameter of ), On are AidclN

tered and apparently inconsistent. Stellar atmosphere models predict a stellar disk to lie iimh-darkened d!oU,
ently for different spectral features, and that less limb-darkening will be obsersed ait longer %%ase lenoth, I .

careful analysis of calibrated speckle observations obtained at %arious \xavelerigths 'lthc KPN() 4 ni
scope. we find a single diameter parameter to be inadequate to explain L!1 oif the features of out c..
ments. There is evidence for a central stellar component of 42.1 Ic 1 It mas diameter w ith ex~tended t
surrounding it. Limb-darkening effects are suggested by attempts to lit cosine mnodel image profiles :i tiC
which yield limb-darkening coefficients ranging from -0.9 in 4 iC) ab-sor ption hands to -0.4 itil i
tion lines. These fits have significant residuals at large radii suggesting a faint ecrolpe eXtendIng from
5 R.. although calibration errors cannot be ruled out entirely. There is a suggest ion of Aia elcngth depcnd-'
in single-parameter diameter measures with a linear coefficient of - -6( t 1) 10 'nias nni Pe%~'
mnodel-dependent biases in these result,, are discussed.
Subject headinq.s interferometery stars: diameters stars. individual stars SUpcrgiaints

LI. N rFROtDtCTI() lions in the generallyv larger diamecters pres ilus.!\ c

*Alpha Orionis is an M2 lab. SRc late-type supergiant star speckle inter-ferirnietrv results. An\ remainiing, dixr,i'k\L_
* with mass loss rate -10 Af - yr ". High-resolution interteromictric and photometric angular si~e, can r'il\

the tmpertures~ruurcspeckle interferometric obsersations have the potential capa- resolsed by refined modeling ofthtepruesrcur
bilitv of measuring the photospheric size, the inner mass flow the star, including dust shell effects (see. e g.. Tsui, 19YXi. jd
sizes, and the extended mass flow geometries for a number of wt mrsdkoldeo h itne
late-type supergiant stars of known mass loss rates. Yet there is ii OBi3UlRNArtItNS
a large variation in the values reported for the angular diam-
eter of o Oni obtained by speckle interferometrN Alpha Orionis was observed with unusually- good secing at

We find evidence that such scatter in angular diameter mea- the K PN() 4 m telescope (pupil masked to 318 rn on 1M
sures can be resolved by using an appropriate stellar model: a February -I and 3. using the Steward Ob-sersatorN interisitied
limb-darkened stellar disk with a wavelength-dependent limb- %ideo speckl,, camera tHege e't al. 191Q?. The seeing onl the first
darkening coefficient surrounded by a faint observing night was 05' and less than I" on the second night. \ rwi
band pass-dependen t envelope extending from I to 5 stellar handpasscs Acere used to obserxc both )( and -Ori tlho obiet
radii, aind the calibiation star respectively) The recenil% discoscrcd

In this paper. only the photospheric radius, derived from Papaliolios. Nisenson. and Ebstein 1985) faint seconTd;irv% of
azimuthally averaged radial profiles, is discussed in detail. We On A .ts outsidc our field of viess.
base been particularly careful about seeing calibrations, as dis- Video speckleg r:! 'is for eatch handpass \Aere recoidLcd fov
cussed by Christou ef al. (1995). -V WI1 minutes oi' the object and -5 minutes on the call-

Other non-spherically symmetric details of x On. which we bration star. I he speck legrams were recorded with 1 5 mis espo.
hase previously reported lGoldberg et al. 1981 and wAhich sure'. it the rarec of - .5 Hi teserv fourth %ideo fr-ameti A~t this p
have been confirmed by others (Roddier and Roddicr 1983. shte1rqec.h fegos fteiaeitnfe a
1985). are being studied further. Evidence of the detection of sUfficientl\ dcayed betwseen exposures that it can be remrosedt
faint extended chromospheric structures Ipresented in I-, meanis' 4f %deo subtraction of consecilntix e fraies durinie

Hebdn ciat. I 96j.data digintiition The I S ms exposure timne is, str tiolgh to,
Previously,. somewhat larger angular diameters base b-ectn frec/e the tuleLInce Ili [arth's atmosphere. so thilt thesck

inferred by speckle interferometry than by photometric tech- lgasrti mg eal pt h kl iiitinlmto
niques (see. e g.. Tsuji 1976). Such discrepancies may bec the teles"cope.
accounted for with \cry careful analsis of an\ measurement [he ,idco speckhec'iamN %%ere digii/ed ,, bits deep Ili ai
biases implicit in the previous work, Including the effects of a I S\1 I ai.i\ %iiih t ( rinnell diitail telcx shin x\stcnl.

larger scale circumrstcllar shell Wke find at consitntl\ snialler 'IednC. eic ri~~e aeo 2m' pixel infrtn
diameter and offer a possible esphanation for the 'Aide ).aria- On tap" isiti~c tlie Siess aid rI )bsT atory mi i/icinlpItC icr\xstetlI

It has becir shov n thicorcticailIy that thic rit-Npriad func-
non calibration in speckle initetfe ronetric .inaiN is \er\ seth

*Visiiing Astronomecr. Kitt Peak National O hxcr. tiirs Natina,l Upit..a! sitise to, the xccing. hliitete F Itired s parametert r, We p
Asironrml Ohxeirruesic ~hich is rwraled hi, the -ss.,,not I I p .,,;e

for Rcsearch in 1,,tr,,nom\ tc Linder omrjct t. he N.,. xI ,C I .1knl aIdopted ai ncL\ and miore careful reduction proc:edure to caih-
daion brate the seeing and urrtritnienril nornt-spre.id luinctuon

\sox Kitt Peak N,iu'onart )hswr',or, i(hristoii t oi'1S~ I fiit reduction pri cecdirrc hides1C speC-

it's
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*cilic measures (1) to edit the data, (2) to remove kn fown system- I ABI I i
atic detector-induced artifacts, and (3) to bin the specklegrams St VIVIARN)i (1) KI.ii At I'M - KRI A1, ISI I NI i.A \1 Ni 1,

according to instantaneous seeing. The good seeing data give a -- _______.-

better signal-to-noise ratio. For example. 100~ frames of good . iuei i' /
seigdata and 1000 frams of moderate seeing data giv simi- im nasi R_~/- B IR., i41R_

lir sig~nal-to-ntoise ratios in the final resuilts. '

I tic Iiiage ptAscr splccti a I'S'.) of, tile tigitiicd specklegrams. 17(4),, i

edited. corrected. atid binned, were accumulated using the 4t(M 5)._ ii' ii iS
52WK 5i) 1 ()" ))2 ti ~ 1 )7t, 42tNOAO CDC Cyber 720/ 170 and the fast Fourier transform 5 ~x 4S

algorithm. The PSs were then written onto tape and trans- 6'5(X As - 1 202 415 4) 41
ported back to the Steward Observatory computing facilities 6563 44 I I(1 1411 4 iio 42
for analysis. 85() 46 i 1 22 16 1) 10 41.

9542 41 _10 1~u I7 014The detector-colored photon noise bias (see liege et al. 1982) Men 442-

was deconvolved from each binned, summed PS by dividing by _______

a two-dimensional anamorphic Gaussian fit to the data at Too tt% flII Itt f~aSttre

spatial frequencies larger than the diffraction limit cutoff fre- KExprirmeni inatierlenlk omitted) 5
1) A

quency and subtracting 1.0 to remove the bias.
The effects of seeing and of the combined instrumental and

telescope optical transfer functions were calibrated by dividing introducing a limb-darkening parameter in an attempt to fmnd
the debiased PS of the object ()! Oni) by that of a point source ,.an internally Consistent interpretation of t hese pui/Abig I esuls.
Oni) of comparable seeing (i.e.. corresponding bins of same r, The calibrated image PS data were anal%7ed direct]. Is '6

to give clean, deconvolved PSs of the object. Autocorrelation fitting power spectra of model images to the azimuthall) aser-
functions (ACFs) were obtained as Fourier transforms of these aged observed radial PS profiles to extract (model-decpendlent
calibrated. debiased power spectra. estimates of) two physical parameters. the radius R, and 0hc

/ limb-darkening Coefficient U'. A typical aseragcd radial PS
Ill. %IODEL-DE PtN DENT RESULTS profile. together with a tytpical model fit. is shon IiIn [ ilcure 2

We have analyzed our data both in the image ACT and in The model image PS was computed for a limbh-darksened
the image PS domains. The models used in each case are selrds mg nest rfl ~:R,.U
subject to biases, but the biases are weighted differently in the Ilr R.,. Li) = ItJ( - U) + L cos (7Tr 2R,)] . or r !S R_,
two domains.

We first assumed that, at the resolution of the 4 m telescope. = 0) , lor r >R

limb-darkening effects might be negligible. Thus we modeled with R., being the model radius of thle star and L being the
ACF data with a uniform disk autocorrelation function con- limb-darkening coefficient. We computed normalized inten'.it%
strained by the data in a least-squares fit. This produced the profiles, setting 1, = 1. A uniform disk corresponds t o 1, - 6.
results shown as the filled circles in Figure I and reported in For a spherically symmetric disk, the correspondingL model PS
the first two columns of Table I. The scatter in these results is P(r. R_,, U) is given by
typical of the scatter seen in the results of other observers, as
summarized in Table 2. P(r: R_, LU) =47r dr rI(r R.,. L)JI,(27rv

We next attempted to make the model more complex by N

E50

a 45L 5A

4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Wavelength()
1i1. 1 Htc~t-til .utoci.rrelation dt,,neter measure% I) fill t I I -It Iot the artious oh'er% Ing h~innki~t'se% N litteir tt:5 rt.-I(I 'Ii nt) 'tIs ' I .11 liv:.i Io ci~il.i

iih .t me'iur, ott the btit. tinduced b the otht image %Itng, ant ii he m II .. 1 lit d1tia eter Salt) It t I'ng tile eti itm lt i neatr reg ression ;opredit i le ihi .iw 'ed ii .t icl
ior n ir, hci .t function if ihe measitred diameter teld'. the SAettefgth-tfldtpefliil result 1). 42 1 - I I na,

47
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TABt F 2 A.here.-I and 11 are c:ons! ant parmitICrrI. -I 111A "s

req uired to model thle excess pokscr ,,'u 1,c
WvlntDiametr the highest spatial frequencies. IThe raoit1t1ri

lntstve pFASI'RH in:: !hil (I1iUN&s i cnide -it ~~.NI ,

17o34 to 4- Pe.Ise Ife,itre unresol x edm t he telescope d ilTract o:'1 'Mil
XI 14 NO) (ietar er al 19- Fikgure .' displays two different modelsx k

4219 Ronneau and La rcNI gUIShahle. ox er the spatia domainiseietw
Us" 7 tisneal precision achliesed. with regard
S711 is tS pical radial profile. Ihix I-rsia7 lire

71t.4 12 -s models gisen thle marginal cap;ihtx of thre ii
titi nresoix C this tai wec could no: rnrultaineil ,I,

421 34 or2 " 'rrie et 41 1974 eters R,, and t unique!\ la) a ir stngt l r \

SK2~ 467 The Ilirefore. \Ac lixed the lirnbh-dai kcninr p tIn

S9i 57 - 6 the data h\ onlx thle !hic nairame:ir, R_ - ,no
6331s_ 16 44 - 3 dairkening paraireter ~I kj, then% re -I

5 1(5'l - So 0 49 -II \nd,~ ,I al-r 19"t 0.l anid dilertent R.. I. and 14 xlt,- .
1 74 - I eaich of the cotrrespondhne hreni "c

SSi 50 SO 0 53 I together x i tlu I thtitc Irom thosec litc
5iti 79 - I Mconlad ae he unresokc d po(r~ er arid rm'. erro ., or i

iol - 5 66 -6 M oneadts196 t~ picaj ior all %Alues oi ( Thcx ssrc(i,
1100i Si 3o is - Ricori er a/ P^ I of goodness of fit.%

11(540 The results in Table ', are sho' n In 1 4 T -
6000 - 50 (5 45 -I keltier and Wirden 19KO the wide scaittcrinq of tihe iniferre d r~i ji

OI 50- handpass and lit a fixed limb-darkening cliw I[
6562 - 24 0 4 also showks the extreme, .4f hoxs ditl'erenr

0is 49 2 models give dillecn! mecasured r iir for ,)!, di~ s c; %
1 61 1 ed this wax. the ensemblie of !its s-,ogger A rrrvsr al

AM 54 SCi 4' 1 selecting a most appropriate- model frorm th-, crisemhlc b 4 p
o , 45 1 si hle models.

740 54S Thle limb darkening I, expected to he a functio n .,I~

30 -' 4 length. An interpretation of ithese res;ults, which xse hai e
1 39 - 4 depicted graphically in Figure -4. v, possibie if sxc require a

S3~ A i0 LA3.7 -I Roddier and Roddier 11W, single fixed physical stellar radius Our choice ' tfll pr-dc-

4014) + 75 4 2 Rtea Idependent) is represented by the hori/onial liile. R,, s~
-tIE -- 25 54 m mas. in Figure 4. If we assuLme that the co'ine lrmh-dark'nring
7150i _it 611 1 4 coefficient U can be no greater than I- nor less than 0, our

75)_42 62 iSmeasurements, and model actual set u pe- a nd l1-k cr IiimrIts of
s'ig62 1 thle physical diameter- of x Oni Ithe i-d rl~~l line, in I tc4

t7i 42 .62 1 When a radius is fixed for the sdth Ue lnbdrercce
Vatu omiie ifnoisiaed n rfernce ~ - cients for each of the spectral handpa ses can be predi :cd fi''"
Valu orate ifnotstatd i reerece.the intersections of the radius andi the fitled cur~es. Possible

Core. values are tauae in Table -4, Alte natis el.. I, T1

darkening cocffiieri~t are knoss n from 'ther son rCe e.4
model atmosphere t t tas.hen Thle r"adI 0n o thle atr is

where Jnf2yrif) is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first measured.
kind and ir is the spatial frequenes . For a uniform disk, namely The- imh-d&irkenri ,: coefficient, -'r an \i u're-o :1
L 0, Phi: R_. 0) reduces to have been coirpUted hr I sulit i P) !0 to be -) 1 4 1 0 f, I Ii

bands, and C-(1 -i Wr (N and () banmd, % hisl irc vener,rlc~,
Pi R_,, 0) = 1 1,(l2irrl V 1. in deeper lasers of thle stellar .ilmNrphce In I'Ll merscJUrc-

merts. the banmds at 0fl ' k. sr0( No tl and! 2rto(with J, being the first-order Bessel function of thle first knd. t M alrr toe1i rrd.adIo rhirllib
The computed model PS and its first partial derivatives, darkened w;ith t at (309 1 I his si, is c tiihodel ridmir
i'Pli' R_, U) 'R. and 'Phi- R_, U) t1: (computed asfirst R,-~nm aedi ns-
differences) were tabulated for use in an iterative nonlinear
least-squares fitting procedure (patterned after Jeffrevs 198. 1st remes for the itchn farkerrmnel- refher1ent ic r I .r bilated Ini

198 11. Since aperture effects were removed by the point source Tal4.Tr leinreda rrITc..brrdtsit-
calibration, this function should model the PS data up to the toll iol h sptal Iet~e rni ed\rIrrir I lula
cut-off frequency of the telcscope for the correspotrding obhserv- besi, adaslilt-'p r'r' isislrie i

ing handpass. featme, ;ire ilsirallN presetnt riI I hWba 'rlpss
The obsers ed PSs Ptji ) were then fitlted lix the linear com- Ilfitnaticl. this 1-r rU redictIs D. 6s mal's.

bination larger than ams )irthe s tire ink- ire \('I anlss\is f4t1r
samec data1 S'l t " tiII, k1i4 Is '- r In I tleri 2. Air

-,l 4 P0i R, 1 i 13 expected to 21Cictei str-- Thr cAILvi'c R_ s,,.'"1c1tP
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F-it, INpitcal normalized radial averaged data and model PS The dotted line is from data at 6500 A 20 A. and the solid line is for a best lit t- [he t.it. ,f I
selected model. The shaded region is due either to seeing eaihration error or to large extended structures Jor hoth). The horizontal bar shoA,, the region used tfo
model lilting.

IV discusses our efforts to understand these model-dependent Least-squares fitting procedures minimize residuals by adjust- ,
discrepancies. ing the available parameters. Fitting models with no param-

eters to describe such extensions will yield biased parameters.
IV. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS The PS analysis showed the inability of models fitted to data

We consistently use the notation R,. (D,,) to denote model- at the 3.8 m resolution of the telescope to distinguish betmeen a
dependent estimates of the stellar radius (diameter). These esti- soft-edged. limb-darkened object and a hard-edged object of
mates are model-dependent because x Ori is probably a more smaller radius. The PS model profile is a good lit to the data at
complex object than can be described by the simple model radii corresponding to the PS titting domain (indicated in tig.
used. There is strong empirical evidence for model-inadequacy 2), but it seriously overestimates the diameter of the obect.
bias in the results obtained by both our modeling procedures. Similarly. experiments in the image ACF domain emphastzc

Evidence from several other sources (e.g.. Ricort et at. 1981, the high-frequency response produced by the stellar core.
Roddier and Roddier 1983; Tsuji 1979. White 1980. and refer- Models of both. however, will be biased by additional signal at
ences therein) also suggests that 2 Ori is surrounded by a faint intermediate to lower image frequencies.
envelope detectable in optical bandpasses out to 5 stellar radii. The series of models fit in the image ACF domain also

1.0.

0 ~~~ z 30 15s U0 25 0/ -

V'

2-

I .. Tvo I'.pical mode.l F' s The .,lhd line is, Ior R '4 "lis and ( 0 ,ind 1hc d ,,hcd line is, 1w~ ;0 mnl, and t I '
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TABLE 4

PS Mit il)Fi LiMR-IARKIUNIN, CO FI'ICINTS ofi O ORIONIS

WAVELENGTH (A)

XIasl N5431 g500" 6563' 6500' 550l 5200' 41( ) 37(X).

.oPer lii t 2 3 110( 056 0,61 0.84 081 (I)) 8 (6 0 1 0(
Mean 12 S . . ii 3X 073 0.74 0.93 191) 0.89 0 68 17
U pp c-Inimt 33.7 .. ..... 1 0.X4 0.86 AX) 0.98 (.96 (Y0I 0.8

Bandpass 3 A.
Bandpass 100 A.
Bandpass 20 A

least-squares sense, diameter variations with a AD/ at best, As shown in Figure 4. we do sense an edge-softening
A; = -6 ± I) x 10 3 mas nm - wavelength dependence. effect. Our values of U can be little more than qualitative

Although empirical, our method for determining the bias in indicators, but it is significant that they appear to vary in
ACF diameter measures yields an estimate of the model- qualitative agreement with astrophysical predictions (e.g..
dependent bias determined from analysis of the data itself (by Tsuji 1976). We believe the net effect of our ACF bias analysis %
linear regression). It invokes no further physical models of the is to rescale the values of the PS radius estimates (ordinate of
stellar structure. The linear regression is of course itself a Fig. 4), so that the line representing the common R, = 12.5,,
model adding two further degrees of freedom in the interpreta- mas falls at an unbiased value R. = 21 mas, the physical radius
tion of the data. The data statistics do not permit us to cate- of the star. This conjecture was tested bN attempting other fits
gorically assert that the stellar envelope extends to the large with successively higher low-frequency limits to the model-
radii (to R k 072) seen in some of the ACFs. These residuals fitting range (shown in Fig. 2). This should have reduced the
may still be due to poor seeing calibrations. The fact that the sensitivity of the model to low-frequency image extensions. As
residuals are always positive suggests a stellar effect. Further- expected, the fits did yield smaller R,,, values but could not be
more, we conclude that the soft edges are real. This has been made to move them all the way to overlap the values obtained
modeled, at least in first approximation, by the limb-darkening from the ACF fits. This inconclusive result is apparently a
measures discussed above. consequence of the inadequacy of a 3.8 m aperture for these

This begs the issue of bias in the limb-darkening measures. measurements.
At the resolution of the 3.8 m aperture used. it is a subtle effect Most of the previous results. Table 2. lie above our smaller

unbiased result. We suggest the reason is that most of those
results are biased by the presence of a real, possibly time-

28. 1 1 variable, circumstellar shell and by wavelength-dependent
limb-darkening. We believe that the scatter in the measures
represents real attributes of the star. but that failure to 0.24 -A adequately model them yields overestimates of the stellar
diameter. -'I

20. V. CONCiUSIONS

The scatter of past speckle interferometric angular diameter
1. measures for x Ori appears to indicate that the models used to -

extract the results were inevitably inadequate to account for all
the complexity of the star contained in the data. A simple

12. stellar disk intensity profile, namely a limb-darkened disk with e N
variable coefficients for different spectral features and with a %

single, physical radius, is an improved, but still biased, model
of our data. When adjusted appropriately for the bias induced
by circumstellar features (real or seeing residual), the scatter in

4 R our results is accomodated. This leads to a reasonable explana-
tion for the wide scatter in other observed data as well. Our .
measured angular diameter, D. = 42.1 + 1.1 mas. independent

0. ........ 1 i of warelenqth, is consistent with all previous measurements if
the measures of previous workers are subject to limb-
darkening effects and similar model-dependent biases induced

0 8 !6 24 32 by a possibly variable (Hebden et al. 1986) extended stellar

Radius (7.22 mas/pixel) envelope.
There is a good deal of evidence that the apparent cxtcn- p

S, 1 1 the A(F corresponding to the same ,;65(X) 20 A data a, in Iig 2 sions, between I and 5R., which bias simple speckle intcrfcr-
)plu,,si A uniform disk model itted to the data shoAs large positive residuals ometry diameter measures, are physical attributes of )i Or and,
hevnd the apparent stell.ir limb A straight line lit through the most poorl)
modeled data, points. a ',,,ho',n. vas used to estimate B and R,,, (Table I. ci not systematics of the speckle interferometric process, and

[3l 14J) for computing the "figure of bias" ITahle 1, col. S. 'as discussed in further that they are wavelength-dependent. Roddier and ji
the text Roddier (1983. 1985). for example, find a 37 mas angular diam- -

51
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eter stellar disk embedded in ani ens elopc of 81) Pms diameter at I I9SMi A omxer ellective temperature fitsors format ion of -ohiiP
534 A, conlsistenlt vith earlir niesutc h% R icort e., ai. cate dust in Its cirCUmstcllar envelope, \A hich has been

(1981). Karos ska et al. ii 9(O) sU'-get thle fur1ther comnplication obsers ed in thle past (see. eg. Woolf and Ney 1 969
of faint companions. Fihe further study (if theoretical model atmospheres of Wie-

It is not clear ss lether thle Roddciers, !). -- 3-7 mna, result type supernant stars, their circumstellar envelopes. and related
includes limb-dai keriln etle:t. if' it do-,s inot, tben that inca- flass, loss mechanism Aill henetfit great l\ from fuitire higher
s urement is consistent As t h ILr mbni-lirkenedt measu res resolution mecasure' obtairw~ (ibe H-ege ct al. 198s5 ii ng t he
Theoretical predictions (eg., H arimann and Aeretl 19X4) NITi. (omipited profiles showing the added ads .intage due
suggest extended structures "[tbite (1980) suminari/ed the to the higher NM lMT resolution are given in) Figure 0 We antici-

1 0was clength d~cpendcnc, of arious measures1C tf -1 Oftr. obtained pate that details of temperature calculations can be refinied
from a number Of tcJHiqJue. mclk lunig cs deuce for larger uisig better limbh-darkenring tmeasures.
diameters at shorter waselcngt hs. qtialitatms els sintilar to our There remains the possibilit\ not only that the measurement

ACF measures shio).%n in Tabic, I and FieuieC I Whit- 09Y,0) of thle radiws of' Or bx spe;ckle interferometr\ is subject to
diameters to larger a1lues. ai sumzoestmu similar to the one we indeed he variable ss jib twie. IkeaiSe of the uncertaint,, inl
have insvoked here. Bised on ii ae of thie clects, of such ss hat wkas actuAl rni ired. plotting diameters delimince: ihr

darknedphoosphricdiaeter1, 3 alic on- period ( Il a ll in h icI YI is ineonclusis e. \'ariabilit Sof !-un P

sistet wih ou 198 d~ia hthian~i%,i eter is certimbh a;, ilk-:resting possibilits and desers es caielulC

Ourmesurd ini-d~cnn,, -uc i-L imconi-itent moiorn il sstritr n unbiased \Aa \k hite 0I9801
with those predicted fronm model aimosphic, cadculations. sli tess diameter s ariaiiion- on the order of 1 S based
Refined model atnmosphefe calcilation, of ;he li tc itlar limb1h strongly onl a ieviewk thkerein of Pease's eari I9 NI) Michait -

darkening coefficients, for ow- ohbe cilscl a! hands aire sonN 5Inteirronicter oh sers ations.
required, in order to e'.alt uatC Mole pre'cise! ilk, C\aCt radiuis oit It appears that llere are leat ures on thle Allrface of 7 O r,
of On. If speckle interferoniet ry is to he t dir,.ct probe of the which remain Lliresolscd at the diffrdction limit of es en tile
atmosphere of resols able iLae-tN[pe sUpergitfnt stars, very largest telescopes (Goldberg et al. 1981 ilbden vta! 1986), If
careful choice of spectral reel-n fs o obervation, as well as these features, are vartable, this would has e also biased Pease --

more sophisticated rmo dels foithle in 1cmpretatom of mecasure- fringe visibilit estimlates of diameter to s s tcematicallr lossem(
menits. are reqtired. values, as tile high spatial frcqucncv comtlponetnt (as sen, for

* The effective tenipe-tattire ot! 7 Oil rimains all open clues -) eu xanmple, in F-ig. 1) wotild cause tile fringe %isibility to persist tl
* (see res-tess in Tsu i 1 978).- lsu~lms inub-dar-keled angular diam- larger shears in proport ion to its relative energl . Thus tie

eter of 41 -1 3 inas. correcspondng to ilAX) , 15(11K. spans both question becomes. Is Y. Oni a dianmeter \ariable as wiell as a
our obsers ed 42 mfas valueC and theL 4 MI tiferred by Whlite surface activit sariable.'
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All this argues the need for a systematic set of measures, 82-0020). We also acknowledge the contributions of A,
done in a self-consistent way, with the highest resolution pos- Szumilo for support and revisions to the data reduction soft- %
sible, which is currently that obtainable with the MMT. ware, and, together with S. ShaKlan, for part of the data digiti-

zation. We particularly thank the NOAO staff for help ssith
these extensive data reductions, and thc support stall at Kitt
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Ioundation (grants AST-8113212 and AST-8201092 and ment at the 4 m telescope a successful delight. Wc also thank ,
access to the CDC Cyber 720/170 at NOAO) and the US Air Dr. N. J. Woolf for many interesting and helpful discussions
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we show the effect of different seeing conditions, as parametrized by the atmospheric
coherence scale r0, upon standard Labeyrie (1970) analysis for independent observations of both a
resolved object and its point-source calibrator. Atmosphere-dependent effects are shown by using both
models and data. We show how to sort the data into like-seeing bins in order to produce a calibrated-
image power-spectrum estimate. We also justify using a stronger weighting of intermediate spatial
frequencies in the image power-spectrum estimator when fitting physical parameters constrained by
image models to characterize the object. The use of data-editing techniques to eliminate bad speckle-
grams, thus improving the image power-spectrum estimate, is also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION reported in another paper (Cheng et al. 1985), whereas this
An intensified video camera with digital readout has been paper concentrates upon the theory and technique of seeing

calibration. '
used at Steward Observatory since 1979 (Hubbard et al. cbi
1979) to obtain high-angular-resolution information about a II. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OFTHEOBJECT POWER

number of astronomical objects (Hege et al. 1981, 1982a,b; SPECTRUM

Drummond et al. 1985a,b; Cheng et al. 1985; Hege et al.
1985). The standard reduction process for speckle interfero- An individual specklegram is conventionally represented
metry (SI) is that first proposed by Labeyrie (1970) and in- as a convolution of the object distribution 0(r) with the in-

volves computing the unbiased power spectrum for data sets stantaneous point-spread function of the telescope-ato-
of both a resolved object and an unresolved point source. A sphere combination sr). i.e.,
seeing-compensated image power-spectrum estimator of the i(r) = o(r)*s(r), (1)
resolved object is obtained by taking the quotient of the two. where * denotes convolution and r implies a two-dimension-
A full description of this process is given by Hege et al. al spatial domain. The time-averaged power spectrum can be
(1982a) and is further discussed in Sec. II. written as

If the time-dependent statistics of the atmosphere are dif-
ferent between the resolved object and the unresolved object, PS = (II (fPl) = ]O(f)2( S (f)I2), (2)
then this power-spectrum estimator quotient is not properly where I (f) is the Fourier transform of ilr), etc. in the corre-
calibrated for the variable seeing effects. Because of this, an sponding two-dimensional spatial frequency domain f In
image power-spectrum estimator, computed as a simple Labeyrie's theory of SI (Labeyrie 1970), the measured power
quotient as above, will contain spurious power, which can spectrum for the resolved object is deconvolved by dividing
lead to misinterpretation of the final results. This problem it by the power spectrum of an unresolved object taken under
has been previously discussed by Aime et al. 1978) for appli- similar seeing conditions as implied by Roddier (1981). The
cation to speckle measurements of the solar granulation and power spectrum of the unresolved object should give the
by Mariotti et al. (1983) for application to infrared speckle speckle transfer function (STF), (IS (f2) = PS6 ,sothat the
imaging. We have studied this problem using both normal desired object power spectrum can be recovered by the fol-
and log-normal models for the statistics of the complex wave lowing relation
front after passing through the turbulent atmosphere. A pro- 1O(f) =PS/PS5. (3)
cedure has been implemented which (i) locates and omits
"bad" specklegrams from a data set and (ii) sorts the good The measured power spectra in equation (2) also include
specklegrams into bins of like seeing as determined from the noise-bias terms due to photon statistics, which must be re-
second-order moment of the speckle cloud, moved before the quotient (3) is computed (Hege et al.

The final power spectrum estimators are then computed 1982a).
by using data from the same seeing bins for each object. The
results produced for the resolved red supergiant Alpha III MODELING THE SPECKLE TRANSFER FUNCTION

Orionis by this improvement to the reduction procedure are Equation (2) represents the time-averaged power spec-
trum of a set of specklegrams as the product of the object

"Visiting Astronomer from Department of Astronomy. New Mexico State power spectrum with the time-averaged STF given also by
University, Las Cruces, NM 88003

"
1
Visiting Astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory, National Optical equation (2) for an unresolved (point) source. The quality of

Astronomy Observatories, operated by the Association of Un,ersities for the measurement of the STF determines the ability of SI to
Research in Astronom), Inc.. under contract to the National Science Foun- obtain diffraction-limited information in the presence of the
dation. turbulent atmosphere. This function contains terms repre-
"On leave from UER de Mathematiques. Uriversite d( Provence. Mar- senting both the telescope and atmosphere transfer functions
seille, France; also visiting Astronomer at NOAO-ADP Division and has been well studied, with excellent descriptions of its

2644 Astron J 90 112), December 1t8s 0(X4-6256, lS/l22644 085 O c, 1985 Am Astron Soc. 2644
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derivation given by Korff(1973), Fried (1979), and Roddier (IS(f)2
)LF

(1981). They show that the STF has no simple analytical ID
expression when log-normal statistics are used, but that it = IT(f)1

2 exp ( - 6.88(2f/r) 51 3 [1 - (,f/D)"') I, (4)
can be represented approximately by a two-component mod- where T(f) is the telescope transfer function given by the
el for the normal statistics case. The first component is for autocorrelation of the aperture. The high-frequency
spatial frequencies up to the atmospheric cutoff fo = ro/2 (fo <f<fo) component is approximated by the relation I
and the second for frequencies lying betweenfo and the tele- (IS (f) 2 HF = 0.435(r/D ( T( f). (5) ..
scope diffraction limitf, = D /, where A is the wavelength
of observation, ro is the coherence length of the atmosphere The above approximations describe a STF dependent
as defined by Fried (1966), and D is the diameter of the tele- upon three parameters. Two of these, D and 2, can be con-
scope aperture. Fried (1979) has shown that this two-compo- trolled by the observer, but the third, r., is determined from , ,
nent model is a valid approximation, especially for large val- the random nature of the seeing. It is therefore important to
ues of the ratio of D /ro (notably large telescopes or poor consider the effect of varying r. upon the STF. Figure 1(a)
seeing). shows the STF, as computed using -quations (4) and (5), for a

The low-frequency (0 <f<f.) component is approximat- range of values of r. from 10 to 35 cm for a telescope of
ed by the transfer function of a long exposure with the wave aperture D -4 m and an observing bandpass centered at "V
front tilt removed, as for a rapid guided image, i.e., A = 650 nm. Figure 1(b) shows the same thing, but comput-

(a) 0

-2-

0:: 30 25 20 13 1

0 b

0

-4-

FIG. 1. (a) Models of the speckle transfer func-
tion using the two components as described in

-6 lI the text. "a" is the seeing-dominated compo-

0 .2 .4 6 .8 1.0 nent and "b" is the high-frequency term, which
allows information recovery to the diffraction

Spatial Frequency (flfc) limit. The parameters were chosen for an ob-

scured aperture corresponding to the 4 m and

(b) I I I forro equal to 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 cm. The
telescope transfer function T(f) is also shown
for D = 3.8 m with an obscuration ratio of 0.3.

(b) STF models for the same range of ro with the
log-normal statistical model.

a %

-2

A

So 2 6 o M

-4

0 24.681

Spatial Frequency (f/fc)
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ed using the log-normal model. It can be seen in both sets of they become "clipped," (ii) which contain anomalously low
plots that as r, decreases in value then both the width of the signal due to a shutter malfunction or to passing cl3uds and
low-frequency component and the amplitude of the high- (iii) which contain only part of the speckle cloud due to guid-
frequency component decrease. The telescope transfer func- ing errors within the detector field of view (typically 0.5-5
tion T(f) is also shown. Comparison of Figs. Ila) and 1(b) arcsec).
shows that as r,, increases the difference between the two For high-precision work, we have also found it useful to
models also increases, especially over the intermediate fre- correct for calibratable systematic detector-induced arti-
quency range. However, the normal model is shown to be a facts including (i) geometric (pincushion) distortion, (ii) de-
good approximation when the ratio D /r. is large. tector vignetting and flatfield response, and (iii) signal-de-

The object power-spectrum estimator (3) can be rewritten pendent video pedestal ("black level") due to the
as video-cassette recorder response characteristics. When see-
PSo = 1 (f ) 1S, /PS6, (6) ing conditions and choice of detector image scales are such

that the specklegram at the instrumental focal plane is larger

where PS, represents the STF for the object data set and PS, than the detector field of view, additional apodizing to force
is the STF of the point source. If the seeing is the same for the data smoothly and continuously to zero at its boundaries '-

both objects, then PS, PS, and PS,, is in fact a good esti- is also necessary.
mate of the object power spectrum. However, for different Our specklegrams are digitized into 128X 128 arrays of 8-
seeing conditions the power spectrum will be contaminated bit pixels. The saturated specklegrams are located as those
by the term PS;/PS,. In order to study the effect of this which have the greatest number of pixels with values >250.
contamination we computed quotients of the STF at differ- The limit is chosen by visual inspection of a sample of the
ent values of r.. This effect is seen in Fig. 2, which shows the specklegrams. The low-power frames are simply found by
quotients for different values of r, relative to two different summing all the power within a specklegram and comparing
"worst cases" of 10 cm [Fig. 2(al] and 39 cm [Fig. 2(b)], to some threshold. The poorly guided frames are located by
respectively, as computed using the normal model. For the computing the first-order moment of the specklegram to ob-
latter case when D /r. -- 10 the quotients are also shown tain the frame centroid. If this lies outside a certain range,
computed for the log-normal model [Fig. 2(c)]. Figures 2Jbl then the frame is omitted.
and 2(c) agree very well at spatial frequencies > 0.3j. At The second-order moments about the centroid of the well-

lower spatial frequencies, however, the log-normal model guided specklegrams are also computed, giving the disper-

has a greater range over which the differences in seeing af- sion of power within the frame, and thus the size of the

fect the slope of the quotient. The frequency of greatest dif- speckle cloud. This size parameter is then used to sort the

ference is at a lower frequency in the log-normal model than data according to the instantaneous seeing. In order to relate

in the other. These figures demonstrate the seeing statistics this size parameter a to an estimate of the seeing as defined

dominated domain at the lowest spatial frequencies (f<f) by the Fried parameter r., we assume the speckle cloud to

modeled by (4). Over the seeing-dominated region of the quo- obey (in first approximation) a Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
tient there is a sharp increase in excess power as the seeing i(r) = A exp [ - )r2/2o'2)]. (7)
degrades. For higher spatial frequencies, where the telescope The Fourer transform of (7) is
transfer function dominates, the excess power is frequency

independent and goes as the square of the ratio of the two l(f) 2 r A exp[ - 2(orrf)2 ], (8)
different ro's. The greater the relative difference in r. the wheretheexponentcanbecomparedtotheformexp [-(f/
more pronounced are those effects and the more sensitive the f)] such that

quotient becomes to the differer..-es in seeing. It can also be
seen that the worse the seeing the larger the quotient be- f( = %2r. (9)
comes for the same absolute difference in r,, although the Seeing theory (Woolf 1982) predicts that the seeing disk
width of the low-frequency spike is reduced commensurate has no analytic expression but is the Fourier transform of a
with the larger seeing disk. The effect of an inadequate seeing function of the form exp [ - (f/fi)5 1 3] [cf. equation (4)]. The
calibration is therefore to multiply the object power spec- difference between this and a Gaussian is nonnegligible but
trum by a function resembling those shown in the tw o panels small, with the Gaussian having greater amplitude at low
of Fig. 2. For the case of the porn source having poorer frequencies and falling far below at higher frequencies. The
seeing, the energy at frequcncies in the seeing domain will be rms difference between the two functions is approximately
increased and significant spurious unresolved energy will be 2% of the peak amplitude. Thus the Gaussian represents a
introduced. A correct deconvolution therefore requires that good first-order approximation. Since f, = ro/2.IA (Woolf
observations of the resolved and unresolved objects with 1982) we obtain the r, estimator
similar seeing statistics be accumulated befoic attempting
the calibration given by 3. r, -A/2a. (10)

Theoretically, it is not strictly possible to interpret the mea-
IV )\ rA SH1 I ('I0N surement of r, as being an estimate ofr. because the latter is

defined only for a long-exposure image. Equation (10) is,
The argument of the preceding ete se ingply a require- however, an expedient estimate of the equivalent aperture

ment that the data be inned actor diny, to the seingt Besides size for which the speckle cloud represents the instantaneous /i'be in g a ff ec te d b y th e se e in g th e p e k le g ra in , a re a l -1 c o n - a n u r re o ti n f th a m sp r .
laminated by a 'ariety (ifprocesses after (letectin, dLe to the angular resoltition of the atmosphere.
nature of the detector and signal-processing hardware. We V EXPERIMENTS
have implemented a data-editing Agorithm whiLJ. inspects
every specklegram to idc-tlfy ,and eid, an , had frames, We have analyzed specklegrams for the resolved super-
including thosc ii wherc th( sp,, , ,.- t,' i ',:oat,d such that giant Alpha Orionis (object) and an unresolved star Gamma
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Orionis lcomparison) taken 2 _nd 3 F:ebi u:% 1,I' with the 4 The shapes of these histograms differ somewhat from each
m Mayall telescope iwith an effectt. aperture .)I8 m loper- othci, but all appear superficially to resemble a normal dis-
ated at Kitt Peak National Ob-,,crx atoer, Nvioal ()pincal ti bution. liowcever. it is important to note that both tailk of,.
Astronomy Obscr ,aturies, N(A')'. Cihser atwons ut ,a hum- the distribution have been clipped due to the data-selection ,
ber of different \,a~elength \%ith integration timnes of p- algorithm. The exclusion of the saturated data sets affects', _

proximately 1o mn for the- ,iogranw ohlct and 5 iin tor the th- high r, tail because for good seeing there is a greater

comparison were made. l-hc data \-.ere acquired ith the a-erae power per speckle and therefore a greater probabil-
Steward Observatory speckle camera and recorded onto 3/ itv of saturation The 1h\v r, tad is effected by the exclusion of

4' U-Matte videotape using thc . stem described by liege et specklegrans whose effective width was equivalent ti. the
al. (I982al. The video specklegrams %%ere digitized later us- frarne size, thus making it difficult to obtain an estirnate of
ing the Gnnnell and EDS Point 4 ssteurs at Steward ()bser- r_ 4
vatory and the data reduction \kas accomplished using the The data presented herc were not taken with the usual -

Cyber 720/'172 at NOAO. ohsions observing disciplines and techniques which the
Before the power spectra were computed %se ran tile data models imply. This in part explains the differences in the

through a selection algorithm to flag the good and bad seeing distribution between Alpha and Gamma Orionis. The
frames and to tag the good ones according to the seeing esti- objects are not close it the sky and no attempt was made tomate r. We found that the selection algorithm could throw chop back and forth between them to mintmize the differ-

out as much as 70% of the data. mostly because of saturated ences of the seeing statistics.
speckles (there was considerable variable hig!: cirrusi, indi- We have sincc begun an observing technique similar to
cating the need for careful moniti(rin of thu detector gain that used for photornetry. Two comparisons are observe( -
while observations are in progress Seeing bins of width r, brackc:tng the program object, and for bright objects the

1.5 cm were chosen. integration times are kept short (-_2 min), whereas they are
The power-spectrum reduction routies then computed longer for fainter objects I -_ 10 mini in order to increase the

average power spectra for the data in each oft he seeing bins. photon SNR. This allows for a greater probability of similar
The interpretation and analysis of thns successful reduction seeing, but r. has been observed to vary substantially within
of the Alpha Orionis power spectra, yielding the first ever set a 5-10 min interval. Thus the specific observing program.
of stellar limb-darkening measures, is discussed by Cheng et must optimize the competing opposite tendencies, a not unu-
al. (19851. sual physical circumstance._-

The mean values of the seeing estimates for three data sets Figure 4 illustrates the nature of such variable seeing. This
of Alpha and Gamma Orionis are presented in Table I. This shows the variation of r,., as estimated for I s data bins, as a %
also gives the mean measurements of the s-)eckle cloud size function of time. The data set was of one of the components
indicating the spectacular subarcsecond seeing for this ob- of e2 Lyrae taken with the Steward Observatory 2.3 m at Kitt
serving run. It can happen at Kitt Peaki. I lie seeing esti- Peak. The seeing estimate varies from - II to - 17cm with
mates r,, are also shown corrected for zenith angle z and a - 14 cm mean value. There is - 90 s period in the variabil-
computed for the standard wavelength of 510) nm using the ity of the seeing, indicating that even with such short integra-
relation tion times it would be possible to have quite different mean

seeing values. Hence there is still a need for the seeing cali-
r,, A ""c .11 bration of the speckle data.
Figure 3 shows histogranns fr the distribution of the in- The effects of seeing stability have not yet been thoroughly

tantaneous seeing estimates r, for ll siN data sets. I-or the investigated, and the statistics of the variation of r, as a func-
650 nm data set the seciog distributior for the two is very tion of time, as well as the effects of atmosphere correlation
similar, with mean values of approxvimnateiy 42 cm for each. time variability, are beyond the scope of this paper, although
The 854.2 nm data set, howvecr, ,ep:cscn, th other ex- they are currentiv under investigation.
treme, where the tails of the two distribution, barely ovrlap. The curves preseraed in Fig. 2 show the model-predicted
At 656.3 nm there is more itan overlap but the mean of the appearances of the S VF quotients at different values of r.

two distributions are separated by more than 4 cn Basedon Figure 5 shows observations of the same effects using the
the model calculations, these plots ,;if,' ,lenmott rate data for Gamma Oriaus at = 650 nm. The quotients are
the need for seeing-dependent calihraii:awis computed wil respect to the worst seeing (smallest r,)case.

Qualitatively, the models (Fig. 2) and the data are very simi-
lar, Jhowing tvo components, a constant bias at high spatial

r M . ,, , . frequencies, and a sharp excess in the seeing-dominated do-
main. The quantitative differences can be explained as beingdue in part to values of r,. not having been properly calibrat-

I p: ed to r, and also to errors caused by the fitting and removal

71, " the photon-noise bias and detector transfer function. The

curve for r, IQ cm was computed by splitting the data set
hw~ : ,,, 2,,.:r.. . ... .... :"in((, t,,\o halves and taking the quotient of tile two debiascd

(ian)m i- - i. - " power spectra. This gives a measure of the inherent noise in
,,,,' i "r I " :' " " ' these quotients The amplitudes of the low-frequency spikes

, 4 , . -of the seeing-dominated component are similar: however,

AIlph a ' , ,0. the models predict a greater discrepancy than observed for
(O ,,,H ,, 5 , ,.. tile high-frequency component. The qualitative behavior of

tile curves is the same in that the closer the two values ofr,
....... the neater unitv is the frequency-independent component
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(f0 <f<f . For frequencies below but nearf, the effects of mined by the number of specklegrams in each of the %

signal statistics and small number divisions dominate, corresponding bins for the object and the point source. In

Because of the binning of the power spectra, the number of practice, each of the bins yields an independent reduction for

frames in each bin is less than the total, thus decreasing the the object power spectrum and the final power spectrum will

apparent signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each of the binned be a weighted average with the weighting proportional to the

power spectra compared to the usual ensemble summed number of observations in each bin and proportional to r,"

power spectrum, especially at the tail ends of the distribution corresponding to the bin. The first weight is suggested by

of r,. The number of speckles in a speckle cloud depends Poisson statistics (assuming the same number of photons in

upon the ratio (Dir,)2. For good seeing (large r.) there are each observation) and the second by the seeing model.

fewer speckles with more power per speckle than for poorer

seeing. Thus the SNR per specklegram is greater for the bet- VI. CONCLUSIONS

ter seeing. The curves of the STF in Fig. I support this: the

higher frequencies carry relatively greater power for larger We have presented models and data to show the impor-

r. However, in the data set there are only a few speckle- tance of a detailed seeing calibration of speckle data sets

grams with the very best seeing Thus the data from the two reduced by the standard SI power-spectrum analysis. Both

tails of the seeing distnbution should not be weighted equal- the models and the data show the same effect: that for the -

ly in combining the bin-calibrated power-spectrum estima- case of poor or no calibration the resultant object power

tors. Of course, the SNR of the final power spectrum is deter- spectrum will be contaminated in different, and unpredicta- .

23 - -25r. . . -------
. !9

2 50

Fic 5. Meaasred quotientsothe speckle trans-
fer function for Gamma Orsonia at 650 rn.

Note chat the SNR is given by splitting bin I

1 , into two parts and taking the quotient. Because

the SNR is fairly small (7A), especially at the

highest frequencies, the quotients overlap, mak-
ing it difficult to distinguish them from each
other The bold line is the ratio of the tao halves
of the r, 39 cm data sei
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ble, ways at the low frequencies (0 <f<f.,) and at the highest apparent, especially when considering subsequent process-
frequencies (f<f). We suggest that for all such analyses the ing, including various schemes of image reconstruction that
possible differences in seeing between the object and the use the Fourier modulus such as Fienup (1978), Knox-
point source must be taken into account. In this, we support Thompson (1974), and Phase-Unwrapping (Cocke 19791, or
the conclusions of Mariotti etal. (1983), who considered sim- which invoke model-fitting procedures to constrain physical
ilar problems for infrared speckle data. image parameters.

It is reassuring, however, for the work reported in Drum- There is a need for chopping between the point-source
mond et al. (1985a,b) and Cheng et al. (1985) that this same calibrators and the resolved object in order to minimize the
model analysis predicts that the shape of such a power-spec- seeing differences. Binning of the data sets for seeing calibra-
trum estimate, if not its frequency-independent bias, is large- tion is still required because the variations in r, can be
ly unaffected by these seeing effects. In these reductions, the greater than the integration time. We believe that, even with
parametrization of the physical model was accomplished by improved observing and data-acquisition protocol, the accu-
fits to the intermediate spatial-frequency range, avoiding the racy of power-spectra analysis is significantly improved by
seeing-dominated region, of the power-spectrum estimates. careful processing of the data to take into account the seeing
In both of these studies the physical models produced a mea- variations and bad specklegrams within the data set and
surable amount of unresolvable power. For Drummond's worth the additional computation overhead.
asteroid work this could be interpreted as being due to unre-
solvable surface structure, and for Cheng's analysis the bin-
ning evidence also indicates that the unresolved power was
real. The r, = 39 cm curve in Fig. 5, having a mean value of This work was supported in part by the NSF (Grants Nos.
- 1, implies that the Poisson noise bias (Hege et al. 1982a) is AST-8113212 and AST-8201092 and access to the Cybe:
consistent upto0.9f, and therefore does not lead to an extra 720/172 at NOAO), AFGL (Contract No. F19628-82-K-
bias in the object power spectrum. 0025) and the AFOSR (Contract No. 82-0020). We also ac-

Our new (albeit more computationally intensive than knowledge the contributions of A. Szumilo for support and
ever!) SI reduction procedures sort the data sets of both the revisions to the data-reduction software, and, together with
object and point source into seeing bins to obtain a set of J. Freeman and S. Shaklan, for many long hours of tedious
seeing-weighted, deconvolved power spectra. In order to do data digitization and computer babysitting. We also thank P.
this sorting we have developed a technique to obtain an expe- A. Strittmatter, N. J. Woolf, and F. Roddier for many useful
dient estimate of the instantaneous value of the atmospheric discussions and advice.
coherence length r. from the second-order moment of the We particularly thank the NOAO staff and visitors for
speckle cloud. We have also implemented editing schemes to enduring any inconveniences caused by these extensive data
ignore bad specklegrams which can also contaminate the reductions, and the support staff at Kitt Peak who made the
final results and to correct for detector systematics which installation and use of our visitor instrument at the 4 m tele-
can distort them. The importance of this refined analysis is scope a successful delight.
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Abstract N

We have used a recently developed high-spatial resolution imaging tech-
nique, known as Weighted Shift-and-add, to obtain iffraction-limited images%

of the red supergiaiit a Orionis at the resolution of the KPNO Mayall 4 m tele-
scope. Imiages were obtained at six different bandpasses and the measured disk
diameters agree to within a few % of the value-, obtained from the previously

published power spectrumi and autocorrelation analysis of the same data set.
From the major and iniiior axes of mnodels fit to the intensity profiles, we obtain
asyimmetry mieasures of both the disk and e'ftvelope components of 4(±2)% and
37(±13)"C respectively. In addition we have searched for the proposed nearby
companion but our data shows no direct evidence of it suggesting an upper
limit to the niagnitude difference of 4.5. r
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stars: supergiants
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1 Introduction

The M2 lab supergiant a Orionis has been one of the most frequently studied

stars in high-spatial resolution astronomy. Since the first experiments by Michel-

son and Pease (1920) many measurements of its diameter have been made. These -_Z

results have been comprehensively summarized by White (1980) and Cheng et al.
(1986). They show a surprisingly large scatter and suggest a far from straight-
forward wavelength dependence. White (1980) suggested that the star has a blue
halo, transparent at long wavelengths, to explain the observed diameter variations.
A possible variance of the diameter with time has also been tentatively proposed.
Conversely Cheng et al. (1986) conclude that their results, obtained at the Mayall
4 m. can be made consistent with a single photospheric diameter if limb darken-
ing is taken into account for all wavelengths. Their results also suggest evidence p

for a faint circumstellar envelope possibly extending to about 5R., although seeing 1%%
calibration difficulties made this inconclusive. More recently Roddier et al. (1986)
have concluded that the star is surrounded by a dust envelope which shows evidence
for time evolution. Hebden et al. (1987) give conclusive evidence for the emission

envelope extending to at least 4.5 R. in H,.
In this paper we present a series of diffraction-limited images of a Orionis ob-

tained at the KPNO Mayall 4 m telescope. The images were produced using the -'

weighted shift-and-add algorithm (WSA) recently developed at Steward Observa-
tory 1Christou et al. 1986a, 1986b). Both broad band (20 - 100 A, line blanketed IA.

continuum) and narrow band (2.8 A, spanning chromospheric emission lines) data
were analyzed. Using this same data Cheng et al. (1986) estimated a stellar diame-
ter of 42.1 ± 1.1 milli-arcseconds (mas) and a preliminary image at A6500, using the
Knox-Thompson imaging technique was published by Hege et al. (1982). However,
in both analyses, seeing calibration was made using observations of a point source, A

Orionis, and as they freely admit, errors in such calibrations may not be negli-
gible although great care was taken to reduce data sets of similar seeing statistics.
By comparison the WSA algorithm is essentially self-calibrating for seeing and the

corresponding point source measurements have been used to verify the technique as
well as give a measure of the telescope/detector point spread function. The primary

aim of the work presented in this paper has been to determine, as unambiguously
as possible, the photospheric diameter of a Orionis and to investigate any possible
correlation among the size, limb-darkening of the stellar disk and the observational

wavelength. This has been investigated from the reconstructed images and not
from power spectrum or autocorrelation visibilities. Furthermore, estimates have
been made of the luminosity ratio between the disk and the envelope by using a
two-component Gaussian imodel for each image. The envelope appears to be clearly
associated with the supergiant star and not to be a seeing calibration difficulty as

the WSA images of -y Orionis do not show such an effect. Finally, we have derived

from our data a lower limit for the magnitude difference betwe-n the supergiant
and the nearby companion recently proposed by Karovska et al. (1986).

4
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2 Imaging Technique

The WSA image reconstruction technique (Christou et al. 1986a, 1986b) is a variant
of the shift-and-add algorithm initially developed by Lynds et al. (1976). It utilizes
a weighted distribution of speckle positions to deconvolve an average speckle from a
typical speckle cloud by means of a weighted deconolution procedure. It has been
shown to produce seeing self-calibrated point spread functions (PSF's) for both
single and multiple aperture systems with point source data. Furthermore these
PSF's agree, to within a few percent, with the theoretical Airy patterns at different
wavelengths. The limiting signal-to-noise (SNR) of the technique suggests that the
current detection system is capable of a dynamic range of - 6 magnitudes, with no
evidence for residual seeing effects for a point source. The technique appears to be
limited by the accuracy of the detection of the loci and amplitudes of the speckle
maxima (see Christou et al. 1987). These are used to generate the deconvolution
key, therefore limiting it to bright object data, for which atmospheric noise and
not photon noise is the dominant image characteristic. It is also limited in its
application to either point sources or objects which are barely resolved although

recent improvements using an iterative matched filter analysis (Ribak 1986) suggest
that it can be applied both to extended objects and in the photon noise dominated
domain.

Because a Orionis has a small angular size, diameter - 42 mas, it is only barely .

resolvable at the resolution of a 3.8 m aperture especially at the longer wavelengths.
For example at 5000A the telescope's theoretical resolution is -.- 27 mas and at 8500
is -.- 46 mas. Thus, we can use the WSA technique as the speckles of this bright
object will be barely larger than point source speckles allowing the speckle maxima
to be easily located and measured.

3 Data Reduction

Both a Orionis and its point source calibrator, -y Orionis, were observed with the .%
KPNO 4 m Mayall telescope (pupil masked to 3.8 m) on 1981 February 2 and 3, %

using the Steward Observatory intensified video speckle camera (Hege et al. 1982).
The seeing was exceptionally good, - 0."5 on the first night and < 1" on the second
night. The objects were both observed at bandpasses of 5200/100 A, 5500/100 A,
6500/20 A, 6563/3 A, 8500/100 A and 8542/3 A. Data obtained at bandpasses of
3700/100 A and 4100/100 A were not used because they did not meet the photon
noise criterion discussed above, and it was beyond the scope of this work to fully
implement Ribak's (1986) matched filtered methodology.

The specklegrams were recorded with 15 ms exposures at a rate of 7.5 Hz onto

videotape and were subsequently digitized 8 bits deep, using a Grinnell digital
television system, into 128 x 128 pixel arrays yielding a detector image scale of

7.22 milli-arcseconds (nias) per pixel. This pixel scale was determined by use of a
calibration mask and confirmed by the well determined parameters of the orbit of

5
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a Aurigae. The spatial distortion due to the pincushion of the image intensifier was
uncorrected because no geometric calibration grid was available. However, we have
found that the distortion over a few pixels is minimal compared to the field and as
the WSA technique relies on the accurate centroiding of the speckles, their relative
locations are not as important. The spatial distortion over the size of the individual
speckles is considered to be negligible as they are only a few pixels in size.

We did find it necessary, however, to remove the signal-dependent pedestal on
each video frame. This pedestal is due to the automatic gain control of the video
cassette recorder and has the effect of introducing a sloping black-level to the speck-
legram (see Christou 1985). We also edited the data to remove specklegrams which
contained either saturated speckles or which contained only part of a speckle cloud.
The WSA technique was then applied to all twelve data sets. We have found that
a weighted ensemble deconvolution procedure yields significantly better results (in
terms of SNR) than one which decoutvolves each individual specklegram. Thus we
accumulate the average cross-spectrum of the specklegram with the impulse distri-
bution and the average power spectrum of the impulse distribution. Inverse Fourier
transforming the quotient of these yields the resultant image. This process is de-
scribed in more detail by Christou et al. (1986b).

The next stage of the reduction consists of 'despiking' each of the resultant im-
ages. Because the measured speckle distribution is obtained from the local maxima
in the individual specklegrains, the cross-spectrum between the specklegram and

this impulse distribution will contain a photon noise bias term due to the corre-
A-

lation of Poisson noise. This bias is, in turn, multiplied by the detector transfer
function and both are removed by fitting a Gaussian to the signal beyond the tele-
scope cut-off limit, fc = D/A, of the Fourier modulus (Hege et at. 1982; Christou
et al. 1986b). An error in the fitting of the detector bias transforms to either an
overestimate or underestimate in the image at the center two pixels.

Although the WSA reconstructed image is insensitive to seeing changes and
also self-calibrating for seeing, it carries artifacts due to the detector, e.g. nonlinear
effects of the video system, as well as non-uniforinity of the combined optical PSF.
These problems have been discussed in a previous paper (Hebden et al. 1986). In %
order to produce images free of these effects we have used a technique which has
been successfully applied in the past to radio interferometric images. This is the
CLEAN algorithm developed by U6gbom (1974) which uses the point source image
as a deconvolution key for the object image. In the CLEAN notation the point
source image is referred to as the "dirty beam" and the object image as the "dirty
map". CLEAN is an iterative process which locates the global maxima in the dirty
map and subtracts, at these locations, the dirty beam whose peak intensity is set
at a percentage of the maximum of the dirty map. This process is then repeated on
the residual so that a set of impulses (b functions) of varying intensities is built up.
Thus the dirty map may be considered to be the weighted sum of dirty beams at
the location of these impulses plus the final residual. Typically the intensity in the
final residual is equal to the expected noise level. A "clean map" is then obtained by

6
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convolving the array of impulses with a "clean beam", comnnionly obtained by fitting
a Gaussian to the central component of the dirty beam. Therefore, the clean map
is restored to the same resAution as the dirty nmap but with systematics removed.

We applied the CLEAN algorithm to all six pairs of data in order to minimize
the problem of interpreting a system artifact as a physical property of the star. The
effectiveness of this technique on visible high spatial resolution data has been shown
by Hebden et al. (1986).

4 Results

4.1 -v Orionis

Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the Orionis reconstructed images (dirty
beams) at all six bandpasses are shown in Figure 1 compared to the corresponding
theoretical profiles (Airy patterns). As can be seen the FWHM in all cases matches
the computed Airy pattern. The A6500 and A8500 results show the best agreement
with the model Airy patterns and the first minimum is clearly seen. The differences
between the observed point spread functions and the models (easily distinguished
because they show the imminimum) can be due to a number of factors. Firstly, we
have found that a slight defocussing of the system can fill in the minimum thereby
reducing the contrast of the first ring. Secondly, overcorrection of the noise-bias
will affect the peak amplitude therefore emphasizing the low power structure and
thirdly, the effective wavelengths of the filters are compromized, especially at the
louger wavelengths, because of the roll-off of the image tube response. Taking these
into account we see the data match the models to within a few percent with no
evidence for significant (:' 1-2 %) seeing residuals.

4.2 a Orionis
Figure 2 shows the azimutlially averaged radial profiles of a Orionis (dirty map)

compared to those of -1 Orionis (dirty beam) at the corresponding bandpasses. In "

all six cases it can be seen that the former is easily resolved (beam size , 28 mas at

A5200) although at the longer v.avelengths the degree of resolution is less showing
the first Airy ring in the resolved object image (beam size - 46 mas at A8500). The
beam size at these waveleiths corresponds to measured values of the size of the

unresolved stellar disk. %
The dirty maps were CL EA Ned as discussed in the previous section by using the

corresponding I, Orionis inmages as the dirty beams. We applied a two dimensional
Gaussian least squares fit to the centrai lobes of the dirty beams to obtain the

clean beams. The effect of the CLEANing is easily seen in Figure 3 which shows
the reconstructed A6500 o Orionis iimage (dirty map), the corresponding clean map
and dirty beam. A lumpy first Airy ring is seen in both the dirty beam and the dirty

map. However, the clean map shows no evidence of this structure illustrating the

7 "
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Table 1: Radius estimates of a Orionis by Gaussian deconvolution. The standard I

errors were,-1.

Bandpass (A) Radius a.(mas)

5200/100 20.5 ,

5500/100 19.6 A-
6500/20 19.4
6563/3 21.0
8500/100 18.4
8542/3 19.8

Mean 19.8 ± 0.7 S

successful application of the deconvolution procedure. Similar results were obtained
for the other bandpasses.

4.2.1 One-Dimensional Analysis

Initial estimates of the size of the star were made by fitting a pair of two-dimensional

Gaussians to the CLEANed images. We used a non-linear least squares analysis
with one Gaussian representing the disk component and the other the extended
envelope structure surrounding the disk. We computed the mean width a, of the

disk Gaussian and compared it to that of the CLEAN beam at each bandpass to
obtain the results in Table 1. Here we have assumed that the stellar disk can be

2 %"

represented by a Gaussian of width a. which is computed by the relation o, =
i - 010,,. where the latter are the widths of the Gaussian fit to the disk

component of the clean map and clean beam respectively. A mean value of a. for
the six bandpasses was found to be 19.8 ± 0.7 mas which compares well with the
value of 21.1 ± 1.1 obtained by Cheng et at. (1986). In order to investigate this

correlation further we compared the azimuthally averaged radial profiles of disk
Gaussians with a 21 mas limb darkened model convolved with the corresponding
clean beams. Figure 4 shows the Gaussian fit (solid line) compared to the models S

(dashed lines) for no limb darkening and total limb darkening.

Investigation of these profiles shows that, at the higher resolutions (shorter wave-

lengths), there are significant, consistent departures from the Gaussian models for
radii where the profile is less than 50% of the peak. For the bandpasses A5200, A5500
and A6500 the anmount of excess power diinishies as the resolution decreases. At

\8500, where the stellar diameter is less than the beam size, this excess power has

dissappeared entirely and the profile agrees well with the model Gaussian. For the
two narrow bandpass observations, A6563 and A8542, there appears to be evidence
for even more extended structure. Note that in the continuum, A6500, the inner

region of the disk compares well to a 21 mas radius uniform disk. However, the H--
profile is larger than the model at all radii showing that a Orionis is larger in the
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Table 2: Ratio of the flux and amplitude of the envelope : disk for all six bandpasses.

Bandpass -.. )Flux Ratio Amplitude Ratio

5200,100 0.9 1.7 %"
5500/100 2.0 3.0 %

6500/20 0.4 2.6 %
6563/3 0.4 6.6 %

8500/100 0.9 4.3 %
8542,/ 3 ( 2 6.5 %

,2

chromospheric line than in tile continuum. This measurement compares well with
the recent results of Hebdeii t t al. k1987) who have used differential speckle interfer-
oinetry to map the stellar disk in Ho and hiave found it to be significantly larger than
in the nearby continuum. The AS542 profile shows extended structure at the larger
radii (cf. the AS00 profile, the central part of the disk being unresolved. Thus, in

the two chroniospheric lines the stellar disk is larger suggesting the presence of an
extended atmosphere compared to the nearest continuum wavelengths.

4.2.2 Images
B-

Figure 5 shows the reconstructed clean maps at all six bandpasses. As expected

from the profiles in Figure 2, there is evidence for extended structure to radii > 2R.
in the continuum images. The SNR of the dirty beams would imply that this
structure is real, at least to -1 1%/ of the peak. In order to quantify this extended
structure we used the two-component, two-dimensional Gaussian to represent the
disk and the "envelope" Table 2 gives the flux and amplitude ratios of envelope
Gaussian to the disk (Galissian. The three images at A5200, A5500 and A8500 show
the strongest extended strictlire. Because of the decreased resolution, we expect
the ratio of the disk to eiv. pc area to increase as the wavelength increases. In
general, this is what wc observe. llowevei, both the A\5500 and A8500 images show

greater power in the envelope than the nearby bandpasses. It may be possible, in
spite of the results for "i Oriornis. that the observed extended structures in all the
images are seeing residuals due to incorrect determination of the speckle maxima.

But the -y Orionis profil,.- ;llusnrate the success of the WSA technique to produce
level zero-mean backgr,uii-. Thls we believe that extended low power structure

in the Q Orionis images is real. lnvcstivation of the images shows structure to this

envelope extending iut t,, -- 4 R., a diaicnre (ommiensurate with the H, envelope
observed by Hebden rt c )7.

4.2.3 Discussion of iminge structure

Our reconstructed inlage,. )f t Orionis how that the star has a complicated struc-
ture. Cool stars with extended atmospheres are likely to have photospheres whose
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diameters are dependent on wavelength because of variations in the opacity of the
surrounding medium. Ridgway et at. (1980) predict a 3% difference in the appar-

ent diameter of K and N1 giants at visible and near infrared wavelengths (smaller

in the near infrared), and suigest that this variation could be significantly larger

for supergiants. From Table 1 it can be seen that the apparent size of the disk

decreases towards longer wavelengths for the continuum measurements. At A8500 Pi

the disk diameter is - 6% smaller than that of at A5500 thus qualitatively agreeing

with Ridgeway et al. (1987). A linear regression analysis to these observed angular

diameters yielded a linear coefficient of - -6(± 1) x 10' mas(nm) - 1 agreeing well

with a similar fit to autocorrelation diameters in Cheng et ai. (1986). Welter arid

Worden (1980) also noted a smaller red diameter although not specifically at the

same bandpasses used for this work.

The two component Gaussian modelling of our CLEANed reconstructed images,

summarized in Tables 1 and 2, also vields asymmetry measures for both the disk

and the envelope coil) ponct s. The disk component, with 19.8(±0.7) mas average

radius, shows a 4(±2) :- iajor axis elongation at an angle of 193( ±20)'. The weaker -.,

envelope component, with correspondingly larger uncertainty in the fit, shows a

37(-_13)% major axis elongation at 95(±14)o and evidence for significant flux to

"- 130(L70) nias. The standard error in the fit of this two component model,

to a radius of 0."360 (50 pixels), is 0.5 rmis of the peak image intensity. The "

position angle of the elongated disk image component is strikingly consistent with

the position angle of the image extension seen at -- 202' (mod 1800) by Roddier %

and Roddier (1983) only 2.5 months earlier. These image asymmetry angles are

somewhat different from th,,se reported by Goldberg et al (1981) and Hege et al.

(1984). The earlier values, 208 ° for the disk and - 165' for the envelope, were

based on a single Knox-Th,,nipsoi (see Hege et al. 1982) reconstruction for the

A6500 data and are con-isterni with the ensemble variance for the six banrdpasses

reported here Out s ila! ;- of the disk image component continues to be consistent

with the earlier assort iti, :-t (;oldberg et a!. (1981) and Ilebden Ft al. (1986) in

that it sugges ts :,idh':, f , i, e laige scale convec'.ion effects in the form of a

"hot spot" op the stellar Si iface near the stellar limb.

Radial veloc.ty neasilernents in the core and wings of the H, line of a Ori-

onis by Weymnamri (19') , .berg (1979) suggest that the star possesses a

chromosphere detache, f>.,n th, photosphere. The recent H,, images of a Orio-

nis by Hebden / al n I ; - rhwt that the extended H, atmosphere has

a remarkably Gaus iii lik, proflt , i, extends out to a radius of at least 4.5 'i.

R.. This exlet a ".'- h w li Nith the theoretical model chromosphere developed

by Hartmn a n ria! ..Aftt i 'i"I. The 'ilue shifted core of the line suggests that

it is fornied in ar, m",. ikt ii *- imn, although Hartmann and Avrett (1984) con-

clude that the a7" 1, r ' 1vP o i atlv "quasi-static", whereby only a fraction

of ejected matter I, a, ,'it, ,I to escaipe velocity. The presence of an extended

chromosphere' aioti:,i ) i. . as also been confirmed by radio observations. 1

Altenhoff et al. (197'1 stiieg- that radiation at < 20 GHz is consistent with a
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Figure 6: Azimuthally averaged radial profile of the A6563 CLEANed WSA image
compared to the clean beam (dashed line) and the Hartmann-Avrett model.

photosphere/chromosphere transition region extending to --- 2 - 3 R.. Similarly.
Newell and Hjellning (1982) have concluded that radio emission between 1 - 100

GHz is due to a warm chronosphere-like region extending from I - 4 R..

Figure 6 shows the azimuthally averaged radial profile of the clean map at H'

compared to both the clean beam (dashed line) and the model predicted by Hart-

mann and Avrett (1984). Their model was interpolated for the 2.8 Abandpass used

at an image scale of 7.22 mas(pixel) - ' and assuning a disk radius of 21 mas. The

model and data match out to - R. but at greater radii we measure excess inten-
sity. The model assumes a flux of Alfven waves suficient to to drive ail outflow of

10 -6 M®(year)- l and used electron density data obtained from radio meas.ureizientt.
Hebden et al. (1987) have recently compared tile same model, suitably modified for

a 1.2 A effective bandwidth, with profiles obtained from DSI images obtained at the

Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT). They also show that the model does not predict

sufficient emission. We see an inflection in the data curve corresponding to - 3 -

4 )?. which may be evidence for increa-ed outflow of material at an earlier epoch.

Roddier et al. (1986) have suggested that material is ejected in bursts which would

then agree with our interpretation and therefore would signify a variability in mass

outflow (Goldberg 1984).
Inspection of the azinmthally averaged radial profiles of the CLEANed images

(Figure 4) shows that the (Cheng 0i al. (1914) model of a limb darkened uniform

disk of R. = 21 ms agrees with the continugn images. e are unable to ac-slto.

This difficulty of jointly estimating the radius and limb darkening from speckle
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it erferoxnetri' I' leas u'I lellts ha,, beeii recentlyI dIs cussed by Kuz'rnenikov 116)
At the shorter bandpast's, it. greater resolution, the profiles show an extended

atmosphere at -~ 2R. whlich rapIears to be optically thick within the chromospheric

lines (H.c - A6r563 and (CallI -- A,,,,542), increasing thle apparent size of the stellar disk.

This is commensurate with an extended chromnosphere lying In the range of I - 4

R.. It is obvious fromn these imiages that in order to study the photospheric and

chromosphieric structure (if this and other stars, much greater resolution is needed,
i.e. > 2 resolution eleni,-nts across the disk! Even at the resolution of the fully

phased MMT (equivale,!t to a 6.86 i pupil) there are only < 3 resolution elements
across the disk at A'5500', andI therefore even less at longer wavelen~gths, The Hub-

ble Space Telescope, bY comparison, (,ilv has one resolution element across the disk

at N\5500. Thus Nith (ur exis.ting large aperture intruments, tbe investigation of

structure on stellar surfaces I-still evcrely linited.

Prior observations of (t Orioiiis have produced overwhelming evidence for the

existance of a circunistellar envelope, extending out to several stellar radii. Ricort '
Ft al. (198l ) initerpret - r-ls observed at A5300, 160. as being consistent wvithI

a 35 mas disk ciielV1in a 100 inias dia meter envelope whose lunminosity is a fcwN

percent of the dlisk. ]I 1i hnloddijer and Roddier (1985) and Roddier et al.

* (1986) suggest t hat t heir intieiwureTiieits indicate the existance of dust condensation

close to the stellar diu x s ell a,, evidence for its evolution. Draine (1981) also

supports the vie-'. a! J,1- ,i widetisatioti as close as 1.8 R. to the disk is possible.

Furthermore, tHie pirescuct' 4 a dust shell close to the star has been suggested

as the primary cause of the discrepency between photometric and interferometric

photospheric diaiiieter- i'lsujil 19781 \VIite 1980). How-ever, infrared measurements

bv a number of inetirr ( arthv 0i al. 1977; Sutton ci al. 1984; Bloernbof
ft al. 1984) s~i.w that ni' >t of thle In jin einussion does not originate close to

the star. Our i Tnalu0 ?)I'-l presezi e of an extended low.N power envelope at all

conitinuumil viaeleilL. 11.s ,111 a J: st ance of '--4 R. c(rrespu)ilding to the previous

* measurement -

4.3 Multiplicity of Orion~is

Recently, Karovsika I t andi VP r e .r 0 al 19 4f ) have postulated the

existance of two W11i L-I., to iilouis. Thie first is at an angular separation of
0. 4 - 0. 5 andl Is nutsi+ r .ofvewTv sect ,id, however, lies at a distance

of -0. 06 and sihoulI t I), lo' vl'lle Inl our data, especially as its magnitude

difeene s o~iit I! ) it'W763 and -3.0 at A6,5I68. We firstly inest]-

gated the pt;wer ip ta r X (I 'se
t s to look for fri nges. None were found

.4however. Titis is c t ii- ' i~ as inagnitule difference is stretching the

dynamic rariwo tap> 1.1 i I 1W owewr 1,,,t ral anialysis. We then looked for

evidence of tlii ':Ll ii, t~ li, \ jm es. Based on remiarks by Bates (1984), i
our ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i bvS int d cv . . 'h'. iest signal-to-noise results possible

as it is a rst-'irduri~- .1 P 'mCSS. Specifically, WSA is not subject to de-1
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panion being outside our detector window. Obviously, a Orionis is ail extrely /bJ

complicated object and furtlier study is needed to resolve some of the important
questions concerning the nature of such highly evolved objects. The development
of increased performance, spatial distortion free detectors and new image recovery
algorithms on large apertures (? 8 m) should go a long way to improve the quality
of the information determined by interferometric techniques. Since it is possible
to obtain diffraction-limited images, the question of interpreting the information
they carry is now more important. Obviously, better ENR images would make this
interpretation easier and greater resolution would solve some of the ambiguities.
The use of the MMT as a phased array (Hege et al. 1985; Hebden et al. 1987) has
shown that significant astrophysical information can be obtained but there is still a
long way to go if we wish to extend these techniques to fainter, and possibly more
interesting, objects.
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cuirrelatilsiu) for fro-luiitie, .ipr- 10111--s lie diffraction limit. WVe shov, tuna 'idi ieiurittiia hut e used to ren euA,11t
1-fihbrtte, the I mmiire itqtipude A I . peJklc lisographic ituiage hserikcl ruer siitti.ii sceuci LOduiltIs I in rlerl
,oiumpensite for th, noin-rsupiniti destriulutuurn at high rmsiiAi fequeni '2

1. hitroduction through different pert urbations in the at mosphere.
Thus there is likely to he a requirement for calibra-

The high spat ial ed cIhit i chtiq uc' of speckle tion of the S11I or AO images to compensate for non-
holography I I I (SH and ad aplike i Jtic 21 ( AO) isoplariatic effects. In section 3 w e showk that !lhe S11
make use of measuremnitis of' the shiort -exposure imiagec is degraded by thle isoplaitatic parameter
point spread function I PSE ) ot the atnmosphere to re- The region liver which the PSF is spatially invariant%

coiver diffraction limted images. ITle shot t-exposure is described a,,I ihe isoplanatic patch. Deteriniation of
*PSF. with exposure tinmes of less than 30) ins, serves the size of' this region (of isoplanicity) is therefore a

as a measure of the A' ivefront distuiitiOol introduced useful measure of' thle spatial limitations of both AO)
bv thre random turbulence of thec aimosplterc. In AID and S51I. This problem has been addressed by a numr-
the wavefront in one direction i ie. the resolved ob- ber of' theoretical investigations [3-81 and measure-
ject I may be correctCd by sensing the vavefront iii a meents of isoplanicity have been reported by a number
slightly different direction (i.e. a point source). In of investigators [9--1 51 for both speckle interferotne-
SI- the resolved object specklegrani1 is deconvolved try and adaptive optics. The variously defined values
by a sirnultaneousl acq~uired poito 5005ce speckle- obtained range front -I " to 5" or even larger for re-
grant to obtain the shiurt-CXPoSurel estinmate of its dif- gions of partial isoplaiiity [121. In the following X
rattion litmiteid image I fthle ss sie on t distortiotn is section it is shiown that the size of the isoplanat ic

ideittical fOr both obiect.s their Aither o1 the Lbove patch is dependrleit upon tile highest spatial frequen-
techniques will yielid :A perfect ditI i action limited cy measured.-
tune in the absence ifeaisi.ll jit s'.IeritatiC
iliiisc. lloweset - thle assutttptiott thai1 thle ISF is space
inva riant I is iplanatic I is not validl fo r A' ie 'held imiag- 2. The isoplarratie parameter

* net, tpically >5"I bccaiuse the iv.,, light, paths pass
A calibration of the degree ol isoplanicity at a

givenl separationi canl he obtaitied by comparing the
* t~s'u .I I .~ ... 1~ t ' simultaneous pecklegidnits of the unresolved colntp-I
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nents of a close binary star. These specklegrams are a Ml 2 (f,f')
measurement of the combined short-exposure PSF's
of the atmosphere and the telescope. The Fourier = (Ul(r)U~l(r + Xf)U2(r + Xf')U 2(r + Xf+ Xf')),'-
transform of the PSF (transfer function) is given by %
the autocorrelation of the aperture, i.e. and

fM(f,f'): (U(r)U*(r + Xff)U*(r + Xf')U(r + Xf + Xf')

f)r dr U(r)U5 (r+ xf)W(r)W(r+ x) (1) (5)

A(f,f') is a telescope dependent term consisting of
where r defines the pupil plane, f the spatial frequen- a four pupil overlap integral which allows for the re-
cy plane, U(r) the complex wavefront and W(r) the covery of the high spatial frequencies up to the diffrac-
pupil transmittance (i.e. = 1 inside the pupil and 0 tion limit, i.e.
elsewhere). A comparison of the two PSF's is best A("') = drW(r)W(r + Xf)W(r + Xf ')-W(r + Xf+ Xf
made by computing the ensemble averaged cross-spec- fJ (6) .o
trum between them, i.e. (6) A

Thus the isoplanatic parameter, T(f), is not in dY.
XS(f) = (P1 (f)/P2(f)), (2) general independent of the telescope transfer function
where PI (f ) and P2 (f) are the Fourier transforms of because of the integral over A (f, f'). If the complex
the combined telescope-atmosphere PSF's for objects wavefront is assumed to obey gaussian statistics then
1 and 2, * denotes complex conjugate and (...)repre- the telescope transfer function drops out for the S

sents the ensemble average. IfP 1 () = P2 (f) then (2) highest and lowest spatial frequencies: the approxima-
reduces to a measurement of the speckle transfer tions to the STF contain multiplicative terms corre-
function (STF). The ratio of (2) to the STF therefore sponding to the telescope MTF and its modulus
characterizes the effects of non-isoplanicity as a func- squared (see Roddier 1161).
tion of the spatial frequency f. We define this ratio as For complete isoplanicity, i.e. PI (f) = P2 (f)
the spatial frequency dependent isoplanatic parameter, = P(f), the isoplanatic parameter (3) will be unity for
T(f) given by all spatial frequencies. There will be complete non-iso- '

T)f planicity when the two PSF's do not correlate so that
tP_W27(D!))iA(I P(3 2 ), (3) T(f) will be zero at all spatial frequencies greater than

where (WPf)1 2 ) = (IPI (f)l 2 ) = (P 2(f) 2) assumes that f> 0. Partial isoplanicity is therefore defined for 0
both components are observed with similar seeing as < T(f) < 1.
indeed they should be for simultaneous measurements. Models of (3) for different separation angles, 0,
Both the cross-spectrum and the STF are normalized have shown [10] that it is a center symmetric but .-

to unity at the dc point (f= 0). T(f) describes the ef- non isotropic function. The component orthogonal to
fects of non-isoplanicity on the fringe modulation of the separation vector has greater correlation than the
the power spectra of binary stars [9,10] and also parallel component.
represents the frequency dependent correlation coeffi-
cient between the two PSF's for either AO or SH. •
Roddier [161 defines both the cross-spectrum and 3. Astronomical speckle holography ,
power spectrum as

(P 1 )~(~fSpeckle holography uses a discrete unresolved ob-
(P I (f )P (f  f Of'M2f')A (f',f'), ject within the same (partially isoplanatic) field as the

and object of interest. For example two important astro-
physical systems worthy of synoptic imaging studies-S

q p(f)12) fd Mf ) f 4(4) at the resolution of the multiple mirror telescope are
where M(f,f') and M12 (,f') are fourth order mo- Alpha Scorpii and Alpha Herculis. Both of these have
ments over the perturbed complex wavefronts. These unresolved companions -3 s of arc from a resolvedrepresent the atmospheric contribution, i.e. primary making them good astrophysical candidates -&
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for Sit It is therefore relevant and important to un- ('(f) = IJ(f)p (f ) / IPn(f)[2.  (91

dersand the details of speckle holographic imaging. n
A short exposure image of the point source acts as

a deconvolution key for the nearby resolved ob ect. Eq. (9) represents the speckle holographic image .
Wei~elt has successfully used this technique to ob- the isoplanatic case. However, as the discrete potom:
tain the correct separation and orientation of close source is generally no closer to the object tlhan a fe..
unresolved binary stars and star cluster systems 1171. seconds of arc (-3") then the effects of non-isoplani

Using the isoplanatic imaging equation, the short city have to be considered. Letting the PSF for the.
exposure image of the resolved object, o(r), can be object be given as PI (f) and for the reference as
written as P2(f) then (9) becomes

i(r) = o(r) * p(r). (7) 0'(f) = Of YP1 (f)P*(f))/(lP2 f)12). (10)

where * denotes convolution and p(r) is Ihe combined If the seeing is the same then the speckle transfer
telescope-atmosphere PSF. For an, unresolved source functions will be identical so that 1PI (f)12 = ;P,( f.2-
the short exposure image is the PSF so that a simul- For the case of complete isoplanicity, when the short z
taneous measurement ot the PSF: allows for the ob- exposure transfer functions are identical. tile estiid,,e '-.
ject recovers, by inverting (7) This unresolved source of the object transform reduces to the object. Hthhre esia

has to be "nearby" the object so that the seeing con. ever for the non-isoplanatic case (10) the object est i-
ditions are similar. The limit of the separation between mate transform is weighted by the isoplanatic param-
the point source and object for which SH can be used eter (3). Therefore in order to fully recover the dit- .
depends upon how well the non-isoplanatic effects fraction limited object it is necessary to multiply its
can be calibrated for by the frequency dependent Fourier transform (10) by the inverse of the isoplan-
quantitative measure (3). atic parameter (3) as measured for the same separa-

A w eighted decon'olution technique is required to tion under similar (if not, ideally, identical) seeing
recover the object distribution in eq. (7) because of conditions.
the problems associated with small number and zero The need for frequency dependent reweighting of S
divides in each of the complex quotients of an in- speckle hologaphic amplitudes is not unlike the re-
version by linear deconvolution. Experiments with quirement for reweighting the simple Labeyrie speckle -,

differential speckle interferometry [18] have shown image amplitudes as we have discussed previously
that when the weighting is the power spectrum of the 1191. In this case we need a nearby simple binary star
PSF. then the deconvolution reduces to a single com- with unresolved components instead of a single point
plex quotient for the complete data set which is in- source. We suspect that similar binning techniques
trinsically Wiener filtered by the time average of the 1191 to accumulate the variable statistics due to vari-
noise biased power spectrum. Denoting the Fourier able seeing will also be appropriate.
transforms of the terms in eq. (7) by uppercase nota-
tion then a signal averaged estimate of the object
transform, 0'(f), obtained by linear deconvolution is 4. Measurements of fTf)
expressed as

To investigate the non-isoplanatic effects as discus
sed above wc observed the binary star Epsilon 121

O'vf) = tIf)/Pna)f (8) Lkrae whose separation of -2.6 compares with
those of the two components of Alpha Scorpii and

where the subscript defines the rith speck!egram and Alpha lerculis The data was taken with the Steward
the sum is over all specklegramr.. The estimate obtain- Observatory (SO) 2.3 mn telescope at Kitt Peak and
ed using a power spectrum veiyhted deconvolution the SO speckle camera [201 at a wavelength of 550 see
gives i'm for two difterent b-andpasses of 10 nm and 30 nm.

A 5 ris shotter was used. The data were recorded on- i
to 3.4" U-Marie videotape and subsequently digitized

6
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. ..... ... .... Fig. 2. (a) Measurements of the instantaneous seeing for 'he

LHS component of the 550/30 nm data set. (b) Difference in

0 estimation of the instantaneous seetne for the 550/30 nm data
256 set. The RMS difference is 0.33 cm. Results for 550/10 nm

were similar.
Fig. I. A digitized regular grid showing the effects of the
geometric distortion. The removal of this intensified video de- ,

tector distortion, frame-by-frame, is a necessary step in an
isoplanicity calibration. The left and right fields (see text) are -l s) for the W component of the 55030 nm data .
also shown, set. The difference ofre between the two components

is shown in fig. 2b. The measurements for the other
data set were very similar. The mean values of re.

into specklegrams of 256 by 128 pickels with an (and therefore ro), agree to 1% for the two compo.
image scale of 20 ms of arc (msa)/pixel which over- nents of each data set. Thus, the assumption of sinii-

0samples the 50 msa diffraction limit. The orientation lar STF's for both components is valid. Furthermore,
of the two, nearly equal magnitude, components was the variation of the instantaneous seeing is identical
almost E-W so that pixels 0- 127 (left field) along the for each component indicating the expected strong
x dimension contained the W component and pixels degree of isoplanicity at spatial frequencies corre- -,.

128-255 (right field) contained the E component. sponding to the seeing limit fo = ro/.
The first stage of the reduction process comprised The ensemble average cross-spectrum and power

of data editing [19] to remove the saturated, low- spectra for each component were computed and
power and poorly guided specklegrams. Those speckle- corrected for the statistical Poisson noise bias [20].
grams where the W component overlapped the right This correction also removed the effects of the de- %. ,,-
field and vice-versa were also edited out. The next tector transfer function. The measured power spec-
stage of the processing consisted of removing any de- trum PSm(f) can be written as
tector non-isoplanicity. Each specklegram was re- k

mapped to remove the geometric distortion imposed PSm(f) = (PS°(f) + N)D(f), (11)
by the electrostatic image tube and, to a lesser degree, where PSo(f) is the object power spectrum, N the
the television camera (fig. I). This was done by means frequency independent noise bias due to Poisson -.-

of a bilncar interpolation procedure using a set of statistics and D(J) the detector transfer function. --

regular grid points, shown in fig. I, as observed with The oversampling of the diffraction limit allows the
the intensified video detector. The figure also illu- factor ND(f) to be measured beyond the cut-off
strafes the 256 X 128 pixel digitization window, frequency. Experiments [201 have shown that this

Estimates of the mean seeing ro and the instan- can be fit with a gaussian to interpolate to the lower
taneous seeing re for both data sets were computed frequencies. This was done and the fit was divided
from the width of the speckle clouds I11]. Fig. 2a out i.e.
shows the instantaneous seeing (binned into intervals

7 "
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t 4

0 025 ,0 75 0o 025 050 075

Sp.7~ ~ ISp, a'~ F,."-,n7 ft'I

Fig 3 Averaged radial prwlk-,.C ThC posc, speerra (a) and I'ig. 4. Orthogonal (a) and parallel (b) components of the i,;,-

(b) and the cr,'ss-spt:cTrun( I for a bandpa~st 550 30 nn. pianatic paraamcer for 550!30 nm.
The 55V, 1t o .l ere quantitativel, simi!ar.

models [10]. Although poorer signal to noise (due to

PSm(f)'ND(f) = PS,.(f)/A' 1. (12) fewer photons), the narrower bandpass tends, as p;e-
dicted, to give a slightly better high frequency re-

The object posAer spectrum Aas then recovered by sponse, especiafly in the midrange spatial frequencies.
subtracting unity, the factor N being inconsequential The isoplanatic parameter (3) shows the variation
because of later normaliation of isoplanicity as a function of the spatial frequency.

Fig. 3 shows azimuthally averaged radial profiles A quantitative cut-off frequency limited measure of
of the final power spectra and cross spectrum for the isoplanicity can be obtained by taking the two dimen-
550/30 nm data set. Similar results were obtained for sional integral over f of T(f). We define this as the
the other data set. At the loA spatial frequencies cor-
responding to the seeing litnit (f<fo) the cross-spec-
trum agrees well with tho po wer spectra but at higher
frequencies it is attenuated in a similar manner to 7
that predicted by Roddier et al 16. General!y for
f> 0.9 fc, where f. is the telescope cut off frequency,
the accuracy of the debiased power spectra and (ross-'4
spectrum is reduced because of uncertainties in cali-
brating the detector transfer funcrions.

Figs. 4 and 5 sho, profiles through the isopidnatic
parameter T(f) both (a) orthogonal and (b) paislel
to the separation vector for the tAo da:a sets I here , 1
is almost complete corre!atrt'n over the seeing dom-
nated low frequencies (cf. the diftcrence in the in-
stantaneous seeing shown in 1ii . 2b ). 1For higher fre- o -.. . . ......

quencies, however, the c rrekltioo falls osff fian', 1apd- 0 025 050 07s %0

ly reaching a threshold ,aloc of'- 0 I for both data S . ,.a . fl, , ,,

sets. There is a greater ( or!etition for the orthogonal I ig. 5. Sanie as hig. 4 but for 550/I0 nm. It shows enhanced
cuts than tot the paraelM cts a, pceoli, ti d b ea(ler i1idiange respons' compared to 55('3(1 nin.
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degree of isoplanicity, "-(fO) It is equivalent to the der nearly the same seeing conditions with the same
peak amplitude of the cross-correlation as used by instrumentation.
lohmann and Weigclt [91. For these Ivo data sets The limitations of this amplitude rcweghtinp need
-t(f c = 20.3 cycles/second-of-arc) was found to be to be investigated to as large a separation as possible
-13% of its value for complete isoplanicity (T(f) in order to study the spatial frequency limits of the

= Vf) SH process and also to see if models of the isoplanatic
parameter can be used when there is not a suitable
measurement for the calibration.

5. Discussion We emphasize that as defined the degree of iso-
planicity, '(f.), is a function of the highest spatial fre-

The isoplanatic parameters T(f) for the two data quency measured. Fig, 6 shows the normalized inte-
sets, which were taken under similar seeing conditions gral over the isoplanatic parameter as a function offc,
(r. = 12 cm and 14 cm), were found to be very similar the upper limit of integration. As expected -y(f.) is
to each other. Their shape is qualitatively similar to larger at lower resolution so that comparisons of the
previous model predictions [10] which showed that degree of isoplanicity can only be valid for measures
the isoplanatic parameter would have significant cor- at the same resolution (regardless of telescope aper-
relation at the seeing dominated frequencies and ture). The almost zero high frequency slope in fig. 6
would tend to level off to a constant value almost to predicts a significant degree of isoplanicity out to
the diffraction limit. Recent measurements by Ebes- much higher spatial frequencies further emphasizing
berger and Weigelt [15] also show similar behavior, the need for measurements with larger apertures such 0
The asymmetry of T(f), as shown by the quotient of as the cophased 6.8 meter MMT as well as over a range
the parallel to orthogonal components, is also predict- of angular separations (<1').
ed by the models. If speckle holography is to be used to obtain accu- %

For the separation, seeing conditions, and telescope rate diffraction limited images then a thorough study
used there is evidence that there is measurable correla- of these effects of non-isoplanatism is necessary. Such
tion in the PSF's nearly to the diffraction limit. Thus, a study should investigate the variations of the iso-
for SH observations, it should be possible to correct planatic parameter with respect to the spatial and
the Fourier amplitude of the final image to compen- temporal effects of seeing (r. and 70 respectively),
sate for the high frequency attenuation when a pair separation and zenith angle.
of point sources of similar separation are observed un-
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Images From Astronomical Speckle Dta:
Weighted 5:htft-and-Add Analysis

J.C.Christou", E.K.Hege + , J.D.Freeman & E.Ribak

Steward Observatory, University Of Arizona, Tucson, Az 85721 .

Abstract

We have applied a variant of the Shift-and-Add algorithm or igin31l y develo y
Lynds, Worden & Harvey to astronomical speckle interferometric data. A set of impulses
corresponding in location and magnitude to the local maxima in each specklegram is
generated and used to obtain an average speckle by means of a Wiener-type filter
deconvolution procedure. This technique yields diffraction limited images which appear
to be self calibrating for seeing effects. Realistic point spread functions have been
obtained for a number of telescopes at different wavelengths and results are also se'?

presenced for the resolved red supergiant Alpha Orionis. The limiting signal-to-noise of r

the technique as indicated by the results presented here suggests a dynamic range cf 6
stellar magnitudes with no evidence of residual seeing effects.

Introduction

T~e Shift-and-Add techniques f image reconstruction were first suggested by Bates &
Cady and Lynds, Worden & Harvey . These techniques make use of the observation that an
individual speckle is a highly distorted version of the diffraction limited image. Thus
the average over the speckles yields an estimate of the true image. For the Bates & Cady
approach (hereafter refered to as SAA) the brightest pixel in a specklegram is located
and the specklegram is shifted to place this pixel at the frame center where it is co-
added with other shifted specklegrams to give the SAA image. This result consists of the
estimate of the diffraction limited image superimposed upon a seeing dependent
background which is produced from the co-adding of the remainder of the speckleqrams.
For the Lynds, Worden & Harvey analysis (referred to as LWH) the final result is
obtained by using the brighter speckles (typically -10%) in the specklegram. An impulse a

distribution consisting of unit amplitude delta functions is obtained from the
specklegram. This is then cross-correlated with the specklegram which has the effect of
shifting each of the bright speckles to the frame center and superimposing. The final
image, like that of SAA, consists of an estimate of the true image superimposed upon the
seeing produced background. '.

Both the SAA and LWH techniques yield results which are seeing dependent. Thas the 
%

extraction of the diffraction limited image is dependent upon the seeing conditions.
When the object size is close to the size of the seeing disk, or has extended low power
surrounding a brighter center, the presence of the background makes it difficult to
extract the complete image. A technique which is self calibrating for the seeing is
therefore preferable.

Weighted Shift-and-Add technique

The technique which we use is derived from that of LWH. Instead of using just the
brightest speckles we generate an impulse distribution from all the local maxima in the
specklegram above a background noise level. The impulses are each weighted by the
amplitude of the corresponding local maxima. For a noise free case, a specklegram can be
considered to be the convolution of the diffraction limited image with an infinite set
of weighted delta functions representing the random amplitudes and phases of the
perturbations of the incoming complex wavefront due to the refractive index variations
(caused by turbulence) in the atmosphere.

* Observations reported here were obtained at Kitt Peak National Observatory++ and at

the Multiple Mirror Telescope Observatory, a joint facility of the University of Arizona
and the Smithsonian Institution. %

Visiting Astronomer from Department Of Astronomy, New Mexico State University, Las
Cruces, NM88003.

+ Visiting Astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory + + •

++ Kitt Peak National Observatory is a division of the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories, operated by the Association of Universities for Reserach in Astronomy,
Inc., under contract to the National Science Foundation.
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I We assume t::at the ;pLckI , r), can be approximatLd as F

r * imp(r) {.

wnere ip(r) is the ff wei,1 ted delta functions obtained 3s described above
and o r) is the dif f ractic:' i i , u d image which is given by the convolution of tho Pobsec{ disLribution c(r) with t:i,.. ,21c .:ope point spread function p(r). r defines t:.:

two dimensional image sp.-e al u,. to Jenote convolution.

If ( s assumed L be . o2 , aw, o r*-presentation of a specklegram, then t:,
estimate of the diffr :t:n in- imace can be obtained by inverting the equation when.
the impulse distribution is kon However, a simole deconvolution, which is a complex
quotient in Fourier space, suffers from problems caused by zero or small number
divisions. Thus we havu iapiementcd a weighted deconvolution procedure which, because of
the effects of noise :,ias is similar in form to that of Wiener filtering. Denoting the
Fourier transform by the q : !i , i.e. FT{i (r) = I (fl, the complex quotient can b.-,
written as

t:'5 ________f) - (2)

n

where f is the spa I L r :on: domain corresponding to r, n identifies the n't!h
specklejram and W (f) s I a; aoi-htnng function. This weighting function was chosen to
be the power spectr;. , - pulse distribution, i.e. Wn(f)=lmpn(f) 12 . Substtutn
this into (2) thn r. 's

V1n(f) ImPn (f)

0 d 2f : ) -3)
I" mp., (f) 2

n

where * denotes the com:'n c'i, u ate. The numerator is now the cross-spectrum between
the specklegram and the inmpulse distribution. There is only one complex division which
is performed after accumulating the sums in the numerator and the denominator. The
latter contains a bias term and is non-zero at all spatial frequencies thus removing the
effects of the zoro an] small -umber divisions, and acting, in effect, as a Wiener
fi Itor .

V
The Fourier transform of the numerator is the cross-correlation of the specklegram

with the impulse distribution coi therefore represents a slightly modified LWH image
which we call the Weighted Shift-ind-Add with cross-correlation (WSA/XC) image. Thus cur . -
final result is the weighted Jeconvolution of the WSA/XC image with the averaged power
spectrum of the impulses. It is this term which removes (or minimizes) the seeing
background usually found in SAA ard Lw;i images. Because of tIis process we label this
technique as WSA/WD where WD stands for the Weighted Deconvolution.

Measurements

When applied to real data the local axima in eacA spocklegram do not necessarily
represent the positions and e'pnitudes of the noise-free speckles. In fact, each
speck.egram is contaminated by P'son noise so that the images produced by the Shift- I
and-Add techniques contain a photon 'spike' at the image center. Before interpreting the
final result it is therefore important to remove this spike. In the Fourier plane the
spike transforms into a noi' e bis which is colored by the detector response (detector
transfer function) and has nn-zero power beyond the telescope diffraction limit 3 . We
have found that when this function is fit with a Gaussian (which is a good first order
approximation) and divided out, the result gives a Poisson noise bias free image. If the
speckles are relatively small ( p.o. a few pixels in width) then the Poisson noise will
have little effect upon locating the speckle position because the photon event, spread
over a splotch of diameter -2 pixels with our detector 3 , acts as a low pass filter. It,
has been previously noted that L Shift-and-Add image is object dependent and is the
convolution of the diffraction limited image with an object dependent point spread
function for the reduction process. This latter term reflects the accuracy with which
the speckle maxima can be located. Fcr low-contrast objects much larger than the
detector response, the uncertainty in the locations of the speckle maxima due to the
additive Poisson noise blurs thio final image. Thus the Poisson noise can affect the
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Shift-and-Add images in two ways, (i) by adding a (detector colored) noise spike to the
image amplitude and (ii) by blurring the final image due to the errors in the detection
of the speckle maxima. For the results presented here, tha objects have been chosen to
be relatively small (or diffraction limited) with a FWHM - 2 to 3 times the detector
response. Thus the blurring due to uncertainty in the location of the speckles is
minimal.
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Figure 1: Azimuthally averaged radial Figure 2: Azimuthally averaged radial
profiles for Gamma Orionis (1) with & profiles for Gamma Orionis (1) WSA/XC
(2) without the photon spike. & (2) WSA/WD both 'spike' corrected.

We have reduced a number of sets of data of the unresolved star Gamma Orionis and the
resolved supergiant Alpha Orionis. This data was taken with the KPNO 4m telescope on
February 2 1981. Figure 1 shows the azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the WSA/WD
image of Gamma Orionis, at a wavelength of 650nm and a bandpass of 2nm, both with and
without the photon spike. As can be seen the image is approximately twice the width of
the photon spike thus minimizing the object dependency discussed above. This
oversampling of the diffraction limit is in fact required in order to separate the
resolved signal and the noise bias as two distinct components. Figure 2 shows the final
WSA/WD and WSA/XC images. Note that the seeing produced background, which is clearly
visible in the WSA/XC image, is reduced to a flat zero background in the WSA/WD image.

It is important for any image reconstruction or image recovery algorithm that a
realistic point spread function be produced when an unresolved object is observed.
Figures 3(a)-(c) show the azimuthally averaged WSA/WD radial profiles for Gamma Orionis
compared to the computed telescope point spread functions (using a 3.8m aperture with an
obscuration ratio of .3). Three different bandpasses were analyzed (a) 650/2 nm, (b)
656.3/.3 nm and (c) 850/10 nm. As can be seen there is good agreement between the
models and the images especial-ly for (a) and (c). The width of the central maxima and
positions and amplitudes of the secondary maxima compare favorably. The narrow band
interference filter used for (b) appears to produce a blurring (defocusing) by
comparison to the other data sets.

Figures 3(d)-(f) compare the azimuthally averaged radial profiles for Gamma Orionis
with the resolved star Alpha Orionis for the same three bandpasses, (d) 650/2 nm, (e)
656.3/.3 nm and (f) 850/10 nm. For (d) and (e) Alpha Orionis is clearly resolved
compared to the measured point spread function. For (f) the disk of the star can be seen
to be just resolved and the secondary maximum is becoming visible. At 850 nm the
diffraction limit of a 3.8 m aperture corresponds to 46 milli-seconds of arc (msa)
whereas the value for the diameter of Alpha Orionis, obtained from etensive analysis of
conventional autocorrelation function and power spectrum reductions , is approximately
42 msa . This profile shows the presence of an extended envelope around the star out to
a radius of 300 msa which has also been implied from several other measuremeits, using a
number of related techniques, including differential speckle interferometry .

A data set of Gamma Orionis taken with the fully phased Multiple Mirror Telescope 7 at
a bandpass of 656.30/.13 nm has also been reduced with this technique. Figure 4 shows
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Shift-and-Add images in two ways, (i) by adding a (detector colored) noise spike to the
image amplitude and (ii) by blurring the final image due to the errors in the detection
of the speckle maxima. For the results presented here, the objects have been chosen to
be relatively small (or diffraction limited) with a FWHM - 2 to 3 times the detector
response. Thus the blurring due to uncertainty in the location of the speckles is
minimal.
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Figure 1: Azimuthally averaged radial Figure 2: Azimuthally averaged radial
profiles for Gamma Orionis (1) with & profiles for Gamma Orionis (1) WSA/XC
(2) without the photon spike. & (2) WSA/WD both 'spike' corrected.

We have reduced a number of sets of data of the unresolved star Gamma Orionis and the
resolved supergiant Alpha Orionis. This data was taken with the KPNO 4m telescope on
February 2 1981. Figure 1 shows the azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the WSA/WD
image of Gamma Orionis, at a wavelength of 650nm and a bandpass of 2nm, both with and
without the photon spike. As can be seen the image is approximately twice the width of
the photon spike thus minimizing the object dependency discussed above. This
oversampling of the diffraction limit is in fact required in order to separate the
resolved signal and the noise bias as two distinct components. Figure 2 shows the final
WSA/WD and WSA/XC images. Note that the seeing produced background, which is clearly
visible in the WSA/XC image, is reduced to a flat zero background in the WSA/WD image.

It is important for any image reconstruction or image recovery algorithm that a
realistic point spread function be produced when an unresolved object is observed.
Figures 3(a)-(c) show the azimuthally averaged WSA/WD radial profiles for Gamma Orionis
compared to the computed telescope point spread functions (using a 3.8m aperture with an
obscuration ratio of .3). Three different bandpasses were analyzed (a) 650/2 nm, (b)
656.3/.3 nm and (c) 850/10 nm. As can be seen there is good agreement between the
models and the images especial-ly for (a) and (c). The width of the central maxima and
positions and amplitudes of the secondary maxima compare favorably. The narrow band
interference filter used for (b) appears to produce a blurring (defocusing) by
comparison to the other data sets.

Figures 3(d)-(f) compare the azimuthally averaged radial profiles for Gamma Orionis
with the resolved star Alpha Orionis for the same three bandpasses, (d) 650/2 nm, (e)
656.3/.3 nm and (f) 850/10 nm. For (d) and (e) Alpha Orionis is clearly resolved
compared to the measured point spread function. For (f) the disk of the star can be seen
to be just resolved and the secondary maximum is becoming visible. At 850 nm the
diffraction limit of a 3.8 m aperture corresponds to 46 milli-seconds of arc (msa)
whereas the value for the diameter of Alpha Orionis, obtained from e2tensive analysis of
conventional autocorrelation function and power spectrum reductions , is approximately
42 msa . This profile shows the presence of an extended envelope around the star out to
a radius of 300 msa which has also been implied from several other measuremeits, using a
number of related techniques, including differential speckle interferometry

A data set of Gamma Orionis taken with the fully phased Multiple Mirror Telescope7 at
a bandpass of 656.30/.13 nm has also been reduced with this technique. Figure 4 shows
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Figure 3: Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of Gamma Orionis (a)-(c) with 3.8m Airy
pattern, (d)-(f) with the resolved star Alpha Orionis for the three wavelengths shown.

the final image. The FWHM of the central lobe is consistent with that of an Airy disk
for a 6.9 m aperture at the same wavelength (-20msa). The six-fold symmetry of the 7oint
spread function is seen but its non-uniform appearance indicates imperfect phasing

Signal-to-Noise measurements

In order to evaluate the ability of this technique to recover low power information
we have performed a series of measurements to show how the background of the WSA/WD
image relates to the number of frames processed. Figures 5(a)-(e) show contour plots of
images of Gamma Orionis at 650/2 nm for (a) 4, (b) 16, (c) 64, (d) 256 and (e) 10244 frames respectively. There are 25 contour levels at 2% intervals starting from a minimum
of 1% to a maximum at the half power point. Each image is comprised of 128 x 128 pixels
with an image scale of 7.22 msa/pixel. For only four frames the central maximum is
clearly visible and the first Airy ring is beginning to appear above the noise. The
background is flat but noisy to a 5% level. As the number of frames is quadrupled the
noise level decreases by the expected factor of 2. The final image of 1024 frames, 5(e),
shows no background at the 1% level for radii greater than the second Airy ring (-30
pixels). The first ring is now clearly complete but lumpy. All our observations show
this same effect and we conclude this to be caused by aberrations within our own optical
system. A somewhat noisy second Airy ring is also visible. The vertical stripes at the
1% level are caused by clocks related to the video and digitization process.
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Figure 5: WSA/WD I ; t (--3M a Orionis for (a) 4 (b) 16 (c) 64 (d) 256 & (e) 1024
frames. (f) RMS noise for radii iO} pixels vs. number of frames. The solid line is a
power law of -.5.

from'the 3% contour up thi two images are practically identical. Figure 6(c) shows the
spatial uniformity )f the difference between these two images. The RMS value of this

. difference is -.51 w ,th the extOrems approaching 1%. As can be seen this difference is
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essentially constant with a slight increase for radii <30 pixels (< 210 msa). The
greatest discrepencies are found at the image center. These result from an artifact of
the video tape recorder undershoot downino of a bright pixel. The better seeing data
has brighter speckles and therefore will tend to have more of an undershoot which shows
up as the 1% difference level near the center of the figure.

Seeing Estimate No. Of Frames
re (cm)

24 - 25 5
26 - 27 195
28 - 29 486
30 - 31 435
32 - 33 331
34 - 35 83
36 - 37 2

Table 1. Histogram of the Instantaneous Seeing Estimate re for the 2 Feb 1981 4m Gamma
Orionis data.
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! %AFigure 6: WSA/WD images of Gamma Orlonis for 89 frames with r e * (a) 26-28cm & (b) 34-

-/ '36cm. (c) is the difference between these two (i.e. Ca)-(b)).
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Conclusions

We have presented a version of the Shift-and-Add algorithm, for use with astronomical
speckle interferometric data, and have demonstrated its ability to produce diffraction
limited images which appear to be self calibrating for seeing effects with a dynamic
range of up to 6 magnitudo's. For the case when the FWHM of the object is a few times
greater than the detector point spread function we have been able to obtain realistic
telescope point spread functions for an obscured single mirror (i.e. the KPNO 4m) and a
phased optical arrja (6.9m MMT). A resolvable stellar disk has been measured for Alpha
Orionis. Preliminary measurements of this disk are in good ag~r~ement with power spectral
determinations for thc2 same data set and also for other data '

There are, however, limitations to the direct use of this algorithm and Shift-and-Add
algorithms in general. The first is the difficulty of detecting the correct speckle
maxima. As discussed earlier the detection of a local maximum can easily be affected by
the presence of Poisson noise in the specklegram and can produce a blurred image 4 when
the object, and therefore its speckles, is significantly wider than the detector
response. The second limitation is the difficulty of recovering a diffraction limited
'..ge of an object with multiple maxima where no one maximum dominates. The simplest
example of this is a binary star with two unresolved components. In this case these
algorithms produce 'ghosts', because of the duplicity of the speckles, tending to mimic
autocorrelation fun:tions when the two components have comparable brightnesses. In
order to apply Shift-and-Add to such objects so as to be able to produce the correct
impulse distributions and therefore diffraction limited images, an improved technique of
finding the speckle locations munt be applied. One such technique involves the use of
matched filters and is discussed in a companion paper 1 0 .

The data presented here are for bright objects where the speckles are easily
identifiable. However for faint objects, where there are only a few photons per speckle,

0 the local maximum finding algorithm is no longer valid. The use of matched filter
analysis$ should help identify speckles in the photon limited domain and thus extend
this imaging technique to much fainter objects (my>8) such as galactic nuclei and QSO's
as well as asteroids and other faint solar system objects.

The underlying assumption of all Shift-and-Add techniques is that speckles are highly
distorted diffraction limited images. For objects much smaller than the seeing disk this
can be considered a reasonable approximation as illustrated by the results presented
here. This approximation, however, is empirical and further statistical analysis about
the formation of speckleqrams is needed to validate this assumption. A statistical
analysis of the WSA technique is discussed by Freeman et al. I I in a companion paper.
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Self-calibrating shift-and-add technique for speckle
imaging

Julian C. Christou.* E. Keith Hege,t Jonathan D. Freeman, and Erez Rtbak

Sit-%Na ri ( fisi'rva torN. I fi ' irsilN (if Arizona, Tucson. A rizonm 857'2

An image-reconstruction techn iq te for astriinoiimal speckle interferornetric data is described. Ihis idriani olthe
shuft-and-add algorithm originally developed by Lynds et al. JAstrophys J. 207, 174 (1976)1 utilizes a weighted
impulse distribution of speckle positions to extract an average speckle for a data set. This is done by means of a
weighted decionvolut jun priicedure. similar in form to a Weiner filter, which deconvolves the specklegram by I hi'
implulse distribiutiion. RlesultS sho)w that this method appears tii be self- alibrat ig for seeing effects. It yields
poiint-spread tunctiiins, for iibsersations of an unresolved star, that compare quantitatively with computed Airy
patterns for both simple aperture, and the fully phased multiple mirror telescope array. Images of the resolved
object Alpha Oriiinis shiw evidence if an extended stellar enveliipe.

INTIRODUCTION legram. TIhus the SAA image is dependent on the seeing

Since its introduction bly Laheyrie,1 speckle interferometry conditions and contains a seeing-dependent bias (hack-
hasbee usd t obaindifratiiri-imjed nfomaton ground). The Lynds. Worden. and Harvey (l.%H) tech-

about astronomical objects. In its original form the tech- nquutleshoepclswoeitniisleabe
nique yielded the object distribution power spectrum esti- siime threshold (ty'pically the brightest 10%) and uses them
mat *if a eiso hr epsr -;-sc mgs generate an impulse distribut ion (if delta functiotns having

(specklegrams). This power spectrum estimate only con- unilt amlitud bycoscortn the specklegramn- whL'ith tei-

tains information about the modulus of the Fourier trans- bitII ycoscreaigtesekermwt h m

turin ut the object distribuition anti, wtthout the phasesof the plulse disiribution to shift these brightest speckles ito the
center (ifimnage sliace. The final result is obtained byv averag-

Fourer ransorm canot e ued o reonsruc theo et. tng over the whole data set. Like the SAA image, the 1lAN H
A ntumber of techniques have been developed to reconstru.ct image also comprises two components, the diffraction -limit -
these phases and therefore the (object by invoking the fact
that fiirmeasured data sets aunique phasesiilution exists.2-4 ed image onl tiip of a broader seeing background. For both

Thes tehniues howver rey o noinpu phse nfoma- methods the extraction of the diffraction-limited image is
Thes tehniues howver rey o noinpu phse nfoma- dependent uin the seeing conditions, and this is made mfore

tion. Furthermore, the effects iif' measured nolise onf the difficult when the size (if the object approaches that ot the
numerical efficiency of' the phase- retrieval algorithms, o~n sen ik
which these techniques are based, are not as yet fully under- sen ik
stiood. A number (If other imaging techniuiues exist that
recoiver the phases from the original specklegrams. Among METHOD
those are the shift-and-add algorithmsW' and the Kno~x- T1he technique that we have tused is derived from that of
Thompson7 approach. Comprehensive reviews (if speckle LWH but titilizes all speckles in the sllecklegram abiove a
imaging techniques can be found in work by Bates" and background noise level. T'he specklegram i(r) is assumned to
IDaintv.9  be approiximated by a coinvoulut ion (Ifthe object otr) with the

The preferred imaging techniques are thiise that use the telescope Iliint-spread function a(r) all convollved with a set
phase information available in the specklegrams. One such of weighted delta functions (imptilse distributiont, Impirt.
set iif'methods make use of the intuitive interp~retatiiin iifa voirresponding tii the ampllitudes and pousitio~ns of the speck-
speckle as being a highly' distorted version iifthe ditfractioun- les. i.e.,
limited image. \ ariat io ns out this fo rm t a na lys is were pro-
poused 1lw L' nds et al-" and Bates and] (ad. and a t heoret i- r =lotr)*aofr) * IrmIll r). I II
cal~tutdy by Hunt et al." has shoiwn that (littractiiin-limnited
in ti rmat ii n is plreservedl. Tlhe la tier met hiod, k no wni as where * dte is co n voi iion and r represents t he i mage'
,hilt itno-add (SAA) hit. bleen further developed byv Bag- dumini. 'Ihis sirntil- model takes into. accountt that the
iiiiilu." SAA is acciimlilishedl) ' yft locating theblright - specklegrain is toirioed 6V raildorm phase' shifts Ii the( ((iifl
est pixel in each specklegrain and( then shifting the speckle- 1do'x wave lroi duie iii retract ive-itldex variat oils in the
grafin tou place this pixel at the (-eiter ift itilage sp~are. 'Ihe ;itiii~hiro Tlhii a sjlcklegram tain lii' (-iisidliri'i tul lii'
tittal image is iibtainedl by' averaging iiver a set ot shilted set iii bights disturtiol dliti fltiiiiniouge ailhin a

speo klegrams. 'he result is a tlifirai-tiuin-limited imnage sit- reindtiellvthi engik.'ei-r.ifhsiiitli
ting in tiip of a seeing -tpri(Iioetl bacikgrouind. which is pro- lo stutetil~otolltiit mg ~t i'oiaifdb
(lilcit bI~averaging over the remaining spiecklesoufihe'stuck- dt-comiolvingi(- 1he siklegrain Iv t hi- itflipilsi dm.t ributiion

0111 32:2,s5; 10201 is;0mi2 lift c io ,9i itcu -- I \inv-ri
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The impulse distribution can be obtained by locating all the 10

'peckle maxima and setting the amplitudes of the delta
ftittions equal to that of the corresponding speckle ampli- 08a
tudes, Thus, when the specklegramn Eq. (1) is (leconvolved
bv the impulse distribution, the result is, to a first approxi-
mat ion, the d iffract ion -limited image of the object. In this
analy, sis we used the local mnaximia in the specklegrams to
define the amplitude and position of the impulses. 04-

To avoid the problems inherent in regular deconvolution I
techniques, i.e.. division by' zero or small numbers in the if
complex quotient, we have implemented a weighted decon- 02

volution procedure similar in form to a Wiener filter. De- i
noting the Fourier transform by uppercase letters, then the 01L .

0 t00 200 300 400complex quotient can he written as liscr oAt

Fig. t. Radial average profiles for Gamma Orionis: (it SAA. (i it
N'[Ij fl/Imp (ftj WJ WSA/X(C. and (jul) WSA/WI) at X =650.0/0.2 nam using the KI'NO

4-m telescope.
F71o(rYar)l -- (2)

where f is thle spatial frequenc 'y domain corresponding to r, n 08
identifies the nth specklegram, and W,(f) its weighting.

In order to minimize the number of complex divisions and
to obtain a function that is always nonzero we chose the
weighting function to be the power spectrum of the impulse

distribution, i.e.. W,(f) = I~Mp,(f)12. The numerator in Eq.
2 then becomes the cross spectrum between the speckle- 14

gramn and the impulse distribution, thus reducing the num- 0

her of cotfltlex quotients to one, that of the ensemble aver-
age (sum) of the cross spectra and the impulse power spec-I
tra. so that Eq.(2) can be rewritten as 0 0too 2Wo 00 400

V Fig. 2. Radial averaged profiles for (it WSA/WD Gamma Orionis
I,, f~m p~ ~and (ii) A ir rv pat tern of :t.8- ipertuire with a 1:3t cent ral ob-scurat iln

I~lotrl~otr~lat A~ = 6Wt.01/i.2 notl.

V' I mp,,tf)l 2
aperture and X is the observing wavelength. This Gaussian

Trhe averaged impulse -dist ri bution power spectrum con- is dividedtout. and the remaining bias of unity is subtracted.
tains a bias term due to Poisson statistics an1 is therefore This effectively removes the photon-noise biased-induced
nonzero at all frequencies. Because we use a weighted im- photon spike from these images.

p~ulse distribution and a weighted deconvolution technique Figure I shows the radial averaged profiles for the SAA,
we call this analysis weighted shift -and-add/weighted de- WSA/XC, and WSA/WI) images for the point-source Gam-
coInvolutio~n (WSA/'WD). ma Orionis observed at the Kitt Peak National Observatory

It is interesting tol note that the numerator oftEq. (3) is the (KPNO) 4-in Mayall telescope with a bandpass of 2.0 nim
Fourier transfoIrm oIf the cross correlation (if the speckle- centered on 6501.0 nm using the Steward Observatory (SO)
gram with the weighted impulse distribution and therefore speckle camera."' Comparison of' these profiles clearly

a i minor mo~dific~atiotn to the LWH technique. which we shows the seeing -produced background in both the SAA and
denote b\v \\SA/'X(. WSA/XC reductions to be substantially reduced to the flat

background shown in the WSA/WD profile. Figure 2 com-

RESULTS pares the same WVSA/WI) result to that of an Airy profile for
a 2.8-m aperture with a central ilbscurati(In ratio (of 1:3,

Hit- 'WA i \mages. as well ats the imlage,~ from other SAA which is the case for the Mavall telescope. These two pro-
(I t~t(ll -I (tl~ilt~tphoonspkeatthe center owing to the tiles colmpare very favorablY the width (if the central lobe

I h 00i~Clil h spcklgras.This can he rem(Ivedb1wa and the position and amplitude oIf the first Airy ring agree tot
,tt[.Il apliehd in thle loonier p~lane.- .. t the same time. " ithio at few lperveint. Figure :3 shows the theoretical Airy'

;h( -Il 0I- I o toe deltctor t ranster itlinti(In c-an alsoI be pattern and the reconstructed Air ' l attern image fro~m
r(.ll,\ ii H I fit' i.ti rupolrtell that t he detector w\hic-h the radial-averaged p~rofiles were computed. The rms

i.- i- i h arp 1 ;atil lo Ito the 'pat ial frequency do- (lterence between these Iwol images is -0l.2'o that of the
ilihi, h- I I-ow- r t .(ll-iAll. 'Ahit 1h1 A rnoltitlIIcA- peak tor radii greater than the first Airy ring tthe region

,i\ i. l I 1I-- I O lot h, ,1I tlwdiclor r(-st)(nse x~1(11t.I e ilceein~g is dhoninant in the SA:\ and %\SA/X('

-Ill 01 -w. I \ lI i, I In(it-d if Ir(po-ll ic- tw\Iondl aa~ The (ld,-ito a no~tinitllrm Airv pattern give an
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" Fig. 3. (Left) Theoretical and (right) measured Airy patterns of the KPNO 4-m telescope. (See Fig. 2 for parameters.) Scale, 7.2 msa/pixel.

WSA/WD radial profiles for the extended object Alpha and the images also show structure at the same position
Orionis and the unresolved point sources Gamma and Epsi- angle as the lumpy Airy ring.
Ion Orionis, taken with the SO 2.3-rn telescope, are shown in In order to remove the effects of the lumpy point-spread
Fig. 4. The observing bandpass of 0.3 nm was centered on function (PSF) from these Alpha Orionis images, we used
854.2 nm. The point-source observations of Gamma and the CLEAN 17 algorithm. CLEAN has been successfully ap-
Epsilon Orionis bracketed the measurements of Alpha plied in the past to radio interferometric observations in
Orionis. They give similar profiles, the difference indicat- order to remove artifacts and systematics due to the interfer-
ing a residual sensitivity (;" the technique to differences in

*__ the data sets. At \ = 850 nm the diffraction limit of the 2.3
m is 76 milliseconds .f arc (msa) so that the -42-msa disk of
Alpha Orionis" remains unresolved, as is seen in the figure.
The Alpha Orionis profile shows an extension, most proba- 0 75

bly due to the presence of a (ircumstellar gaseous envelope,
up to a radius of -3()0 msa. This measurement is commen-

. surate with power-spect rum analysis tfa 4-m data set at the j 0 50

same wavelength as repotrted by (;oldherg t at." ' A circum-
stellar envelope has also been letected with a rttalion shear-
ing interferometerl' at an observing wavelength of 535 nm. 0 25

Reconstructed images of hoth Alpha Oriotnis and Gamma
Orionis are shown in Fig. 5. These ttbservatiotns were taken
with the KPN() telescope with Iandpasses tit 65G.1)I 0. nm ...

A a and 650.0/2.0 nm. The Gamma ()rionis images show a 0 too 200 t 00 o0 0 o t o

lum py Airy ring at a NE SW pttsiti,,n angle [Figs. ) and ,,4, \S.\ t,4 rat ial tv ra gzet prt)ii.e-q ii Alphaorinis. 161
tel. By (ttmparistl with the pttint surtce. Alpha ()ritt is is Hjt-htt ()r, ltK od tm (;;mma ()rt t, i atken %ith the Ste -ard

clearly resolved h% this larger teiescope iFigs. t-5a and(] 5(). ( 4lt.1tr Intithtt'- at \ s54,2 '.2 nni
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j the residual. The algorithm generates an array of delta
functions of varying intensities in such a way that the dirty
map can be considered to be the weighted sum of the dirty
beam at the delta-function locations plus the final residual.

The iterations stop either when the intensity of the final
residual is at the image noise level or when a certain number
of negative delta functions is reached. The clean map is
generated by convolving the delta-function array with a
clean beam, which is usually obtained by fitting a Gaussian

b to the central component of the dirty beam. The quality of
, , , , , the final clean map depends on both the value of G and the

number of iterations.
The cleaned images of Alpha Orionis are shown in Figs. 5c

N and 5f. The loop gain was set at 70%, and 50 iterations were
used. These images show the removal of the lumpy Airy
ring and indicate a nonuniform structure of the stellar enve-
lope.

0 The use of CLEAN is further demonstrated in the next
figure. A data set of Alpha Orionis and Epsilon Orionis

E taken with the SO 2.3-m telescope at a wavelength of 650 nm
was reduced using the WSA/XC algorithm. These images
are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. They still in-
clude the photon spike, but the seeing background was re-

, *.., moved by approximating it by a Gaussian and then subtract-
ing. Both of these images contain, in addition to the noise

* spike, a video artifact due to the nonlinear response of the
TV camera. This undershoot is produced by the video cas-

sette recorder electronics after scanning across a bright
speckle. The Epsilon Orionis image was used as a dirty
beam to CLEAN the Alpha Orionis image (Fig.6c) as de-
scribed above. The loop gain was also set to 70% for 50
iterations. This clean image shows the removal of the un-
dershoot artifact and also shows the presence of a probable
stellar envelope with a position angle similar to that seen in
the 4-in data set. The astrophysical interpretation of these

- E b
NN

O. Fig. e. Re'nstructed images tt Alpha and Gamma Orionis. a,
\\SA WD Alpha Orioni \ = 656.3/0.3 nmI; b. WSA/WD Gamma
()ri,,ni = ,i i ti'o' inm): c. a cleaned b% b as described in text: d-f,
.g- heth re hot at .\ = 6S.-tV2.i) tim. All ,bservations at KPNO 4-m

,,itvt r hemn. It i,. an iterative process that locates the C o... ,-
h~trtt,'te:-t pit+eI in+ t he (lirt\ map ( resol \ed objec't imaget. and

" pi thrdirt\ I ima re i. l" . etrt tced images ot Alpha and Gamma Oritonis. a.
't t i, Imt a io it beam point \\ Alpha Orionis: 1c \% lSA/X(' (;arnma hriona c, a cleaned

, ''. th i, eI I( a lacor lot 'gain. G " t the h\ b de.(| rihed in text. ()terationsat S -.- mtelesc.tpeat =

' , it w p ii k i !h " itil'i ntip The pnl te , i- repeated i ;'4u1 '(1i1i1i
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F \ 1-7 SA \'i 1) image- oi G ammta Orionis taken with the fully phased MM'Fat X\ 656.3/0.3) nm. The artifacts are a result of the apodizing
.. IId'.% (,A I ed I,% lte \idf- (Iigitizer This i-i the MW!'T PSF. Scale, F msa/pixel.

Anld other Alpha ( )riui i iuge cuirrent lv Ii preparation er SAA analyses is its apparent seeing self'-calibration, which
bir puitill itii v1I-\ki(-hre-. produtces a flat background (i.e., no residual seeing bias),

Fi nally. Fit- -1 [1h w- tIh e I 'S F o Ihe I I I phased multiple thits pernmitt inrg realistic inrterpretat ion of' extended low-
mnirrolrtrelesu(j p NII ;it a nardps 41 iml centered til power st ructutre such as stel lar envelopes, This self -calibra-
ui.16.3 rim1. 1,111ii- ( ;,iitiia ( )rirni- a- ml irire.solvalile source. ti i. Isi 1ue t the select ion of all speckles and the weighting
The FVHM N I the (flit ril hed ' i- which is conlsistent I thle imuiodses, so that there is no residual when a speckle is
'ktli (it -I m ir ut bra I Ii qpwrture at the( same iet imoIed ht. its, correspoinIirg impulse. The use of the
A\.ikfIltItl I II -idtl'lh -h\% Iei ixt.Idd \knntmtr\ ex I .tK.\\, algorit hri allows the svsteniatics of' the telescope

ted, li. h .' if -iin ilplid- u t itlilertect I'S! tandt (\tt serimi- video-( artifacts) to hie removed when
P,11111f I r p-1,1 Ildl'-l I,\ Aug -ell , 4it ill Itlre .lved ploinit source (dirt% iteam) is, observed.
f.I h! .11 111- v.-'tI 1 1 t 1- t 11111 'it i Thn iigb lit this ;trialvsis it bus been assmned that both

i \i MV I t- d i r .I% h i r, - I ili 'iirum Il l o l ked tnd! thelirire-,olverl h bwctprodliceobiject inde-
Ili.,... ii dI ( n' I It \\ SA XI ) I ot iges. Ilow\ v r, it Wa \ p )reviouisl rinot -
IdI ; ha -SAA itta I ire ()htItt d epcdeule1 ow irg t ot le coni-

I)tSC I I N l n i iI lie d i Iramt iot i Iiti iied h,1)it-ct w it h a n odbject -
DISCUSS pt- it P>F1: Ili latter Iterit ;ati art-c fir a number tof

.. ,~~111 1' -, 1s-i- -i li i m-t-mc (. I'iotto ills ini the diata maY

* ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ] Ii lii-k ilIIti lm \1 t rli i r 111 '- itt rat extended

in i.tr Ie - Ilh r i ,,o ifn lI a e
;14 ) h.3 m \ i .I i I (kv wIlh ~ w
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high-contrast speckles and appear not to suffer from the phase re ,oratllt. rol'i~ edroe-1. )I. . . Sot. Am. 7:1. .7,s WI9;t:

effect of the object-dependent point-spread function. A "lRecnu.lrucling ilmges roim their Fourier intelnil...' il Ad-
I"n , I,., I1i ( 'In I )III tv' V I , w u/ III ' 1r I ',1. 'I- , '. .'. tlit;i ig.

,f new method if locating the speckle positions is needed for ed. I l (;reenwich. t',,ni.. 19M. ',I. .(hal.
te cases it mu It iple- peaked objects and in the presence of S. F. (lull and ;..I. l aie 'hnage re.1.. tru ilmu in
st rong Poiss,,n noise. A matched-filter approach has been phle and noisy data." Nat ure 272, l;; 11978.

applied and is reported elsewhere. -2 It is hoped that this . .I I. lynds S. 1. Wurden. atid .J. W. Harvey. "D igital iage
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Images from astronomical speckle data: weighted
shift-and-add analysis

J. C. Christou Abstract. We have applied a variant of the shift-and-add algorithm origi-
E. Ribak nally developed by Lynds, Worden, and Harvey [Astrophys. J. 207, 174
E.K. Hoge (1976)1 to astronomical speckle interferometric data. A set of impulses
J. D. Freeman corresponding in locations and magnitudes to the local maxima in each
Steward Observatory specklegram is generated and used to obtain an average speckle by
University of Arizona means of a Wiener-type filter deconvolution procedure. This technique
Tucson, Arizona 85721 yields diffraction-limited images that appear to be self-calibrating for see-

ing effects. Realistic point spread functions have been obtained for a
number of telescopes at different wavelengths, and results are also pre-

Nsented for the resolved red supergiant Alpha Orionis. The limiting signal-
to-noise ratio of the technique as indicated by the results presented here
suggests a dynamic range of -6 stellar magnitudes, with no evidence of
residual seeing effects. A matched filter technique is demonstrated for use
in locating the speckles of complicated objects or for objects dominated
by photon noise.

Subject terms: speckle; speckle imaging; shift-and-add; seeing calibration; as-
tronomy.

Optical Engineering 25(6), 724-730 (June 1986).

CONTENTS pixel in a specklegram is located, and the specklegram is

I Introduction shifted to place this pixel at the frame center, where it is
2 Weighted shift-and-add technique co-added with other shifted specklegrams to give the SAA
3. Measurements image. This result consists of the estimate of the diffraction-

4 Signal-to-noise measurements limited image superimposed upon a seeing-dependent back-
5 Effects of seeing on WSA/WD images ground produced from co-adding the remainder of the speck-
6 Locating speckles using a matched filter technique legrams. For the Lynds, Worden, and HarveN analysis (re-
7 Conclusions ferred to as LWH). the final result is obtained by using the
8 Acknowledgments brighter speckles (typically - 10%) in the specklegram. An
9 References impulse distribution consisting of unit amplitude delta func-

tions is obtained from the local maxima representing these
. Ibrighter speckles. This is then cross-correlated with the

* The shift-and-add techniques of image reconstruction were specklegram. which has the effect of shifting each of the
first suglested by Bates and Cady' and Lynds. Worden. and bright speckles to the frame center and superimposing them
Harvey. These techniques make use of the observation that The final image, like that of the SAA technique. consists of ;n
an individual speckle is a highly distorted version of the estimate of the true image superimposed upon the seeing-
diffraction-limited image. Thus. the average over the speck- produced background.
les yie!ds an estimate of the true image. For the Bates and Both the SAA and LWH techniques yield results that are
Cady approach (hereafter referred to as SAA), the brightest seeing dependent. Thus. the extraction of the diffraction-
Ilimited image is dependent upon the seeing conditions. WhenInvited Paper ST- received No . 195 revised manuscript rceived the object size is close to the size of the seeing disk or has
Jan 28. 1986. accepted for publication March 27. 1986. received by Managh-
ing Editor March 31. 1986. This paper is a revision of Paper 556-36 which extended low power surrounding a brighter center, the pres-
was presented at the SPIE International Conference on Speckle. Aug 20-23. ence of the background makes it difficult to extract the com-
1985. San Diego. Calif. The paper presented there appears (unretreed) in
SPIE Proceedings Vol. 556. plete image. A technique that is self-calibrating for the ceeng
C 1986 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. is therefore preferable.
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IMAGES FROM ASTRONOMICAL SPECKLE DATA, WEIGHTED SHIFT-AND-ADD ANALYSIS

The technique we use was Jicussed in an earlier paper. 3  performed atter accumulating the sums in the numerator and
The present paper emphasizes the signal-to-noise measure- the denominator. The latter contains a bias term due to Pois-
ments. the effects of seeing variability, and the implementa- son statistics' and is nonzero at all spatial frequencies. thus
tion of a matched tilter analysis to locate the ,peckles for removing the effects of the zero and small number divisions
objects that have more than one local maximum which other- and acting, in effect, as a Wiener filter.
wise would be multipl. detected). The rnatcned filter ap- The Fourier transform of the numerator is the cross-correla-
proach may also be used for obiects where the speckle loca- tion of the specklegram with the impulse distribution and
tion is poorly determined due to the availability of only a few therefore represents a slightly modified LWH image. which
photons per speckle we call the weighted shift-and-add with cross-correlation

.WSAXC) image. Thus. our final result is the weighted de-
2. WEIGHTED SHIFT-AND-ADD TECHNIQUE convolution of the WSA/XC image with the averaged power

The weighted shift-and-add technique is a logical extension to spectrum of the impulses. It is this weighting term that re-

that of LWH, but instead of using just the brightest speckles, moves (or minimizes) the seeing background usually found in

we generate in mpulse distribution from all of the local SAA and LWH images. Because of this process, we label this

maxima in the speckleram above a backround noise level. technique WSA/WD, where WD stands for the weighted de-

Each impulse is weighted by the amplitude of the correspond- convolution.

Ing local maximum. For a noise-tree case. a specklegram can
be considered to be the convolution of the diffraction-limited 3. MEASUREMENTS
imaie with an infinite set of weighted delta functions repre- When applied to real data. the local maxima in each speckle-
senting the random amplitudes and phases of the perturbations gram do not necessarily represent the positions and ampli-
of the incoming complex wavefront due to the refractive tudes of the noise-free speckles. In fact. each specklegram is
index variations caused by turbulcnce) in the atmosphere. contaminated bv Poisson noise so that the images produced hy

We assume that the speckleoram ir can he approximated the shift-and-add techniques contain a photon 'spike" at the
as image center. Before interpreting the final result. it is there-

fore important to remove this spike. In the Fourier plane the
if or impir) . (I) spike transforms into a noise bias that is colored by the detec-

tor response (detector transfer function) and has nonzero
where imptr) is the (finite) set of weighted delta functions power beyond the telescope diffraction limit.5 This estimate
obtained as described above, od(r) is the diffraction-limited of the object transform can be written as
image goen by the convolution of the object distribution o(r)
with the telescope point spread function p(r). r defines the Od(t) = [OdIf) - NID(f) . (4)
two-dimensional image space. and S denotes convolution.

, If Eq. I ) is assumed to be a reasonable representation of a where 0(1(f) is the bias-free object transform. N is the fre-
specklegram. then an estimate of the diffraction-limited im- quency-independent noise bias, and D(f is the detector trans-
ace can be obtained by inverting the equation when the im- fer function. The bias-free result is obtained bv first fitting a
pulse distribution is known. However, a simple deconvolu- Gaussian (which is a good first-order approximation5 ) to the
tion. which is a complex quotient in Fourier space. suffers factor DfN for frequencies greater than the diffraction limit
from problems caused by zero or small number divisions, and then dividing, followed by the subtraction of unity at
Thus, we have implemented a weighted deconvolution pro- all frequencies. The result is the required bias-free object
cedure that. because of the effects of noise bias. is similar in transform divided by the frequency-independent factor N. If
form to that of Wiener filtering. Denoting the Fourier trans- the speckles are relatively small (i.e.. a few pixels wide), then
form by the upper case. i.e., FT[iiruj = 1(f), the complex the Poisson noise will have little effect upon locating the
quotient can be written as speckle position because the photon event, spread over a

splotch of diameter -2 pixels with our detector.5 acts as a
1I, lf).lmpn f)lWn(f) low-pass filter. It has been previously noted6 that a shift-and-

Odif = n (2) add image is object dependent and is the convolution of the
diffraction-limited image with an object-dependent point

- Wf) spread function for the reduction process. This latter termn reflects the accuracy with which the speckle maxima can be
where f is the spatial frequency domain corresponding to r, n located. For low contrast objects much larger than the detec-

-, identfies the nth specklegram. and W,(f) is its weighting tor response, the uncertainty in the locations of the speckle
f , unction. This weighting function was chosen to be the power maxima due to the additive Poisson noise blurs the final
spectrum of the impulse distribution. i.e.. W,(f) = lmp,(f)2 . image. Thus. the Poisson noise can affect the shift-and-add
Substituting this into Eq. (2) then 'ives images in two ways. (1) by adding a (detector-colored) noise

spike to the image amplitude and (2) by blurring the final
Stm, image due :o the errors in the detection of the speckle max-

_____=_n _3_ ima. For the results presented here. the objects have been
I" lmptf" chosen to be relatively small (or diffraction limited) with a

-FWHM on the order of two to three times the detector re-
sponse. Thus. the blurring due to uncertainty in the location

xhere ' dcnte,, the .cmrlt.\ Te.nic numerator is of the speckles is minimal.
now the ,ross ,pectrum 'hc- 1 klcrn and the We have reduced a number of sets of data of the unresolved
"mpulse distribution Ihcrc i. oe . .. rn picx division, star Gamma Orionis and the resolved supergiant Alpha
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Fig. 1. Azimuthally averaged WSA/WD radial profiles of Gamma
Orionis (1) with and (2) without the photon spike.
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1 milliarcseconds

0 loo 200 300 Fig. 3. Azimuthally averaged WSAIND radial profiles of the un-
resolved star Gamma Orionis compared with (a) - (c) 3.8 m Airy

milliarcseconds patterns and (d) - (f) the resolved star Alpha Orionis for three

Fig. 2. Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of Gamma Orionis, (1) wavelengths.
WSA/XC and (2) WSA/WD, both spike corrected.

radial profiles for Gamma Orionis with the resolved star
Orionis. These data were taken with the Kitt Peak National Alpha Orionis for the same three bandpasses: (d) 650/2 nm.

Observatory (KPNO) 4 m telescope on Feb. 2. 1981. Figure I (e) 656.3/0.3 nm. and (f) 850/10 nm. For (d) and (e) Alpha
shows the azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the Orionis is clearly resolved compared to the measured point
WSA/WD image of Gamma Orionis at a wavelength of 650 spread function. For (f) the disk of the star can be seen to be
nm and a bandpass of 2 nm both with and without the photon just resolved, and the secondary maximum is becoming visi-
spike. As can be seen. the image is approximately twice the ble. At 850 nm the diffraction limit of a 3.8 m aperture
width of the photon spike. thus minimizing the object depen- corresponds to 46 milliarcsec. whereas the value for the di-

dency discussed above. This oversampling of the diffraction ameter of Alpha Orionis. obtained from extensive analysis of
limit is in fact required in order to separate the resolved signal conventional autocorrelation function and power spectrum
and the noise bias as two distinct components. Figure 2 shows reductions, 5 is approximately 42 milliarcsec. 7 This profile
the final WSA/WD and WSA/XC images. Note that the shows the presence of an extended envelope around the star
seeing-produced background. which is clearly visible in the out to a radius of 300 milliarcsec. which has also been implied
WSA/XC image, is reduced to a flat zero background in the from several other measurements using a number of related
WSA/WD image. techniques including differential speckle interferometry.8

It is important for any image reconstruction or image recov- A data set of Gamma Orionis specklegrams taken with the
ery algorithm that a realistic point spread function be pro- fully phased Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT)" at a band-
duced when an unresolved object is observed. Figures 3(a) pass of 656.30/0.13 nm has also been reduced with this tech-
through 3(c) show the azimuthally averaged WSA/WD radial nique. Figure 4 shows the final image. The FWHM of the
profiles for Gamma Orionis compared to the computed tele- central lobe is consistent with that of an Airy disk for a 6.9 m
scope point spread functions (using a 3.8 m aperture with an aperture at the same wavelength (-20 milliarcsec). The
obscuration ratio of 0.3). Three different bandpasses were sixfold symmetry of the point spread function is seen. but its
analyzed: (a) 650/2 nm. (b) 656.3/0.3 nm. and (c) 850/10 nm. nonuniform appearance indicates imperfect phasing. '

As can be seen. there is good agreement between the models
and the images. especially for (a) and (c). The widths of the 4.SGA-ONIEM SU MNT
central maxima and positions and amplitudes of the secondary 4. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE MEASUREMENTS
maxima compare favorably. The narrowband interference To evaluate the ability of this technique to recover low power
filter used for (b) appears to produce a blurring (defocusing) information, we performed a series of measurements to show
by comparison to the other data sets. how the background of the WSA/WD image relates to the

Figures 3(d) through 3(f) compare the azimuthally averaged number of specklegrams processed. Figures 5(a) through 5(e)
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Fig. 4. WSA/WD image of Gamma Orionis showing the point spread
function of the fully phased Multiple Mirror Telescope.

show contour plots of images of Gamma Orionis at 650/2 nm .

for (a) 4. (b) 16. (c) 64. (d) 256. and (e) 1024 specklegrams.
There are 25 contour levels at 2% intervals starting from a
minimum of 1% to a maximum at the half-power point. Each 400 milliarcsec 01 ________

image is composed of 128 x 128 pixels with an image scale of - -0 J 1 2 3

7.22 milliarcsec/pixel. For only four specklegrams the central (a) LogN

maximum is clearly visible, and the first Airy ring is begin- Fig. 5. WSAJWD images of Gamma Orionis for (a) 4. (b) 16, (c) 64,
ning to appear above the noise. The background is flat but (d) 256, and (e) 1024 specklegrams. (f) rms noise for radii > 30
noisy to a 5% level. As the number of specklegrams is qua- pixels vs number of specklegrams. The solid line is a power law of

drupled. the noise level decreases by the expected factor of 2. -0.5.

The final image of 1024 specklegrams. Fig. 5(e), shows no
background at the 1% level for radii greater than the second
Airy ring (-30 pixels). The first ring is now clearly com- A recently discovered'" secondary of Gamma Orionis is out-

plete but lumpy. All of our observations show this same side our field of view.

effect, and we conclude this to be caused by aberrations S EFFECTS OF SEEING ON WSAIWD IMAGES
within our own optical system. A somewhat noisy second
Airy ring is also visible. The vertical stripes at the 1% level The results presented in the previous sections show that the
are caused by clocks related to the video and digitization WSA/WD image has a flat background at the 1% level, unlike
process. the SAA and LWH images. This implies that the image is

The rms noise for pixels greater than the second Airy ring corrected for seeing at this level. To investigate any residual
(> 30 pixels = 200 milliarcsec) was computed for images seeing effect we rereduced the same 4 m data set of Gamma

' , composed of 2. 4. 8. 16, 32, 64, 128, 256. 512. 1024, and Orionis, but this time the specklegrams were selected for
1616 specklegrams. These values are shown plotted on a different seeing bins.'' This was done by computing the
log-log scale in Fig. 5(f). There is a linear relationship (on a width of each speckle cloud by means of the second-order
log scale) between the rms noise and the number of speckle- moment about the centroid to give an instantaneous estimate
grams N up to 256 specklegrams. A power law of -0.5 of the Fried seeing parameter r., which we designate as re.
plotted through these points shows the expected square root Table I shows the histogram of the seeing estimate for the data
behavior. However. for larger numbers of specklegrams this set after low power and poorly guided specklegrams have
behavior beins to flatten out. showing the limitations im- been eliminated. The data were sorted into seeing bins of 2 cm
posed on the data due to the instrumentation. e.g.. the clock incremental width. This histogram also shows the (fortu-
svstematics seen in Fig. 5(e). We define a SN measurement itously) good seeing during this observing run.
as the quotient of this rms noise to the image maximum. This The rms difference between the images for each seeing bin
S,N saturation level has a value of 200. indicating a compared to the best seeing bin. in this case r, = 34 to 35 cm.
limiting dynamic range for this data set of 6 magnitudes. was computed. For all cases it was found that the rms differ-
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TABLE I. Histogram of the Instantaneous Seeing Estimate r. for the
Feb. 2,1961, 4 m Gamma Orionis Data

Seeing estimate No. of frames ,
r. (cm) D _

24- 25 5 0

26-27 195
28-29 486
30- 31 435 . o

32-33 331
34-35 83 ) (b)
36-37 2

ence was less than 1% of the maximum of the central peak,
suggesting that all observations were limited by the instru-
mental system and not by the seeing. There was a tendency
for the difference to get larger when the seeing difference
increased, but this was at the 0.05% level and is not consid-
ered to be significant because of the 0.5% systematic noise in
the images. A similar investigation for the Alpha Orionis
images also showed rms differences of <1% over a 10 cm
range of re.

Contour plots of 80-specklegram reductions of Gamma
Orionis for the 26 to 28 cm bin and the 34 to 36 cm bin are
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). respectively. The contour levels
are the same as for Figs. 5(a) through 5(e). The better seeing
shows a tighter peak at the 1% level, but from the 3% contour
up, the two images are practically identical. Figure 6(c)
shows the spatial uniformity of the difference between these
two images. The rms value of this difference is -0.5%, with
the extremes approaching 1%. As can be seen, this difference
is essentially constant, with a slight increase for radii <30
pixels (<210 milliarcsec). The greatest discrepancies are
found at the image center. These result from an artifact of the W
videotape recorder undershoot downline of a bright pixel. The Fig. 6. WSA/WD images of Gamma Orionis for 80 specklegrams
better seeing data have brighter speckles and therefore will with (a) r. = 26 to 28 cm and (b) r. = 34 to 36 cm. (c) Difference
tend to have more of an undershoot, which shows up as the between (s) and (b).

1% difference level near the center of the figure

obtained from the results of standard power spectrum/autocor-
6. LOCATING SPECKLES USING A MATCHED relation analysis. A Gaussian slightly wider than the object
FILTER TECHNIQUE may also be used as an initial estimate for the matched filter.

The results presented in the earlier sections were for relatively The initial estimate of the matched filter, however ob-
simple objects. The specklegrams for both Alpha Orionis and tained, is correlated with the specklegram to obtain a filtered
Gamma Orionis have many photons and have single max- specklegram. The peaks of this filtered specklegram should
imum speckles that are only a few pixels in width. Thus. the represent the speckle locations, since these represent the posi-
maxima in specklegrams are relatively easy to locate. How- tions of greatest correlation of the filter with the specklegram.
ever, such objects are not the only ones of interest, and the However, due to the range of intensities of the speckles within
ability to extend this imaging technique to more complicated a specklegram, there is a problem in determining which peaks
and fainter object distributions is desirable. The simplest of the filtered specklegram represent the speckles and which
example of a more complicated object is the binary star Alpha are partial correlations or noise. A highly smoothed speckle-
Auriga (Capella), which has two components of nearly equal gram obtained by convolving with a low-pass filter is used as
magnitude. The speckles for Capella show two maxima, cor- a threshold criterion to distinguish true speckle locations from
responding to each of the components. When standard SAA noise and ghost locations. A speckle location is defined when
techniques are applied, the local-maximum-finding algorithm the peaks in the matched filtered specklegram have a greater
locates both maxima and shifts on these, thereby producing amplitude than do the corresponding locations in the
"ghosts" in the final image. These ghosts may be avoided by smoothed speckJegram. Thus, a matched filter impulse dis-
using a matched filter speckle-finding algorithm that locates tribution is obtained, and the WSA/WD analysis described
only a single speckle maximum, thereby producing a more above is used to obtain the image. The technique can K,
realistic image. The matched filter approach may be used further improved by iteration. By using the result from ap-
since the required a priori knowledge of the object can be proximately 1000 detected speckles to update the matched
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J. -*-.._ .- this disk are in good agreement with power spectral determi-
, .. nations for the same data set and also for other data. 7' Appli-

. ,, ° ,;3,, o , .' .., ,'. .... ,,, , .,.. ',.. cation of a matched filter speckle-locating algorithm has suc-
4V ,cessfully recovered an image for the binary star Capella that

avoids the strong ghosts typically found in SAA reductions.'
Limitations to the direct use of this algorithm, and shift-

, •and-add algorithms in general, exist. The first is the difficulty
of detecting the correct speckle maxima. As discussed earlier.

S-. the detection of a local maximum can be easily affected by the
S., ,. . ,. presence of Poisson noise in the specklegram and can produce

- ..- ='--..".', . a blurred image 6 when the object, and therefore its speckles.
__J is significantly wider than the detector response. The second

((a b) limitation is the difficulty of recovering a diffraction-limited

Fig. 7. WSAWD with matched filter reductions for Capella. (a) Final image of an object with multiple maxima where no one max-

image showing the two strong components. (b) Impulse powe imum dominates. The simplest example of this is a binary star
spectrum showing residue fringes, indicating that not all speckles with two unresolved components. These algorithms produce
were located with a single maximum. ghosts because of the duplicity of the speckles. tending to

mimic autocorrelation functions when the two components
have comparable brightnesses. We have demonstrated that a

filter estimate, a very crude initial estimate of the filter was matched filter approach yields improved speckle locations and

shown to converge to the mean speckle. A more detailed also reduces the problems associated with the locations of

discussion of this matched filter analysis is given by Ribak peaks dominated by Poisson noise.

et al.' 2  alAlthough the data presented here are for bright objects
where the speckles are easily identifiable, we have evidenceFigure 7 shows ehe results of the matched filter WSA/WD that our matched filter analysis' 2 helps identify speckles in theas applied to approximately 1000 specklegrams of Capella. photon-limited domain, where a simple local-maximum-

The data were obtained with the KPNO 4 m telescope during finding algorithm is inadequate. This extends this imaging
the same observing run as for the Alpha Orionis and Gamma technique to much fainter objects (m, > 8) such as galactic
Orionis data. The observing bandpass was 10 nm centered on nuclei and quasi-stellar objects as well as asteroids and other
550 nm. Figure 7(a) shows the final result, easily revealing a faint solar system objects.
double-peaked object. Although there is some evidence of The underlying assumption of all shift-and-add techniques
ghosting at the 20% level, this represents a dramatic improve- is that speckles are highly distorted diffraction-limited ir-
ment over the screened shift-and-add method proposed by
Bagnuolo.' 3 which was applied to this same data set. The ages. For objects much smaller than the seeing disk this can
powe spctrum of the impulse distribution in Fig. 7(b) shows be considered a reasonable approximation, as illustrated by, power spectrum othimusditiuinnFg.7bhws the results presented here. This approximation. however, is

residue fringzes at a 0.5% level of the peak due to the occa- threuspeendhr.Tisaromtohwvrs
sional double peak detection of some of the speckles. The empirical, and further statistical analysis about the formation

final result yields an intensit ratio for the two components of of specklegrams is needed to validate this assumption. A
0%.iars hi t ris o rate it otners r- preliminary statistical analysis of the WSA technique is dis-' approximately 90%. which is commensurate wth other re- cse yFe m ne lapromt ely '  cussed by Freeman et al.

sults. 14
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Toward solving the lost photon problem in image intensifiers

R. H. Cromwell

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

Abstract

A summary is given of measurements of the pnotoelectron counting efficiency of a variety
of image intensifiers manufactu:ed by sev'eral different manufacturers. With one exception,
the counting efficiency is lsaow:nting> bo. Tvoically only slightly over half of the
phczoe"ectrons from the f.rst pnotocathode produce a detectable signal on the output
ohosphor screen in most diode-tv-e intensifiers. Fcr microchannel plate intensifiers, the
*oou.nting effic:encv :s ev'en less. Res- Its are given of experiments intended to produce
2d-cde-t:ve intens: f ers ha:>.:: i'roved counting efficiency. improvements have bee,
ao-.:e.'ed -hrou.-n ref: nemenos ,n :the manufacturing steps Df the phosphor screen, the tuze
component identified as respcnsinle 'or the lost photoelectron pulses in diode-type tubes.
The best -ues SC far nave 'c.:tc effilzienc:es of 70%, whicn represent an :morovement bya :aocr :: a~cz. ".4.

lnt:odut on

We have discovered ,n the oast few years that many of the -mage intens f:er svste-s
used as primary detectors :n astronomical instr~mgns fail to record nearly half of the
phctoelectrons released from their photocathodes. The reason for this is that man,;

* first stage photoelectrons released in an image intensifier simply fail to produfe any
measurable light puise whatsoever when they strike the first phosphor screen.- The
fohlowing is a summary of our measurements of the "photoelectron counting efficiency" of a
number of high quality image intensifiers used in low light level astronomical
app ications. We also summarize our progress toward solving the "lost photon problem", or

pow photoelectron counting efficiency, that exists in most image intensifiers. This work
is being carried out ]ointly with the manufacturer Proxitronic in an ongoing collaboration
w:th Steward Observatory to develop a proximity focused image intensifier for astronomy.

Countina efficiency of several intensifiers

Table I summarizes our measurements of the photoelectron counting efficiency, or simply
"counting eff:ciency", of a number of i ~age intensifiers. The various measurement
tec~nnques have been descr:bed elsewhere. ,

' Most of the results, and all of the results
listed as "new" in Table 1, have been obtained using the Steward Observatory analog
intensified Reticon system operated i a pulse counting mode to determine the pulse height
distribution and conting efficiency. The pulse height distributions (PHDs) measured for
several of the intensifiers are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The counting efficiencies
given in Table l and the figures are slightly revised from values given in earlier
publications, and are more accurate owing to recalibration of test apparatus.

With the single notable exception of the Varo electrostatically focused diode (serial
no. 15777), al other tubes listed in Table 1 have a disappointingly low counting
efficiency. Indeed, all of the candidates for application as a primary astronomical
detector in the blue and uv spectral region have counting efficiencies in the range of only
50 to 64%. These include the magnetically focused tubes manufactured by EMI, ITT and RCA,
and the standard production proximity focused tubes manufactured by Proxitronic. As will
be discussed later, some of the Proxitronic tubes with experimental P-20 pnosphor screens
are showing improved :ounting efficiency.

0' The 90% counting efficiency and superior PHD shown in Figure I for the Varo tube no.
15777 is fairly representative of at least five different samples of Varo tubes. Two 40 mm
tubes have been measured by us and three 25 mm tubes have been measured by Latham. The
[ Varo tube no. 28542 is the first Varo electrostatic tube we have found that exhibits a
rather low counting efficiency (61%).

The very low counting efficiency (about 33%) measured for all three microchannel plate
intensifier tubes listed in T3ble I il lustrates the reason why at Steward Observatory we
have never chosen to use such a tube as a first stage intensifier in an instrument package.
However, very recently other researcners have reported higher counting efficiency figures
for devices where microcharnel plates were used as a first stage amplifier (jn experimental
resistive anode array detector manufactured by Instrument Technology, Ltd. and the MAMA
detector of Timothy'sP). Subsequent discussions have not led to an explanation of the
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discrepancy between these measurements and our own. To understand this important
discrepency, it would be very useful to repeat measurements of the microchannel plate

-' devices in question in our laboratory using our standard test procedure.

Improving the phosphor screens

A "diode-type" intensifier usually consists of a single photocathode and a single
phosphor screen anode, with no intervening gain structure, such as a microchannel plate.
(A variant of a diode-type intensifier is a "cascade" intensifier, where the phosphor of
one diode is sandwiched to the photocathode of the next, forming -A multistage diode-type
intensifier.) To study the problem of low counting efficiency in diode-type intensifiers, a
number of experimental proximity focused diode image tubes have been constructed by
Proxitronic. Each sample contains a phosphor screen that has been made utilizing specific
variances from the standard screen manufacturing process. Each sample was then tested for
its PHO, counting efficiency and its overall gain. Results are beginning to be
encouraging, although there have been several surprises along the way.

Coarse arain screens

The standard Proxitronic tubes we have investigated most thoroughly in the past are made
with P-20 phosphor screens deposited by a sedimentation technique. The phosphor powder is
sipplied by R:edel de Haen (the same phosphor used by Varo), and normally fine grain
particles are selected by columnar separation. By examining images recorded with a
scanning electron microscope, we find that the grains are typically 0.5 to 3 microns
d.,ameter, with an average size of 1lmicron. It has been reported by Giakoumakis et al.
and others that larger diameter phosphor grains are more efficient, and we therefore
reasoned that larger grains might possibly also show higher counting efficiency of single
electrons. Samples of tubes were made with coarse grain screens by utilizing the larger
grains that settle out first from the phosphor sedimentation solution. The grain diameters
in these screens range from 1 to 4 microns, with an average of 1.5 microns.

Our first tests of coarse grain tubes showed that there was indeed a substantial
improvement in the overall light output, or "gain", from such tubes, but that the counting
efficiency was, in fact, degraded (see tube C in Figures 2 and 4). (A description of how
we measure gain in an intensifier is given in reference 1.) Thus, photoelectron pulses
from the screen were bigger in amplitude, but, for a given number of electrons incident on
the screen, the number of output pulses was reduced. We shall see below, that when the
screens are not subjected to electron scrubbing, then there is no longer an improvement in
gain in the coarse grain screens (for example, compare tubes E and G in Figure 4, each tube
having a 2X thickness, non-scrubbed screen). moreover, zhe coarse grain screens continue
to have lower counting efficiency (Figure 3). We conclude from these tests that there
isn't really an inherently higher efficiency (ie, light output) in the coarser grains, but
rather that the coarser grains are simply less degraded in efficiency than finer grains
when both are subjected to too much electron scrubbing. From the point of view of counting
efficiency, there appears to be no advantage, but instead a disadvantage, in coarser
grains.

Screens having no electron scrubbing

A variety of arguments have led us to suspect that there simply exist completely
deadened, or insensitive, phosphor grains in the screen, and that these dead grains are
responsible for the lost photoelectron pulses. Because the deadened grain. may be
preferentially located on the impinging-electron side of the screen, adjacent to the

aluinu cotin oe te phosphor, their presence would go largely undetected during the
manufacturing process.3 In normal production, an effort is made to rid the screens of any
contamination by scrubbing the screens with 10 kV electrons before the screens are placed
in the final intensifier. The current density during this process is much higher than the
screens normally experience in an operating intensifier. Thus, the scrubbing process
appeared to be a possible cause of dead grains. Samples of tubes were produced with
screens receiving no electron scrubbing to teat this hypothesis (for example, tubes D, E, F
and G).

By studying the results illustrated in Figure 4 (plus the results of several more tubes
not shown), we conclude that the gain is not affected very much by electron scrubbing when

* the screens are comprised of larger grains, but that the gain is significantly reduced by
electron scrubbing in finer grain screens. in general, when the screens are not scrubbed,
both the fine grain and coarse grain screens have comparable, high gain.

There is no clear evidence that electron scrubbing has an adverse effect on counting
efficiency. For example, neither the counting efficiency nor the shape of the PHD curve of
the non-scrubbed tube D was measurably improved over the standard tube h. The pulses are
brighter in tube D compared to A, commensurate with the higher gain, but the counting
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efficiencies are virtually identical. (Note: Figures 2 and 3 don't reveal the fact that
the pulses are brignter in D than in A because of the way in which the data have been
normalized in these fiou:es. The normalization has been done to facilitate comparison of
the relative shades of one var.ous ?HCs.) Nevertheless, it is true that the only tubes to
show marked improvemeno in counting efficiency contain screens that were not electron
scrubbed (the 2x thick samples E, F and G, discussed below). Clearly more study needs to
be carried out before the effects of electron scrubbing are fully understood.

Thicker screen.. laVers

in the standari4 on t-es the thickness of the phosphor sedimentation layer is
selected to prodoce a nonlv n' uf rm, near>y grainless, output light from the phosphor
screen. e ayer s kept as thin as possible to maintain hgh resolving power.
Typically, the screens have an area density of around 0.7 mg/cm . Inspection of the
screens with a n:i . power optioa. microscope reveals that there exist voids, which are
areas comoLetelv free of pnosphor particles, in the screen layer. Clearly, any electron
that fa'ls in suon. a o:d wi- create no output pulse from the screen. Thus, experumenta-
screens were made of 2>: nd 4X the standard thickness in an attempt to reduce the area Df
.ods. :n the -X screens, no e7e-otron scrubbing was employed In order to achieve tre
highest possible a:in. Ine sample was also baked out at a lower temperature (300C) han
normal (42502 to investigate ore possibmlity of dead, or reduced sensitivity grains doe to
the high rakeour temoert ire.

Resul ts of tess of ne :ntens' f ers wth 2X thicker screens are immedatev
encouraging, as is evmde n : n te fioures itubes E, F and S). Not only are the gains very
hion, but for tne f:rst --ne we see a significant improvement in the ?HD and count-nm.
efficiency. The tone "with The screen baked out at a lower temperature shows even mcre
improvement in gain, boo snows no significant difference in counting efficiency from the
otherwise identical t-oe E. Thus, it appears as though a lower bakeout temperature simp>.

* improves tne ignt outpit from the screen, but apparently does not revive any suspected
dead grains, an effect that closely parallels the effect of electron scrubbing.

The resu ts of tests of one 4X thicker screen tubes 4 and I are somewhat confusing.
* Althouan the onospn rs re-emv-ed standard electron scrubbing (by mistake), our earlier

results suggest mhat r:the only effect this would have is to reduce the gain of the tubes.
Based upon a reasonanle set of extrapolations of the results of the earlier tubes, we had
expected that the 4X tuzes would have gains at least somewhat higher than the standard tube
A (they don't), would most likely have sharper PHDs than the 2X tubes E and F (they don't),
and would zerta:nly have hi-he: counting efficiencies than the 2X tubes E and F (they don't
even come close:. >ear'v there needs to be more investigation into these very recent
results.

Mo-re .nterestina recent results

A decav.na Dhosoncr

A repeat of the gain and :oJntiri efficiency measurements of tube F some 15 months after
the original measorements reval that the phosphor screen of this tube has decayed
significantly. The ga in has decreased by a factor 0.90 and the counting efficiency has

* dropped by a factor 0.76. These two results may appear discrepent at first, but are in
, fact commensurate when the -hange in the PHD shape is taken into account: The recent PHD

• of the tube has reyar. e s nD ta 1 fewer small amplitude pulses whereas the number of
the largest a3:nl tide pi se' ri n - nchanged. (In Figure 2 this is best represented if
the PHD of F' is sp . n e rgt by a scaling factor until the large amplito&'
portion of the ore a, ' ar: -- ,=-osed. To ma.ntain the proper relationship, the
vertica ne;.- )f s n tn y be divided by the same scaling factor.) The
active decay of t5i: p-' sp: :n' -:f Iciency is likely to be a very important clue
as to the cause of lo-st :C-htS :st as i :neck of our laboratory technique, a repeat was
also run of the P4- a-,: e! cenL of tne Varo 15777 tube, originally measured
over two years ea- -' s -f t'.e new measurements were indistinquishable from
the erroicnal -"- ' :' f. eoce that the Var- tune 15777 is stable, and
S,) IS r'ut meas r - -
:l; 'Jntjni ' .:.fat sar'r.e arrwe FW nd ewr sal

low -- n n

The reso.os s-*.w, f-r t .a : , 2P : are highly interesting. First, the counting
effciency of t . s - i '-w compared to all earlier measurements of otherS'a r s4- e D- J t P, , n .:i fact sharper (ie narrower FWHM and fewer small
-amp .* p I spi te of tne fact that its counting efficiency is
wer. Tn Is S P r find ings that a sharper PHD Is correlated with a

h- Iiher -oun *: 'ni-j : io - ;aro tube exhibiting the same kind of phosphor decay
as we see In t.- Or is this s imply an example of a Varn phosphor that

S%%
,IlIs
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is too thin and therefore full of voids? Again, there are some interesting new clues here.

Concluding remarks

Image intensifiers will continue to play a vital role in'photon counting and low light
level applications in astronomy and other fields where detectors are starved for light.
Prevention of the loss of nearly half of the photoelectrons from an intensifier
photocathode will considerably improve the signal-to-noise performance of future
intensified detectors. Many who rely upon such detectors for their research are
impatiently waiting for a solution to the lost photon problem.

We are very encouraged to have produced counting efficiencies in recent experimental
intensifiers that approach a factor of 1.4 improvement, but can be satisfied only when
such a factor is routinely and stably exceeded.
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Figure 1 Pulse height distribution of several Figure 3 Same as Figure 1. Tubes
image tubes. The photoelectron counting are identified in Table 1.
efficiency of each tube appears in parentheses.
All measured curves have been normalized in
Figures 1, 2, and 3 for comparison purposes so
tnat each mean pulse amplitude is 50. Pulses
with amplitudes smaller than those indicated
by the heavy dot of each curve were too small
to be accurately counted above the noise in
the measurement technique, and their relative
prcbability of occurence has been estimated
by extrapolation of the measured data.
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Figure 4 Gain vs. voltage for a
number of Proxitronic image tubes
having experimental and standard
P-20 phosphors (identified in
Table 1). Also shown is the Varo
image tube number 28542.
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INTRODuCTrION

Image intensifiers. are currently the primary detector for groun-ae
optical astronomxi. The, are used "iti, photographic emulsions and with
various, elec:tronic readout systems, as in the Wampler-Robinson scanner
(imiage dissctot Lt' thc Boksenberg IPCS (P'lumbicon ).2 and the Shectman'
and the Stessard Observatory 4 scanners (Reticon). The image intensifier
offers the advantages of reasonably high quantum efficiency. essentially
noise-free amplification to very high gain values and suitability for rapid
readout. Although the CCD offers significantly better detective Quantum
efficiency In ccrlain applications, especially, for medium to high signal-to-
noise ralio oh-Lcrvations at wavelengths above 4000-4500 A. there are
noneihele,,N ii number of astronomical problems for which the image in-
tensifier I,, lhkcls to remain superior. These include any problems in which
it is ticssrto reid ouit rapidly, as for example in speckle interferome-
try. polarimctr%. and high-resolution photon-counting centroided spec-
troscopy. It also seems likely that, in the UV spectral range (A < 4000 A)
the DOE; of irnite intensifiers will remain competitive with that of CCDs

*for ,onic time it) comec.
* A! Stckk jrd bsvatory wc have tested a variety of image Intensifiers

thait atc :oici. iill\ a'. allble or under development. Tables I and 1I list
the rnoiur dcesign t\ fr- %te havec examined, and give a summary of our test
resu,IIS somic of '\ hich hax e been reportcd elsewhere.-''

i a~r 1rm \t,\ M '.,n ktntomc fm \cto-wo,Iic. HeIidelberg, Fcdlcrol HCPuhliC (1
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TAiI 1 II

Signal-induied
background

Oerall Phosphor
Manufacturer of Separation Voltage black Analog lonelectron
proximity diode (mM) (kV) layer (. I ratio

(TI 1.27 6 No 3' -

ITT 1.27 6 No 21 -

ITT 1.27 6 No 32 -

ITT 2.2 10 Yes 14 1.4 10
Proxitronic 1.5 9 Yes ; -

Prositronic 2.5 9 Yes 4 -

Proxitronic 2.5 15 Yes it 3.3 1 (0
Proxitronic 2.5 15 Yes - 1.4 10-1
Proxitronic 2.5 9 Yes 5 -

% (P I I phosphor) 15 9 -
%"Pro\itronic 3.5 9 Yes 3 -

157 -

* 21 13-

L Experience in the last 3 years with proximity-focused intensifiers indi-
cates to us that these tubes have reached a sufficient degree of develop-
ment that they can, with modest further development, provide high-qual-
ity solutions to a wide range of astronomical problems. Therefore.
Steward Observatory has undertaken a joint project with Proxitronic-
Funk. the manufacturer of the most promising proximity tubes, to opti-Iw

mize the tube performance for astronomical applications. The present
paper summarizes our experience with proximity tubes and gives a prog-
ress report on our development program.

TUBE CONFIGURATION

Figure I illustrates the major components of the Proxitronic tube struc-
ture. The input windo% can be made of fiber optic. glass, or quartz. The
active diameter of the diode is 25 mm. The photocathode is normally a
multialkali S . 20 or S. 25, although more recently. bialkali photocathodes
have also been fabricated. The screen is made of a sedimentation la\er of
fine-grained phosphor, usually P 20. on which is deposited a reflective
aluminun layer on the side facing the photocathode. The latte sup-
presses light feedback from the phosphor toward the photocathode and
increases phosphor brightness on the output side. There is an additional

0, layer of black aluminum on the reflective aluminum to prevent light thaft is
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.. .. 0 4 3 -

e38- -3° ,'I

g c b
b. ~ ,

k d'

Fi,. I. Proimity-focuscd image intensifier. a. Entrancc , indo ; b. photocathode: c.
screen: d. output window: e. contact ring: f. indium containment ring. g. indium seal; h.
distance ring: i. contact ring: k. screen contact.

transmitted by the photocathode from being reflected. The output window
can be of glass or fiber optic.

The separation between photocathode and phosphor is determined by
the thickness of the "distance ring" in Fig. 1. Presently, tubes are manu-
factured with a separation of 1.5, 2.5. or 3.5 mm. Each tube is intended to
operate at an electric field strength of up to 6 kV mm -t, and therefore at
maximum voltages of 9, 15. or 21 kV, respectively. At such high field
strengths, a sharp edge on nearly any surface, or a discontinuity in the
field near the wall of the distance ring. becomes a troublesome source of
field emission. To control these problems. extreme cleanliness has been
required during each manufacturing step. Electrical discharges from the
wall were controlled only after developing a bulk conductive glass for the
material in the distance rings. In the manufacturing process, screens with
output windows that are connected to their conductive distance rings and
entrance windows carrying a photocathode are separately stored in scaled
glass containers. These two components are put into a vacuum chamber
along with a third element, the indium mount, and are combined to com-
plete the diode.

Particularly desirable features of the finished proximity diode include
(1) complete freedom from distortion, (2) uniform light output. (3) uniform
resolution from center to edge, (4) small size, (5) flat input and output
windows, and (6) insensitivity to strong external electric or magnetic
fields.

PHOIOCATHODL RtSPONSI

Measurements of photocathode response are made by uniformly illumi-
nating a 2.3-cm-diameter area of the photocathode A ith a distant lamp and
by directly measuring the resulting photocurrent vith an electrometer. A
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Fim. 2. Spectral sensitivity of several photocathodes, enhancement factor of two. Curves
of constant quantum efficiency are shown.

',,

series of I0-A bandwidth filters are used to define several spectral re-
gions throughout the wavelength interval 3000 to 9000 A. The absolute
calibration of the lamp is maintained to better than _ 5% by use of several
reference image tube photocathodes which have been calibrated against a
National Bureau of Standards detector.'"

Our goal in the proximit, tubes is to have the highest possible photo-
cathode response in the "blue" spectral region from 3000 to 5000 A. In
Fig, 2 we show the spectral response of four quartz-windowed proximity

S.tubes of recent manufacture and of one Varo electrostatically focused
tube. Each curve represents an attempt to provide a photocathode having

':a'
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a good blue response. The Varo tube illustrates the disadvantage of using
a fiber optic input window and a relatively thick multialkali photocathode
for the blue spectral region. This tube is the first stage in a four-stage
detector package (-Big Red") that has been. and continues to be. a major
observatory detector for the spectral region above 5000 A. It is particu-
larly useful for speckle interferometry.

Two multialkali photocathodes in Fig. 2. one from ITT and one from
Proxitronic. plus the Proxitronic bialkali photocathode represent three of
the very best blue response photocathodes we have measured in an%
intensifier in the past 10 years. Unfortunately. all of these three tubes
were found unsuitable for astronomy because of some other shortcoming.
which illustrates the practical difficulty in obtaining truly first-rate blue
tubes. Proxitronic has been successful recently in producing consistently
high-response bialkali photocathodes, and this looks ,ery encouraging.
The somewhat lower blue response photocathode (Proxitronic multialkali
3861) is contained in an excellent diode overall, one that looks very prom-
ising for astronomy. We expect to see more diodes like this in the future
with higher blue response.

Shown for two of the photocathodes in Fig. 2 is the "enhancement
factor." the ratio of the photocathode response measured with I00 V
across the diode (the plotted response curves) to that measured with 2000
V across the diode. Some additional enhancement in the photocathode
response is expected when the tubes are operated at their full rated volt-

age. The enhanced response, due to a high field strength at the surface of
the photocathode. is something we only became aware of in the proximity
type intensifiers where the field strengths are typically 20 to 100 times
higher than in other types. The enhancement factor is only significantly
greater than unity in the long wavelength tail of the response curve, where
the quantum efficiency is less than 2'. We have observed an analogous
effect in the bialkali photocathodes as well.

RESOL UTION

The measured limiting resolution. R\, in Ip mm I for a proximity-
focused diode is a convolution of three component, according to the
equation

where Rp(- is the inherent resolution of the photocathode and its proxim-
ity-focused image, and Rpi,, and Rio are the resolutions of the phosphor
screen and the fiber optic faceplatc. respectivel\. Furthermore, it follov, s
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from the parabolic trajectories of the proximity-focused photoelectrons
that

Rp< (A) = IC(A)VI '],d

shere V is the applied voltage across the diode, d is the separation be-
tween photocathode and screen, and C(0A) is a parameter that is dependent
upon the tangential velocity of the emitted photoelectrons (and hence is a
function of the w&avelength of incident light). There is noAhere near as
strong a dependence of resolution on wavelength in magnetically or elec-
trostatically focused intensifiers, nor have we detected a significant effect.

Figure 3 shows the measured resolution versus wavelength for five
proximity intensifiers. The values plotted are the "dynamic resolution,"
measured by scanning a Baum resolution test pattern"; back and forth in
order to smooth out the discrete nature of the fiber optic output faceplate
and to smooth the grain noise in the phosphor. Typically. if the test
pattern is not scanned but is kept stationary. the resolution measured in
the intensifiers i,, I0-20i lower.

An interesting way of studying the resolution of proximity tubes is to
express the measured values as a "photocathode inherent resolution."
which is a model prediction calculated by taking into account the known
fiber optic and phosphor resolutions in each tube and. through the above

so

so - PROWITRONC

60 - -k

0 /-'' ITT' ' 27-a -"/J

D MEASURED

RESOLUTION
20 ITT

6kV

3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

) (,)

Fi(, ; Reolultmn of tie proximit, luhe, Soihd cuve', are tor hialkah photocathodes.

dashed tjrvcs fr rmullialk,ul
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equations, predicting the resolution each tube would have if the phosphor
and fiber optic resolutions were infinitely high and if a standard voltage
and separation were applied to each tube. This has been done for 10
multialkali and 2 bialkali tubes, and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The
dynamic value of RFO for all tubes was assumed to be the same, and is 167
Ip mm - I for fibers having 6-am spacing. The dynamic value of RpHos for
the ITT tubes was determined to be 125 Ip mm- I and for the Proxitronic
tubes 180 lp mm-,.

The data for all the multialkali photocathode tubes fall within a band in
Fig. 4. The width of the band is created no doubt in part due to true
differences in resolution from one photocathode to the next, but also due
to the inaccuracies in the assigned values of Rm, RF0. and RpHos. Presum-
ably. the two bialkali tubes plotted in this figure roughly define a similar
band that describes bialkali photocathodes. The data in both Figs. 3 and 4
illustrate that. somewhat surprisingly, multialkali photocathodes have in-
herently superior resolution to bialkali photocathodes in the blue spectral
region. This was observed for proximity tubes from three manufacturers.
ITT, Proxitronic, and Galileo. The one bialkali photocathode which cre-
ated sufficient signal at 7500 A to provide a measurable image showed a
resolution comparable to the multialkali photocathodes. This would be
expected based on the very low emission energy of photoelectrons emit-

90
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ted b, light at the extreme long avclength threshold of the photo-
cathode.

The resolution goal e hae set for a single-stage astronomical tube is
30-40 lp mm in the blue spectral region. This value is commensurate
with that of a multistage, high-gain intensifier system (cf. Table I). with
which the proximity tube %kill ultimately be combined, and is competitive
with manN current detectors. Figures 3 and 4 sho%% that tubes with mul-
tialkali photocathode,, (and with concurrent satisfactory gains, as we shall
see later) can meet this goal. whereas tubes with bialkali photocathodes
presently have difficulty. We expect some improvement in the future with
different spacings and higher gain phosphors.

GAIN

The electron gain of a fiber optically coupled pair of intensifiers is
determined by measuring directly the two respective dc photocurrents in
the first- and second-stage tubes. When the electron gain of the coupled
pair measured in this way and the quantum efficiency of the second stage
are known, the photon gain (or simply, "gain") of the first tube may be
expressed as the number of photons emitted by its phosphor per photo-
electron. The results measured for gain as a function of voltage are shown
in Fig. 5 for several proximity tubes and for a Varo electrostatic tube.
Each curve is an average of two or more samples of the respective class of
tube shown. The "dead voltage," or the amount of energy lost by the
electrons in penetrating the bright aluminum layer (plus the black alumi-
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num layer in the Proxitronic tubes). is indicated by the intercept on the
, abscissa with extrapolation of the straight line portion of the curves. The

maximum operating voltages, and therefore maximum gains, of the re-
spective tube(s) represented in each curve are indicated by heavy dots.
The efficiencies of the various phosphors may be compared by measuring
the straight line slope of each curve. We are now evaluating a Proxitronic
tube having a higher efficiency P 20 phosphor (using larger phosphor
grains). In spite of the lov- efficiency and gain of the X • 3 phosphor. it
remains of interest because its time response is roughly 104 times faster
than that of a P 20 phosphor.

In an analog detector, the gain of an intensifier must be high enough for
the noise in the final recorded image to be dominated by the statistical
fluctuations produced by the original photoelectrons released from the
first photocathode. When this is the case. the DQE of the detector system
is the same as the photocathode quantum efficiency. Stated another %%ay,
the counting efficiency of the primary photoelectrons is 10011i. Because of

* a variety of noise sources in most image detectors used to record intensi-
fier outputs (CCDs. linear diode arrays, photographic emulsions, etc.) the
gain of a single-stage intensifier is seldom high enough to fulfill this condi-
tion. One way of obtaining sufficient gain is through the use of one or
more "gain stage" intensifiers using fiber optic coupling between stages.
An example of these concepts is the "Big Red" four-stage Varo system
with an analog Reticon readout where a DQE of about 909k, of the first
cathode is achieved.4

PULSE HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Another requirement for achieving a system DQE equal to the photo-
cathode quantum efficiency is that the intensifier have a good pulse height
distribution (PHD). The ideal PHD would be nearly gaussian with few
events producing very large or very small signals.

Theoretically, the first stage gain must be high enough that the statisti-
cal fluctuations in the number of second stage photoelectrons do not
significantly degrade the PHD. In our practical experience, we have found
that the gains of intensifiers must be substantially higher than would be
predicted on this simple basis because of the inherently broad P1 ID of a
phosphor output intensifier. Indeed, at low gains, the phosphor PHD is
quasi-exponential and, even at high gains, more Poissonian than gaussian.
This is shov n in Figs. 7 and 8.

Figure 6 illustrates the method of measurement of PHDs. Through use
* of the front shutter, the image ofa slit creates a 10M-msec burst of a known

number of photoelectrons from the first photocathode. The intensified
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Sl Reloy
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(- 35*C) Intensifier Re!icon

FIt; 6 Expenmental apparalus for measuring PHD.

W4
image falls entirely within the area of one of the dual arrays of the Reti-
con. Dark emission is simultaneously sampled by the adjacent array. The

0 intensifier shutter is opened slightly ahead of the source shutter and re-
mains open for 600 msec to integrate the light from the photoelectron
pulses. The resulting video from one such frame gives a highly resolved,
high dynamic range record of individual photoelectron pulses.' The total
signal from each pulse is integrated over typically three to five diodes via
computer, and a PHD. expressed as the probability that a photoelectron
pulse will be a given size, is formed of all detected pulses from several
hundred frames of data. A PHD of the dark emission in the adjacent array
is subtracted from the pulsed lamp PHD, leaving a PHD of the photoemit-
ted electrons only.

The final PHD for 'Big Red" alone is given in Fig. 7, which shows the
measured data (somewhat noisy), a smoothed representation of same
(solid curve), and an estimate of the true relationship (dashed curve)
toward the very small-pulse size end of the measured data which other-

Swise contain a systematic measurement error. Final PHDs for Proxitronic
intensifiers operated at three different high voltages are shown in Fig. 8.
The abscissa is calibrated in terms of the number of secondary electrons
released from Big Red's photocathode by dividing the measured pulse
size b the mean pulse size of Big Red alone (Fig. 7).

COUNIlNG EFFICIENCY

The counting efficicncy of an intensifier system operated in the pulse
counting mode is the probability that a primary photoelectron will create a
detectable pulse at the final output phosphor that is counted one time and
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050 A+B:88%
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FIG. 7. PHD of Big Red intenifier system. Counting efficiency is A + B.

one time only. This probability is equal to the area of the PHD curve. For
Big Red alone, the counting efficiency is 88%. This is the sum of the
accurately measured area "'B" of the PHD in Fig. 7 plus the estimated
portion "A." This value is in excellent agreement with our past analog
measurements of Varo tubes,4 and the pulse-counting measurements of
Latham. 1

4

For the Proxitronic tubes in Fig. 8, the counting efficiencies are disap-
pointingly low, remaining at roughly 50% once the gain is sufficiently
above a threshold, which occurs at an operating voltage of 15 kV or so.
We are presently investigating the cause of the low counting efficiency.
Two magnetically focused intensifiers, one manufactured by RCA and
one by ITT. exhibit similar low counting efficiencies (55).I' Because
neither of these utilizes blackened layers over their phosphors, we do not
feel that the black aluminum layer in the Proxitronic tubes is likely to be
the cause of the lost electron pulses. Indeed. we suspect the loss is caused
by a deadening of phosphor grains during the screen manufacturing pro-
cess. The uniquely and consistently high counting efficiency measured in
Varo tubes, which have screens manufactured in a "dry brushed" pro-
cess which is significantly different to that of all other, we have measured,
encourages us that we will discover the exact cause.

A primary motivation in our developing the proximity focused diode for
astronomy rather than a microchannel intensifier is because of the expo-
nential PHD and poor (about 33%) counting efficiency we measure for the
latter devices. ' 5 Whilc the present proximity diodes are indeed better, a
major goal is to improve them still more.
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FIG. 8. PHD of proxitronic proximity tubes. Counting efficiency is given in parenthesis.

SIGNAL-INDUCED BACKGROUND

Measurements of the signal-induced background (SIB) are made by
measuring the analog output signal in a region of the tube where an
opaque mask has been placed over the photocathode window. Thephoto-
cathode is uniformly illuminated with light of wavelength 4250 A. The
mask is 1.2 mm wide and extends across the full diameter of the field. The
output is measured through a 0.8 mm diameter aperture. Results are ex-
pressed as a percentage of the output signal (with SIB removed) from an
adjacent unmasked area.

SIB measurements are summarized in Table I1. The importance of
using a blackened layer on the screens of proximity tubes is clearly dem-onstrated. Indeed, the ITT tubes without a blackened layer exhibited

severe SIB. Our attempts to measure the counting efficiency in one such
tube were so overwhelmed by SIB that no meaningful value was deter-
mined.4 Comparison can be made of the SIB in magnetic and electrostatic
tubes using Table I and Refs. 6 and 7 (the most meaningful comparison

'being between single stages).
Also given in Table 11 (and Table I) is the number of bright ion events

created per photoelectron under conditions of uniform full-field illumina-
, tion. The one ITT proximity tube having a black-layer phosphor (which

clearly lowered the overall SIB) emitted one ion for every 700 electrons.
severely reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of images. An important differ-
ence between the ion SIB in proximity tubes compared to magnetic tubes
and especially electrostatic tubes is that the ions remain spatially much

* ,closer to the original image element in the signal that causes them.
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FIELD EMISSION

We have observed field emission in nearly every proximity tube we
have examined when operated at their maximum rated voltages. Consid-
erable effort has gone into eliminating field emission in the Proxitronic
tubes during the past few years, and the effort has paid off. A few recent
samples of tubes have been operated at their full 6 kV mm-' field
strengths while showing no bright emitting points within the active field
nor any such points located beyond the active edge. (The latter are re-
vealed by creating an enhanced electron and ion dark emission that falls
off with increasing distance from the "beyond-the-edge" source.)

DARK EMISSION

Figure 9 shows the dependence of dark emission on temperature and
voltage for a Proxitronic tube with a multialkali photocathode and a sepa-
ration of 2.5 mm. The curves shown are felt to be representative of other
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Proxitronic and ITT proximity tubes we have examined at comparable
field strengths. although our other measurements are not as accurate. The
data are for one of the few Proxitronic tubes (No. 3861) that is completely
free of field emission, so that the true dark emission of the photocathode
could be accurately measured. (There may be evidence via the cooled 18
and 20 kV data that some very weak field emission exists at these two
elevated voltages.) The data were obtained by comparing the phosphor
output brightness measured by a photomultiplier tube while the photo-
cathode was alternately in complete darkness and then uniformly illumi-
nated such that a known photoelectron flux left the photocathode. A
similar measurement is shown of a Varo tube for comparison.

Although dark emission is roughly 10 times higher in a proximity tube
.e than in other tubes, it can be reduced to levels of interest in astronomy by

cooling to -30'C. and can probably be further reduced by cooling still
more. Our preliminary measurements of a bialkali photocathode at +20

V and -35°C indicate that the dark emission is at least 10 times lower than
* that of the multialkali.

A representative range of ion dark emission at room temperature mea-
sured in ITT and Proxitronic tubes is indicated in Fig. 9. For Proxitronic
tube No. 3861, the lowest value applies, and the temperature dependence
followAs the same slope as shown for the electron dark emission.

-. ' UNIFORMITY oF RESPONSE

-. Scans of proximity tubes (both ITT and Proxitronic) show them to be
uniform in response throughout their field to typically ±2%. Fiber optic
bundle pattern. phosphor granularity, and mottle structure are so consis-
tentl, equal or superior to the best tubes we have measured previously '

that we no longer quantify them.

SUMMARY

* Progress in the development of a proximity intensifier for astronomy is
% ver, encouraging. A few samples have now been produced that exhibit

good bluc response, resolution, gain, dark emission (when cooled). and
4,. freedom from field emission. Manufacturing yield of such samples is still

low. In the next year we expect to see improved yield and performance
through continued refinements. An important next step is to discover and

* .eliminale the cause of lost counting efficiency, observed in several diode
intensifi'rs.
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0~ Speckle Interferometry of Asteroids
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Analvtic expressions for the seitimajor and semimiflor axes atnd in yrieni iiion angie oi he
ellipse projected by' a tinaxial ellipsoid tan asteroid) and oft he ciltpse sceemn c.i hv a terrnmal'tr
across the tihpsoid as functions tof' the dimensions and pole of hte hids and :he .tsterocenlecl
posit ion of the Earth and Sun are derived. Applitni! these lo niulie Io ihscr .mttton s ilf Ilit! F. "t

approaching isteroid 433 Eros ohtained with the Npeckle inieriteroneirv vstcrii tot Siecird ( )ixer-
valorv tin December 17-i18. 198 1. and January 17-t1X. 19X2. the ttiloiwink! dimiensmions ire deritre"

*(40.5 t-3.1 km) x (14,5 :t2.3 kin) x 114.1t 2.4 kmn), Eros' nort h pole is found tot tie wit nin 1 a1i
V ~RA = 01116, Dec. = i+4-1 (ecliptic longitude 23". latitude -371t, Other than knowine the rotation

period of Eros. these results are completely independent of any other data, and in I he-main confirmn
0* the results obtained in the 1974-1975 apparition by other methods. These dimensions, together

with a lightcurve from December 18. 198 1. lead to ageometric albedo of. 156 = 10t0. A series of
two-dimensional power spectra and autocorrelation functions of the resolved asteroid clearly show
it spinning in space. 40 19it Aidiirn Pre,%, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION asteroid but to the location of its spin axis
as well. We also include the case of a non-

While speckle interferometric observa- zero solar phase angle and take into ac-
tions of asteroids have been made in the count the terminator cast across the pro-
past (Worden, 1979; Hege et al.. 1980a, b: jected ellipse. These analy tic expressions
Bowell et al., 1981), they have been used for oblaintng the dimensions and pole of an
mainly to demonstrate the high angular res- asteroid as functions of' quantities observ-
olution capability of the technique. [For an able with speckle tnterferometry can also
introduction into astronomical speckle in- be used to interpret an entire photometric
terferometry we recommend Dainty (1975), lightcurve not just the extrema or ampli-

* . Worden (1979), and lHege et al. (1982a).1 To tude, if It is assumed that a lightcurve is
obtain the most information from this pow- generated by the visible Illuminated portion
erful direct method, an asteroid needs to be of' the projected ellipse.
followed throughout its rotational cycle. By With the speckle intet-ferometry system
assuming that the asteroid can be modeled at Steward Observatory (Hege el al.,
as a rotating triaxial ellipsoid, we show in 1992a), we have begun a program to ob-

*Section 11 that the changing semimajor serve asteroids of various taxonomic
axts, semtmtnor axis. and orientation of the classes to provide a check of the assump-
projected ellipse theoretically lead not tions and results obtained by radar. radiom-
only to the three axtal dimensions of the etry, photometry. polatimetry. ec c. and to
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provide calibration asteroids for these of the ellipsoid onto the plane of the Earth's
methods. To demonstrate the ability of sky is an ellipse of the form gQy. where y is
speckle interferometry to obtain useful a two dimensional vector and Q is a 2 x "
results, we begin our program by applying matrix. In an arbitrary coordinate ,ystem
our speckle technique to 433 Eros, since the equation for the ellipsoid is
the various methods used to observe it in Ux - I = 0. (2)
1974-1975 have converged to well-agreed-
upon dimensions and pole. summarized by Let x' = Rx, where the transformation
Zellner (1976). Our observations of Eros between coordinate systems X' and x is
with speckle interferometry in 1981-1982 given by the rotation matrix R. Thcn Ironi
and the subsequent analysis are presented (I) and (2)
in Section Il1, and in Section IV we display Ux = 'T'x = RT'Rx ()
a spectacular series of power spectra and
autocorrelation functions clearly showing which impies that T = AT'R.
Eros spinning in space. Writing (2) explicitly

In several cases, asteroids have been im-
plicated as having satellites from speckle iTx - I = x,x - I

interferometric observations (Hege et al..
1980b, Bowell e al.. 1981). If a satellite can T11.r-- + 2T12.ry + T- + 2T,,rz
be detected with speckle interferometry. + T 3 zZ2 

' 2T.yz - I = 0.
then the proof of its existence will be in the Or gathering terms in x
ability of the technique to follow the satel-
lite in its orbit about the asteroid, which will T11x' + 2(T12y + T13z)x
also lead to a determination of the mass of + (T,2y-' + 2T,3yz + T13Z2 - 1) = 0. (4)
the system. Hege et al. (1982b) summarize
speckle interferometric observations of If we orient ourselves so that the yz plane

such a system as represented by Pluto and is the plane of the sky and x lies along our

Charon. We have in hand or have sched- line of sight to a triaxial ellipsoid asteroid.
uled observations of several of the sus- then for a point on the edge of the apparent

pected binary asteroids, but Eros gives no ellipse not only must x satisfy (4), but since
indication of having a satellite by speckle for a given y and z there is only one x which

observations, corresponds to the edge, the roots of (4)
must be real and equal. Thus the discrimi-

If. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS nant of (4) must vanish:

A. Derivations 4(T 12y + T,3z)2

In matrix form. the equation for a point - 4Ti(T,2y2 + 2T,3yz + T13z - 1) = 0
on the surface of a triaxial ellipsoid (aste- or gathering terms in y and z and multiply-
roid) can be written as ing by -114T 1

i'T - I [11T 11l[(T1IT, - T,)yz

.) + 2(T,1 T13 - T, zT,)yz
(x'y'z') lib2 + (TIIT 33 - T23)z1] - I = 0. (5)

I/(--' Now this equation is in itself quadratic and
= (x'la)2 + (y'/b)2  diagonalizable and can be expressed as

+ (z'/c) Z - I = 0. (I)
Qy - I=0O, (6)

Let a 2 b 2t c be the principal axial radii,

c being the rotational axis. The projection where g (y, ) and
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I ( rll T,- T 2 T, T,, - T,:T,,\ constant rI2. The third Euler .,ngic. I,.
-Q . the rotational phase angle delincd ,, teh.n-

J : TI. , Tit / gle between t' (along whic.'h ,t u(c. ind -tic

line of nodes: i is (0 % hen the lonc,.-[ ->d ,Since is) is :he general equation for a axisis perpendicri~r o oni l t i .id

ellipse in the i. plane of the skv. the pres-
ence of the cross term in vz indicates that t rs rat in1 l e he 'v CA IC

W., transfo rm atio n (1) Iled s : he rm,_ f, r ./c
the semimajor (semiinor) axis of the ap- matrix where
parent ellipse makes an angle Y with the y(z)
axis. where v is given by T cos-t in-, coSii o:.

tan 2 = 0 1- Q:2). (7) 0 h:

To relate the matrix 0 to the semiaxes of
the apparent ellipse we need to find the ei-

genvalues q of Q, where T = T - cos to ,in , co, '11
- tl-

Qy - ly.

The equation we need to solve then is /i

Qi - q Qi: f cos 0 sin H sin-:,
Q2 Q2 -W

cos 0 sin H cos',b sin uj co, ,* or C--

% q + Qz2 )q +- (QiiQ22 Q . cos-i2i sin
T2= -_+

S'i From the quadratic formula an b2 s

(Qi - Q-:2) t [(Qnt + Q, T23 = T2sin 0 sin U cos if,

-4(QIQ,_ - Q2.,)1112
(8)2sin sin di cosf,

and q is related to the semimajor and h -

semiminor axes a and 3 by sin O sin ,b sin-0 cos'li
q• co s-0

,]q: = l2  
+ 1,.-

Now in defining our coordinate system After simplification (81 can be written
let us choose the v axis as coincident to the
asteroid's largest axis (a) at the instant in -B = - 4AC

the rotation when a lies unprojected in the q- = 2A (9)
* plane of the Earth's sky perpendicular to

our line of sight. This allows us to use Euler where

anvdes as defined and illustrated by Gold- A = a-h-c-T, = b cos:0
stein (1950). Thus the Euler angle 0 is the
angle between our z axis in the plane of the + ac2 cos20 cosiii r'b2 sin'O

Pi sky and z'. the asteroid's spin axis. The -B = a-b 2c 2Ti(Qii + Q.)
* Euler angle b is the angle between the line a-(sin2 O sin:o - cos:di)

of sight to the asteroid and the line of nodes,.+ b-(sin2O cos:O + sin'tb) c-' cos'O
(which lies in the plane of the Earth's sky),
and by our chosen coordinate system is a C = ahc2Ti(QiQ,- Qi) = I.

W,
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Therefore, the semimajor and semiminor [ 2A 1,2

axes of the ellipse projected by a triaxial - + VI13" - 4AC1

ellipsoid are
=(-, 7.2 f -2A =and y makes an angle with the v axis

B1 - VI82 - 4AC(

I t 2 sin ) cos 6i sin ,b(12 - a-) I
2 = , tan La-(sin-d sin-,! - coseb) - b-,,ind cos:, - sin',b) - c- co,'O I

from (7). Earth point. The northern or southern hen-
Note that (9) is expressed as a quadratic isphere can easily be determined by the

solution which has some well-known prop- sense of rotation: if the apparent ellip,,e ro-
erties. For instance, since the product of tates through the v axis (through the mami-
the roots of a quadratic equation are mum a) in a counterclockwise (north-east-

" =CAsouth-west) direction, the sub-Earth point
qq- = CA. lies in the northern hemisphere. and vice

we can easily express the projected area of versa. However, without some other piece
the triaxial ellipsoid as of information, such as would be conveyed

ff a3 = fr(q-q-) - 1'2 = (AIC) 112 - A -"2  by a terminator, it is not possible to resolve
= abcT: since C =1.the 9 ambiguity.

We now have the equations relating the

Over a few rotations of the asteroid, we body dimensions and rotational pole direc-
can regard 0 as constant and b = r/2. tion to the observed size, shape, and orien-
Therefore we can find a, ,. and y as func- tation of the ellipses projected by a rotating
tions of only to, the rotational angle. If the triaxial ellipsoid. Using a nonlinear least
latitude of the sub-Earth point is high squares technique we can solve for the six
enough, the projected ellipse will rotate unknown parameters a, b, c. 9. and the
smoothly through 360'. If, however, the lat- zero points p00 and yo. from measurements
itude is low the ellipse will appear to re- of the observables a. 3. and y as a function
verse directions. Taking the derivative of -y of time (or tp) for a known rotational period.
with respect to t, we can see that when the Thus far we have assumed, however, that
sub-Earth point lies in the body's northern we see the projected ellipse at full illumina-
hemisphere (6 > 0). y will increase mono- tion, i.e., at a solar phase angle of 0. Partic-
tonically, or decrease monotonically if in ularly at large phase angles we must take
the southern hemisphere (9 < 0), provided the terminator into consideration. We will
that cos-O < (a- - b")/(a - c-). If cos90 > now outline the derivation for the size.
(a- - b2)/(a 2 - c2) the projected ellipse will shape, and orientation of the terminator el-
reverse directions when lipse segment as a function of the same pa-

cos2tk = {[sec2O(a-" - b")/(a2 - c2)] - l}/ rameters, with the added information of the
known position of the Sun, but this time

{[(a- - b-)/(a- - c") - 2}. from a vector analysis approach rather than
Another consideration is that there is a from the use of matrix transformations. The

twofold ambiguity in the determination of answers should converge for a solar phase
9. The rotational axis can make either an angle of 0.
angle 9 or 1800 - 0 with the plane of the We first note that in body-centered coor-
sky, both corresponding to the same lati- dinates, where a point on the surface of tri-
tude in the same hemisphere for the sub- axial ellipsoid is given by (1)
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f(x', v', z') =  ('aF + (y'Ih)2 r, yT and Z- in terms of the new coordi-

+ (zf/c) -  I. (11) natesr.Y, z

the unit vector to the Earth is given by E = x- = -.r cos ifl sin j V cos i,

i. j. k) where +- -,n 0 sin ,h

i = -cos 0 sin ,ib yT = -v cos f) cos J - ySin ,b (16)

j = -Cos a Cos 1t (12) + Z Sin 1) cos ,!

k = sin 0
Zr =.r sin 0 C zcos 0.

and the unit vector to the Sun is given by S
(i. it. t I where and substituting into (14) and recombining,

~we obtain
/ = -cos 0,, sin qo

" m = -cos 0o cos (o (13) +(i/a + jm/b' - kn/"-)

n = sin On. + YU/ cos Pla/- - mi sin

The body centered celestial coordinates of + -(/ sin H sin b/u

the Earth and Sun are 6. o, and Or., tPo, + /I sin d cos ,llb

where the a's are latitudes of the sub-Earth + n cos 0/c-) = 0. (17)
-~ and sub-Sun points and the 'k's arc relatedandsubSunpoits nd he i'sarerelted Next we solve (17) for x. substitute this

to the longitudes of these points (L, mea- back into (16). and usc .rF. yT. z'intrsf
sured in a right-handed coordinate system in terms of

from the a axis) by 0 = -(L + 900). only Y and z in (14). This yields an expres-

* Since the outward normal for a point on sion for the terminator as seen projected
the surface of an ellipsoid described by f onto the Earth's plane of sky. which we

(Eq. (1)) is given by Vf, and since the termi- transform into an ellipse as we did in the

-. nator is the locus of points whose outward solar phase = 0 case, except that the dis-

normals are perpendicular to the direction criminant of (4) does not vanish, and there-

to the Sun (S), the terminator equation is fore (4) must be solved fully.

S • Vf = 0. which leads to It is advantageous to express the unit
vector to the Sun in terms of known con-

osin 'la- straints. e.g., E - S = cos cu, where w is the

- y cos 0o cos ;(. )/hb known solar phase angle:

+ z- sin 0 /c2 
= 0 (14) 1 = -cos 00 sin tpo

where from (I) = -[cos w cos 6 sin ik

(xla)2 + (y+Ib + (zr/c) = I. (15) + sin w(sin P sin 8 sin di
'€ - cos p cos to)l

As before we rotate the yz plane of the

Earth's sky so that the z axis coincides with m = -cos 0() cos q'o
the projection of the body's rotational axis. = -[cos W cos 0 cos 4,

* The obliquity, p, is the angle required to + sin a.(cos p sin tb
rotate about the line of sight to the asteroid + sin 8 sin p cos 1o)]
(the r axis) until the spin axis is in the rz
plane. If the Earth and Sun define the origi- n = sin O,-. = cos cw sin 8
nal xy plane. then p is also the angle be- - sin w cos 0 sin p. (18)
tween the position angle of the Sun (cen-

A tered on the asteroid) and the y axis, We finally get after solving (4) and (8) for
measured counterclockwise (N-E-S-W) the terminator as seen by the Earth. and
from the Sun (see Appendix i). We then get simplifying, an expression analogous to (9)
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-BT t - i-4AjCr Cr = b2c 2f + a2c2- 2 + a2bn
q'= 2A 2 -T = -B(r - a2b(-" sin 2 w

where 4T bc-il + a2cj'm + ab 2kn and the expression analogous to (10)

Y tan sin 0 sin 2tb(a 2  - b-) + sin-'-, sin 2pa'b-c'/Cr
b)+ (ai 2 + b 2  + ck) - - sin- Cos pah- CT ]

B. Implications tor Lightcurues should be expressible as functions of not

Since the cusps are points that lie on the only w, the solar phase angle (the usual

edge of both the projected ellipse and the phase function), but also of the obliquity p
terminator ellipse, since the terminator el- and the aspect (90' - 0). In fact. any at-
lipse is internally tangent to the projected tempt to deduce microscopic or macro-

ellipse, and since a line connecting the scopic properties of asteroids should in-
through the common center ofclude the geometrical effect that a

cusps passes thog h omncne fterminator has on the amount of area 'in
both ellipses, it can be shown that the illu- sh a o r h a l phse funt o es n

minated visible area (A) of a smooth ellip- shadow. The usual phase function does notsoid seen at some phase angle is given by completely describe the behavior or the
brightness of an asteroid over time. Espe-

Ai = (frot3 + far~T,)/ 2  cially at larger phase angles, completely dit-
= fr/2[A"- + Ar/C~ ] (19) ferent lightcurves or extrema of brightnesscan result from a different H or p at the same

and the area in shadow is w (Dunlap, 1971' Surdej and Surdej, 1978:

A, = ,rl2[A"a - ATICy"]. (20) Barucci et al., 1982).
The three methods of rotational pole de-

The area in shadow is larger than the illumi- termination, the lightcurve amplitude/as-
nated area when AT < 0 (and therefore Pr is pect relation, the brightness/aspect rela-
negative). Derivations of the lightcurve tion (ZappalA el al. 1983: Zappal5 and Kne-
equations for a geometrically scattering tri- ievid 1984). and photometric astrometry
axial ellipsoid are given by Barucci and Ful- (Taylor. 1979, Taylor and Tedesco. 1983).
chignoni (1982) and by Ostro and Connelly are all affected by improper consideration
(1984). The latter authors correct some of of the area in shadow hounded by the ter-
the equations of the former and note that minator and the dark limb. The amplitude
the area in shadow can be larger or smaller and brightness of lightcurves -should be
than the illuminated area depending, re- judged taking the location of the terminator
spectively. on whether or not "the plane of into effect. Photometric .astrometrv. which
the terminator intersects the solar phase an- relies on a comparison of extremal timings
gle. " over long intervals, will lead to spurious

Equations (19) and (20) lead to some in- results if the terminator is not considered.
teresting considerations with regard to in- because the epoch of maximum and mini-
formation gathered from photometry. As- mum light shift with respect to the maxi-
suming that a lightcurve is generated by mum and minimum projected total area as a
only the changing illuminated area as a function of wo and 6 and p. Taylor and Te-
function of rotation, then (19) is our ana- desco (1983) are aware of this and restrict
lytic expression for a lightcurve. In reality, lightcurve comparisons to observations
(19) may only be proportional rather than made at the same ecliptic longitude and so-
equal to the observed intensity as a func- lar phase angle, which eliminates the de-
tion of time. but the proportionality factors pendence of lightcurve shifts with respect
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\I. lipse of the body seen in projection for solar
-0Q- phase anile w =- 0are (from lq. t 9)c ,,q. if

i 2A

(r) /3)2 = .21)
,2 - -- 1- - 4AG

- r. where superscript signs specify thii, .'-,re-
sponding eigenvalues and

pA (c) (cJ)" r" (ahk)iT
-B= a2(I - i) + 12h1 -j-)

' + ( -'lt - Au

FIG he ellipse proiecoed by a riaxial ellipsoid. C 1,

a-, (C, ;3Ti) are the semrnmajor and emiminor axes of and
the projected hody (terminator) ellipse, and "yy/i is the
position angle ofColkr measured from v in the %z plane tan 2y = [sin U sin 2 Va 2 - b-)]i
ofthe Earth', sk . The v i.xis lies along the line of sight -

to The ilcroid The obhiquily p is defined in Appendixa

I - -( ) - (lck): - 22

to H and o. but not to p. We define an ampli- We note that -y reverses direction if
tude of' a predicted lightcurve as the maxi- -

mum illuminated area divided by the mini- cos19 >
* mum over a rotation, a phase lag as the a -

epoch of maximum illuminated area minus For solar phase angle w * 0 the seniaxes
the epoch of maximum total projected area, of the ellipse due to the terminator (sub-
and list these quantities in the results of script T) are
each model fit for Eros in Section 111.

2A
C. Summary (ai). (/3f- = (23)

Recapitulating, with reference to Fig. 1. -Br " VB{ - 4ACT

to Appendices I and 11, and to the unit vec- where the sign convention for the roots is
tors (12) and (18). the semiaxes of the el- as for Eq. (21) and

AT = (bc)2il + (ac)7jm + (ab)2kn

CT = (bci)2 + (acn) + (abn)2

-Br = CT(-B) - 0-1'c sin-w. and

[sin 0 sin 241(a - b-) + sin-w sin 2pa-h/Crj
( 2 cos 2la - b-) + [(a) 2 + (bj)" + (ck)"] - c2 - sin-w cos 2pihc!Cr} 24,

Note that as the solar phase angle goes to0. Il. 431 EROS
Cr A. Ar--A. Br -. 413, and. thus, T.
OT- (, 3. and YT - y. The illuminated area A. Speckle Intetryirometrv
is given by 19) and the area in shadow by To inaugurate our speckle interferometry
(20). studies of minor planets, treated as smooth.
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featureless, geometrically scattering tri- TABLE I
axial ellipsoids, rotating about their short- LFAS-SO,,UA -s RESULtS FOK 433 EROS J ,N,,A H
est (c) axis, we chose the asteroid 433 Eros 17-1I. 19X2 BIAXtAL C.,sI

since it is perhaps the best studied asteroid .....
of all. with well-agreed-upon rotational pole .
coordinates and axial dimensions. With a . .... - ... . . ....
300-A -wide tilter at 5500 A. we made seven 'h i, - 0 k,,

10-m in observations of Eros over the two - - , , 0' ) , , 00
consecutive nights of December 17 and 18. , --,is -oIS .. ,
1981. and again over January 17 and ;8.
1982, using the 2.3-m telescope Lind speckle Nk I, ...... A - s fI - 7.,, 1 . , t, M-

- -J~.4 m~n -. AmriIr 1 369 Slan.trO -. 1i .0 ' 1 ik.i
camera and equipment (Hege et at., 1982a)
of Steward Observatory. Each Eros obser-
vation was preceded and followed by a sim- mean between the ellipse due to the termi-
ilar observation of a nearby (<I') star. The nator and the projected ellipse. To form this
unbiased two-dimensional speckle image mean we calculate the ellipse that has the
power spectrum of Eros was divided (de- same area and the same ratios of moment,
convolved) by the unbiased power spec- as does the visible illuminated part of the
trum of the stars observed before and after asteroid as found with the equations de-
to remove the modulation transfer function rived in Section 1I. Assuming uniform illu-
of the telescope and the seeing (Hege et al.. mination. a v moment. z moment and cross
1982a). The adopted parameters of the pro- moment can be calculated for the illumi-

jected ellipse for each observation are the nated figure as
averages of four independent measure-
ments of a, /3. and y; each deconvolution fydydz. f zdydz. fyzdNvdz,
(one with a star observed before and one
with a star observed after Eros) was exam- respectively. We include a "photometric
ined over two regions (one at high spatial constraint" by requiring that the mean el-
frequencies and one at low frequencies). lipse have the same area as does the visible
The semimajor axis, semiminor axis, and illuminated portion of the asteroid, in addi-
relative position angle of the long axis were tion to having the same ratio of y. z. and .Z
determined by finding the best fit to the moments. We then compare these calcu-
power spectrum of a uniformly bright el- lated mean ellipses to our observations us-
lipse. ing sets of measured a, /3. and y. as func-

We assume that the measured ellipse will tions of rotational phase. by means of a
be well approximated by an ellipse that is a nonlinear least-squares program adapted

from Jefferys (1980). To put the dimension-
TABLE I less y on equal footing in the least-squares

LEAsT-SouARES RESULTS FOR EROS DECEMBER program with a and 0 we weight each y by

17-19, 1981: BIAXIAL CASE W = 40* (a : - p'2)1"I This makes sense because the
more eccentric the ellipse, the easier it is to

,- 2b e * determine its position angle. and the greater
the weight assigned to y.2 1 93.9 " 2.5 km 2.5 km

2b-14 0 -' V9 km 0.11 19km Table I lists the results of a five-parame-
8- -75* , 0.66 -o,. W. ter (biaxial) fit for the December 1981 run.

* - - 1(%* -005 0.1 -0.19 106,-,Or -,1 00 -o1 0.20 -100 1o," while Tables 11 and Ill list the biaxial and
triaxial results for January 1982. Biaxial lit,

N.11 , ,A ^ I I"W = rDEC- . :-_. ,,,I t,1 , .Pha 4 yield the diameters 2a and 2b (cIt the
~h 4 *11 M r.mlhm, Mtvll ' A pltn c I 9 Slin.,d f ro(k I t heidi 4a
I,,, asterocentric sublatitude of the Earth. H. a
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TAILE III

LEAST-"OUAR-s RESULTS FoR 431 EROS JANUARY 17-18. 1982: rRIAXIAI ('A .

2a 2b 2c , p

46.7 t 45 km 4.5 km
h = 188 .7 km 0.21 3.7 km

2c = 13 3 13.3 km 0.011 --0.17 13.3 ki
0 = -51 90 0.56 0.03 0.35 9.

300 - 15
°  0.08 0.50 -0.01 -0.01 1

p = -43' 0 15' -0.08 -0.49 -0.) -0.02 -0,94 15'

NiV e. Pole (1950) RA 356' DEC = +46: :t10°). Phase lag ofmaximum: -'. minimum -4-

..\mplitude: 1.365. Standard error of fit: 8.3 km.

rotational zero point, t 0, and the obliquity, [residuals-"'
p. Triaxial fits also yield c. but near a polar
aspect c is so foreshortened that it becomes
indeterminate and only a biaxial fit becomes where N = 21 equations of condition. ii
possible. This was the case in December or 6 parameters, and the residuals are be-
and a triaxial solution could not be found. tween the measured and predicted a. 13. and

The 0, 180 - 0 ambiguity exists only for (a: - 32)"y. To mitigate, to some extent.
a solar phase angle of 0. In theory, the ef- the model dependence of our final determi-
feet of the terminator should resolve the nation of the dimensions and pole of Eros.

0 ambiguity, but in practice the difference we first form weighted averages of the pa-
may not always be significant enough to rameters from Tables 11 and III for January
provide a solution. For every model, we using c = b from biaxial fits, and using the
examined fits for both counterparts of the 0 I/o': as weights. Then we find weighted av-

"/_. ambiguity, but near a polar aspect only one erages between January and December.
global minimum in the )< hyperspace is to The determination of the error in the lo-
be expected since the ambiguity disappears cation of the pole depends only on the er-
when 0 = -90'. Thus. between the two so- rors of 0 and p. The area of uncertainty on
lutions for January. the one most closely the sky surrounding each pole is wedge
matched to the ,,inle December solution is shaped, but we quote the radius of a circle
cho,,cn with the same area for convenience. When

In eich table are listed the results and the finding the weighted pole between two de
1(r ',!rndard deviation) errors determined terminations (for example. between the De-
tr,,m the tit. the full correlation matrix, cember and January poles). we weight each
..,here !he dragonal elements are these same according to the area of error and locate the
tormal errors and he off-diagonal elements pole between the two.

%;r are the normalized correlation coefficients, Our best estimate of the dimensions and
is gien n each tahle as well. The 1950 ce- pole are given in Table IV. along with a

SeleIac .... rnate' of the pole derived from consensus model from Zellnet (1976). who
. ,, he pooiom of the asteroid, and the used photometric. polarimetric. spectro-

* -. p, ':,: , t he "iri ire then gi,en, followed scopic. radiometric. radar, and occulation
'. he ,ph i-v iavs and lightcurve amplitudes results from the 1974-1975 apparition of,0'

_t rwre ,'isly detined, with the phase lag for Eros to synthesize a coherent model. His
r".ixr-tirm li',ted hrst. Finally, the value of pole is based on the results of Millis et al.

•hr .. ,,ld.ird error li Kdometers from the (1976) and Scaltriti and ZappalA (1976). who
.- ,, I. [, used an amplitudefaspect relationship to

,,A %.

. . . . - .. •>K - ~ . % .% % % .
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TABLE IV find a pole, and of Dunlap 1 9761. " ho usCd
COMPARISON OF RESUL.TS FOR 433 EROS photometric astronietry. Tahle IV also

__________________________________ shows the results of the radar studY of' Eros
Do~mne--~ by Jurgens and Goldstein (1976), who as-

speck i ,nherlcrociv n. prl

'a , 44 . Pol ( 19%)I RA 4 sumed I c axis diamneter of 14 kin and from
2h 14 S2 k. '14* Dunlap's pole a suilatitude of 20'~ (althoueh

Cne- mode I4 DECr 1976) according to our calculations wil h Dunlap'

21 A - I k.l pole it should have heen 6'). A detailed
2b 5 I km Pole (14.%l A 10 t"2

, =11-I km 1) EC - thermal modeling of Eros was compared to
Radar: Ilurmic and Gol,Idacm. 1976) radionetric obser'vations by Lebolsk v and
2.A 37 2t0 3kmC

!h - 1 7 - 0,1 ki Asaimed Pol Rieke (1979). who assumed /Y= and
2.5 4sumcd = 4km Zellner's pole: their results are ailso shown

l', o~k .ai M1cke A t971k in Table IV. The ecliptic coordinates ot'

2b - 16 1 0 8km A-omed Polec Eros' pole as determined since Vesely's
' Ind= 'b ( 1971) summary of the subject complete Va-

Pole Caordmat1es ble IV. Taylor (1l984) has used photometriC
1951) Edhpic astromeitry for the 1974-1975 apparition of"

Longitude Lallude Eros, and independently for the 1981-1982
Srl, pae,..~l 9 23 I 14" 37" litzhtcurves to find the poles listed in Table

Scatni ndZapal 1196)17' t I' R ll 4'
Mdilet ,, 119761 0A,4=: 22- t9Y3' 8' IV.

Dunlp IN 16 t 3 -12 1* Figure 2 shows our weighted model (solid
Lumme et, d,. I 1981 15 -' * 2
Taivlor 19941 from 1974-1975 9'*1 2.0) +7' line) prediction and the measured major

from 191-11122 2)* 1 t 1. Yi * axes (upper symbols) and miinor axes

(lower) points for the December (solar
phase angle = 400) run. The upper dashed

25 I I 5

4 33 ErosL2 D4c 7, 1818

I Km

'~oF -l226
0.

19 -60 0 0 30 0 90 )20 150 180 210 240 270'

Rotational Phase (*)

Fic. 2. Major diameter tupper pai of figure) and minor diameter oI 433 Eros as ;I Iulict~ion of
rotational phase over Dec. 17-18, 19t81. The measured diameters, are shown a~s dots (sotid lor major
and open for minor diameters), the solid lines are the predicied measured diameters usine our results
from Tabte IV, ihe dashed tine above each solid tine is ihe predicied prolected bods' diarneier. and lhe
dashed tine below is ihe predicted terminator diameier.
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".

433 Eos

'r

30

.- 60

),2, 60 0 0 10 60 90 '20 0 80 210 240 '73'

Ralatonal Phase (4)

Fi , I is i, unciton o rotat ionil phase over Dec. 17-18. 19XI Nie :ured - i .rc U.,.t 'hC fold
line ': he predidcd O itliofn inele of (he iluminated elhpse using our par:Imuer. in T'able I\ I h,
postion invie o! ihe protected ellip'e ;ind the ternminaor fall sothin the width of the solid line h,.
nectlive siope indlcates that the sub-Earlh point lies in (he isieroid's southern hemisphcre

* line through each set of points is due to the the two. Figure 3 .shows the fit to y. Figure.,
" projected body ellipse while the lower 4 and , are for the January (52° ) run. but

dashed line is due to the terminator ellipse; this time the nonlinear, least-squares pro-
the actual model fit always falls between gram tended to values of 0 for the minor

25 - r------ ---- - 1 575

',, * 433 Eros
J.n I 18, t982

20- - -

-'230

01 80 so 30 60 90 20 950 '00 2i0 240 2z0"

Raoiolnal POase t*i

Fi(, 4 Same t% Fig 2. hut for Jan. 17-18. 1992. B:au,.%e the minor diameter i appiarcnil
-' unresolv'd, e do not plot the measured minor dtamctcrs. The nomi i resolulion limit ol the 1 3-in

telescope irt

4%,4i

"4%

.

#.

6 ,I',

,4,,

• -,.- ., -i,@@ :ihi-" h' . . 1 ' "r ... .- av- , -i
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90%, F7,--

60~

30- '

-30 -

-60 -

"9c
°  

-60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 150 ISO 110 240 270"

Rotationo Phase (*b)

FiG. 5. Same as Fig. 3. but tbr Jan. 17-18. 1982. The dashed line through (tI0 I the position ngle of

the projected ellipse. The other dashed line is the position angle oI the tcrminator

axes. implying that the short dimension of ric astrometrv nor radiometry (Matson.
the projected body ellipse, made even 1971" Morrison. 1977) can determine this in
smaller by the terminator, was 0, i.e., was less than several months.
not resolved. We, therefore, set the "mea- Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the lightcurve
sured" minor axes equal to 0705 (= 11.5 for December and January generated by
km), the nominal resolution limit of the 2.3- (19). again with the upper dashed line repre-
m telescope. but did not use the/3 residuals senting the area of the projected ellipse, the
in finding SE, set N = 14 instead of 21 in lower dashed line that of the terminator el-
Eq. (25), and did not plot measured O's in lipse, and the solid line that of the total illu-
Fig. 4. While the scatter is rather large for a minated area.
and 3 (with some systematic trend evident
in the residuals for January). it is small for B. Eros' Li,'hc'urtv and ,1hedo

they curve. This is to be expected since the On December 18. 1981, D. Tholen ob-
viewing geometries during these runs is tained the lighteurve of Eros shown in Fig.
rather polar. with latitudes of the sub-Earth 8 with the 154-cm telescope at the Catalina
point being -74' in December and -57' in station of the University ot'Arizona. A min-
January. Such situations create little imum of B = 10.96 occurred at 4.517 UT
change tn a or J3 and a nearly linear change and a maximum of 10.59 at 5.955 UT. With
in -y as a function of rotational phase. It is a rotational period of 5.2703 hr from Te-
immediately obvious that the Earth lies in desco (1979). which is the mean of the side-
the asteroid's southern hemisphere because real periods determined by Millis et al.
for our coordinate system a 6 < 0 yields a (1976) and Dunlap (1976) during the 1974-
negative slope for the y curve, and for 0 > 1975 apparition, we note that the difference
0, a positive slope, as a function of 0. The between the maximnum and minimum is
sense of rotation is undoubtedly the easiest 1.438 hr or 98* in rotational phase. A com-
piece of information to obtain from speckle parison of Tholen's lightcurve characteris-
interferometry, whereas neither photomet- tics with one predicted from Zellner's
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0235- 1 62

D., 1?, 8.1981

.K.'

- ~0io~ ------------------------- 8

-- - - -- --- - -- -- - - - - -

I.-.I

_901 60 -30 0 0 60 90 120 5;0 I80 210 240 2?0'

Rotation~al Phase TO.

FIG. 6. Predicted "lightcurve" of Eros for Dec. 17-18,. 1991. Assuming That the lighicurve is

gener-ated by the illuminated area, the upper dashed line is the predicted area of the pri,)ccted body
ellipse, the lower dashed line is the area of the terminator ellipse, and the solid line is the Ilumiated
area, all from our model for Eros given in Table IV. The dots in the figure are the products of our

0 measured a and t3.

model, one from the December fit, and one tensity. leads to the superimposed light-
from our weighted model (Fig. 6) is listed in curve in Fig. 8.)
Table V. (Note that the ordinate of Fig. 6 Is Specification of the positions of the Sun.
area, which if assumed proportional to in- the asteroid, and the asteroid's pole does

C0 M 10572

0151 ~ 43 Eros 7,2
6., 7 i1982

.4 5206 -

-- -- ---------

-1-80, -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 ISO 6.0 21 140 2?0*

Rotational Phase 14.1

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6. but for Jan. 17-18. 1982.
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rABLE V

COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND TitEORETICAL I.I(4TCURVF CIIARACTERISTICS

Tholen Zellner Dec. fli Dec. - Jan.
only model

Rotauonal phase difference
max - rin 98* Itl) $" I 

Rotational phase difference
of max from Tholen's max 0 - 24 -3' -36

Rotational phase difference
of ruin from Tholen's min 0 -22, -41

°  
-22

Amplitude in mag 0.37 0.23 0. I(1 0.07

not lead to predictions of the times of ex- tains this position angle, which establishes
trema unless an epoch and period are also rotational phase zero. For high suh-Earth
known. In other words, even if the pole is latitudes, y varies nearly directly with ,., as
known it is not possible to predict the light- can be seen by the slope of nearly -I for
curve for a given night without a time refer- the y curve in Fig. 3 and the cross correla-
ence. Therefore. in order to compare the tion of - I for th, and p in Table I. Thus the
observed lightcurve to the predicted ones sum of ,i) and p is nearly a constant, and ifp
we proceed as follows. With the position of is known then (Do can be obtained from the
the pole it is possible to predict the position measured value of the constant. From Ta-
angle of maximum elongation (the location ble I the value for the constant is 62'. from
of the v axis). Then it is merely a matter of the adopted pole p is -98'. and in, then, is
noting the time that the rotating ellipse at- -20' relative to the time of our first mea-

l I T

0.

021-

433 Eros
Dec 18.1981

o,*,

<U. T

FIG. 8. Lightcurve of Eros obtained by D. Tholen with the 154-cm telescope at the Catalina station
of the University of Arizona. Solid dots constitute the lightcurve measured by Tholen, the shallow
curve represents the lightcurve predicted from our model, assuming that intensity is proporional to
illuminated area as discussed in the text. and the deeper curve is the lightcurve from the consensus
model with the same assumption. The maximum for Tholen's lightcurve is I = 10.59 and the minimum

is B 10.96.
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surement point (the fourth point in Fig. 6). termination of the illuminated area at light-
Using the same constant, but p as predicted curve maximum, we find a V,,( 1.0) (mavni-
from Zellner's pole. we can also make a tude at maximum fight corrected to unit
predicted lightcurve tor Zellner's model, all distance and zero solar phase ;ingle) tit

of which leads to Table V and Fig. 8. 10.85 and a geometric albedo of 0. 1 6-
At first it might appear that the agree- 0.010. This Vu(.Ol is somewhat fainter than

ment between the observed and theoretical Zellner's 10.78 - 0.04 froin the 1974-1975
lightcurves is poor. However. since both apparition of Eros, which was 0.5 mag
Dunlap (1976) and Millis et al. (1976) found brighter than that found in earlier appart-
that lightcurve amplitudes from models tions. The error in our albedo covers the
must be scaled up. especially at larger solar extreme range induced by assigning maxi-
phase angles, in order to match Eros' ob- mum or minimum illuminated area. from
served amplitudes, the arn,'litude discrep- the December results or from the combined
ancies are not worrisome to our results for January/December model, to the observed
the size and shape of the asteroid. In addi- maximum in Tholen's lightcurve. The al-
tion. it should be recalled that our predicted bedo stands between Zellner's 0. 19 = O)I
"lightcurves" are only the total projected and Lebofsky and Rieke's (1979) radiomet-
area in illumination and do not include anv ric determination of 0.125 - 0.02
particular scattering law, although at lower
solar phase angles (<20), assuming thatC
the intensity is proportional to the illumi- IV A VtSUAL COMPARISON

nated area is tantamount to assuming Loin- Figure 9 is a summary of the actual
%, mei-Seeliger scattering. In fact, the poor speckle data for the 17-18 December 1981
"1 phase and amplitude match between the ob- observations after processing to correct for

served and predicted lightcurves could atmospheric seeing effects. The principal
result from any one or combination of the result of this analysis is the set of debiased
following: high sub-Earth latitudes produce seeing-corrected power spectra [see Hege
low-amplitude lightcurves containing rela- et al. (1982ab) for further details of
tively little phase information, making it speckle data reductions] shown in the cen-
difficult to establish a zero phase point ac- ter row. On the !eft is the result for an unre-

S'curately; no scattering laws are included: solved star showing energy, nearly uni-
and Eros may depart from a smooth triaxial formly, to the diffraction limit of the
ellipsoid. Indeed. Jurgens and Goldstein measurement. The next seven frames show
(1976) noted that not only was Eros rough results for Eros at different lightcurve
on the scale of 3.5 and 12.6 cm, as well as phases. These are characteristically differ-
70 cm (Campbell et al., 1976). but that the ent from the result for an unresolved star in
projected axis of rotation did not equally two ways: the energy falls off more rapidly
divide the projected area, as would be the than the diffraction-limited result (i.e.. the
case for an ellipsoid. For these reasons we object is resolved) and it does not fall off

* place little importance in the phase discrep- uniformly (the object is more highly re-
ancies, attributing them to the microscopic solved-longer-in a particular direction).
properties of Eros. The gross features (size, Unfortunately. instrumental effects are also
shape, and pole) are well established by present, notably vertically (N-S). and es-
speckle interferometry. pecially near the center (at lowest spatial

Using the phase coefficient of 0.024 mag/ frequencies). Nevertheless, the two signifi-
S. deg, the reddening of 0.001 mag/deg, and cant attributes of these data sets, those

Ae., the B - V of 0.88 for Eros from Zellner showing the object to be resolved and elon-
(1976), together with the maximum B of gated, are sufficient to support the further
10.59 from Tholen's lightcurve and our de- analysis described in this paper.
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148 DRUMMOND ET AL.

In order to help the reader better visual- tion-linited telescopic inages, it thal Ihev
ize these attributes, intensity contours preserve both the ratio of length to width
Ishown as brighter regions) are superim- and the orientalion of tie object itself. Th,
posed on the power spectra in the bottom stellar (unresolved) autocorrelaton shows
row. The intensity is maximum at (or near) a strong, symmetric Aiv mininum and a
the center. Each energy contour is a factor faint (if asymmetric) first Airy maximiim
of 2 less than its neighbor toward the cen- surrounding a central diffraction disk. The
ter. Typically five contours are visible indi- results for the asteroid all show. to a greatcr
cating a signal-to-noise of about 2' = 32. or lesser degree, evidence for an elongated
Although not exactly elliptical, the gener- object at a characteristic position angle.
ally ohlon,, character of these contours is The instrumental artifacts, seen vertically
easily noted. Our first least-squares param- in the power spectra, are now (by the prop-
eterization fits elliptical contours to each erties of the Fourier transform) seen hor-

,., of these energy distributions in order to ex- izontally and mainly at larger distances in
tract three characteristic primary parame- these autocorrelation functions. We have
ters, the semimajor and semiminor axes, made no attempt in this work to analyze the

and the position angle for each observation, significance of the obvious departures from b

This set of a, 0, and -y values is analyzed simple elliptical shape (e.g.. particularly in
using a second least-squares procedure to the third and fourth Eros frames which are
determine the actual body parameters and caused in part by details on the surface of
pole as previously described, the asteroid. We have limited this analyi,.

The top row of frames is the same set of as noted above, to considerations only of
data, presented as autocorrelation func- overall shape (length and width of projected
tions (Fourier transforms of the power image) and orientation (position angle).
spectra in the middle row). These are more Figures 10 and II are side-by-side com-
directly comparable to the actual diffrac- parisons of our measured ellipses superim-

AA

AZ

FiG. 10. Comparison of predicted projected ellipses and measured ellipses for Dec. 17- 18. 1981. Our
adopted solution for the dimensions and pole of Eros (Table IV) results in the upper series iAA) of
projected ellipses (solid ine figures). The dashed ellipses are our measured ellipses a[ the same
rotational phase The lower series (AZ) are the projected ellipses from the consensus solution (Table
IV). a.d again supenmposed are our measured ellipses at the same rotaiional phase. From our solution
the suo-Earth latiue during this run was -74' and the sub-Sun latiiude was -34' . The difference
between the sub-Earth and sub-Sun longitudes was +6°. For the consensus model the sub-Earth
latitude was -58*. the sub-Sun latiiude was -30 , and the difference between the longitudes was +43'.
The solar phase angle was 40° , Eros' position was 1 441 , and +46° and its distance from the Earth was
0.311 AU. On the 0:05 diameter circle. which corresponds to the minimum resolution disk oflhe 2.3-m
telescope, north and east are ndcated. On the first ellipse of each series, the direction to the Sun and
to Eros north role are shown according to each solution.
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FiG. 1I. Comparison of predicted projected ellipses and measured ellipses for Jan. 17-18. 1982. As
in Fig. 10, the upper series (BB) of solid line ellipses are from our solutions. and the lower senes (BZ)
are from the consensus solution. The sub-Earth latitude from our model during the Jan. run was -57'.
the sub-Sun latitude was - 11*

, and the difference between the sub-Earth and sub-Sun longitudes was
-32 ° . For the consensus model the sub-Earth latitude was -56' , the sub-Sun latitude was -4'. and the
difference between longitudes was +60. The solar phase angle was 52'. Eros' position was 2"57-. - 32

°

and its distance from the Earth was 0.317.

posed on our model and on the consensus angle measured in a counterclockwise di-
model of Eros for December 1981 and Janu- rection (N-E-S-W) is positive and varies
ary 1982, respectively. Presented in this between 0 and 2,T.
manner the agreement between the two Define three position vectors in the aste-
models is indeed convincing. Judging from roid's coordinate system (Section IIA). one
the agreement between earlier works and for the Earth, one for the Sun. and one for
the current speckle interferometric efforts the line of nodes:
for Eros, it appears that speckle is capable E = (i, j, k)
of obtaining the same information for aste-
roids as several other methods in concert. S = (U. tn. n)
but in only one or two nights, provided the (= (cos 4. --sin iP, 0).
rotational period is known.

APPENDIX I z z

T -0-T
In an attempt to avoid any possible con-

fusion of the term obliquity as used in this
paper and as used by Dunlap (1971) and - Y
Barucci and Fulchignoni (1982), or Taylor
(1979). we present Fig. 12. which shows the
position of the Sun projected onto the plane -0-
of the Earth's sky, centered on the aste-
roid, for each possible quadrant. The z axis zz
is the projection of the asteroid's spin axis - , 0
and the y axis is the line of nodes (the inter- -.

section of the asteroid's equator and the
plane of the Earth's sky). Both Dunlap and
Taylor define obliquity as a positive quan-

lie between 0 and r/2 and the latter between

0 and Tr. We define obliquity as a position Ftc,. 12, Ohliquity as defined by Dunlap (1971).
angle with the normal convention that the by Taylor (1979). --- and this paper (Appendix 1).

% %
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The cosine of the solar phase angle. w. is the asteroid, with a. b.,
given by E S. Our obliquity. p. measured lying ahong x', 0. and -
from the projection of S onto the plane of C1 /3 semidiameters of ellipse
the Earth's sky to v. can he found from projected hv ellipsoid

cos P= Y, S/sin wT
" ,r semidiameters of terminator

' " ellipse
.'= Icos 0 - in sin i )/sin (A o- Js

o-- i .Y position angle meaured in

sin p = E , S/sin w the plane of the ,ky. he-
= cos w - n),(sin ( cos 0. tween the v axis and ,Y

YT position angle measured in
APPENDIX t: NOMENCLATURE the plane of the sky. hc-

A. B. C terms used in quadratic for- tween the Y axis and i

mula for projected ellipse 8 (Pc) asterocentric latitude o
illuminated area of pro- sub-Earth (,uh-Sun)

jected ellipse, bounded by point, or equivalentli the
terminator and bright limb Euler angle between the

area of projected ellipse in asteroid's rotation axi.,

shadow, bounded by ter- and the Earth', (Sun's
minator and dark limb sky plane

At, BT. Cr terms used in quadratic for- 3.1416
mula for terminator el- p obliquity see Appendix I)

* lipse (t the Euler angle between the
a - b - c semidiameters of triaxial el- line of sight and the line of

lipsoid rotating about c nodes, by our selected co-
E (i, j, k) position vector of Earth in ordinate system this angle

asterocentric coordinates is a constant 7r/2
[see Eq. (12)1 (b (0') the Euler angle equivalent

L asterocentric longitude to the rotational phase an-
measured positive in a gle measured from the
right-handed coordinate line of nodes, with ib = t)

system, from the longest when the longest body
body axis (a): L = -(V, + axis (a) is perpendicular

, 90o) to the line of sight and lies
S 1. ,. n) position vector of Sun in as- unprojected in the plane

terocentric coordinates of the sky- 0O = -(L +
[see Eq. (18)1 9o), tlr = -Lo - 90')

,, Y position vector of line of , solar phase angle, the angle
nodes: the intersection of between the Sun and
the asteroid's equatorial Earth as seen by the aste-

* plane and the plane of the roid- E S = cos w

Earth's sky
x. y. . asterocentric rectangular

coordinates with the v ACKNOWLEDMENTS
axis pointed toward the We are grateful to D. Tholen for obtaining the lehi-
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Speckle Interferometry of Asteroids

II. 532 Herculina
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Speckle inlerferometr, of s12 Herculina performed on January 17 and 18. 1982. yields, triaxial
ellpsoid dimension, of 2Qh, - 14) (218 :t 12) x (215 - 12) km. and a north pole for the asteroid

" wkithin 7 of RA - 7'47' And )[( - 39' (ecliptic coordinates A 11" 2 /3 m 59 1. In addition, a

"spot" some 75'; brighter than the rest of the asteroid is inferred from both speckle observations
and Herculina's lightcur'e hisory. This bright complex, centered at asterocentric latitude -35',

* longitude 145- 65. extends over a diameter of 55 (115 kml ofthe asteroid's surface. No eidence

* for a satellite is found from the speckle obsersations. As hich leads to an upper limit of 50 km for the
% diamet.r of in siielhc wAith tin ailhedo the ,atne as or higher thin Iler.ulini i - .o,,

INTRODUCTION that change in size, shape, and orientation.
There is a transformation from each ellipse

Assuming that an asteroid is a smooth to actual body parameters that involve six
triaxial ellipsoid rotating about its shortest variables, three dimensions and three
axis, the resolved asteroid %&ill project onto (Euler) angles. The asteroid's axial dimen-

the plane of the Earth's sky as an ellipse. sions and the direction of its spin axis, in-
Even at loxw to moderate solar phase angles cluding the sense of rotation, can then be
(<45), the illuminated portion of an aste- found from a least-squares analysis of this
roid can still be approximated by an ellipse, ellipse series. The derivation of the relevant
At lo\, solar phase angles, a smooth, airless equations was given by Drummond e atl.
dark bod> tends to suffer little or no limb (1985. Paper I) and applied to speckle inter-
darkening (French and Veverka. 1983). ferometric observations of 433 Eros. In the
Even for objects similar in albedo to Hercu- present paper \&c use the same technique to
lina. French and Veverka (1983) found that study 532 Herculina.

what limb darkening may exist is nearly
. (but not totalf) reduced by macroscopic THE PM A AND RESULTS

surface roughness. Thus. treating an aste- Four observations of Herculina were
roid a,, a smooth triaxial ellipsoid uniformly made on January 17, 1982, and another four
bright from the terminator to the opposite on January 18. at the 2.3-m telescope of
limb appears to be a useful approximation Steward Observatory, using the equipment
and is indeed what Is tradittonall used as dcscribed bl Hegc c,. al. (1982). Each
leg.. ()sro and Connel!l . 1984). As the as- observation was a 10-min videotape of Her-
teroid rotate, it presenl,, a serie, of ellipses culina taken at 30 Hz. Each 10-min obser-

\,isitng Atronomer from lepartirent of Atron- vation \kas later Fourier transformed, and

om. Ne, Me xico State ti,,,irsir, las Cruces the power spectra were coadded. In order
N NI to remove the modulation transfer function

k ,
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of the telescope and the seeing (Hege et IABtl I
al.. 1982). the unbiased tso-dimensional Asruc1 DAIA [OR SH C F OIASI % ION

speckle image po%%cr spectrum accumu- -

lated from each 10- min obscreation was di- I).ATI RA ITh )I.
* vided (deconolvcd) by the two-dimen-="January 17 and 1IS. 1982 81"", 41

sional power spectrum of a star observed -
immediatelk before and again by the power Distance from Earth Disance from Sun

spectrum of a different star observed imme- 1.495 AU 2.459 .Atl

diately after Herculina. Each deconvolved Solar phase angc Po,iton angle of Sun.

power spectrum of Herculina was then fit cen(cred on Hici uhn,i
. 670) 74

o ver tw o regio ns of spatial frequencies to 6 . .....

the power spectrum of a uniformly bright
ellipse. The maJor axis, minor axis, and po- and the last observation on the second
sition angle of the mtjor axiS for the astc- night. Because the solar phase angle was
roid's elliptical power spectrum were taken only 6', the terminator was virtually coinci-
as the average of two measurements from dent with one edge of the projected ellipse.
both of the deconvolved power spectra. Three independent quantities are mea-
The average standard deviation from the sured for each of the eight observations of
mean of the four measurements of each the projected ellipse: a major axis dimen-

* Herculina observation ranged between sion a a minor axis dimension 3, and a
0'.'002 and 0'.'018 for the long axis dimension, position angle y of the long axis. Alto-
bet"ween 0''003 and 0:043 for the short axis gether, then, there are 24 equations of con-
dimension, and between I and 60 for the dition to solve for six unknov, n parameters.
position angle. Image scale and absolute However. as discussed later, four measure-
orientation were calibrated with a mask ments were not used in the analysis, leaving
placed over the secondary mirror at the end 20 equations of condition. A nonlinear

- of the run. The diffraction limit of the 2.3-m least-squares (Jeffreys, 1980) routine was
telescope is 0'.'05 at 5500 A and the scale used to solve for the dimensions of the
was 0701 per pixel. three axes a, h, c, the latitude of the sub-

On a "poor" night seeing may not be a Earth point 0. a zero point for the rotational
statistically stationary process during ob- phase tbo (corresponding to maximum light),
servations of the first nearby standard, the and the obliquity p (as defined in Paper 1).
asteroid, and the second nearby standard. With 0, p, and the position of Herculina. we
However, since the observation of the aste- calculate the location of the pole directly.
roid is alwkaNs sandwiched between the two The error in the position of the pole arises
standards, and the results arc the average from the erro , in 0 and p, and corresponds
between the two deconvolutions, any trend to the radius of a circle with the same area
in the seeing should be compensated. Fur- as the area enclosed by the various poles
thermore, even if a change in seeing is not calculated by varying 0 and 1) by their er-
entirely compensated. the remaining "er- rors. Table 11 lists the least-squares solu-
ror' A ill simply be manifest as noise on the tion for each of the parameters and present,
measurements when all observations are fit the matrix of normali/ed correlation coefti-
simultaneously, resulting. perhaps. in in- cients for the full six-paramelcr fit, 'I ablc

• creased errors for the final parimters. (See III lists the same for a fivc-parametel fit.
lbclo\.) where b is assumed equal to ( (the prolatc
Table I gives pertinent data regarding the spheroid biaxial case), and 'I Table IV show s

- obServing circumstances for Herculina, the information for the biaxial fit using all
U. Ahich mo~ed less than one-third of I be- the points, including the four discrepant

tccn the firSt obser 'ation on the first night ones. A triaxial solution could not be found
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bofskv. 1979), and polarization (Bowell et
in the latrer case if the,,e four points were al.. 1979 results, the diameter of Herculina
included in the analksi,,. Table V gives our has been found to be 217, 219. and 220 km.
adopted wseighted (by the inerse errors respectively. No published pole has been
squared) solution bet\Aeen Tables 11 and noted in the literature.
il. For each case the standard ciror of fit is Figure I shows our measured major axis
listed and both pole,, for the 0. 7T 0 ambi- (diamonds) and minor axis (tilled circles:
guity (see Paper 1) are given. However, open circles are not used in the analysis)
based on the available published light- plotted against rotational phase (b. The up-
curve,, (next section), the first listed pole is per line is the predicted major axis dimen-
the correct one. From occultation (Bowell sion from Table V, while the lo\,er curve is
,1 a/.. 1978). radiometric (Morison and Le- the predicted minor axis. Figure 2 shows

the predicted position angle (-) of the major
I ABII M axis as a function of rotational phase. At

rotational phase q, = 0. maximum light oc-
BIAVAt Sol 1_ TIN A l ((TAIt I 1 I,,, MATRIX curs, the long body dimension a is perpen-

W (lI I] I t " T 1 R I Il l, ) % IJ'.i H l dicular to our linc of sight, and -y is zero.

a 2 6 - IS k m I S 9F :, 216 - 11l kni 21 S'5
J , -2 .Q TABI I V

Standard error of li IllliX 201 kin ADOP'iUA S(l (TION (\Nf iGiII'FD MIAN OF

R N l,i]')'Ih If1( 1 .i1i F It 51) it
3.12.2 ' , - --

261 14 km
I '22' h ' - 21S 12 ki

Al F'~2 1' (A*. r. i
F' 0 -' AIP . " "' 7 , 0
-2

0I 0 I IQ 1, (( - R \ Pole I IAFSiT DF(
." l. ,AT('1 ii iI - ( - 74', 7' -X- 0"
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442

I i( I Maw 90anon~ an0io cri:lai i, .Tepsiinagei ftemjrai lt

ope S4c no use in fidn 2ti souto I7 he the 90' s ' pedcua to our lin of sightTh

upe lkr l in is thei~' priaiodiand nuihItv (ir) axis lie 2s the position angle peicte ofro the rslt-

dimension fronm our adopted xxeightcd solution (Table listed in Table V and is superimposed on our measured
Vi j's, the solid dots

11FRUI INA*S IGH;FTUt RVES communication) by Cunningham (1983) and
by R. P. Binzel-see Table V11 and below).

InclIuding the 1982 apparition. IightCUrves The four oppositions are summarized in Ta-
ha\ e been obtained at tour opposition,, (Ta- ble VI. For all but the 1978 opposition. Her-
ble VII; in 1954 (Groene\xeld and Kuiperl. culina displayed one maximum and one
in 1903 (Chang: and Chang). in 1978 (Harris minimum in -9 hr. implying an 18-hr rota-
and Young. 1979). and in 19 2 (indepen- tional period. However, in 1978, Harris and
dentl\ b M. Di Martino ( 1984. private Young found two (and perhaps even three)

TABLE VI

S( 51St AR tOf PRIx iiiIs LRiuiCURVE 1,

D)ATF RA i 195o)i D)11 Solar Arnplitude Sub-Earth" Comments
phaise angle (maig) latitude

Jan 2 l9s-4 64i'7 F lot 4 s 0.08 -'29'
Jan 19-22. 1961 4 24 11 4' 17 018s -21
Jun 2s. 197X' 14 ',2 2 OX 20! 0l s +14 Second min. 0.12 niag.

lower than pnmary
max.

Mair 2-2S. 1982 S 2! 1' 40 21 S 0Is -18

BasedL oin pole Iok ation of) 7T4- 14
(,ioencseld and Kuiper I l9s4i

( h.in' .ini) ( hing l~t ;
Ha'ris arnd Younig L 9 ighri irs escrc i'biaincd trom kMax 29 lhriitch August I b-i Harris and Young ait

% l otintiuc aiid K I. Iiiiell xmd 1, M,ii at Ljxx"cll All lighictirses are quite similar, and the Jun 2s
i.dii.. arc hosen a, reprcsenri ise iif th: niiddlc oif the period
k< P It t1his pipcr i N1 Di 'irtrim I 19X4, personal ciomnuncationi obtitned a sinildir 0.15-magnitude ampli-

tUidc Ighi5 irsc f 'r Jan 29 31. 1482. a, diid Ciinninghaim 1198) folir Fe 26. MuNi 29. 1982. but %k ith a slightlN higher
a r . id of (1 in iiirdc
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I -\H ti II

)A I I R A I DI I arih Sun P'h.c EIciptc)i ()' II ltn' di, t.ncv 4rlgh. --

,AL i I.A t' I onr I

198-' Mar 20 211 ,2 4 +  
-'1) 2 4 21 2 120 11

Mar 21 21 2 46 1 719 2 21 4 120 I1

Mar 22 21 32 4c 72-4 2 1-2 21 120 1
,,, M, 24 22 32 4- 2t, 22 120 11

maxima and minimia in 9 hr. and convinc- least 100 sec of integration time on the aste-
ingl, demonstrated that a 9.406 hr period roid and on the comparison star. Differen-
\,as correct. tial extinction was accounted for in the re-

Figure 3 shows the lightcurse con- duction using nightly determined extinction
structed from four nights of data obtained coefficients. The resulting error for each of
b, R.P.B. in March 1982, assuming a 9.406- the observations is less than 0.0! ma.ni-
hr period. A t\,o-channel photometer was tude.
used on the 0.91-m telescope at McDonald The observing circumstances for each of

_ Observator\ . The second channel of the the four nights are presented in Table VII.
photometer w hich is described in Nather Phase angle and distance corrections "ere
(1973) was offset to a nearby star to monitor applied in order to place the observations
the photometric constancy of the night. The from the four nights on the vertical scale.
observations were made differentially with No correction for light time was applied.
respect to a second nearby comparison star
SAO 060790. spectral Type F5. All obser- A SPOT ON HERCULINA

vations w4ere made using an uncooled RCA In Fig. I it is obvious that the lowest four
8850 photomultiplier tube and a standard B G measurements are unreasonably low and
filter (Schott 385 and BG 12) and were should be excluded from a fit of a uniform
transformed to the Johnson B system using smooth ellipsoid model. If they are not ex-
solar-type standards from Landolt (1973). cluded, Table IV suggests a maximum light-
The small delta B V between all of the curve amplitude of nearly 0.5 magnitude-
objects allowed second-order color terms unrealistically large. In order to assess the
to be ignored in the reduction. effect of what a dark spot would have on

Each measurement is the average of at the power spectrum of an asteroid, we cal-
J.

k,.RT+ l/ j ,., . •. ,

00

4 I.

"| ( W g. h l'. " '' <Z tic HuIn a. nrCiured "ith a 11 fIler a! the 0 1 ni t.lc,,o.rpc
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culated the to-dimensional power spec-
trum of an ellipse w ith a dark or bright spot982 ...............

at Narous locations. It turned out that the 250z

biggest effect is caused by a bright spot. In
fact, the easiest way It cause an underesti- 25

mate of the size of the minor axis in image
space (from measurements made in power 978

spectrum space) is to place a bright spot at
the end of the major axis.

After several such numerical experi- .50

ments we were able to locate a bright spot
on Herculina that not only qualitatively ex- 1,,

plains the speckle interferometric measure- 1963

ments, but to a large extent explains the
lighicurves observed. A spot with the fol-
lowing characteristics is suggested: o,5

Asterocentric latitude -350
Asterocentric longitude 1450

(measured in a right- ...
handed system from
the longest axis in the 0 W 30 ,0,,th h 0MU 0

equatorial plane) RoIt1i0nol *

I)iameter 55' = 115 km Fi(;. 4. Theoretical lightcurves for four oppositions.

Albedo relative to non- 1.75 Using the model hom Table V. lighicurves for the four
spot surface epochs considered in "able VI are shovn as sinusoidal

solid lines. The dashed tine is the lightcurve with the
When such a spot is located on the limb, contribution from tie hight spot included. Note how

midway between the major and minor axes, the spot raises one of the minima ito he level of the
' maxima in three of folur cases. rhe 1978 lightcurve wasit causes us to severely underestimate the the only one obtained when the sub-Earth point was in

minor axis (the first two low 13's in Fig. 1) the asteroid's northern hemisphere (the spot is at lati-

and slightly underestimate the major axis. tude -350). We urge the reader to compare these light-
When the spot is on the tip of the major axis curve shapes with the actual ones from the references

it not only causes an underestimation of f3, listed in Table VI, but for convenience we have

but also causes a small overestimation of'a sketched in the observed (lower amplitude) light-

4 ', (as in the second set of low 13's). When the
spot is near the center of the ellipse, it has from one another." This is essentially what

* the least effect (the two tneasurements at u/i we find from our speckle observations.
S125'). Moreover, when the latitude of the We were able to reproduce the shape of

sub-F-arth point lies in Herculina's southern the observed lightcurves listed in Table VI
hemisphere (as in 1954. 1963. and 1982), the quite well by placing the spot at longitude
bright spot "tills in" one of the lightcurve 165 instead of 145', a difference that is al-
mittnia. and when the sub-E-arth latitude is lowed by the simplistic approach (a single.

* in the northern hemisphere ( 1978), two min- uniform, circular spot). Figure 4 shows the
ima should be seen. Harris and Young lightcurves generated with this spot, and
.19791 correctly interpteted the lightcurve we urge comparison to the observed ones.
dala by concluding that "'the pole orienta- Our computer-generated lightcurves in-
lion of 532 terculina is such that the two clude the visible illuminated area of file as-
a,,pecls 11963 and 1978) were both at teroid, plus the contribution of the illumi-
tn1ttl4.tltudes but opposite hemispheres nated area of Ihe spot (75; brighter than
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238 DRUMMOND ET AL.

the rest of the asteroid), and takes into ac-
count fore,;hortening of the spot. It is also
necessary to include a l.ambertian term for 054,-

the spot In oider to even iemiotelv itlch . -

the o,,erved lightcurves, i.e., tile loreshol-
cried illuminatcd area of the spot was mul- 97,' -
tiplied by the cosine of the angle between ,, .
the asteroid',; radius vector to the spot and
the asterocentric position of the Sun. Al-
though the shapes of the lightcurves agree
well, the computer-generated lightcurves
ire an average of 0.08 magnitude greater FtG. 5. A graphical repiesentaton ofthe amphtude/
than those observed. But again this may be aspect analysis tor lterculina On the celesntial sphcie

due to our simplistic approach to what is Inole the south celestial pole and the solid cquio ).
tipped so that our pole at 7"47- , - 19', is directly be-

undoubtedly aI complex albedo structure, neath uS (the plus. each CUIse Idefived front the am-
especially in the southern hemisphere of pliiudes in "Table VI and the dimensions in lahie V) i,

Herculiiia. If the spot and the solar phase drawn centered on ihe position of ihe asteroid at tilt.

angle are ignored in our calculated light- time of the observalions. tlhe 192S curve conic', ion

curve, then tie discrepancy is reduced to our own speckle observation Note the intersection ol
the 1961 curve with our pole. and the intersection of

0.04 magnitude, A 0.08-nagnitude ampli- the 1954. 1979, and 1982 curves some 21)" away at

tude discrepancy is also less than the range 6h48-, -,24-.
in amplitudes calculated by varying the di-
mensions of lierculina by the errors in Ta-
ble V. shows four circles from the four lightcurves

of Table VI, as well as the circle from our
AN AMI.IIUDE,/ASPEFCI CHICK ow" spcckle observations.

As a check of the consistency of our esti- In fact, the speckle results not only give a
mates for the dimensions and pole of Her- circle but indicate where on the circle the
culina. we performed a simple amplitude/ pole lies. We have tipped the celestial
aspect analysis. Using the dimensions from sphere so that the location of this pole at
Table V of 263 x 218 , 215. ignoring the 7h4 7 m, -39, lier, at the center (a plus). The
effect of the solar phase angle, and disre- circle from the 1963 lightcurve intersects
garding the spot. the amplitude can be ex- the speckle ( 1982S) curve at precisely this
pressed as the ratio of maximtum1 to mini- point, while the three other lightcurves in-
mum projected area and is a function of tersect at 6 h48 ,11, -24' , a difference of 20'.
aspect (90' - 0) only. For amplitudes (A) We feel this is good agreement and adds
converted to a linear scale, the sub-Earth confidence to our results for Herculina.
latitude (0) can be found from

A SATL.I,ITE.
tan 2• (A 2b2  - ii-) [a2b'z I The possibility of a satellite orbiting I ler-

A. here 11, h. and are the Itia\ial diametcrs culina was suggested by a secondary event
Front observcd amiplituides l Iale VI and observed during a stellar occultation in 1978
our di mctistons, v.e lconveil tcah lightcurve (Bowell et at., 1978. Van Flandcrn ci a/..
amplitude toit a1 We then plot the position 1979). I lowcxer. no indications of a suilcl-
of' the astrid on the tcle,,lil sphcrc '.nd lite could be found at any rolatioual phasc
drawk a circle tound t of radius 90' - 0. frot our speckle obscrvatlious (i.e., Ino ill-

Ideally, since the pole t ti-st lie sonickkhere terfereiice fringes were seen itt the power
on each citic ill tie ciricle, ,hould ntier- spectra). Accoiding to the diameter and or-

, sect it the location ot the pole. Vigme 5 bital radius of the hypothetical satellite
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V ,6 i eCJIi~to nI in S.18.Not idiae n h i~7F~ rm

hc- irc, on to tc fru i rst on n i gs In and 1 2. Nthfrtra h e is pndiate o n the eist f a er-U frue

sh,'.s and Hrcutiseprto) tsol south pole and equator. I the ellips dahdtsmaurdh pcloitreoer

nd% thbe ein f theOUI hrih p otte 2'' fiel msth iscne eoe bht spuieot int as bl but fram s

o brigh spot is nhe otrcsid of theaeroid Thenpte is shown oagr hn the orestindes ofth

for the tro ni tele c A iTh r the rame' nsthrid. figue the otorrTe lat twee thre

ihetei, erc n i th at tso0 in Figs km and 2.othe iorfr herigoit sotn he .erier figrs.u

fk- !n ,,flite %kt n seaton)5. i htshoul r sothe pole and tequator ai the as atw
has e beepndn otnoul he ithin ou '5fedras the bright spoe:tegetsnt ibeffut itcus
so'ts Wecnheoe en upper limit Cete is khow ou bera hn the other sid of thelib
tionr, then atero ane ojc ssit tht iam asteriNte theti corlatoetwee theoarm
aihedi as o Herculina t i probkm.andy loion ofd te befright sptdin aroftcu

sm.ile than previously suggested. lightcurves from Table VI, except 1978,
there would have been variation wkith rota-

S (N1%I- \RY tion because of the spot. By the same token
fh modeLline Hercultna ats at triaxial ellip- we predict one maximum and minimum

soid s% lt-, at at-g bright spot in its southern during one rotational cycle and variations
hemrisphere, Ace havec been able to explain in color and polarization over the rotational
tts lihcurs es and its speckle interferomeit- cycle when the Nub-Earth point lies in the
ri, ohser\vations, 1teurc 6 summrartzes our southern hemisphere of Herculina. This
resuLlts bs c:ombiining! the informiation fronm %k~ill occur around the November 1985 op-
Fics. I and 2. At the rotattonatl phase, of" position when 0' will be - 25' . During the

cich spckle meaisujrement, the predictecd July 1988 opposition, since the sub-Earth
pri tee ted ellipse from the ellips\oid in Table point will lie in Hierculina' s northern hcnii-

%is sho%% n (solid line ellipset). as \kell its the sphere (- 23'), tw~o ma\ima and tss o minima
measuIred clltnsec (dashedI, the bright spot wtll be seen, and little if' any color or polar-
(doite 1 and its, center, and the astCrotd 's izitilon vatriation \A, it h rotation 'A ill be Seen.
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Speckle Interferometry of Asteroids

Ill. 511 Davida and Its Photometry

J. D. DRUMMOND \ND E. K. HFGE

.Sti' Oh' .1 ior 1'. 1 ni -roi (,I Ali:,,ni 71d son. *4rtzon. 8-~ 21

Reccei'ed Ma. 21. 198S. reuised March 24. 19SO

S L~. d a~~ oher edaioh the tec:hnique of speckle intcrferonieir\ at Sica ard (Iser. ,ror'.
-m tele'-:ipc on Nlb. 1. N') Asuming D~jvidii to be a featurele's triam.al ellipsoid ha'ed (in

n'.e -- min o'h.~ers.ion, it, nsi,\al ellipsoid dimensions and standard des ations Aecrc found to be
465, 91 - i - 755- s -~ 1,to kni. This shape is close to an equilibrium tigure (a

gras itation.))'. shaiped 'rubble pile -suggesNting a densit of 1.4 ± (I4 ge'm'. S11niul1taneOulNI wijth
thLe triaxia) solution for the si/c and shape of' Davidai - ae found its north rotational pole to lie within
N9 ol R A l94) , DC,: I' (A 291 j? + 37'. If Da'.ida isassumed tohe a prolte hjaxial
ellipsoid. then it, diniension, ,ere found ito he (512 1001 x (334 -39) km. \&th a north pole:
,A thin 16 (it RA -l10'.2" Dc, lb - I6A = 322 . f3 + 320). We dense and app!'. to Dasida a
ness simultaneous amnplitude-mnagnti tde (SAM -aspect method, finding, from photometric data
onk , axial ratio, of a b 1 25 - 02, b (-1. 14 -_.1. and a rotational pole \N thin 4 of A 107 . t3

-- 32 9.Ac also dcfi'.e i a ciehied linearized foin of the amplitude-aspect relation to obtain

axial ratio and a pole Hitsseer. amplitudes must be kno%%n to better than .01 if' the h , or a (
ratios are desired ti' better th~n 10<;. Combining the speckle and S.AM% results. '.se find for the
(iehrels and lIedesolo phasle fiLi[Miin a geometric: albedo of .033 i (i9 and foi the 1tiumne and
tBossell fun~tion (WI - 011. ft a unified ntidel of 437 351)> 307 knt. Diffeences beta cen the
photometri. and spckle axiail raitio' and pole, aite probht\ due to the effct' of albedo itructutc
ii'.er the astetoid , detail, on individujal lighicureS support this conclusion. 'a si,.A-&- .,o i,,,

I'slRoUD CH ON ing size. shape, and orientation of the pro-
jection of the asteroid to deriv e its pole and

In order to find its triaxi~iI dimensions dimensions.
and the direction of It's angular momentum For image modeling and photometric
vector (its spin axis) "se hase, obtained five purposes, an asteroid is assumed to be a
speckle interferometric obser\ ations of the triaxial ellipsoid rotating about Its shortest
sixth largest Ilellner. 19791 minor planet. axis (a ! h c), smooth (no large craters.
511 Davida. Zappalat and Kneze% ic 11986) mountains. etc.), featureless (no albedo
has e applied the amp]lIt ide- niagnit ude-as- variations), and unifo)rmly bright (scatters
peel relationship (Zappala cI al., 1983: Zap- geometrically). Such an ellipsoidal model
palat and Knezevic. 19841 to lighteurves of asteroid projects as an apparent ellipse of
Davida extending back to 19S2. Wec. too, uniform brightness on the plane of the
derive and apply a neis simultaneous ampli- Earth's sky. The tso-dimensional image
tuide-magnitude-aspect, and at sxcighted atitocorrelation function of at unifornil
am-plitude-aspect. met hod to the e stetiiv bright ellipse has the samte shatpe and orien-
phot omectric data of' IDasida. These mecth- tation (bitt tv0 ice the si/c) as, the ellipse it-
ods lead it) an Independent photometric ,elf. The corresponding intape posser spec-
determination of' the location of. Das icas, rnim also ha, thie samte elliptical shape. htt
spin axis and its axial ratios,. Axhercas, appears, rotated 90' because of' the recipro-
speckle interferitnelt .being at high angu- cal relation betsxeen imag-e Cctnt and spa-
lto rcsoilul ion tchniquec. fol loss s the chang iuil freqtiene- . [h'le projecteid lignire of' the

2'.l
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real asteroid oi the planc Ol h la th", ' kI, I AlI III
Is thus ch ir, t_'Crr/,d b the Ii o an ctlipti- Ir . ti

cal mnodel to tic ohsciu cd ini. :c atlukorrc-
lation fulnctiOn o llligc pkmf r pti.tl l 11 46' W kn I',c I

h 1', - " r i" . I'-?l 1 +' I'
data Ihis i'lc ds the obscir% d liatul it\Is , I Or . h I

dine.ns Ikin tin II lIm\ .i\1, dI citl on , , -

and position angilc o the matot a\,, (v) for a N -
4

0 DC' P,

ptil., ulm teim in the asteloid ' , iotational 1,: I - I I
C', cIt' The equtions Ilaul k1 the obei sed lw L! I h .CI... tiC

elliptical paiameter, . 3t .;3 to a scric, ot ' . .

rotatlional phasc ianglcs 6 to the three axes Norm..,, J ,or,1.0-n n ,

dinicnimon, and pole direLtion of the trIa\ial b,

elip,old art- gien hi% l)r iii alid ('I al.
(l9 ,i "ihus. a nonlincii lhast-squares, h Z

roultinC I" applied to a serit If a/. .y ald Y , a4 nd

S.eld] siliUltani csi1iSI\-'i, panamnetecs: the 2 u:
thic a ..,, dimcn,,on-,, t s ,o Iner aniles (H I 4 - 0

the sub--arth point lanttude, and 4i,. the
zero point in thc rotationla c,, di. an|td ihe observation of a second star The coatdded

obhLqui\ (;). the piotcctcd angle between power spectra of I)avida for each 7 min
the ate.roid,, north pole and the ecliptic \kcre divided h the posaer spectra of the
north pole",,ce,.ppendis I of l)rummond (1 flanking ,stars in order to remove the tele-

a/. l9dai. scope modulation transfer function and the
)BSf K vA..\ 1lONS ANt) RI S't1l S seeing iHege et al.. 1982: Drummond et al..

08SF 1985a, 1985b). The aspect data for Dasida

On May 3. 1982, %kith the2 3-m telescope on May 3, 1982, is given in Iable I.

of Stes ard Obser,,ator, and the speckle Table II gives the sik-parameter fit to the
.-. camera and equipment uescribcd b\ Hege 15 equations of condition ifive 's, fisc f's.

e al. (1982). ti\e 7-min speckle observa- and five y's) and the normalized correlation
tion, of I)a, ida "s crc made. each observa- matrix. As for most nonlinear least-squares

. .lion being preceded b at observation of routines,, our program tadopted from Jef-

one nearhs star. and fllosxcd h anothei fervs, 1980. 1981) linearizes about the resid-

uals. The errors for the parameters can then
be computed directl. during the solution of

I-., the equations of condition. For 433 Eros
-APt I F I FI ( OR 5FF1 K I I i)1si 1iS nI"+s (Drummond et al. 19S 5 ai and 532 Hercu-

lina (Drummond et al.. 1985b). the error,, so
-. l),,iu R S I n., .hplc computed appear to be reasonable. Hoss-

,9 I .a ever, for Dax.ida the\ are unreasonably
i8' large, espcciall\ for the smallest dimension,

SUlJ pht-c, I tl. n c, because at certain orientations of the as-
: angle fr l.,t t,, u, teroid, the residual space (or X hyper-

,,+ 1 , .,. t,ii -NI space) is quite convoluted and even discon-

d g cK he tinutois,. As eikplained b\ l)rummond ct a/.

-.198 5ai, at certain configu at ions. \k hcn
1(I ,2 C -s2 w

2 
-- h' 'ia " ii the proiection of

it the asteroid A. ill appear to rcversc diec-

-I Ins as the trileld roitatev Neau thi, con-
figuration it srrall chtrige in on, ki t ,\
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parameters during the iterations s ill result
in a large change in the predicted position ,.5
angles, and thus in the residuals. In other
xsords. the derivatises of the parameters , .

0%kith respect to the observables can ap- 
*proach infinit at certain points in the rota- .

tion. The errors computed in such a situa- -o.1 2,
lion may not be realistic. For instance, the
minimum in the X2 hvperspace results in the
solution that appears in Table 11, but the
formal error for ( of _! 356 km implies that Rot,o,ol Ph.

Our data allow c to be negatie. FI(G 1. Meastied major Ito and minor (,31 axis di-
Table Ill gives the five-parameter solu- mensions (solid and open dots. repectie\lI for the

4 ion and correlation matrix for the prolate triaxial solution of Table II as a function of rotational
spheroid case (b . Since the projected phase for 511 Daxidaon Mas 3. 1982 The upper line is

the least-square, fit to the mador asv dimension, andfigure of a biaxial ellipsoid can never re- the Io,., line in the simultaneous fit to the minor axis
verse direction of rotation, the - hyper- dimensions. Maximum area mximum light) occurs at
space is not Aarped. and there are no prob- rotational phase W: and IsO)
lems finding the solutions or computing the
errors. The standard errors of fit for the tri- caused by the weird shape of the residual
axial (106 kml and biaxial (1001 km) solu- space, Fig. 3 results from using the solution
tions do not allow a clear choice between of Table 11. but changing the latitude of the
the txxo. sub-Earth point, 0, by IV from -39.6 to

In Fig. I. A e shoA the measured a's (up- -406. In Fig. 2, cos 26 > (a2 - bh)/(a 2 - c2)per filled circlesl and ,8's (lower open cir- and the condition for rotation reversal of
cles, as a function of rotational phase for the projected ellipse is satisfied. In Fig. 3.
our triaxial solution. The upper line is the cos2

0 < (a2 - b2j/(a - 
- C

2) and the ellipse
predicted o from the solution in Table 11, does not reverse directions. Figures 4 and 5
and the lowker line is the predicted/3. Figure
2 shows the measured (circles) and pre-
dicted (line) y's. To illustrate the problem

IABI.F IIIl

B IA XI I Sot TIO , _

It2 h) km io Ib 114 ,- 19 km k A - 2o"st,'. IDe, .-.

" - -24 1" F pti, hong 122 .l - 2 1,,-t 0
H -14- 1

3p 
296 10 

2ol2 
2 . c036 w w '28 w. ?,I .0 7, L, 110 1" D" F i Rotatonal Phase

I on )- I I at - 2'

I be crr,r ihol' ,rmj Cda h -Fic 2 Measured relitive position angles (dots) ofrI k liron t, 6 the major a\xi, and the simultaneou, (along %kith the
data in Fig I) Iat. square, fit to the measured posi-

1 h ,[ion angles (-vi (' the tria, li olutwo If lahlc 11 as a
hlnctin o rotihin (n Max 1 I9K2 At rotational
phase 0 ant 180 max rrmum ata I, rcatched, and i is
prpciitru Ilir to our line of sight. Isung unforeshort4L 4 t'rie d in the ploc of the Larth' sk Note th.it the

1 " 1 6 I t p s t o n a n l er t rc e e r s e s d i r e tt i o'n n c . r ir n in mu m lig h t a t

1tation,d, ph.is'- 9(1 and 9(

% V5
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o 30. 
..y.

0 . 0+ + + •

41 W I 2- 2. 2M C D ,6u 6 6 1... 3 o* +,,+, . ... ..,,o

Rote~~R. o..P.sototc Ph...

Fi. 3. Srne a, Fig 2 but the 12tt01 de of the uih Fi lsnc a, fig 2 hit t he NaxiaI Nk-lwuin of
Earth point (, ha, bee- ,:hanged 1,% one degic. Un Tahle lI
like in Fig 2. fot thi- ,pe,! the -t,!croid vould not
appear to re,ere diiic.! on, during rota! on The orei
degree hange n r retn a the Ire e hage to thte" ticular triaxial ellipsoid equilibrium figure

that is a function onlh of its angular momen-
turn.

shov. the same information as in Figs. I and Within the errors, our determination of
2, but for the bia'dal solution in Table Ill. the triaxial shape of Davida suggests the

possibility that it could be such an equilib-DAVIDA AS A R1BBI F PILE rium figure, and since "e kno" its volume
A particular subset of triaxial ellipsoid and rotation period. it is possible to find its

figures is alloved if a body is in hdrostatic mean density as was suggested by Farinella
as vkell as gravitational equilibrium. The et al. (1981). FollowAing their lead, we note
shape of such objects is maintained by grav- that for the equilibrium figure of 465 x 377
ity only since they have no internal strength x 244, which falls Nsithin the errors of our
(Chandrasekhar, 1969; Weidenschilling. observations, and has the same long dimen-
1981). If an asteroid suffers a catastrophic sion and volume as the solution from Table
collision, it is po,,,iblc that rcaccumulation II. a rotational period of5.1297 hr (Zappafa
could occur among the ejecta with relative and Knezevic. 1986) leads to a mean den-
velocities less than the escape velocity of sity of 1.4 _ 0.4 g,cm'. This density is
the largest remnant (Zappalht et al.. 1984). If rather low and could mean that there is sub-
such rubble piles behaved like perfect fluids stantial void space within the asteroid, or
(Davis et al., 1979), they would form a par- for that matter, ma\ suggest that Davida is

not a rubble pile after all. A prolate
. 3 . spheroid is not an equilibrium figure. and so

we do not address the issue for the solution
,. /' in Table Ill.

'.", 25"88 6<.,"""/ PH OTO M E TR Y

S When the solar phase angle (w) is less
than substantial, there is a tvo-fold ambigu-

, it. in determining the pole direction front
the changing size, shape, and orientation of

.......-- the projected ellipses. Hoser:. thi,. -_. ,

,',,ono' Ph0s - H ambiguity (Drummond t al., 1985a)
f[i( 4 samc ie I hAt ii he h, . l ll, o ', hich is manifest as a choice betw ccn t .o

,,,Tabl Il obliquities. and thereforc ts o pole,,. can

. .166
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TABLE IV

MAGNITUDES AND AMPLITUDES

Date 1950 Solar Max Min Amp 6" Source '

Ecliptic phase angle ,'( I ,wl I .i)
-- w)

Long Lat

Jan 26. 1952 112' -3 f ,.55 6.61 .06 -52' I
Apr 8, 1953 200 +22 6.6 6.72 6.97 .25 t2 1
Jan 26. 1958 147 +12 81 6.72 6.81 .09 -42 2

Dec 5. 1962 63 -17 6.9 - - .14 +31 3

Dec 30. 1968 100 -4 165 6.35 6.43 .08 452 4
Mar 21, 1970 195 +22 78 6.82 7.07 .25 +6 4
Aug 7. 1972 304 -7 3.6 6.48 6.54 .06 -51 4
Oct 31. 1979 60 -20 10.7 6.86 7.04 .18 +30 5
Nov 12. 1979 59 -20 7.9 6.73 6.91 .18 *29 S
Dec 6. 1979 52 -18 10.0 6.83 7.0(1 .17 +22 5
Dec 17. 1979 51 -17 12.8 6.96 7.15 .19 *22 5

Jan 3. 1980 50 -14 17.2 7.13 7.31 .18 *18 5

I Based on a pole at A 30 .)7, = -32.
I (I) Groeneeld and Kuiper (19541. (2) Gehrel, and OA ings (1962). 13) Chang and Chang

1963. Contrar. to the .12 rnag amplitude that the authors list for their lighlcurve. %,e estimate
an amplitude more like . 14. (41 Ve,el\ and lalor 11985). The average hetve'.cn the De. 29 and
Dec 30 position, (.. V,. and amplitude is used (5) ZappalD and Knezevic (198('). Although the
paper sho ,s, onl. a compositc lighicur. \&e hac inspected the indiidual lightcurves, klndl.
providcd h, the author,, and listed the relevant parameters for each indiidual lightcur.e.

easily be resolved by considering lightcurve (converted from magnitudes to a linear
data. We compare the observed lightcurve scale) of an asteroid's lightcurve is given as
amplitudes in Fable IV to our predicted am- the ratio of maximum to minimum pro-
plitudes using the axial dimensions and pole jected area squared:
I in Table 11. The RMS deviation from the
observed amplitudes is .05 mag. whereas R2 = (A + B cos2O)l(A + C cos2-)) (I)

with pole 2 it was found to be .14 mag. The where A = ah, B = a2( 2 - , 'h-, and C =
choice between the tw~o pole solutions is b2c2 - ab 2 . The latitude of the sub-Earth
obvious. point, 0. comes from

Next we derive and apply yet an-
other magnitude-amplitudc-a,,pect rela- sin 0 = -Icos(A - A,)cos , cos bp
tion. Several sersion,, of the principle are + sin 6 sin 641.
currently uscd, e.g.. Zappk;i's ampli-
tude-magnitude (ANI: Zappala ct al.. 1983: where ,. 8 and Ap. 6 are the known celes-
ZappalA and Knezevic. 19841. Tedcsco tial or ecliptic coordinates of the asteroid
and 3aslor's (19851 magnitudc-amplitude- and the unknown coordinates of the aster-
shape-aspect IMASA). Pospiesialska-Sur- oid's pole. respectively.
dei and Surdej's (1985) amplitude-as,,pec Unlike photometric astrometry (Taylor.
relationships, or Magnusson',, 11985) com- 1979: Taslot and Tedesco, 19831, which
bination. To distinguish out nes, technique takes advantage of the movement of the
we dub our method the siniultancous anpli- subI-Farth point acros, lines of longitude
tude-magnitude (SAM) relation. Adopting ot the isteroid to derive a pole direction,
the assumptions from the introduction of all amphtude-mitgnitude-aspec,: methods,
this paper. the square of the amplitude which takc adsanlagt of the movement of
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the sub-Earth point across line, of latitude convert the maximum and minimum light to
on the asteroid. are model dependent in intensities squared, A'2 and N, respec-
that theN are a function not onls of the loca- tively. Two linear combinations of these
tion of the pole but of the axial ratios as quantities yield two equations to solve for
well. With a nonlinear least-squares solu- three unknowns. Adding and subtracting
tion of Eq. (1) for ah. a(, ,h. A., and 5 , (or the numerator and denominator in (I) yields
A. B, C. A,, and SP) one could find a-Ib-
(A + B)/(A + C), h-'c = AlIA + B), a2/ 'V = K + L cos60 3 1

2 = A/(A + C) and Ar., 8,. A separate solu- A" = M cosO. (4)
tion of the numerator in (l), using 1V(l1,0)
converted to intensity (the magnitude-as- A linear least-squares solution of these
pect elation), would yield only b 2/c' = A/ equations for each trial pole is made. and
(A + B) and a pole position. if the ampli- again the pole giving the lowest vector sum
tudes are not available. Thus two separate of the residual, in (3) and (4) is chosen. The
determinations of h2/c2 and the pole are corresponding K, L, and M give the axial
made with the amplitude-aspect [Eq. (1)1 ratios:
and the magnitude-aspect methods. +_

_ Another way of attacking the problem is - - A + C" h2  K -i L - .l - A + C
to use a grid of possible poles and axial ra-
tios to find the combination that minimizes 02 K A
the residuals between observed and pre- K + L - .M1 A - C
dicted amplitudes and maximum intensi-

*-'" ties. Our new method, however, uses a lin- - - - A
ear least-squares technique to find the axial C 2  K i L + AV A i B

'C-, ratios from a grid of possible poles, thus The advantage of this amplitude-magni-
eliminating the necessity of sampling a grid tude-aspect method is that a linear least-
of axial ratios. First, if only amplitudes are squares estimate is made for the unkno, ns.
considered, then by manipulating (I), we which yield axial ratios for the pole giving
can form a linear amplitude-aspect relation the lowest residuals for all the available in-

(R - I) I ! tan'o (2) formation simultaneousl,.
We now apply this new method iSAM)

and solve for and I for each trial pole- by selecting the II amplitudes i Table IV
here A = (4 * ('H - ( and I 4/tB-- for Da~ida that have a corre, ding V.

C), and thus a,h" - (A 1)/A b . ,( P,+ But first. s, use all the 1(' , '., in Table IV
I), and a2,2 - IVA. [he pole and the result- to construct the 'tandard solar phase func-

,,,, ing A and I that minim i/c the residuals be- tion plot of I i I.w) '., w. and show, thi, as
tween "observed" and predicted iR- - I) Fig. (6). For w 7' we fit

WP', are chosen as the best solution. The draw-
* backs to this method are that it is a nonlin- V I.((, - :- V(1.wL

ear relation between the observable quan-
titv R and the independent .ariable 0. and and for w -- 7 we lit

that it must be s, eighted to compensate for V(I,0) + (7')
the distorlion of the assumed equal unrer-
tainties in amplitudes when the amplitudes - .5S - .134w-' - V(Ilw),

* are transformed to iR' - II 1. HIovever, (2) in accordance with the opposition effect as
is the simplest linear statement of the am- formulated b, Gehrels and Tedesco (1979).
plitude-aspect relat ,n. for wkhich we find It1.0) =6 40_+ .04

. If both V, and an amplitude for a given .(4( . (4). with an RMS deviation from
'."- epoch are prov ided. thi.n it is pos,,ible to the solid line of .014 mag. If wsc choose the

6,8
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.............. -- pole or above the equator, and correct

. . .these new magnitudes for solar phasc angle
J- effects by constructing another solar phase

5-- T angle plot. We then repeat the process by
I converting the nev. residuals to (X2 ,N )

" pairs for input into the SAM method, read-
just the V&'s with the ne" pole and hc ra-
tio, etc. Iterating betveen the solar phase
angle fit and the SAM method until no

. 6 o , , ,,, ,r change occurs in the parameters assures
Sl., Pheg4* that the residuals are minimized rith re-

Fi, 6 Standard (h asumed equal to ri solar phae spect to both the solar phase angle and the
plot of i (frOrn table I Vi s.-, solar pha, angle The aspect (90L - H).
data from Table IV is plotted, and the reults are gi'.en
in Table VI under the speckle (bhi entlr, A bawal ib We find solutions for both our SAM
(I ellhpsoid model implie, that no change in Vo I .0 method [Eqs. (3) and (4)]. and for the ampli-
occurs Aith a change tn aspect. lude-aspect relation as given by (2). Bev-

ington (1969. p. 180) suggests that when a
Lumme and Bowell (1981a. 198b: Bowell nonlinear equation is transformed to a lin-
and Lumme, 1979) phase function descrip- ear equation, the equations of condition
tion. we fit should be weighted. In our case, this means

10 l' ,- E + 1 P-)that (2) should be Aeighted by

%hcre the magnitude at zero solar phase [d(R -l) '1 (R' - I 4

angle m(0) = -2.5 log E. the multiple scat- dRR
tering parameter Q = I + ElF. and the inde- Table V gives the pole and axial ratio for
pendent variable 7) = sin (.124 -+ 1.407 sin the SAM and weighted amplitude-aspect
,v- .758 sin'w) For Davida Ae derive m(0) (WAA) methods, along with the errors as= 6.13(-.02) and Q = 0.045(-1.055) with an found by a formal analysis of the propaga-

RMS scatter of 0.033 mag. (Fig. 6). Both tion of the uncertainties in the coefficients
methods describe the data adequately. K L. and M, or k and 1, generated fron the

Implicit in the standard phase plot (Fig. linear least-squares routines. For instance
6) is that b/l I, that the maximum area
does not change with 0. But let us attribute
the residuals in Fig. 6 to differences in 0 at a(a/c) a(I1 )1 2
,various oppositions. and convert each re- r, a(a2/2)2 ,2 i(I!A) IA

sidual to an intensity. Then using the II = .( / 2(k . 2 '(X 7 + I'(r )
residuals that have corresponding ampli-
tudcs in Table IV, ve can deri e I I (X,N 2 ) The RMS error for the location of the pole
pairs for input into the SAM method. The arises from the differences betvcen the O's
onls data that is excluded is the 1962 ampli- calculated from the given pole and from in-
tude for vshich a ', \.as not found. Nest \Ac verting (2):
construct a grid of pole position,, at I' inter-
val, in both ecliptic longitude and latitude = tan (R -  

-

and solve for k and I for eitch pole. The I /
soution whi.h yields the lov e est residual, R '/ 1
in I R - II is chosen. With this pole and tan i --

/1, rtio. \sc then convert each V,, to the
bri.htnc, as .ie,ed from above the same The RMS amplitudes (convertcd back to
astcroccntric latitude, e.g.. from over the magnitude from intensities) arise front com-
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25$Dk I) l\MO) AND fit (d

h. RM s

SA1 iIi-2 4I2 12 41 06 1; 1 1)1
SAM Ks!Bi' I 4 1 2 2 I I'l (14 1 1 112 WV
'A AA 1 4 1 25 1I 1,41 10 FI il

4.SpeL k!t tr! I0I A0l f I so 1 ZH j A 0'i.

Spe~klc ti- I JH F i~ 2(N,'

paring the ooers d ph o1deCs to a rear corrected to the polari vieo 1 I (I wcv9 0(l isinc
ranged IlIl the appropriate h zand polc. Figure

shovss the GAi phase function for the -SAN1
H i- t~ results and] V W. 8 shom.s the same for the 1.

R.'- B function F-igure 9 is, an as~pect-mia\-nrin
0 --. s~ 0 sin1 H plot for the G 'T SAMN solution. shots in the

change of brightness, xs ith Ht for both mat\i-
*Rounding out, lahie V are the cqni alent mum and minimum light, corrected to a

reuiits tron) the niethd of speckle interfer- lar phase angle of 7ero withi the G1 func-
omrry~ baseuc~ on the Maxi 3, 19K. observa- tion. Using the LB11 phase function %A0ould

tions,. Note thtl Iie error fo(r the speckle result in %irtually the same figure. but \sith
pole in Table V is determined fromn photo- the magnitudes scaled brighter by 01.27 mag.
metric dlata, Ah ercats the uncertainties In Of the photometric soIlutions for the pole
Table,, 11 and Ill dens\ c fr om specKle obser- and axial ratios in T-able', V and VI, \ke pre-
vations., fer the results from the simultaneous-ampli-

4.In 1 afle %I 1, %k hosk the solir phase, tude-magnitude method because it uses,
fijno tons, Uw cach .,ti !h t itwwris in Tablc both V,, and amnplitudes, simultaneousl, and
V. usin[: hot h trit, (1ehic ci nd ledesco is a simple combinat ion ofIi near equaltions.
phase finjvin .1rit !h, Lnor and l1osselI Contrar\y to "shat Pospicszalska-Surde~j and
forniulattion 1 hie J - fs t,_ I voes"rc Surdel ( l985 conclude. \ke tind that theamn-

I TiI N V

. ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 1 "n S' u I R1

% V 0
R.' ?, , I

-,~~,% A' M\ .'s I ' 12 01 ii 12
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I J

S-0 1C 20 30 . 0 so0 0 c -90

Solor Ph*.. M914e o,

i 7. Solair phase function for the slrnutdneous- Fitc. 9 A plot (if Vt I A~w 0),_, and V( 1,. - 0),,,

,impittude-miagnitude (SAM) aspect results givet in vs 6 for the SAMI method results. using the (iehrcls

Table, V and V1 Here the brightnes. Ii I .H)t is cor- and Tedesco phase function. If the tLumme and tiovkeII

rected to V( I .w.i the N je%& fromt aho~e the pole and phase function Acre used. the samec plot and curse

the (iehrels and Iledesco phase function formulation is sould result, but the miagnitude scalC %(oUld ha'.c ito be
4 brighter bN 0.27 miag

used

plitudc-aspect method is not to be prefer- nolynefthfie17amiudste
red over the amplitude-magnitude-aspect regsuly oepne ofhe ierl o97 amp itueh the
method, because it requires that amplitudes reut eedcnIdea nwihothe five are not used. The pole for the five
be knoA n to better than .01 mag. For exam- cases is fairlx stable, ranging from 1307:
ple. in the present case. if~C uIse the ampli- + 30) to (309 : -34). as is the a'h ratio, rang-
tudes, predicted by the reslt from the igfo .5t .6 o i acrne
WAA method in Table V. but rounded offi from 1.2 to . wee, and ranges109to1.3
:o thc nearest hundredth of a magnitudefo .7015.adhcfo .9t .3

and npu thse ack ntotheWAA depending on which of the 1979 amplitudes
and npu thee ackint theWAA is not used. If we use only one amplttude

method. we do not get the results that "e frmecopsionchsngte17
1,1l-ld wth Th poe s fundtobe ocaedamplitude observed at the smallest phase

at 00 --34) and a h =1.25, ar( 1.53, angle (7?9), for the seven amplitudes we
and hrc 1.22. Ho~sever. if we round off find a pole at (313 + 331. alb = 1. 27, arc =

the predicted amplitudes to the nearest 1.66, and h/c( = 1.31, with the %VAA
thousandth of a magnitude. xwe do indeed mto.O h te ad h A
obtatn the results that generated the ampli- method reproduces the results in Table V to

Mreovi ter fifs ple.eI nta f within one in the last digit for the pole and
oevion in th e II method. liminat axial ratios, regardless of %hich of the 1979

ohervtios i th NVA mtho. eimiat-observations are used or eliminated.
The conclusions from this analxsis of

photometric data. then, are that:
(It The SANI method is more stable

_ and reliable than the WAA method. It is
j only fortuitous that the VsAA method \kitth

all 12 amplitudes from se'ten oppositions
y ielIds \ irtuallN the same results. as the SAM
method, since the ansskers. espciall\ a t
and b/(r, change considerabl\ \A, ith the elam-

-i,- ination of es en one amplitude fromt the
4 - p qj 82

Solo. Photo AigoWt. WAA analx'sis.

I if , ,nik tI '. hil utin th I i Tc (2) Regardless of' the method. the til

1k..'l ph' fiun. .r'n ratio seems to he xs eli determtined.
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S3i Ehc bcat ion ot the pole i . Ilo larger because of the error asigned to the

fa.i\ scll d terrainc 'ia1 d , ri.at kcrs en,i- speckle determina ion of

tise to the method.
(4) 1he ind h' ratio,, \_tr', di rrnt taStOsAt)(l\fAIOS

calls Is h h" lo . .tdion of the pole anid the In one night, speckle interferornetric oh-
method of a ,,ir,. being mot ,-¢nsii:ve to servalions of Da\,ida led to a triaxial elip
the pre,.ci',o o t:i. :!.mpltud,, in the W.AA soid solution or a biaxial solution for it, fig-
mehsd ure, and a paii of possible rotational poles

for each. A simple inspection of the light-
CONII, NI >a\1 s'I OKIF -.") Pl-! T11 tARY curve amplitudes easil, distinguishes, \, hich
One of the mot seful applic.11ions of pole is correct for each solution The pole

,eckle and photoim etric data is in the dent- for the triaxial solution lies within 29' of 0,
\.a.tion of rathei p .,cie albedos, cspeciall. = 29317: -37), and for the bia\ial ,ol ..
for dark o0ic>- s fhere the poLri/-tion tion, within 16' of (3 . 2.
slope.alkedo lhss ltturates D-lfuts and We devise a new simultaneous ampli-
Zellncr, '479) For each of the fits for tude-magnitude (SAMI-aspect method
Davida in Tble VI, ,c find the figure re- that for Daida y ields a pole within 4 of
quirin- the leais charce i!n an RMS ,ense) (307: +32). If only mnplitudes are consid
to the triaxial speckle dimensions to meet ered, then our version of a weighted anipli-
the axial ratios found from thc photometry. tude-aspect (WAA) relation giv.es a pole
These dimension,, are listed in Table VII within 4' of (307: +31) Zappala and Kne-
along with the uncertainties, ,here the la- zevic 11986) have determined %A ith their am-
ter are calculated as the vector sum of the plitude-magnitude (AM)-aspect method
uncertaint' in the speckle dimension plus that Davida's pole lies at (13 4 34
the difference het ce-n the speckle and 5), or taking into account the effect of light
photometric dimension. Also listed in the scattering on their method. at (302 - 6: - 29
table are the v,.ual albegos calculated with ± 6). The average of the two speckle pole
the V(1,0 - 90)'s and -iW 's of Table VI locations from the tria\ial and biaxial fits
according to Eq. (3 , of loflfu, and ellner lies at (306.5: + 34.5), in excellent agree-
(1979i. %khere th-c' :r, ir the dl-)ido, fol- ment wkith all photometric methods. Chtng

%ow from the .1 Cif 111 ,.tCn- and Chang (1963). frem onls fou]r light-
tie,, in a. b. and i I 0./ 91,, or il . No, c curves, found a pole at (36: + 14 with an
that Albed, and ,r, r, five!' For the early version of the amphitade-a-.pect tech-
cross, section vie . fr,,n '-., the pole, nique, supercedine the one Geh;-els and

e., for , ah The ttI a, hot tie ,;u.itial f9ings (19( 2 lir .t (122. -0h from

aspect (77w or y-h() ,',1 h- }. ,. r three liohtcurves.
the associated i ;:.t",'t,, ,mil d hc mUah Although Taylor (,sely and Taxlor.

I

AO f.1 F

.p, I((5! p. (, H
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19S5) w as not able to achit e': tolall% satis- Since the amplitude is only a "cak func-
factor\ result,, ith photometric astrometry lion a or h, . for the WAA method the

of ] i ) ida, b, con,idcrirng onil pails of oh amplitudes must be kntm n to better than

ser,,ations at the same ecliptic longitudes a .0 1 mag if accurate t ( o It ( rat os aleC to

pole w ithin 22 of (285, -45) was suggested, be found. The location of the pole is also
which is only 9 from the speckle triaxial affected by amplitude precision, but not as
pole Perhaps the rea,,on for the failure of much as b,! or a' . How e er, ,ince the am-
the technique also explains the discrepan- plitude is a strong function of a /?. the a h
cies between the speckle and photornetri- ratio is affected the least b\ the lack of pre-
calls determined axial ratios. namel, the cision in amplitudes. Pospieszalska-Surdei
presence of albedo structure on I)avida. and Surdej offer a ,wa not onl to deter-

The geometric albcdo derived by combin- mine from lightcurses the appropriateness
ing speckle and photomrtry resuilt, is quite of applying ellipsoid gconetry, but to in-
in,,ensiti'.e to the method of determining crease the precision of the amplitude b\ us-
the rotational pole and axial ratios, but does ing every point in the lightcurve. How-
depend on the phase functions. For the ever, we feel that the SAM method is still to
Gehrels-Tedesco phase function, and the be preferred because it is a more stable,
triaxial ellipsoid dimensions adjusted to the linear relation between the observable
axial ratios found through photometry. the quantities (maximum and mimimum bright-
visual albedo is p, = -03 -_ O09 and with ness) and the pole and axial ratios.
the Lumme-Bowell law isp, - .041 - .01 I. The excellent agreement among the pho-
The radiometric diameter of Dasida is tometricall, determined axial ratios is en-
listed as 323 km b, Morrison and Zellner couraging. It is obvious that the speckle tri-
(1979) and 335 by Bowell ct al. (1979). axial a,'h ratio of 1.30 is also in good
These diameters, obtained al unknown ro- agreement with the photometric consensus
tational phase,, and unkno, n aspects. of 1.25, but the biaxial a/h of 1.53 is too
would correspond to albedos between 0.034 strongly affected by the assumption of b'c
and 0.048. and between 0.031 and 0.044, = 1. However, the assumption of h- 1
respectivel,,, depending on whether the di- leads to a better solar phase angle plot than
ameters refer to minimum light at an equa- the triaxial b/c = 1.39. With our preference
torial aspect, or to a polar %,iew,. with the for the SAM method. we offer as a unified
SAM method and the (IT phase function, model from photometry and speckle. and
For the Lumme and Bo\ell phase function, averaging the results for the G-1 and LB
the two radiometric diameters would lead phase functions, absolute dimensions fol
to albedos betxeen 0.043 and 0.061. and be- Davida of 437 x 350 x 307 ki, and a rota-
tween 0.040 and 0.057. respectivel, tional pole at (307; + 32.

The triaxial ellipsoid fit to the speckle ob- As we are learning from Herculina (a\ -
servations yields axial ratios of' uh 1.30 lor et al., 1986), albedo features hase a

.33 and b c 1.39 " 1.93, and the biaxial much greater impact on our power spectra
ellipoid fit gi es alh 1.53 1 .15 and 1 - analysis of asteroid data than previously
1.00 1 .17. Zappala and Kneicvic found a' believed. Since it is not ea,\ to predict or
h - 1. 26 and h I IS (or 1. 19 and 1. 13 account for the effect of albcdo markings
with correctiom, fi ,catterinci. With the on image power spectra, we are nov, at-
SAM melhod .kc find a b 1_2S - 02 and tempting to make all measurcrens on re-
h I 14 - .01 (ascraghig the results from constructed imnages. w hich wkould circum-
the (1ehrcls-Tcdc,,co and the liumme- vent the influce Of albCdo spot, on
Bow ell phase function,). With the WAA speckle inter-fcomctrs obscr",ations. Ac
method Ae find ah 1 .25 .01 and h - also feel that albcdo marking,, ha\ c a
1.l .11 greater effect on photomctr. than presi-
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Abstract

The first glimpses of an asteroid's surface have been obtained from images of 4
Vesta reconstructed from speckle interferometric observations made on Novemlcr 16

and 17, 1983, using Steward Observatory's 2.3m telescope coupled with Harvard's
PAPA camera. From power spectrum analysis of the ten images Vesta is found to
have a 'normal' triaxial ellipsoid shape of 584(±16)x531(711)x467(=12) km. Its
rotational pole lies within 4' of R.A.=21h 00, , Dec.= -41" (Ecliptic long.=336-.
!.-L.= -550). Our observations definitely support a 51hr 20.5ini rotational perird.

and do not fit one twice as long.

Reconstructed images reveJ. dark and bright patterns, reminiscent of the Moo%.
which can be followed across the disk as the asteroid rotates. By placing circular

spots' with diameters of 135km (=0.11 arcsec, the effective resolution) over three
dark and three bright features, and assigning albedos (relative to the surrounding
material) of 0 to the dark spots and 2 to the bright spots (except one with an

albedo of 1.2), we are nearly able to match its visible lightcurve. It only requires
an additional bright spot deep in Vesta's southern hemisphere, an area not visilble
during our observations, to provide a near perfect match to all low solar phase
angle lightcurves ever obtained of this asteroid. At phase angles greater than about
100 the observed amplitude becomes greater by up to 0.02 mag. The dark areas
so dominate one face of Vesta that a minimum in the lightcurve occurs when the
maximum cross-sectional area is visible. Its lightcurve is determined primarily by
albedo structure rather than shape, leading to one maximum and one minimum per
rotation instead of the expected two of each associated with its triaxial ellipsoid

shape.
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I. Introduction

The first images of an asteroid that show details on its surface have been

reconstructed from speckle interferometric data obtained on November 16 and 17,

1983, with Steward Observatory's 2.3n. telescope and a two dimensional photon

counting camera (Papaliolios et al. 1985). These images show high contrast features

which dominate the visible lightcurves. In the next section we give the results of our

standard power spectrum analysis, finding the absolute dimensions and rotational

pole of the triaxial ellipsoid figure that yields the observerd changing size, shape, and

orientation of the two dimensional ellipse projected by the ellipsoid. In Sec. III we

give the detailed procedures that resulted in our successful image reconstructions.

In Sec. IV we develop a model from our maps of Vesta that explain in good detail

the observed lightcurves of this very interesting asteroid. Sec. V summarizes our

results and compares them to others.

II. Power Spectrum Analysis

As in previous speckle interferometry work at Steward Observatory (Drum-

mond et al. 1985a, 1985b; Drummond and Hege 1986) we assume that an asteroid

can be treated as a uniformly bright triaxial ellipsoid that scatters geometrically, in

which case the asteroid will project onto the plane of the sky as a two dimensional

ellipse. The two dimensional power spectrum of the image at each rotational phase

is measured for its semi- major (a) and semi-minor (3) axes dimensions, and for

a position angle (-v) with respect to North. This series of a'so's, and -'s is fit to

the relative rotational phases of each observation and yields from a non-linear least
squares routine the asteroid's three axes dimensions, the asterocentric latitude of

the sub-Earth point, the obliquity, and the zero point in the rotation.

Vesta was observed eight times on November 16, 1983, and twice on November

17. Aspect data for the observations is given in Table I. Each observation was a 5

min. videotape of the asteroid, and was preceded and followed by a similar observa-

tion of either SAO 094927 or SAO 094883. Vesta observations were generally fifteen

minutes (16-17 ° in rotational phase) apart. A 30nm filter centered at 550nm was

. used, producing a data rate of 60 kHz for Vesta and the first star and 30 kHz for

the second star. The data were digitzed and binned into frames of 128x128 pixels

4
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(indicated by tick marks to the left of the symbols) were folded back with the 5hr

period and nearly fall on top of the first two points of the first night, not only in
rotational phase (with either a 5 or 10 hr period) but in the measured parameters

as well.

A prolate spheroid (biaxial ellip.oxd:a > b = c) model was tried but the pro-

gram diverged, giving no solution. An attempt was also made to fit the measured

parameters against a 10hr 41m-, period, but the fitting program again diverged af-

ter a few iterations. Thus our observations indicate that Vesta i> a 'normal tr;,xia!

elipsoid wi d a rotational period of 5hr and 20.5. i ..1, : of" a lightcurvc t}.it

only shows one maximum and minimum over this period.

III. Image Reconstructions

Images of Vesta were made with the amplitudes and phases obtained from the

power spectra and Knox-Thompson cross spectra. For the present use the power
spectra of Vesta and the calibration stars were normalized to a power of unity. Both

quotients for each Vesta power spectrum indicated that both stars are good point

sources at the give:i wavelength, resolution, and sensitivity of the measurements.

Since the quotients were in all cases in excellent agreement at spatial frequencies
iarger than 11 pixels , we calibrated the Vesta data using the average power spectra

of the adjacent star observations. With respect to the achieved signal to noise ratio

the calibrated power spectra of Vesta did not appear to provide any significant

information over the noise at greater than 30 pixels in power spectrum space (less

than 0.18 arcsec in image space). This means that small hard-edged high-contrast

features on Vesta did not produce strong signals in power spectrum space. Since

the theoretical resolution limit of the 90-inch telescope at 550nm is 0.06 arcsec, and

in order to suppress the noise smoothly on this highly resolved object we apodized

the power spectra with ,, gaussian of full width at 1/e of 30 pixels (25 pixels full

width at half power - FWIHP) corresponding to a convolution in image space with

a gaussian of 3.2 pixels FWHP. Therefore the effective beam width or resolution
limit is 0.11 arcsec. The resulting power spectra are shown in Fig. 3a - 3j.

Due to residual misalignments of the photon masks (Papaliolios et al 1985),

these deconvolved Vesta power spectra exhibited a small amount of artificial power

at distinct locations along the axes. This power was removed by subtracting a gaus-
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sian of i n? t,:lle po-itions of the the correspond-ng

spikes (Fig. 4 - 4' ...... , w i U, t pov.v .r contained in thes-e artifacts appears

to be differ:.,, to t o:;vcu . data sets a:'d is about 1 ' of the average, t, tal

power and less thi o to 40 ' of the uower contained in the first diffrac-

tion ring corr!s-po".; '' 'i sar; edge of the asteriod. As seen by comparing

Fig. 5a an- t -'i di no;t introduce- .,y sgnificant changes of

the basic s;: . : oL.v.'. K

In add' - " r: he librated p,,v t r spt' a se ffered n:, i n see: i S

inismatch s -1l , . .... li',enci ,it ., e vrage oftLe 10 uva:able . ec

spectra on .ie . l- . ,r to b fe, of thece inisn-.tches, consistent with

the fact, 1- 1.:-t es of the power s.pecra appeared equallx

frequent a. .. correct average speig cai1,ration. Therefore

ciT in order o , - Mate of the power sp, :ra at the lowest S....pa

* frequencies'.. r,!sing- the average power spectrum. Moreover the

recapping prawd r, ,. justified by the following poiMs:

1) At th - i,,, tial frequencies the actual shape of the power
spectrum (prov;t! It i5 smooth) cannot have any significant influence

on the resultcng ic's since it contains information corresponding to
"". structures r. -- tfl the known size of Vesta.

A 2) - rc:. rectrmin analysis (Sec. II) revealed that the actual

cross-s:ectioial ol \e:ra changed only by a small amount, so that the re-

capping Cf t ae idual power spectra by the average power spectrum

should not hav a i r ,r innluence on the resulting images.

3) Both points are s,', ported by the conpdris)n of the final images

21 to those obtained after using a different approach to correct for the seeing
* mismatch. in t';s e &pp;oach we iteratively transformed back and forth

between po e... p 'J nin and autocerrelation domain, replacing

negative vamiues bv" " 'r, h domain and iteration. After a small number

of itera tiotis (10 t',) t)%") t m:sit ed (as required) in power spectra with
increasing 1;-,, r -,.rd , 1ei frequencies in all cases. We decided not

to obtain no- ' 'I ::2'o.- r P jeclra following this approach because -

depending rj t :. e' the seting -ntniiatch - it resulted in amplitudes

larger ti-ir ,: " , >11 is not tc, be expected in the case of a properly
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seeing-calibrated power spectra normalized to unity. Nevertheless, Fig.
5 shows that both attempts to correct the seeing mismatch for the first

Vesta image result in essentially the same map for the same data set.

In order to get a smooth transition between the recapping function PSc and the

Vesta power spectra PSv we combined them using a circular cosine-bell function:

1, if r < rnne;{ 0.5 ,(1 - cos(7r (r - rmnnr)/(router - rinner)), if rinner < r < router;

0, if r > router.

r- =/u. 2 -r- 2 .

The final improved power spectra PSf were obtained via

PS - (1-C) * PSv + C * PSc,

using an outer radius of router = 9pix and an inner radius of rnne, = 5pix.

The (complex) phases of the individual Vesta data sets were obtained using the

phase differences in u and v direction given by the Knox-Thompson cross spectra.
*Since the power spectra of Vesta suggested an almost circular symmetric appearance

with only a small amount of structure, all phase differences were treated with equal
weight. The phase at the DC point was set equal to zero and an initial estimate of

the phases was obtained by integrating the phase difference vectors along two ways
parallel to the u,v-axis and averaging both resulting vectors (Knox, 1976).

The phases were then subject to an iterative phase relaxation algorithm (Hardy
et al. 1977), which was accomplished by spiraling around che DC point towards

higher spatial frequencies, alternating between right and left directions. This algo-
rithm uses the phases of the current iteration and the measured phase differences
to calculate the phases for the next iteration. After 100 iterations the algorithm

essentially converged and the deviations of the achieved phases from the expected
hermitian symmetry were less than 0.1 radian. These small deviations were removed
by averaging the phase vectors at locations (u,v) and (-u,-v) in a way appropriate
to the required hermitian symmetry.

The square root of the final power spectra were combined with these phases
and Fourier transformed into image space. The resulting images exhibited on the

8
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average 30 % negative power with negative amplitudes of less than 4 % of the

maximum amplitudes in the images. To minimize the amount of negativity we

next used a Fienup algorithm (Fienup 1978). Fig. 6 shows maps of the first Vesta

observation obtained by direct inverse Fourier transformation, and using 50, 100,

and 200 Fienup iterations. In all cases the significant structural features remain

essentially unchanged. For the final Vesta maps we used 200 Fienup iterations.

% These maps contained only 10 % negative power having negative amplitudes of les-

than 2 % of the maximum.

Fig. 7 shows power spectra. phases, and Fienup images of the double star SAC)

093840 used for the calibration of the image scale and orientation, and for the first

Vesta observation. All the final maps of Vesta are shown in Fig. 8 and discussed

further in the next section.

*IV. The Images and a Model

The first images of any asteroid showing surface details are presented in the top

row of Fig. 8. Since the two observations of Vesta from the second night are similar

to, but noisier than, the first two observations of the first night, and were obtained

at nearly the same rotational phases, only the eight images of November 15 are

'. shown. From Sec. II we know the location of Vesta's North Pole and can therefore

produce the second row of Fig. 8, where lines of asterocentric longitude and latitude

at intervals of 300 are superimposed on the images of Vesta. The individual pixels

visible in the top row are convolved (smoothed) down for the second and third rows.

By consulting Fig. 1 the scale of the images can be determined. For instance, the

asteroid ellipse for the first observation has a major axis dimension of 561km (0.46

arcsec) and a minor axis dimension of 470km (0.38 arcsec). The small plus in the

d middle of each image is the sub-Earth point at asterocentric latitude +160, the

small off-center square is the sub-Sun point at latitude +7.5* , and the terminator

is perhaps visible along the limb opposite the sun. As the asteroid rotates, the sub-

'9 Earth point sweeps over lines of decreasing longitude. Thus the sub-Earth point is

4 located at a longitude 9' greater than the sub-Sun point. The longitudes of the sub-

Earth point for the eight images in Fig. 8 are 232, 216, 203, 185, 168, 151, 134, and

1170, where 0 and 1800 longitudes correspond to the minimum cross-sectional area.

The corresponding rotational phases are equal to 3600 minus the longitudes. True
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celestial North is 36 to the right (west) of the vertical, the direction of asterocentric

North.

The third row of Fig. 8 shows 15% contour levels. Also, rings of diameter

of 0.11 arcsec, the approximate effective minimum resolution (Sec. III), are drawn

around features to be discussed next. Each image has been centered on the lowest

15c% contour, since centering on say the brightest contour noticeably skews the entire

asteroid so that the lowest flux levels on one edge of the asteroid fail outside the

ellipses in the second row. This centering is also the way the eye tends to center the

images. Once the images are centered, it is possible to identify a:d locate features

with the longitude 'latitude grid and follow them from one frame to the next. The

coordinates and a description of each of the circled features A-F, appearing from

right to left (in order of decreasing longitude), is now given:

A) 295;>15 A bright arm or peninsula is visible in the fir-t image, only

part of which falls under the circle in the bottom row. In the second frame

this feature lies right on the limb, and in fact spills over the edge of the

asteroid because of the smearing produced by the convolution discussed in

Sec. III. It has rotated out of sight after the second frame.

B) 270; 0 The darkest area visible in the first frame is circled, but

appears to be part of a much more extensive lunar maria-like (because of

the darkness and large extent of the features) region that covers a great

deal of the hemisphere. The dark region appears to encompass not only

features B,C, and E, but obviously extends south of B as can be seen in

the first frame. Feature B is last visible on the limb in the third frame.

C) 260;-'20 The darkest area visible in the second frame is circled,

and overlaps feature B. It is also part of the continuous dark region in this

hemisphere. In the first frame part of feature C falls under the enhanced

bright region that appears in all of the images (see below); in the fourth

frame it is disappearing behind the limb.

D) 235;-20 A bright island in the middle of a dark sea clearly stands

out in the third frame. This feature is also responsible for the extension of

the enhanced bright central region toward the lower right in the first two

frames before it becomes detached in the third.

E) 225;+7 The third of the dark areas dominates the third frame,
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and contributes to the image of a tributary extending from B and C and

flowing around D. To the south and towards lower longitudes the dark

region continues, separating bright areas D and F.

F) 185;-5 From the second through the seventh frames a bright feature

seems to distort the shape of the enhanced bright central region.

The enhanced bright central region, which in fact dominates the images, is

caused by the occasional multiple detection of photons by the PAPA camera. The

routines recently developed by the Harvard group to compensate for this problem

were not available at the time this data was digitized. Thus it is necessary to 'look

under and around 'the variable bright central feature. Sometimes, it isn't until the

-. features rotate from under this region that they become clearly visible.
To compare our triaxial ellipsoid model of Vesta with surface albedo structure

to its lightcurves, we first examined the lightcurves obtained closest in the sky to our
observations, which were made when the asteroid was at Ecliptic coordinates (86,-

5). The lightcurve obtained in 1954 by Binnendijk (83;-4) is shown in Taylor (1973),

-.- and the one obtained ten days after our observations at (84;-5) is given in McCheyne

-".- et al. (1985). The latter lightcurve was used primarily to investigate color variations

of Vesta, and is further discussed in Sec. V. Using our pole and the lightcurve data
: .- given in Taylor et al. (1985) we have derived a slightly different sidereal period of

0.2225887 (±0.0000001)day, compared to their 0.2225889 (±0.0000002)day, or to

Magnusson's 0.22258849 (=0.00000005)day. Projecting the 1954 lightcurve forward

with our pole and the average between Taylor's and our sidereal period for the same

data set of 0.2225888 days resulted in the observed minimum occurring some 980

in rotational phase earlier than the one we would have predicted to have occurred

during our observations at rotational phase 1800 in Figs. 1 and 2. Thus the observed

S",lightcurve minimum appears to have occured when the maximum cross-sectional

area (as seen by speckle interferometry) was viewed by the Earth. (For Taylor's

.- or Magnusson's pole and period, the minimum would have occurred 910 or 122'

earlier, respectively, in the projection of the lightcurve.)
The next step, then, was to produce a theoretical lightcurve with the effects

- of the spots taken into account. Initially we simply identified a few features visi-

ble particularly in the first four images, since the second four seemed to show less

structure. Arbitrarily, we created circular spots of radius 140 , corresponding to the

- 11
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radius of the effective resolution limit, centered at the locations of the features A-F,

assigning dark regions albedos of 0 (equivalent to the limiting case of completely

dark shadows), relative to the surrounding material of albedo 1, and bright regions

relative albedos of 2. Since the features hardly appeared as circles it was antici-

pated that the theoretical lightcurves fQ: the triaxial ellipsoid with spots would not

match the observed ones without extensive modification and distortion of the spots.

Furthermore, it seemed unlikely that even a remotely reasonable match could be

obtained, since the basic triaxial ellipsoid shape found through the power spectrum

analysis would yield two maxima and two minima per 5hr period, contrary to every

lightcurve obtained.

Nevertheless. we proceeded to construct a theoretical lightcurve for the 1954

geometry, with the spots modulating the normal triaxial ellipsoid lightcurve. To

our surprise, only a change of the relative albedo from 2 to 1.2 assigned to the spot

at feature A resulted in a near perfect match in amplitude, rotational phase, and

shape between our predicted lightcurve projected to 1954 and the observed one.

-C Fig. 9 shows th, observed lightcurve (plusses), the predicted lightcurve without

spots (small dashed sinusoidal line), the predicted lightcurve with the effect of the

spots included (solid line), and the products 7ra,3 (open circles) obtained from the

measurements shown in Fig. 1, and shown here to depict the rotational phases of

our measurements. These open circles show large scatter because of the effect of

the spots on the power spectra of the assumed featureless ellipse, but notice that

they scatter about the dashed line of the triaxial ellipsoid rather than the observed

or calculated lightcurve.

An additional bright spot is required to match the lightcurve over longitudes

"L that were not visible during our observations. This inferred feature G is placed at

* longitude 100, latitude -50', and also is given a radius of 140 and a relative albedo

of 2. If this spot were not included in the analysis, the resulting lightcurve would be

that shown in Fig. 9 as the longer dashed line departing from the solid line between

270 and 80'.

*. Not only does our model match the 1954 lightcurve, but it also produces equally

good matches for every other low solar phase angle (< 10° ) lightcurve. Departures

of up to 0.02 mag occur for lightcurves obtained at phase angles greater than about

10' , indicating a slight lightcurve amplitude and shape dependency on solar phase

12
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.

angle, in the sense of increasing amplitude with phase.

As stated above, inspection of the images does not lead to the impression of
circular spots. Indeed, the model of circular spots and relative albedos is only a

simplification of what appears to be a complicated pattern of dark and brigh, areas.
Because of the enhanced bright central region on all the images, and because the
accurate apparent integrated magnitude of each image is unknown it is not possible
to obtain absolute albedos for given regions. And neither is it possible to appeal

to lightcurves for further information about the actual brightnesses of the features.
For instance, doubling the area of the dark spots (by increasing their radii from 14
to 201 and increasing their relative albedos from 0.0 to 0.5 results in exactly the

same lightcurves to within the width of the lines in Fig. 9. However, some of the
dark spots appear to be as dark as the sky (regions outside the asteroid) on some

frames. Taylor et al. (1986) have determined that two 0.13 relative albedo spots on
* the asteroid Herculina can explain its lightcurve of up to nearly 0.2 mag amplitude

Vesta appears to have areas as dark if not darker.

V. Discussion and Summary

In the TRIAD file the polarimetrically determined diameter of 530km is closer
than the radiometrically determined 579km to a mean diameter (ao) 1/2 from
speckle interferometry of 515 to 532km, corresponding to minimum and maximum
projected area at a sub-Earth latitude of 30' . Since the obliquity between Vesta's
orbital and rotational pole is 300, the maximum excursion of the sub-Earth point

from Vesta's equator is about 30'. Viewed from directly above its equator, Vesta's
apparent mean diameter would vary between 498 and 522km.

The early reconstruction of Vesta by Worden et al. (1977; Worden 1979) from
• observations made on February 3, 1977, with the Kitt peak 4m telescope are re-

markably consistent with the results obtained here. According to our pole, their

observations were made when the Earth , at a sub-latitude of +18', and thus
- we can predict a variation in the ratio of majcr to minor axes of 1.11 t. 1.24, and

0, a variation of position angle of the long axis of ±7' about a mean of 24' from the
east-west direction. They obtained a major to minor axes ratio of 1.19±0.02 and

a position angle of 16±40 relative to east-west. They determined a mean diameter

of 550±23km for the date, whereas we predict between 506 and 526km. From ob-
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servations on December 1. 1976, they found a mean diameter of 513±51km , where

we predict between 512 and 530km for the sub-Earth latitude of 27' on that date.

With the mass of Veta from Schubart and Matson (1979), we have calculated

its density to be 3.62 ±- 0.35 gm cmr- , in good agreement with their best estimate

of 3.3±1.5. Thf limiting factor cn the accuracy of the density arises from the

uncertainty in the mass. Using a Vo of 3.46 from the TRIAD file we also calculate

that the mean albedo at maximum light is p, = 0.261±0.005, where the uncertainty

applies to the range in the mean diameter at maximum light of 532 to 522 km

_ corresponding to sub-Earth" latitudes between 0 and 30'.

Vesta is one of the few asteroids for which evidence exists for polarization

variation with rotation (Degewij and Zellner 1978;Degewij et al. 1979; Gradie et

al. 1978;Taylor et al. 1985). In fact, polarization measurements fully support

the five over the ten hour period. As the polariza'"on workers have noted, the

minimum in the polarization occurs at minimum light, which from the model of

this paper corresponds to the portion of the lightcurve dominated by dark albedo
features. This is consistent with the fact that dark material (and asteroids) shows

more negative polarization than brighter material.

Gehrels (1967) and Blanco and Catalano (1979) have shown that Vesta is also
slightly bluer near minimum light (by 0.02 and 0.05, respectively, in U-V). However,

McCheyne et al. (1985) find the opposite phenomenon, that is, Vesta appears bluer

near maximum by 0.05 in B-V, 0.07 in B-K, and 0.06 in J-K. Extrapolating our Fig.

9 by ten days to Fig. 2 of McCheyne et al. we find that our zero rotational phase
corresponds coincidentally to their zero rotational phase at O h UT on November 27,

1983. McCheyne et al. were unable to explain the discrepancies in color variation

with rotation. One possibility that they suggested, that their observations refer to

different maximum, is not allowed with the 5hr period. Gehrels obtained his results

when the sub-latitude of the Earth was +250, the Blanco and Catalano observations

were made at -6', and McCheyne et al. at -15'. Thus the discordant results cannot

be attributed to the latitude of the sub-Earth point, since McCheyne et al. observed

between the other two. However, since McCheyne et al. did not actually measure

the U band flux, perhaps, as they found, the dark material is in fact redder than

the average surface at longer wavelengths, but is relatively brighter in U as Gehrels

and Blanco and Catalano observed.

14
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Vesta has generally been considered as certainly differentiated and perhaps the

parent body of eucrites. The composition of its mottled basaltic surface has been

discussed by many , e.g. Gaffey and McCord (1979), Degewij et al. (1979), Gaffey

(1983a,1983b), and McCheyne et al. (1985). The map offered by Gaffey (1983b) and
further elaborated upon by McCheyne et al. (1985), consists of two constituents,

two brighter and redder regions (or with the 5hr period, one region) composed of

diogenite superimposed on the underlying darker eucrite. However, from our results

it appears that at least three albedo components may be necessary to explain our

maps, with extensive dark areas so dominating one hemisphere that a minimum is

observed in the visible lightcurve when the maximum cross-sectional area is viewed.

Vesta appears to be so much more Moon-like than a featureless triaxial ellipsoid
that further high resolution imaging is very appealing and exciting.
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Table I

Aspect Data for

Speckle Observations

Date R.A. Dec. #
Nov. 16,17 1983 5h45- +180 860 5

Solar Phase Angle Distance from Earth Distance from Sun

12.30 1.690 AU 2.572 AU
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Table 11

Triaxial Solution
2a = 584 ± 16km

2b = 531 ± 11km

2c = 467 ± 12km

tPO -38' ±70

0 + 160 ±90

p, 1370 ±10

P2 3 17 '±1'

Pole,

R.A4 2 1 h0 0 m. Dec. +410

A =3360; 3 = +550

Radius of error circle around poles 4

Pole2

R.A. = 11h52'; Dec. = -56'

A =209';,3 = -50'

Normalized correlation matrix

2a 2b 2c, 0 p

2a -

2b -0.49 -

2c 0.47 -0.55 -

p.0.03 -0.21 0.18-

0 -0.69 0.74 -0.81 -0.19 -

P 0.03 -0.13 0.24 0.04 -0.23
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Measured major (*) and minor (o) axes of Vesta, the model's (from

Table II) major diameters for the projected asteroid and for the terminator (solid

lines), and the model's minor diameters (dashed lines) for the projected asteroid

and for the terminator plotted against rotational phase. Minimum cross-sectional

area (minimum light) occurs at 0 and 1800. Rotational phase 00 corresponds to

7.674 UT , Nov. 16, 1983, and rotational phase 360' is 13.016 UT. The first and

third points (with tick marks) are folded back from Nov. 17 using a period of 5hr

and 20.5min.

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for the position angle (gamma) of the major axis

relative to the position angle at maximum elongation (and light).

0 Fig. 3a - 3j. Deconvolved power spectra of the ten observations of Vest a shown
with contour wraps at intervals of 2% of the peak power. Note in particular the

artifacts along the horizontal and vertical axes.

Fig. 4a - 4j. Same as Fig. 3 but corrected for detector artifacts and seeing

mismatches.

Fig. 5. Three different reconstructed images of the first Vesta observation

(using 200 Fienup iterations in each case). In this figure, and in Figs. 6 and 7, true

celestial North is up and East is to the left.

5a: The power spectrum of Vesta with detector artifacts, but corrected for
seeing mismatches by recapping with the average power spectrum.

5b: The power spectrum corrected for detector artifacts, and corrected for
* seeing mismatches using the iterative method described in the text.U. 5c: The power spectrum corrected for detector artifacts, and corrected for

seeing mismatches by recapping with the average power spectrum. This method

was the one adopted for all observations.

Fig. 6. Four different reconstructed images of Vesta after 0, 50, 100, and 200

Fienup iterations (6a - 6d, respectively). Notice that the image of Vesta becomes

more realistically circular after using Fienup iterations to correct possible initial
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phase errors.

Fig. 7. Power spectra, Knox-Thompson phases, and reconstructed images

of the double star SA0093840 (left column, headed by the characteristic power

spectrum fringe pattern of a double star) and the first Vesta observation (right

column). The power spectra are shown with cz.ntour wraps at 2% of the peak

power, and the phases are shown with contour wraps of 27r.

Fig. 8. Reconstructed images of Vesta on Nov. 16. 1983. The top row shows

the actual images: the middle row shows lines of longitude and latitude at 300

intervals, the sub-Earth point (plus at center), and the sub-Sun point (off-center

dot) superimposed on the images, where the individual pixels have been smoothed;

the third row shows the same as the second row, but superimposed on contours at

V15 intervals, and. in addition, have features A-F circled right to left, (see text).
4 lTrue North is 36' to the right (\West) of the vertical, which is the direction of

asterocentric North.

Fig. 9. Model lightcurves of Vesta. Shown is the 1954 lightcurve (-) obtained

closest to the position of the asteroid when we observed. The short dashed line

is the lightcurve for our model without albedo features, the solid line includes the

six features identified in Fig. 8 as well as the inferred spot not visible during our

observations. The longer dashed line departing from the solid line is the predicted

lightcurve without the inferred feature located on the other side of the asteroid

during our observations. Open circles are the products 7raft taken from Fig. 1

plotted at the rotational phases of our observations projected back to 1954 with the

sidereal period and pole from our analysis.
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Statistical Analysis of the Weighted Shift and
Add Image Reconstruction Technique

J.D.Frceman, E.Ribak, .C.Christou**, E.K.Hegc +

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Az 85721

Abstract

The Weighted Shift-and-Add algorithm (WSA) is an image reconstruction technique
wnereoy diffraction limited images of astronomical objects are obtained from speckle
interferometric data.

This paper attempts to put the understanding of WSA on a firm mathematical basis by a
statistical analysis of the algorithm. The approach follows that of the Hunt, Fright,
and Bates study carried out for the Simple Shift-and-Add algorithm. The expected WSA
profile is found to be linearly dependent on the square modulus complex coherence
function of a speckle pattern. The last section of this paper contains a discussion of
how the statistical analysis compares to the results obtained with our now Weighted
qhift-ani-Add procedures using cross-ccrrelation (WSA/XC) and deconvolution (WSA/WD).

Introduction

WSA is an extension of the Shift-and-Add image reconstruction technique (SAA) first
proposed by Bates and Cadyy and by Lynds, Worden and Harvey 2 .  SAA relocates the
maximum intensity pixel in a specklegram to the frame center after which the frame is
co-added to other shifted specklegrams to obtain the SAA image. This paper discusses a
statistical model for both the weighted deconvolution (WSA/WD and the cross-correlation
(WSA/XC) variants of WSA as presented in Christou et al. WSA/XC correlates each
specklegram with a set of delta functions representing the position and intensity of
each point determined to be a local maximum. The WSA/WD result is obtained by
deconvolving the WSA/XC result by the average power spectrum of the impulse distribution
corresponding to the local maximum positions.

Our WSA statistical analysis is an extension of the analysis of the Simple Shift-and-
Add algorithm undertaken by Hunt, Fright and Bates 4 . They found the expected SAA
intensity profile to be

S(x) = 2<I> + Rs(x) (Im - <I>)/<I>2 - Im  (1)

where <I> is the average intensity of the specklegram and where Im is the maximum
intensity found in the frame. R,(x) is a real function of the complex coherence of the
speckles and is independent of individual speckles under the assumption that the speckle
process remains constant with time. Rs(x) is related to the complex coherence function
uA(x) by the expression

Rs(x) = <I>2 1 + UA(X) 12 (2)
where

< ! IUA(x) ( 1

if eq. (2) is substituted into eq. (1) the result is

S(x) = (I - <I>) IUA(X) I2 + <I> (3)

Since IUA(x)1 2 is the only spatially variant term in eq. (3), any understanding of
the results of the SAA analysis (and hence the WSA analysis, as will be shown] is based
on a knowledge of the structure of the complex coherence function UA(x).

* Observations reported here were obtained at Kitt Peak National Observatory +

SVisiting Astronomer from the Department of Astronomy, New Mexico State University,
Las Cruces, NM 88003.

+ Visiting Astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory++.

++ Kitt Peak National Observatory is a division of the National Optical Astronomy
"' Observatories, operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,

Inc., under contract to the National Science Foundation.
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Goodman 5 uses the complex coherence function extensively. One expression that he
derives is the conditional probability density

=exp [bA 1 12 22/~( -W IA~ 2\Ti

where Io(x) is the modified Bess-l function of the first kind, zeroth order and where 11
and I are two intensities separated by a distance x in a speckle pattern. Through the
use oF this probability density we are able to obtain estimates of the complex coherence
function.

Observations

Using astronomical speckle interferometric data of the unresolved star Gamma Orionis
taken at the KPNO 3.8m telescope at wavelength 650 nm, it is easy to build up histograms
which are equivalent to plots of eq.(4) at constant radii. Assuming that the speckle
intensity distribution can be approximated by a normal distribution, only those
portions of the specklegram which are bounded by the radius corresponding to the FWHM of
the mean seeing disk are used. For example, to determine the probability curve at a
radius equal to one, the intensity of each pixel is divided into the value of the

intensity of the immediately adjoining pixels. This quotient is then multiplied by one
hundred and the appropriate location in the probability histogram is incremented.
Approximately 100 frames are used in computing these curves. The frames are centered
so that the same region of the speckle distribution is used each time. An estimate for
lU(x) 12 is then determined by finding that value which minimizes the summed squared
i ference between the model curve and the data. This procedure is repeated for each

radius up to five pixels. The results of these measurements are seen in Table 1. The
probability curves and the best model fits are seen in Figs. l(a)-(d). The same curves
calculated again using 2000 fraces of data produce identical results. This shows that
increasing the number of specklegrams used to compute the probability curves does not
increase the signal to noise ratio for the data set digitized with our system.

Table 1. Comparison of Measurements

THEORETICAL

PIXEL luA(X) 12 WSA/WD AIRY DISK

I .8310 .892 .892
2 .612 .590 .624
3 .280 .304 .322
4 .250 .096 .101
5 -I .017 .007

The obvious disagreement between the model and the calculated curves, seen in Figs.
l(a)-(d), is due largely to quantization effects of 8-bit digitization. This causes
the data to look like it is composed of a large number of spikes. Especially prominent
are the spikes located at 50, 100, 150, and 200. As an example, the spike at the
division ratio 100 is caused by the very large number of pixels of intensity 1 divided
by ether pixels of intensity l . Notice that one of these artifacts is centered at
zero. This is a particularly limiting departure from the model as conditional
probability hturves Df low are distinguished from each other almost solely by
the nature of the mnl l at thest- low intensity ratios.

Applications to Weighted Shift-and-Add

Asnrevio~sly rentionv1, WSAIxC differs from SAA in that WSA/XC weights and shifts on
3 numt r of points in the specklgram, ideally all of the set of local maxima Im]. If
we wer.2 to assome t jt WSA/XC shi fts on pixels of all intensities, that is to say if the
intensity distribution of speckle: maximi obeys the distribution

P(I ) = (l/<I >) exp(-I m/< >) (5)

where 0 < Im < o and where <I> is the average valu2 of the specklegram, then the

resulting WSA/XC profile W(x) woId equal:

W(x) = Em [ S(x) (6)
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.,where E m denotes the expectation value taken over the random variable I m and where S(x)is given by eq. (3). Performing the expectation and summing over the specklegram data

Set yields 
-V W(x) = <I>2(IUA(X)l 2  

+ I) (7)

5 1n<,.-.: u (0) 1 = 1, we would expect the WSA/XC profile to look like some function with

ii 2

amplitude <1> superimposed on a constant background of value <>
2  

In practice,
however, the pixels that are used to develop the cross-correlation array are determinedby a local maximum selection technique. Thus the probability distribution p( )
governing the experimentally detected speckle maxima is an empirically determined

curve. In addition, suppose that the mean value <f{> of these maxima can be computed.
Furthermore <-Y> is greater than <1> because of the threshold for maximum detection.
Then, we find that the WSA/XC profile equals

W' (x) - ET S (x) ](8)

where Em denotes the expectation value over the actually detected speckle maxima
using the distribution p(). Performing the expectation yields
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W,(x) (< -7 2><i) IuA(x) 2 + < ><I>

which can be normalized to give

W(x) = uA(X) 12 ± <Y><I>/(< 7Y2> - < ><I>) (10)

If <I>, < 7 and < 72> are2 computed frame by frame for the Gamma Orionis data set used
to compute the conditional probability curves, the prediction for the WSA intensity
profile is

lUA(x) 12 + .49

If the same data set is reduced ursing WSA/XC the result is

I uA(x) 2 + .44

which compares very well. The outcome of this WSA/XC reduction is seen in Fig. 2. In
computing that result use was made of the fact that the seeing bias can be approximated
by a normal curve plus a constant background. Since every point correlates perfectly

* with itself, IUA(x) 12 is identically equal to unity at the origin. If we assur-e that
the estimation of the normal background is the main source of error in this cal-u;lation
then further computation should allow a prediction of the signal to noise limit for a
WSA red ,uction.

-- I ';/I

7 m7

I-

-64 - 32 0 32 64

PIXELS

Figure 2: Cross section of WSA/XC image of Gamma Orionis. (1 pixel = 7.22 msa).

The weighted deconvolution WSA/WD is the method of choice as compared to WSA/XC in

that it suppresses the seeing produced background almost to the noise level of the
system 3. Table I compares the computed values of luA(x) 12 and the theoretical Airy disk

with the results of the same Gamma Orionis data set reduced using WSA/WD. Fig. 3 plots
the data presented in Table 1. Notice that lUA(x) 12 falls off in a very similar manner
to both the other curves. This leads us to the conclusion that luA(x)l2 is very
similar in structure to the theoretical Airy disk (if indeed there is any difference).
Specifically, these results indicate that the statistical model above appears to make
accurate predictions about the behavior of the WSA process. The predictions about the
structure of the complex coherence apply for both WSA/XC and WSA/WD.

DiscussionV.
The entire preceding discussion makes no reference to the concept of "speckles". The

term speckle is casually used to describe a distorted, diffraction limited image foud
in a specklegram. The number of speckles , usually computed as proportional to (D/ro)
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Figure 3: Comparison of measurements with theoretical Airy profile.

is always assumed to be much less than the number of pixels in a specklegram and each
speckle is also assumed to have an identifiable maximum. If such isolated speckles
exist, then the intensities in the area in the specklegram associated with a speckle
should be qualitatively different from those for any arbitrary point in the field.
Those assumptions suggest that a good way to identify the location of the speckles in a
frame should be to find all the local maxima in a specklegram. The curves described in
this paper can be recomputed excluding all the local maxima. Contrary to these
assumptions, inspection of the second set of curves reveals no substantial change from
the probability curves computed with the full frame. In fact, all differences between.
the two can be attributed solely to the fact that a maxima defines a pixel which is
greater in intensity than all surrounding pixels, and therefore statistically carries
more information.

This leads us to the conclusion that in a statistical sense, speckles exist
continously through a specklegram. For the case of the point source this would require
that an Airy disk be centered at each point in the specklegram. Furthermore, it
confirms that local maxima represent nothing more than pixels with good statistics.
Due to exponential photon statistics in a single specklegram, statistical fluctuation
at a particular maximum so dominates the local area that in effect an isolated speckle(a diffraction limited image) may be said to exist.
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ABSTRACT

Between 1981 February and 1983 December a series of speckle interferornetric obsersations %%ere made of
the M-t'pe supergiant x Orionis in an attempt to produce two-dimensional images of the star at the H line.
The telescopes employed include the Steward Observatory 2.3 m and NOAO 4 m telescopes at Kitt Peak and
the fully phased six-mirror Multiple Mirror Telescope. Two types of data reduction techniques %%ere used: (I
shift-and-add methods applied to conventional speckle interferometric observations, and (21 differential speckle
interferometry. Data analysis included the application of the CLEAN algorithm to calibrate the images pro-
duced by the shift-and-add technique with data reduced similarly for a point source. The images produced are
encouragingly consistent in suggesting asymmetric atmospheric structure: possible evolution of that structure
over the three-year period of observations is noted.
Suhject headints: interferometry - stars: individual

i. INTRODUCTION i.e., maximum brightness coinciding with minimum radius

The low surface gravity and absence of strong magnetic field (Sanford 1933). though Guinan (1984) observes that the short-
lines cause the surrounding envelopes of red supergiant and term light and radial velocity variations are usually uncoupled.
giant stars to be very extended and relatively cool. This makes In addition. Hayes (1984f has produced results showing varia-veryreltivly ool Ths mkes tion in the polarization of 2t Oni on time scales of months.
them visible in the light of the hydrogen Balmer lines (e.g., Possib temporira ity and spatil inooen ar n
Hx ;6563) and the singly ionized calcium lines (e.g., Ca i Possible temporal irregularity and spatial inhomogenity are in

/.582). Occultation measurements by White, Kreidl and Gold- accord with the suggestion of Schwarzschild (1975) that the
berg (1982) and preliminary speckle observatons (Goldberg et surfaces of supergiants may be irregular due to the presence of

Ill. 1982) have presented evidence for spatially extended Hx very large convective cells.

emission surrounding M-type supergiants. Asymmetry dis- Since 1920, when Michelson and Pease (1921) first deter-

covered in the cores of several strong resonance lines in M mined the angular diameter of ;( Ori, the star has become one

(Adams and MacCormack 1935) suggests that these giant of the most frequently observed objects using high-resolution
stars are surrounded by huge circumstellar shells moving away interferometric techniques. The angulai diametci measure-
from the central star at velocities on the order of 5 km s . ments which have been obtained, as summarized by White

Furthermore. it has been shown (Deutsch 1956) that such (1980), show a wide scatter of values. However, a circumstellar

shells are responsible for considerable mass loss. envelope of outflowing material may have influenced those
The most thoroughly studied of all red giant stars has been 2 measures in a way dependent on the bandpass and the epoch of

On. an M2 lab late-type supergiant. Like most red giant and observation (Cheng et al. 1986). Purely interferometric
supergiant stars, 7 Ori is an irregular variable and displays a methods (visibility measures) would be highly biased by such
high mass loss rate, typically calculated as about - 10 - XI,., effects. Thus there is urgent need for real images to sort out

r '. Numerous observations have also identified variability these spatial effects.yi of the Super- It was not until 1976 that the first attempt at image recon-
in both the visual brightness and radial velocityoftespr

giant star on time scales of a few weeks or months. The mean struction of this star (or indeed of any other star other than our

amplitudes are about half a magnitude and 6 km s ' respec- own Sun) .as published, by Lynds, Worden, and Harvey

tisely. For a review see Goldberg (1984). The long-term varia- (1976, hereafter LWH), The breakthrough in ground-based
bility roughly satisfies the phase relation for a pulsating star, high-resolution methods which led to this and subsequent

results came "hen Labeyrie ( 1970) proposed the technique of
t., n t tjstellar speckle interferometry (SI). This technique enables

Ar f/rona an the Mltipl irro the 4 n Mayall reftect r at KitI diffraction-limited resolution to be obtained from large optical

Peak' Nronal Observator,. a division of National Optical A,tronorm, Ot ,er- telescopes. despite the effects of atmospheric turbulence, b.
lr~es, which is operated h Associated I niversities tor Research in utilit.ing single short-cxposc narrowA-bandtAidth images

•',tr,,nomy. Inc . under contract to the National Science Founualion. ind the (specklegrams). Since L.abeyrie's original work, many exten-
Sli.,-ard ()bscr, ttor , 23 1mh reflector

%.I- Departmen of Nstroo,. New Mexico Stae t ,Leas sions have been made to the theory and application of S1 and,
o r e no o, in particular, to the recovery of diffraction-limited images. One

S,lsing Nlronomer Kitt Peak Niational Ohservatory such image reconstruction technique which is relevant to the
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work described here is known as shift-and-add (SAA). This is b,) Differential Spekle lntt'rfi'r,?itliri
an extension by Bates and Cady (1980) of the method used by DSI observations of of On were made using the Stevaid 23
L\VH and refined b. Welter and Worden (1980), which pro- m telescope on 1982 March 5 7 and on the fully phased six.
duced that first stellar map. SAA is discussed in more detail in mirror Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT. see teec ,t ,l la9,si
§ II. Another recent modification of SI is a technique called on 1983 December 16,17. This new technique utilites the dif-
differential speckle interferometry (DSI), as proposed by ferential speckle camera (Beckers, Hege, and Murph) 19831.

• Beckers (1982). DSI uses two simultaneously acquired narrow- which enables an object to be observed at two % ave bands
, band images sce § IV), simultaneously. This is achieved by passing the light from the

Diffraction-limited imaging of the resolved disk and star through a solid Fabry-Perot etalon. which ha a different
, extended atmosphere of Y Ori and other giant stars may narrow passband at two orthogonal polarizations, and then

become an invaluable aid to the understanding of stellar mass shifting one polarized image with respect to the other usinp a
loss processes and to the study of stellar evolution. In addition. Wollaston prism. In this way two specklegrams are produced.
as Hartmann 11982) suggests, the combination of high- separated by -7.38 mm in the image intensifier focal plane.
resolution images with radio measurements should yield a Adjustment of the etalon temperature shifts the bandpasses fir
much clearer picture of electron densities and temperatur, in the two polarizations. The bandpass separation and full width
the inner regions of the stellar wind. at half-maximum at peak transmission are dependent on the

In this paper we present the results obtained from a series of choice of mica spacer in the etalon. The 1982 March obser,'t-
SI observations of ! Ori made over a three-year period. The tions were obtained at seven different wavelength positimn
resoled disk and Hz envelope of the star have been imaged centred around the Hx line (HY + 1.5 A. Hz _ I A. H! - i A
using a variety of techniques. We note asymmetric features A, Hz), and simultaneously in the nearby continuum -4 A

- with a consistent position angle in each image. and the results away. The bandwidth of the Hi filter was 0.45 A. The 190
su-gest that the structure may have changed visually during December MMT observations produced specklegrams at H!zx
the period bt,,een observations. (bandwidth 1.2 A) and continuum -6 A away. Once again

.- OERAISOri was used as a point source calibration star. Data wcre
Nobtained for the supergiant at two distinct sky position angls

Between 1981 February and 1983 December. 2 Ori was separated by -80'. Identification of image features which
0 b,;erved on four separate occasions with the purpose of rotate correspondingly is a very strong %alidation of the tech-
obtaining information on the structure of the star's disk and nique. Video specklegram pairs were recorded in an identieal
extended envelope at the H2 wave band. Two basic SI tech- manner to that described for conventional speckle obserxa-
niques were employed: conventional SI, and DS1. The imple- tions. Each video frame was digitized as two 128 x 128 pixel
mentation of each method is discussed separately below, arrays and stored consecutively on nine-track magnetic tape.

a) Coii'rpitional Speckle lnter&',ronietry
Observations of z Or were made at the NOAO 4 m tele- Ii. CLEAN SHIFT-AND-ADD IMAGES

scope (pupil masked to 3.8 m) on 1981 February 2/3 and also The principal concept behind the imaging technique used by
on the Ste%%ard 2.3 in telescope at Kitt Peak on 1982 Novem- LWH is that each individual bright speckle in a specklegram
br 5 6 using the Steward Observator) intensified video may be considered as a photon-noise-limited representation of
speckle camera, as described by Hege ei al. (1982). The instru- a randomly distorted but nearly diffraction-limited image of
mental and observational parameters for both runs were essen- the star. Thus LWH realized that they might be able to form a
tiall) the same. Hzr (/.6 56 3 3 A) and red continuum (;.6500/20 useful image of a resolvable astronomical object by super-
A bandpass filters were employed to observe the supergiant as posing the brighter speckles obtained from a series of speckle-
well as point source calibration stars i: and -,, On. We note that grams, thus averaging the random distortions and building an
a recently detected secondary component of-' Ori (Papaliolios, average which approximates the true image as more and more

- , Nisenson. and Ebstein 19851 is outside our field of view. Video data are added. This was, as mentioned earlier, later developed
specklegrams were recorded for - 15 minute intervals for x into the technique known as shift-and-add by Bates and Cady
On. interspersed with 5 minute observations of the calibration (1980). This idea of stacking all the speckles from a large
.tiars. The ,pecklegrams were recorded with 15 ms exposures at number of frames was applied to the HY data of z and E Ori
the rate of 7.5 Hz. equivalent to every fourth video frame. obtained on the 2.3 m telescope in 1982 November. In practice
[' \cluding light from three of every four frames enables the the stacking-up procedure consisted of cross-correlating the
image intensifier afterglow to decay sufficiently between expo- specklegram with an array containing a series of delta func-
.ures so that unevenness in the background signal can be tions whose position and amplitude correspond to the position
rcmoxed b% on-line subtraction of consecutive frames. The 15 and peak height of the speckles. This process produces an

m, exposure time is sufficiently short to effectively freeze the image which is situated on a broad background. This back-
* atmospheric turbulence so that specklegrams retain informa- ground is subtracted to a high degree by comparison to a
• tion at frequencies up to the diffraction limit of the telescope. suitable Gaussian function. Figures Ia and lb show the results
SPo~tibscrational data processing begins with digitization of for 1000 specklegram frames of Y and E Ori respectively. The

ilh' -pc l , I raniN * hit, deep iII i 128 1218 pixel array by' a general elongation in the vertical direction is duc to the pixels
-1 ,i inncll digilhi telcl sion sxsicin. Ilic digitizcd data is stored having a smaller scale in the north-south directimi than in the

on nine-track tape, using the Steward Obscrvatory Point 4 cast-west direction. The E Ori image. as well as the z Ori image
minicomputer s)stem. Preliminary results of our one- to a much lesser degree. contains an artifact due to nonlinear
dimensional analsis of these data, which produced a stellar effects of the video system. As the television camera scans
ridius of 42 I inas with limb-darkening dependent on observ- across very bright speckles, nonlinearities in the Sony video

.m'. handp,s, haxe heen presented in ('heng ci al. (1986). cassette recorder cause the effective intensity of the scan to
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Vi(;. I.-Shift-and-add images (;.6563 3 A filter, 2.3 in telescope: resolution 50 mas) of(a) 7 On and hIE ()ri;(() the CLEANed lrnage of Oi

undershoot," as illustrated in Figure 2. Thus the images tic da'a in order to remove structural features due to the svn-
appear compressed on one side, in the scan line direction thesized interferometer beam.
adjacent to the part of the image at which the speckles are Conventionally, the preprocessed image is referred to as the
brightest (i.e., the center). The brighter, more pointlike, E Ori "dirty map," and the image with which the deconvolution is
speckles cause more severe "undershoot " to occur, performed as the "dirty beam. " CLEAN is an iterative process

In order to produce an image of 2 Ori free from the effects of which locates the point of greatest intensity in the dirty map
the telescope point-spread function (PSF) and from spurious and subtracts at this location the dirty beam whose peak inten-
systematic effects like those described above, attempts were sity is G%< of the current peak in the dirty, map. This process is
made to deconvolve the image with the E Ori image using the repeated on the residual after subtraction. The quality of the
CLEAN algorithm. The CLEAN procedure (H6gbom 1974) final " CLEANed map" is dependent on both the value of the
has been successfully applied in the past to radio interferomet- loop gain G and the number of iterations. In this way a set of

delta functions of varying intensities are generated such that
the dirt) map can be considered as a wcighted sum of dirty
beams plus the final residual. The number of iterations is sel-
ected so that either the intensity in the final residual is equal to
the expected noise level or that only a certain number of delta
functions have negative intensities. The CLEANed map is then

-. obtained bN convolving the array of delta functions with an
estimate of the "CLEAN beam," commonly obtained by

0 fitting a Gaussian to the central component of the dirty beam.
Thus the (LEAN algorithm was applied to Y Ori using

;) /Figure la as the dirty map and Figure Ih as the dirty beam.
0 O ._The CLEANing was performed by using 50 iterations and a

loop gain of 70"',. The CLEANed image of 2 Or is shown in
cc Figure I'. Since, as mentioned above, the undershoot effectundershoot

does not occur equally in the x and E Ori data (more severe for
brighter E Ori speckles), the CI FAN procedure is likeI to

•- - 'overcompensate a little. Ho, c\er. the undershoot cflcct appar-
Displacement along raster ent in Figure Ia does appear to ha~c been eliminated to a high

Ililutraton ff sideo scan "undershoot" produced b exc s degree in Figure Ih. The outer 2' contour sho,N significant

hrighi speckle This is the source of"notch" di.nraster of peaks i Iigs Id elongation in the northwest-soithcast direction at a position
and Ih angle of 12) nod 10I 1i. I lokeer. the inner contours
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prodCIk.Cd fiont tie sank: datJ let Wil iNsOLI 11I's6,11 shox%, Hi xkax: id I Ixcxcr, it small I -i '(1ils. iI N. .dii
tis aic iiomnnormit\ ICi1ion oA t SC%.Oud rmii.: is A~ro theie IN ..nildcraihlc Cx idcncc that anl iClOnQitcdti\ii~it .

.irlpaIrent fejtjnic Ill [hi: in Ij~%c1- Iaxtt a p(lsi oilelnI of 2 INi
FI-gun:S j Pkiti 9) sho\%N a dilcrntial niage if 7 Ori ohscrx ed to rotate: i:\a.t I,~a piiedictcd I iguic 1), Nlxxm thi:

*'htliii:. fronm ant idenical numbecr ot framies I hi oxcrall S~ !s differenitial Image oht 0 )t 101 01np[ii son1 Ii. hLon aion in
uoks poorer, cxcn though tie sulpeniiant1 hniihItCr Inl tile this irnagi:. x.% hich IN aso appmiciii Ili I iimr i7 1,rohathk ,Itc
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SI It. Di t)lerential imagc of 2 On rec.orded at 1%o sky t i,,ItIon angles after removal of the inherent liltering elfects 1"he differential image of )ri (Sl I ,
1h. lo n tr comparion Icontour, are at 12 interial,i

%%as noted at a position angle of 28 (mod 180 ). The same the cloud was predominarlt gaseous rather than dust. One
asvmmetr, was observed when these observations were used to also might expect a dominant and temporally invariant ion the
reconstruct an image using the Fienup (1978) phase retrieval time scale of months at least) polarization angle if such a
method, nearby, opticall) thin, asymmetric dust cloud were present.

labe I summarizes the recent measurements of asym- Jones (1928) derived a period of 5.781 yr for the mean radial
metrical features in the image of x Ori. There is overwhelming velocity variation of the photosphere of a Ori. Comparatively
e% idence for the existence of an elongated "cloud" of H emis- recent observations by Goldberg (1979) confirm this result to
sion around ) Ori. up to 3 times the estimated continuum within 0.51. This periodicity might be associated with a stellar
diameter in length, in a northwest-southeast direction. Our rotation period of that duration, which corresponds to a
resulhs would suggest a position angle of 118 ± 5 with no surface (tangential) velocity of - 20 km s ', or of the rotation
apparent rotation of the feature relative to the sky over the 3 yr period of an object orbiting the star. The possible rotation of
period Howe%,er. we tentatively suggest that the extension may extended features that we might have detected would imply a
haxe increased in the northwest direction while being reduced period of the order of the 6 yr variability.
in the southeast direction. It is feasible. at least, that such The radially axeraged profiles of the DSI images shown in
, ariability would be produced by a cloud (possibly annular) Figure 5 show that the stellar envelope appears significantly
rotating perpendicularl to the line of sight in a northwest- broader at the center than in the wings of the HY line.

* southeast oriented plane. The fact that there is generally less However, the enselope is both larger and better %isible in
exidence of as~mmetrN in the continuum would suggest that the blue wing than in the red wing. This is probably due to

TABLE I

,. Ru( Ni MAS, kL) AsYNIMITRiES iN IHI IMAGt, ot AL.PHA ORi1NiS 4

Approximate
0. Wavelength Position Angle Scale

I poch (At Imod 18011 masi Reference

191 No ' 24 6563 1 157 K1(1 Goldh rg ert f Wt9
1981' No' 2s III 1,348 9 22 < 50 Rod.dier and Roddier 191
' It I eh 2 I 61461 1 176 Mif) (ioldhcrg .It 19 2
Il eh 2 C 6shl 1 117 .80 Vhis work

. 1951 I chS 2 1'1 ch 1I) 80 1 his 'ork
,X I Ich 2 A 6 X) 2(0 28 - 1(X4 tlege .I al 1982
1952 Mar' - '561 4s

,  Ix 40) 'hi, work
: 9x2 N.' 1 

463 1 t20 t(00 This %:.ork
12 N"1 , 5 6 6563 3 169 1(00 Thi, ".ork
9" ' iDec I6 1 6l 1 2 20 ¢3( This %,rk
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4 Wavelength (A)
Fi, I Rcgion of,pectrum of 2 On containing Hx absorption line. Positions of our t'ao filters I -'A band,idthl. in and out of the line, indicated Lu ,, uri e

cinmaied I , noise contained in the spectrum

on 1983 December 16 17, and again on 1985 November 2,/4. made using a single wide (100 A) bandpass filter for both the
Cophasing of the telescope, which is now a routine and rela- DSI observing channels. We recently reported (Hebden. Hege.
tiel, simple operation. is described by Hege et al. (1985) and and Beckers 1986al that the MMT cophased configuration is
Hebden, Hege, and Beckers1986a). The DSI technique utilizes currently stable over a period of at least 10 minutes with a
the differential speckle camera (Beckers, Hege, and Murphy standard error in optical path length of better than 12 gm. This
1983). which enabled the supergiant to be observed in the Hi is insignificant compared to the 3.5 mm coherence length of
hne 16563 A, 1.2 A effective bandwidth) and simultaneously in our 6563 A, 1.2 A filter, and still quite smaller than the 30 um
the nearby "continuum' (6569 A, also 1.2 A effective coherence length of a 5500 A 100 A filter. Thus such wide-
bandwidth). This is achieved by passing the light from the star bandwidth observations were feasible.
through a solid Fabry-Perot etalon', which has a different Shortly before the 1985 November observing run, one of the
narrow passband at two orthogonal pola;izations, and then six constituent mirrors of the MMT was replaced with a spare
,hifting one polarized image with respect to the other with a while the original was realuminized. Unfortunately. the focal
,,ollaston prism. The polarization dependence was elimi- length of the short-term replacement had not been specified
nated b% the inclusion of a rotating quarter-wave plate which sufficiently accurately, and it was not possible to cophase it
alternated the polarization state of the two images. In this way with any of the other five mirrors. Hebden, Hege. and Beckers
both images were observed in both polarization states equally. (1986a) discuss the consequences of using the MMT in a five-
The temperature-controlled mica etalon was adjusted to mirror configuration and show that the effect on the overall
accommodate the radial velocity of the star. Thus two speckle resolution is small.
images (specklegrams) are produced which are recorded on
%ideo tape. The specklegram pairs (a few tens of thousands ill. IMAGING METHODS
altogether) are later digitized eight bits deep into two DSI produces diffraction-limited images which contain
128 x 128 pixel arrays. A more detailed description of the information about the object at two distinct but nearby wave-
observing procedure is given by Hebden et al. (1986). lengths. The theory and reduction method has been discussed

Both the observing wavelengths are indicated on the spec- in much detail by Hebden, Hege. and Beckers (1986b). The
trum shown in Figure 1. For convenience, hereafter the 6569 A technique involves deconvolving one specklegram (e.g., at H.)
bandpass is referred to as the "continuum" bandpass, by another simultaneously acquired specklegram (e.g.. in the
although tsis obously not strictly true. nearby continuum). The result is called a differential image.

For calibration and technique verification purposes. several Differential images of a Ori were obtained using 21.600 and
,bservations were made of the unresolved sources - and E On. 15,400 specklegram pairs from the 1983 and 1985 observing
Incidentally, the recently discovered secondary component of runs respectively. In addition, differential images were
On Papaliolis. Nisenson. and Ebstein 1985) is outside our field obtained of ' Ori, from Hacontinuum data. and also from
()I 'oe Some of these point-source observations were also data recorded using a single 5500 ,,100 A filter for both chan-

nels.
D)aO1iar Filters. Pomona.( A In order to obtain conventional images. i.e., images at the

I'I
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0 0
2Omas

I I, - Inige oi the point -arce On obtained i 5 IStX) A tI) A using -l(, 3 Theoretical PS- of the , MT im it, coherent ,i\-rn rr ii -11r11giu-

17, %\1 ration

Hx bandpass alone. it is necessar, to contol',e the differential obtained using data recorded in the H2r and nearby continuum
images with an image of the star in the continuum, lnitiall,, it (both bandpasses in which Ori is equall unresolhable).
\,as considered that perhaps an estimate of the continuum Although the result is noisier for the same number I I0 of
16569 A 1.2 A distribution of the supergiant could be obtained specklegram pairs. there is nevertheless still excellent agree-
from a suitable wide-band observation (e.g.. 6500 A 100 A) ment with the analytical distribution. These results not only
using a ,ariation of the shift-and-add technique (Christou et al. confirm the reliability of the imaging technique but demon-
19861 which is particularly applicable to bright, wide-band strate the effectiveness of the MMTasa coherent optical inter-
observations. However both one-dimensional (Cheng et al. ferometer.
19861 and two-dimensional (Christou 19851 analyses of Ori
have shown that it is unrealistic to consider the star as having a \ THE CONTINUUM IMAGES IF 2 ORIONIS
tvpwal continuum distribution. Due to blanketing of the visible As mentioned aboxe. images of 2! On at 6569 A were
spectrum by chromospheric lines, such as those of TiO (as obtained for both of our observations using the Fienup recon-
evident in the spectrum shown in Fig. 1), the appearance of the struction method. These images are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
star is likely to be bandwidth-dependent. Therefore, the dis- The algorithm used was the error-reduction (Gerchberg-
tribution at 6569 A should be obtained directly from the DSI Saxton) algorithm, as described by Fienup 119821. The tech-
data set itself. nique converged to these solutions within 200 iterations

The Fienup 11978) phaseless reconstruction method was irrespective of our initial estimate of the complex phases. A
used to produce images of of Ori at 6569 A. The seeing effects small, broad seeing residual was apparent in the 1985 Novem-
were removed from the average debiased power spectrum of )! ber image, due to an imperfect seeing calibration. This was
On (6569 A) by dividing it by a corresponding average removed by subtracting a Gaussian fit at radii at which the
debiased power spectrum of the unresolved source 7' Oni. This
ins cked the reasonable assumption that the average seeing
conditions throughout both observations were identical. An
image is then obtained iteratively from the corrected o( Ori C
amphtudes by assuming that there is a unique set of phases
(except for a 180 rotational ambiguity) corresponding to the
Fourier modulus of a real and positive image, and by assuming
that the technique will converge to that set.

iv. TECHNIQUE VIRIFiCATiON C)
We check the validity of a given method by testing whether

it yields the correct result for a point source, which may be
obtained analytically. In the case of the cophased M MT, which
has a splendidly complex point-spread function (PSF), this
exercise is particularly interesting.

Figure 2 shows an image of ;' Ori. obtained using a single
5500 A 100 A filter, and Figure 3 shows the computed form of
the PSF- of the MMT in its six-mirror configuration. The
agreement is excellent. An equally favorable comparison for 20mas
the fise-mirror configuration is given by Hebden. Hege, and
Beckers (19 86a) Figure 4 shows another image of On Fit, 4 Image of the point source Orobtained it the 4 line
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191 December image exhibits insignificant intensity (>40 identical. Before using these results to produce images of the

mas). The image contours shown in Figures 5 and 6 are plotted supergiant in the H7 line. we checked whether the results were
•at inter,,als of 81', The asymmetrical features apparent outside indeed sensible by comparing the radially averaged profiles

the central disk of the star are most likely either systematic with various models. Each model consisted of the MMT PSF
,. artifacts. due to the complex MMT PSF, or produced by (i.e., an image obtained for a point source) convolved with a

..- ,second-order seeing calibration errors. Karovska, Nisenson, limb-darkened disk defined by the expression
' "' aind Noyes (1986) suggest that the nearby companion is .- 3.4 IAR) = (I - L) -- L cos (TR '2R,), Imag fainter than the supergiant at this wavelength. This core-

sponds to - 4.4".o of the peak intensity of our images and thus where R* is the radius of the disk and L is the degree of
j!, beneath the noise of the images. Incidentally, we hope to limb-darkening. Figure 7 shows one such comparison. whereSincrease the effective signal-to-noise ratio of our continuum the disk radius is 20 mas. It is evident from Figure 7 that, for a
images i the future by emploing matched-filter shift-and-add given radius, the degree of limb-darkening may be specified
1maging techniques (Ribaki ege, and Christou 1985), which very precisely. A best-fit of = 0.6 0.1 for R. = 20 mas is
are currentl being developed for this purpose found. However, as discussed in Cheng et al (1986) it is not

Despite the existence of low-power asymmetrical features, possible to uniquely define both radius and limb-darkening
the ral disk ofes ar he two images are virtually simultaneously from a single measurement even at this

mag faintr than th sueriatatths aelngh Thi c'e 1(R =I '~ L-I-LcsR '2R

nca- ne rsRadius i 20 mas

imgigt e RL t 1

rL. -6

V., 5
5

L ~

- A

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Milli- arcseconds
F ii, Radialls a'.eraged profile of the 1995 November contnuum J6569 A) image of 7 Or compared to limb-darkened disk models
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TABLE I insensitive to the orientation of. or esen the prccnvc (i. the
PARA.ITERS OBTAINED 8) FITT%, low-power asymmetrical features in the continuum Images

MODELS To Co-,TI',i M4 Such insensiti% itv is desirable. since these k'atures represent the
16569 -i kIAkis only possibly significant source of phase error ambiguit% or

Radius Limb-Darkening error due to poor seeing calibration. [he DSI technique
mast (-Oitl appears to he completel. calihbrated for seeing as denion-

strated by the results for point sources described it IV. Since
110 the differential images contain no 180 ambigutt\ and areI, 02

19 i)4 insensitive to the continuum image orientation, the 147 images
20 ... o h are also unambiguous.
21 . o i5
22 0 VII. IISCUSSIN

23 o Several striking and important characteristics are imme-

diately apparent from the H)( images of )t On sho, n in Figures
resolution. Table I lists the equally excellent tits that were 8 and 9. and from their radiall, aeraged protiles shovxn in
obtained over a range in stellar radius of R. = t- mas IL = 0) Figure 10. First, 'he enelope of emission is %ery large. Signiti-
to R. - 23 mas (L = I. Cheng et al. (1986) hae attempted to cant intensi t, igreater than I . of peak intensitvl i, eident out
uniquel specify the radius of the photosphere of x On by to a radius of -95 ma-.. or 4.5 R.. The estimated signal-to-
assuming that it is wavelength-independent. The value of 21 noise ratio in this region is -1)5 .. Second. there Is no appar-
mas they obtain is well within our range of possible radii. Tsuji ent de'.iation from radial s, mmetry for either iniage out to a
!1978) also obtains a similar radius from a theoretical analysis radius of - ) mas. At larger radii. howvcvcr, the' both exhibit
of the supergiant's atmosphere. We hase adopted a radius of 21 a small degree of as.mmetry. corresponding to position angle,
mas in the discussions which follow, of about 275 and 280 . This is reasonably consistent N.ith the

. T H118 - 180 elongation in the Hx emission pre%iousl reported
vi. rte Hi tMa(OES 01: i )RifiS by Hebden et ,il. ( 1986). Third. in neithe: image is a distinct

Images of x On in the H2 line vere obtained b consoli ng photospheric component evident. Indeed. this %ka, also appar-
the differential image for each observation %kith the corre- ent from the differential images of the supergiant before con-
sponding Fienup reconstruction continuum image. The latter volution with the continuum image. since there could exist no
reconstruction method has an inherent 180 rotational ambi- possible continuum distribution which could introduce an
guity. Thus convolutions were performed for each rotation of anomalously dominant central component.
the continuum image. The final Hx images selected, shown in Wveymann I 1962) and Goldberg 119791 note that radial sCl-
Figures 8 and 9. were those containing the los, est amount of cities measured in the cores and wxings of the Hf line shos n,
residual negativity. The contours are plotted at intervals of eidence of the variation obsersed in photospheric lines. I hus
- 5',. These results correspond to the orientations of the con- they conclude that the chromosphere is physicall[ detached
tinuum images as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Because of the from the photosphere A blue-shift in the absorption core ,up-
sery large extent of the differential images of the supergiant. ports the ,ie\ that H:i is formed in an expanding \s.ind isee
the images obtained in the H; line alone proed to be highly Fig. I). A lunar occultation of the M2 lab supergiant 119 Tau

i"-
N /

I:E
'/1
/

20,n/is
Resolution

Fti , x image of the H7 enseh'pe p"of Y Or iohiained rn, h'r ,,ns made in 148 Decemher "r, .. 'I) mai the(,rcn,.iI rCe-lulm.l ol th'.1 \t t it H
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N

E

Resolution 2-mas

SFi(, '9 Image of the H2 en,.elope of Y Or obtained from observations made in 1985 November

(White. Kreidl. and Goldberg 1982) showed that the star's cluded that radio emission between I and 100 GHz is consis-
diameter in Ha light was at least twice that observed in the tent with a warm chromosphere-like region extending from I
continuum. However. the radial brightness distribution to 4 R.. Both these estimates appear to conform to the approx-
showed qualitative agreement with a model for an optically imate dimensions of the Ha emission region we have observed.
thin envelope Such a model predicts an abrupt increase in In order to explain the observed behavior of cool winds of
intenty by a factor of 2 at the stellar limb. Patently, the low-gravity stars. Hartmann and MacGregor (19801 investi-
radiallN averaged profiles shown in Figure 10 do not exhibit gated the possibilit of such winds being driven by Alfven
this characteristic, waves. This was developed further by Hartmann and Avrett

Strong evidence for an extended chromosphere around a Ori (1984) into preliminary models for the extended chromosphere
has been obtained from radio observations. Altenhoff. Oster. of a On. They examined. in particular. the region within
and Wendker 1 1979) suggest that radiation at less than 20 GHz - 5 R. where the wind flow is being accelerated. The model
is that of a photosphere/chromosphere transition region they produce is consistent with the free-free emission in the
c-,tending 2 3 R.. Newell and Hjellming (1982) have con- radio spectrum region and also predicts a significant extension

C
-o K, I ' 1 ' I
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1 I, 10 Radi al aleraged profiles of the Wx images of orn
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in the light of Hx with a very large optical depth in that line. - log I 1W] I, plotted against low (R R.i , ,ih! l ne1% The authors kindly proided us with sufficient data so that we %4 hose slope is equal to n. I e,
could compute a model H2 surface brightness corresponding
to our 1.2 A bandwidth filter. The result we obtained was log [ lo / /.1.

* consohed with a suitable MMT PSF (since our images n Io (R R.)
*'' contain this also) and is shown compared to radial profiles of

our Hx images in Figure II The general shape of the observed Figure 12 shows such a plot produced from the r.idial. i,,ci
emission is not represented well by the model, which appears aged profile of the sum of the two lba Images Ihcec i, iii
to predict a greater central Iphotospheric component. excellent linear relation o er the range from R ii I R. i,,
However, the radii at which both model and data fall to an R = 4 R.. A ,alue of n = I 933 - 1 (X)8 11 ,bt..icd rom i
intensity of - I'', of maximum coincide almost exactly east-squares lit to the ,lope of the cure U!hir thi, rinec
4.5 R.). Thus the H2 emission around )! On has a strikinkgl ( au,,sian

Hartmann and Avrett conclude that the atmosphere of 2 On In = 21 appearance. From the slope of a ,econd plot of hog
i is "quasi-static" rather than rapidly expanding. They suggest (I I) against (R R.)' ,' v. e obtained a %,,ue ,'i'
that observed. nearly s,mmetnic line profiles ma,, be explained a = 2.038 0.012 R. 142.8 0_ (3 masi for a = t In othe:
In terms of a "fountain" model, A hereby only a fraction of words, the intensity falls to a fraction I of maximum it i
ejected mass is accelerated to escape velocit, Draine11981)has radius o 2R., or I R. from the surface of the ,tai Si n,-c the
suggested that dust formation would be possible around )t Ori H)E images still contain the MM[ PSF. this aiuc reprc,'cn, ,
at distances as close as 1.8 R.. A fountain model would, of very slight I~ 2",1 overestimate of the actual phi,al ditrihu-
course, produce higher gas densities, making dust formation tion.

",- more likel, Howe,,er. most observational evidence At the moment we are not able to qualfy, in aitr,,ph,,ic
tMcCarthN, Low, and Howell 19"7' Sutton et al. 1977; Bloem- terms, the perhaps surprising agreement of thc radial ditnihu-
hof. Tow nes. and Vanderv,,ck 19841 suggests that most of the tion of our images with a function of the form gisen in equi-
infrared emission at 10 am does not originate close to the star. tion 121. However. we are verI, confident indeed that this
Our results show no e\,idence of inhomogeneit., in surface distribution does reflect the true nature ,f the fi-b chrom,
brightness or obscuration which might be attributable to dust sphere and is not a consequence of the imaging prc,,
present within a few stellar radii. An elongation in a northwest southeast direction was sh,,w n

Failure of the image profiles to conform to specific astro- to be dominant in all the HY images of i On reported h%
phsical models induced us to inestigate their degree of cor- Hebden et al. (19861. A slight northwest elongation is also
relation, empirically, with simple mathematical functions. A evident in the very high resolution result,, we haxc presented
plot of the log of the intensit, versus the log of the radius here Honeycutt et al. (19801 detected a K 1 1h9) gas ,,hell
demonstrated (hat the images certainl do not conform to a surrounding the supergiant which extends to at le i,i hc
simple power la\, *rhen we investigated the agreement also noted that the northwest quadrant exhibited more intenc

. betw.een the radial profiles and a function of the form K i emission. confirming the earlier obser% ations of Bernat and

IRI = o r ,r. 121 Lambert 119761. They propose that this might be due to either
an asymmetrical mass ejection or an asmmetrical stellar

"here a, ,i n. and I are constants and R. is the photospheric surface intensit,,. Honeycutt et Il 119801 estimate that the shell
radius of !he star. Such a distribution produces, when log they observe was ejected 4500 Nr ago. and therefore it seem,

C''

"5

Model '

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Stellar Radii [ R. = 21 mas ]
I , Ridiallk..i-,i.ed rri n T) in H 7 mag t I iri .,,mr .treti it, a n del urfae hrightne,, dsirihutn ai..iI.iic ,, h lijilrn. t ani .1, rNc! i 114s,,,
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0 -

1711
0

I j 'slope= 1, 33 1 0.008

2-

-1 -50 .51

Iti Determination ofth zonstant power n. as gisen in eq. (2. according to the linear relation expre~sed in eq 01 A straight line i~hw produ~cd frorn
least-squatC. fit between radii corresponding to R =03 R. and R = 4 R

unlikely, that the same phenomenon would be responsible for 11984). The radially averaged Intensity of the H2 images of the
* producing the observed chromospheric elongation. supergiant exhibits a remarkable agreement with a Gaussian-

Finally, we should consider the possible influence of the like distribution.
* recentl', discovered companion stars on the extended chromo- Further H3 DSI observations were made of 2 Ont in 1986

sphere of 2 On. Karovska. Nisenson. and Noyes 11986) have January. during which we obtained over 70.000 specklegram
adopted a preliminary value of 50 mas for the semnimajor axis pairs. Reduction of this data is currently under way, and it is
of the closer star, implying that it is indeed buried well inside expected that it should yield an image of sufficient signal-to-
the H)( envelope. The periastron of the orbit which has been noise ratio to enable us to investigate the intensity of the
proposed lies in the northeast quadrant. which appears to envelope out to less than 0.1", of the peak value 10-7 R.).
eliminate the possibility that the elongation we observe is that Further observations of the supergiant are planned at the Ca it
produced directly by the orbit of the nearest companion, ,.8542 line. A comparison of the relative intensities and exten-
perhaps in the form of a corotating shell of dust or gas. The sions of the chromosphere at the twko different emission lines
distant companion was located at a position angle of 278 + 5 will enable estimates to be made of the temperature structure
and a distance of 510 - 10 mas. No orbit has yet been estab- and densities within a few stellar radii of the photosphere.
lished for it. and thus it is not yet feasible to attempt to cornnect Finally, we shall shortly be extending our investigations to the
the presence of the outer companion with asymmetry observed atmospheres of mso other supergiants: x Scorpit and 2r Her-
in the Hit chromosphere culis
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The HY emission surrounding the supergiant star Y Oni has We wish to thank Dr. L Hartmann and Dr E. H. A'.rett for
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INd optical depth at this wavelength is evidently very large. An theoretical model We are also '.ery grateful to Dr F Chaffee.
asymmetr% in the distribution is apparent in two observations Dr. C. Foltz. and T Fleming for providing the spectrum of2

made nearly raatadhsasmlrpsto nl ota On. We also \ktsh to ackno%%'.edge the contribution of R
A%. kbser'.cd in past images of the star in the HY line. The radial Watkins for many hours of data dligitization. This work has

extent of the H)( emission appears to be in accordance with been supported in part b the National Science Foundation
past optical and radio observations and agrees qualitatisely (grants AST-9 II 13212. AS"T-93129-6. and AST-84122061 and
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SPXT 55*. 18qJ
Differential speckle imaging with the
7ophased Multiple Mirror Telescope

J.C.Hebden,E.K.Hege
Steward nmservatory, University of Arizoni, Tucson, Az 35721

ind J.M.Beckers

NOAO, 950 N. Cherry Ave., Tucson, Az <.Y726.

Abs tract

A new technique known as 2ifferential Speckle Interferometry has bAO applied to Jti
.o tr loca using the fully-phased six-mirror aperture of the Multiple Mirror Telescope. 11,

obs er, ] Lt atIiu obj,-ts at two distinct wavebands simultaneouisly, dif ferenc n h,
S:],,-t r, lting from the different wavelengths can be derived. I)bservations wore mid-

, nte r iant star Alpha Orioni.; in order to investigate the Hydrje n-alphi , missiou
frlm th,, surrounding enve'ope. The data reduction process cons its of a framn - y-f, ir.

w hre c Jeconvolut ion procedure. This process involves an inherent Wiener- '.
Snj whi -h must be removed in order to preserve high Satial tre]Uency intormat I.

,-t f r IphA O 1ionis and fur the unresolved source Gamma Orinis i:, res,,t.

• 0. Introduction

-f f -. r n 1 1 Deck'- " I nterferoietry 1  (DSI) is a techni<que in which si I o-,,,uj
-e e ma es (speck - jrams) obtained in two nearby wavelengths are comparedi oi'-

image infori ltion relating to the difference in the appearance of the
She dif ferencs in the observing wavelength. For example such differ ne n

7 h '. pD e:nicu! by :'opper shifts, stellar emission or absorption lines, and ,enan
lie t etilizes th)t, Differential Speckle Cameawhich incororate

r t lt. n which ha; different narrow passbands (O.4A - 1.6A) at two
7D 3, aa zat i on. One polarized image is shifted with respect to the ot her us in;

I t P r s. A J]-stment of the etalon temperature shifts the bandpasses for the
"- 3 ~ > r z it ons. The Thndpass sonaration (0.2A - 8.OA) and fu 1l-width- at-hal f-max, T,

" . : i- is.;;on - , dependent on the choice of mi a spacer in the eta lon. A hif-
1 w. ;) D .;y.o: to c Do o.t ween the two polarizati on states in each cL the two
5, r ..er.ing . nnos, thus enabling the removal of object polariz tion

7" : t-o dit.

.%- " I ;, "-,re~ct ''3 tn.. "!'&t eo Mirror Teleszope (MMT) wa.; us-, in it; tuilv-coherent
- : u. r' n to ota,. D SI observations oIf the M-ty Pe superg, nt pha

-i The inres'ln sarc Gamma Orionis. Tiie otainahle r Ionlutio, woo th0,-
tha;t o 6. 6 Tet ,r aperture. The star; were each observed If the

"n ,n wAna ' :-) 3 1 6 i A, handpass 1.2A) and sioultaneously in tn-,s n earby
1-1 _1. 1 )'lit 6 a4 -'. T:e jltaZImuth MMT w ount porm i tted SI observations of the

s j) - ;nt 3t two distinct sky position angles, separated by about 8 degrees. This
2 t - 3,)tation of the detectr system enables a very strong validation of the
t te 1iqu e by indioatin,3 that any sijnificant features seen in the resulting analysis arc

S s atei wit h the object rather than produced as artifacts c the methodology. Video
spekle-gram pairs were recorded with 15ms exposures at the rate of 7.5 Hz, equivalent to
ever" ourtrh sideo frame. Excluding light from three out of every four frames enables

P. the ima]e intensifier afterglow to decay significantly between exposures so that
S une.-nness ,-i the backjround signal can be removed by on-line subtraction of consecutive

r h lms exposure time is sufficiently short to effectively freeze the
D:." ,n_ z 1 h , turbulence so that specklegrams retain frequencies up to the diffracticn

I 1 -7it f the telescope. Post-observational data processing begins with dijitization of
th spe:klegrams 8 bits deep in a 128 x 128 pixel array by a Grinnell digital television
system. The di itized data is stored on 9-track tapes using the Steward Observatory
Poi'lt 4 minicomputer system.

The innovative utilization of two simultaneously acquired specklegrams allows
information relating to the atmospheric behaviour to be extracted from the brighter,
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) reference (i.e. continuum) specklegrams in order to
remove such effects frame-by-frame from the corresponding line (in this case H-alpha)
specklegrams. Thus astronomical information can be derived with a far higher SNR than
that typicaly obtainable using single image (conventional) speckle interferometry.
Petrov et al. show that the overall SNR for DSI is equal to the geometric mean of the

Tne MMT is a joirnt facility of the University of Arizona and the Smithsonian
l nstitut,>r,
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I. two component specklegram SNs Tou h it is d 1i rble. th i ,mp ,m n t .i r f - r .n,
specklegram as bright as possible, at the moment we are constrained to the use ot d
single detector so the line/reference intensity ratio may not be too large without

sacrificing single photon detection in the line specklegram. Note that a unique
unambiguous image of an object at either wavelength can only be derived using the DSI
technique described here if the object intensity distribution at the other wavelength is
known: i.e. this is a comparative technique.

Data reduction method

N " At the H-alpha waveband the 6.86 meter effective aperture of the. -ophased MMT
corresponds to a diffraction limit of about 20 mill i-arcseconds (mas). Thus Alphi
Orionis, which most measurements show to have a continuum diameter of about %mau, !s
quite easily resolved by the MMT. Whereas reference specklegrams obtained in the
continuum with the MMT can not be used to deconvolve the corresponding line specklegrams
so as to produce an actual image, performing such a deconvolut ion can still enable.
information relating to the physicail differences at the different wav.elengths t be

% derived.

The adopted data reduction procedure consists of performing frame-by-frame complx
deconvolut ions of the H-alpha speckle rams by their simultaneously acquired
counterparts. Performinj a complex deconvolution, a quotient in Fourier space, normally
introduces spurious effects associated with the presence of small numbers in the
denominator. In order to avoid this, each complex quotient is weighted by the reference
power spectrum and summed over a large number of frames. The resulting "Differential
Image" of an object in the line e:,iission with respect to its appearance in the nearby
continuum may be represented by the expression

*~~( h ( V)''

I" > I c / u, v) 2"

wn here N the ensemb le of DS' spe-k ejram -airs
Fourier transform of the line" specklegram,

and u,') : Fourier transform of the "2ontinuum scecklejra.

ince jc(u,v) 2 = c (L,v).c(uv), where * denotes the complex onjo ate, thi1s
expression may be rewritten as

S (u,v) . (u,v)FT - I  L- N2

/ - -(u,v) 12

Thus the reduction process involves calculating the summed cross-spectra oetween the
two speck legrams and the summed power spectra in the continuum. In theory, the true
object intensity distribution in the line is derived by convolving the differential
image with a pro-determined object intensity distribution at the reference wavelength.

Initial results

Figure 1 shows a differential image of the point source Gamma Orionis obtained using
1000 specklegram pairs. Since it may be assumed that the star is unresolved at both the
H-alpha and nearby continuum wavebands, equation 2 becomes equivalent to unity within
the limits that the spatial frequencies u and v are defined. Thus the differential image
of Gamma Orionis is essentially the (inverse) Fourier transform of a cylindrical (top-
hat) function with radius equal to the frequency cut-off of the telescope. The result is
therefore a Jinc function (J1 (r)/r) whose half-power width is expected to be about 0.61)
/D radians, or about 12mas for the 6.86 meter aperture of the MMT at the H-alpha
waveband. It is interesting to note that this appears to suggest that the effective
resolution of a differential image is twice that of a conventional image. However,
analysis shows that the resolution power (i.e. the ability to distinguish two close
objects) is not actually enhanced. The image scale in figure 1 is equal to about 5.2mas
per pixel and hence the half-power width (about 3 pixels) agrees well with the expected
result. The non-uniformity of the first secondary maxima suggests that there was
probably less than perfect optical coherence between the six constituent mirrors of the
MMT. A region of 3 second rin: -s 3 1s a[)parent.

Figure 2 shows a differenti3l image of Alpha )rionis obtained for another 1100 frames
of data. The overall SNR looks poorer, even though the supergiant star is brighter in
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t h e . 1:1 ipass used, becasise the object is resolved (m.n)r phot ,t , :, - r , , '
.. r , itd in consl derably lar jet speckles). Further differential i m s1 o ps phi

1 n were generated u; n 3  a out 7000 fErames of dat for each --ky p,)s t ,)n '
. huh idi a I avetae measurements confirmed the existance ot structure ov,,i a Ihamtet

It 1 S 15 mas, very little evidence of the expected 80 deijre , n i, i :-r Z it 11i ,,

e,;erv,-A in these r iw resul ts.

Tneaie i may05 do have add it i nalI s 1jn if icaice i n tha t the,,, y at th,- t i rLt iml: enver
)bt 1 1n-] at the full res Ilution of the MMT. They also demonsttlte th su,

* mlp',,=ntattn of the MM" is an limaginj optical interferometer.

Understandinj differential images

It is imnortant to appreciate that a differential imaje is n:t 3n imJe in tI.

convent ional sense. For instance, consider the case where a source has a far meor,
complex structure in the line emission than in the reference waveband (such as miiht ._
expected for Alpha Orionis at i-alpha with respect to the nearby cont inuum). Sin-e
,on ution of the dirferential image with the pre-determined r eerence rcjt t

sdtstribotion yields the true line intensity distribution, the diff rential i m : Prsit

":n tm neat'iitios for the high frequency information t,) be intro d,.-i.

, I is know that an express ion for the differential i jaj,_. tn: ;t C ita n i
:- t 2rm to which it is reduced when the line and reference ebjeit intfr;ity

. t on s 3r ejiivalent to delta functions (i.e. a point seu c- c . ,i:; ,s u est; 1 'v

.x,y) * 
0c1 1 O x(X,y) * J x,y)

= different1 [ imagj,,
,x, ) = ob]ect intensity distribution in the cont inun ,
x~y]= object intensity distribution in the li n,
x, y) a Jin: function (see above text),'-' :: ,n,:c " ],enotes convolut ion.

i - --Jd analysis of the reduction techniiue has revealed that '1 ne I thtd
ny -1tin quotient in equation 2 c.ontains a form of inherent iiener-tyoe filter

i L -:;s3',,.. the signal ,at hi gh spatial frequencies. It can be showni thiv i - p,) ; -wa er-
it 3n :i- denominator contain a noise-bias term constant fur 1. 1 fr. 7ancies

It-ie -ross-spectra in the numerator are bias free. In additien, I)tS ;m3 At)n;
.- n:in; .a. tiicati e • rm wh n is equal to the Fourier transf :rm of ti, d.t, t r

.na)nt s[read function. Thus equation 2 can be rewritten as

XS .'(u,v) - Xi

Ps • .g(u,v) P. + '1]

C! 2< .i 2 t: i jrI e-bias free spectra,
... : , th d,. ,. t~r funct: )n,

,n- m.-n nume-:r of photon events per fram,.

t " . ', i S - r AI e i n t a "no i se-b i a s f r ee" d f .2 r -- ii t i 1 m a , ; d
*" ' ,.- " " ,*' ; ! , ,4[ Ia,: '

:':r: \ x

' r. ox, ')_ w (u,v) (5)

4....* O
1*"w ;,', (6)

PS * n

i - ,,the form of a Wi.,ner-type filter such that signals at high spat[i l
fr, t- In .e o t he , i f f rai t 1on Ii m it are suppressed a,-, the ( freque~incy i ndepL, n,lent)

n I"o - rnmees si Inifi :nt compared to the power-spectrum signal.

r t, prevent thia inherent filtering effect, the bias must be removed from the
-i Jl* power-spectr i in the denominator of equation 4. To achieve this it was assumed

T j t ipI icat ive detector response term was equivalent to a Gaussian. Hence

% %1
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F1gur, . The debiassin; process as applied to the Alpha Orionis data.

deiassinq involved subtraction of a Gaussian model fitted to the data at spatial
froqun,-ies greater than the telescope cut-off frequency.

Figure 3 illustrates the debiasing process as performed for the Alpha Orionis data.
Fi 1igure 3a shows the radially averaged profiles of the co-added continuum power-spectra
and a Gaussian fitted above the cut-off frequency fc" The filter wc(u,v) is obtained by
dividin) their difference (i.e. the debiased power spectra) by the original power

- spectra (from equation 6) and is shown in figure 3b. The spurious large signal at high
(>fc) frequencies is produced by small number division. Note that the form of the
filter is what we might expect from a resolved object (producing a central broad spike
of low spatial frequencies) which also contains unresolved features on or around the
stell ar disk (signal exists out to the telescope cut-off). The bias-free differential
image is then obtained by dividing the cross-spectra by the debiased power-spectra. This
quotient also contains spurious signal due to small number division at large frequencies
and therefore it is multiplied by a cosine-bell 3podizirig function (radius equal to fc)
before inverse Fourier transformation.

In -onclusion, for real detectors and finite photon statistics equation 3 should be
r.-expressed as follows.

D(x,y) * Oc(x,y) = Oh(xy) * J(x,y) * Wc(x,y) (7)

where W,-(X,Y) is the Fourier transform of the filter wc(uv)•

Further results

Figures 4a and 4b show the differential images of Alpha Orionis at the two sky
position angles after removal of the noise bias terms. About 700 specklegram pairs were
used for each image. At large radii there appears to be no evidence of asymmetrical

structure which is not still noise dominated. There are several possible reasons for
this. Firstly, the MMT sky-rotator was not employed due to technical difficulties and
consequently the stars were permitted to rotate by about 9 degrees during each of the
two integrations, blurring the image at large radii. Secondly, imperfect coherence
between the six mirrors may be responsible for the systematic fringes apparent in these
images. However, at small (< 3gmas) radii, where the results have high SNR, there is
considerable evidence? that an elongated asymmetric feature in the image is observed,
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Figur, 4. Differential images of Alpha Orioni:, at two sky position
I., angle'; after removal of the noise bias terms.

rotattzi exactly as p redict ed.

Discussion

In order to significantly reduce the vast amount of computer time required to perform
the DSI reduction process it was initially decided to extract the central 64 x 64 pixels
from each of the 128 x 128 digitized data fr.3mes. All the esults described above were
achieved using this smaller data window. The SNR of the images produced so far can be
much improved by i) utilising the full 128 x 128 data frames, and ii) reducing the
20,0 or so data frames from the Alpha Orionis observation that have yet to be
analysed. Furthermore we hope that additional, better quality, MMT data can be obtained
in the near future, at H-alpha and other wavebands such as the singly ionized calcium
lines (e.g. 8542A).

Eventually we wish to implement a dual-detector system. By having a separate detector
for each of the line and reference specklegrams, there need be no restriction on the
relative intensity, thus enabling a much greater SNR as explained earlier.

4. Several other imaging techniques have been applied to observations of Alpha Orionis
if4in an attempt to study the resolved disk of the supergiant and its extended atmosphere 4

These have all shown overwhelming evidence for the existance of aysmmetrical structure
surrounding the star in H-alpha light and, as the relatively low SNR results presented
here have shown, for the presence of inhomogenities within the stellar disk.
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Differential speckle imaging with the cophased
Multiple Mirror Telescope

J. C. Hebden Abstract. Differential speckle interferometry has been applied to data
E. K. Hege obtained using the fully phased six-mirror aperture of the Multiple Mirror
Steward Observatory Telescope. Wavelength-dependent differences in the appearance of a stel-
University of Arizona lar object are derived from simultaneous observations at two distinct
Tucson, Arizona 85721 wavebands. The supergiant star Alpha Orionis was observed this way to

investigate its appearance in hydrogen-alpha emission. Data reduction
Jacques M Beckers consists of a frame-by-frame weighted deconvolution. An inherent
National Optical Astronomy Observatories Wiener-type filtering must be removed in order to preserve high spatial
950 N Cherry Ave. frequency information. Results for Alpha Orionis are compared to similarS Tucson. Arizona 85726 results for the unresolved source Gamma Orionis.

Subject terms. speckle, diffirential speckle interferomerry; astronomy Multiple
Mirror Telescope, phased array optical imaging.
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C NONTENTS maximum obtainable resolution was thus equivalent to that of
a 6.86 m aperture. The filter w as set to observe each star at the

1', I Intrduction hydrogen-alpha llt~ waveband (6563 A, bandpass 1 2 A)
2 Data reduci in ethod

3 Inttial rcsult, and simultaneously in the nearby continuum about 6 A away.
4 t ndcr'iandiie djilcrcniil wav, The altazimuth MMT mount permitted DSI observations of
S Further result, the supergiant to be made at two distinct sky position angles

. 6 t)i,,:uson separated by about 80'. Video specklegram pairs were record-
7 Akn,. lcdnicnil, ed at the rate of 7.5 Hz. equivalent to every fourth video
K Rcterencc frame (30 111 interlaced). Excluding the light from three out

of every four frames enables the image intensifier afterglow to
I. INTROI)L("I ION decay significantly between exposures so that the nonuniform
Di ferential spc.kle intcrferometr\, (DSI) is a technique in- background sivnal can he removed by on-line subtraction of
vented by Beckers' in ,which twso speckle images (speckle- consecutive frames. The 17 ms exposure time (single video
grams , obtained simultancousl, in two wavelengths, are field tine) is suflicientlt short to effectively freeze the atmo-
compared to derive information about the difference in the spheric turbulence so that specklegrams retain frequencies up
appearance ot the object due to differences in the observing to the diffraction limit of the telescope. The videotaped dual
wavelengths. The differential speckle camera 2 uses a mica specklegrams are digitized 8 bits deep in a 2x 128x 128 pixel
Fabrv-Perot etalon (Dobrowolski filter ' ) to transmit two nar- array by a Grinnell Systems digital television system.
row andpasses simultaneousl, at two orthogonal polariza- The innovative utilization of two simultaneously acquired
tions, Control of the etalon temperature sets the bandpasses specklegrams allows the atmospheric information to be ex-
for the filter. The bandpass separation (6 A) and the full- tracted from the brighter, high signal-to-noise, ratio reference

r" width-at-half-maximum at peak transmission 1 1.2 A) at each (continuum) specklegrams in order to remove the atmospheric
* bandpass are set by the thickness of the mica ctalon. The distortions frame by frame from the corresponding line (Hot)

polarized specklegrams are separated usirg a Wolaston specklegrams. hus, astronomical information can be derived
prism A half-wave plate is employed to a,.ernate the two with a far higher SNR than is typically obtainable using
polarization states in the tw.o observini channels, thus en- single-image (convent!onal) speckle interferometry. Petrov et
abling unpolari/ed observations The two resulting speckle- al. show that the overall SNR for DSI is equal to the geomet-
grams arc imaged simultaneously onto th, photocathode of a Tic mean of the to component specklegram SNRs. A unique
single four-stace electrostatic imace inteniti, , that is lens- unambiguous Image of an object at either wavelength can be
coupled to a plumbicon TV camera derived from I)SI results only if the object intensity distribu-

In December I,993 the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) tion at the other wavelength is known. This is a comparative
,- as used in is fully coherent six-mirror configuration4 to technique yielding information rel.ti,;g to the physical differ-
obtain [)SI observations of the M-tpC supergiant Alpha f-, cc in the images at the different wavelengths.
Orionis and the unresolvable source (jaiama ()rionis. The

2. DATA REDUCTION METHOD
Invited Paper ST !(15 receoit.' Oct 22. 1P85 reivrcl mAnuxtripi r( c. ved T frame-by-frame
Jar- -, I,,51.. ackipLced fr pubh afion Mirjh It 1f re s.,d by n The data reduction procedure consists of fram -y-ra
in-, (,tis r Msr h 2. I . I his paper is a revis,, ,.1 Paper ; Th 41 ,h,ch complex deconvolution of the Hu specklegrams by their si-L' " ." v~A d, p r -" e n tlc a l h e S I I[ In , m a tion a l ( ,,n le rc n t.e , ,n S p e',k lc 'Nu g 2 

k  
2 3 ,

pr"'-'s ri- a i [ g,,("a The paptri prni al icr nr.: ~r,i. Sugrf d in ~ multancouslv acquired counterparts Complex deconvolution.
I'W ,,4* n tDirg ('A iiThe pipcr presenicd htir,' wrwr, r. felrei) in
Spi Pr,itr ,hi n, c .,,i S56 a quotient in Fourier space, normally introduces spurious

'Of IH I ',!P. ! 'h, f)piI al sinirn,-niaatn t neineers effects associated with the presence of small numbers (or

1.n ,.er, ,ent is '"thnr,.d to retrduc- A, i1 thls report.712 OP AL ENGINEERING June 1986 Vol 25 No 6 P 4 | I l for urther reproductiol by others l) j, I I obtained from

the .. oyrI ht owner.
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DIFFERENTIAL SPECKLE IMAGING WITH THE COPHASED MU, I'l r i'

/eo% in the denoiiinator Yo avoid this, each coniplex
quot ient is wecighted h Ilie refe rence po%%er spectrum and
sumnned ox er a aree [lumber of f'ramies. The dcifflerent jal

* mnae ot the obtect in the line emission Aith respect to it',
appearance in the nearb\ continuum is, represented bN thce
exkpression

C(.%

%Ohere N is the ensemble ot l)SI specklcgrai pairs, h Pi , Ii
the Fourier transforim of the "line" speck legrain. and olu,% I Is
thie Fourier transform of the "'continuum"' speekiegrani.

Since the reference pow er spectrum I weights) Ic(ti .v )
e U.s. i 0i. I, %%here d cenotes the corople conjugate,. this

6C-,pression tnda he re wrlttenl as

__ U) iU.\Fig. 1. Differential image of Gamma Orionis

F hus. thie reduction process involves calculating the summed
cro,,\ spectra between the twko speck legrams and the summed
power spectra in the continuum. Since power spectra contain
a noise bias that is nonzero at all spatial f'requencies, the
denomrinator is nev.er zero. In theory. the true object intensitv
distribution in the line is, derived bx convolving the differen-
tial mna~e wAith a predetermined object intenisit\ distribution at

* the refecrence wxavelength.

3. INITIAL RESLTS

A~t the FIrs w.avehand the 6.86 mi etffective aperture ot the
cophased %1%11 corresponds to a DSI dliffraction limit of'
about 12 nrilliarcsec Thus. Alpha Orionis. which most
mecasuremients show, to have an effective continuum dian eter

S of about 50) milliarcsec. is quite easily resolved by the MMT.
* Figure I shows a differential image of the point source

Ciamima O)rionis obtained using 1000 specklegram pairs
Since it maN be assumed that the star is, unresolved at both the Fig. 2. Differential iryaqe of A'pha Orionis
11lw and nearbs continuum wkavebands. Eq. (2) becomes
equms alent to unity Aithin the limits that the spatial frequen-

* cics u and v are 'defined (I e. . up to the diffraction limit)I
* thus, th,- differential image of Gammra Orionis is essenitially seemn)Id roe. Ii- v

* the (inx rse I F-ourier transf'orm of a cylindrical (top-hatl lime- l'ie[Ire 2'li't :.
'0- Aitb rad i u, equal to the frequency cutoff iof the telescope tairieLd ioi

[he re-~ult is therefore a linc f-uncti on IJIr) rj whose hialf- poorer. Ce'.eih
power width is, expected to be about (1.61 A I) radian-. or baiidlpi- ii-c.e~

* hi ut 12 mill ares ec for the 6.86 rn ap:crture of- the M MT at per spcll k'-!-i1 I r..k~

(ie Hot Adoand, This. appears to suggest that the ef-fective Furtherc- ;iJeeii~ I..,~ ', I.' - 1< i
resolution of a differential image is twice that 1211 milliarcsec 1,1E uiilfu (bot iii'i.

of .i conventional image. Hlowever, analysis shows that the lbho ' Elil 1.1L1 ' e
resolution poiwer I(the ahilIits' to distinguish two close objeelsl of sll tritii l I2.kel i
is, nio actualls enhanced. The image scale in Fig. I is, equal to little (,\idlh. e 1I1
iout 5 2 nmilliareseC per pi)xel, and hence the hal f-powver sCr el % i C k I e I A

wAidth (about I pixel,,) agrees w'ell with the expected result I liese )III w,.e i * ..
I he nonunitormitv of the first secondary maximum suggests rcsofliuior ,I Ill \1\1 I I p .

that there wAas probably less than perfect optical coherence uiipIIIeiL11.1h'0 ii i ," '\1 I I .
betweetn the six constituent mirrors otf the M MT. A region of a le-t nite
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4. UNDERSTANDING DIFFERENTIAL IMAGES

A differential image is not an image in the conventional
sense. Consider the case in which the source has a far more

. complex structure in the line emission than in the reference o

,' waveband. This is expected for the extended atmosphere of x 41

Alpha Orionis seen in Ha with respect to the stellar disk seen
in the nearby continuum. An image of the structure seen in the
line emission could be recovered by convolving the differcn- 2.

tial line emission image by a (predetermined) reference con- .

tinuum image. Negativities contained in the differential -

image preserve high frequency information in such a con- 0, 0 0--

volution. Cycles /milliarcsec

An expression for the diffeiential image must contain a Jinc
6 function term to which it is reduced when the line and refer- 0

ence object intensity distributions are equivalent to delta func-
tions (i.e., a point source). This suggests the relationship

D(x.y) * O,(x.y) = O0 (xy) * J(xy) (3)

where D(x.y) is the differential image, O(x,y) is the object
intensity distribution in the continuum, Oh(x.y) is the object -

intensity distribution in the line, J(x,y) is a Jinc function (see
text above), and * denotes convolution. 0

A detailed analysis of the reduction technique has revealed -

that the weighted deconvolution quotient in Eq. (2) contains a (b) 0 02 04. 0

* form of inherent Wiener-type filter that suppresses the signal Cycles/milliarcsec
at high spatial frequencies. The power spectra in the denom- Fig. 3. Debiasing process as applied to the Alpha Orionis data. (a)
inator contain a noise bias term whereas the cross spectra in Power spectrum and best-fit Gaussian. (b) Estimated Wiener-type

the numerator are bias free. In addition, both summations filter.
contain a multiplicative term that is equal to the Fourier
transform of the detector single photon point spread function function was equivalent to a Gaussian. Hence. dehiasine in-
(the detector function). Thus, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as volved subtraction of a Gausian model fitted to the data at

spatial frequencies greater than the telescope cutoff fre-
""XSg(u.v) EXS quency.'
r'- N Nuny

FrlD(x.v)l = - (4) Figure 3 illustrates the debiasing process as pcrformed for

'-(PS + 5)g(uv) X(PS + n) the Alpha Orionis data. Figure 3(a) shows the radially aver-
N N aged profiles of the summed continuum power spectra anti a

Gaussian fitted above the cutoff frequency f, The filter
where XS and PS are the noise-bias-free spectra, g(uv) is the wc(u,v) is obtained by dividing their difference (i.e.. the
detector function, and fi is the mean number of photon events debiased power spectra) by the original power spectra [from
per frame. Equation (4) can then be separated into a "noise- Eq. (6)] and is shown in Fig. 3(b). The spurious large but
bias-free" differential image and a "filter" term: meaningless signal at high (f > f,) frequencies is an inevitable

consequence of division by small numbers. Note that the form
of the filter is what we might expect from a resolved object

* XXS (producing a central broad spike of low spatial frequencies)
, FTID(x.v) - N w,(uv). (5) that also contains unresolved features on or around the stellar

"PS disk (signal exists out to the telescope cutoff). The bias-free
-. N differential image is then obtained by dividing the cross spec-

wheretra by the debiased power spectra. This quotient also contains.', where
spurious signal due to small number division at large frequen-

IPS cies. and therefore it is multiplied by a cosine-bell apodizing
Wuv) N(6) function (radius equal to f,) before inverse Fourier transfor-j ) - (6) mation.

.P ~ N In conclusion, for real detectors and finite photon statistics

N N
-, Eq. (3) should be reexpressed as

The wiu.v) is of the form of a Wiener-type filter such that
signals at high spatial frequency below the diffraction limit D(xy) * O,)x.y) Ohx.y) * Jx,y * W . 1
are suppressed as the (frequency-independent) noise term be-
comes significant compared to the power-spectrum signal. where W,(x.y) is the Fourier transform of the filter wj(u,v).

To prevent this inherent filtering effect, the bias must be
removed from the summed power spectra in the denominator
of Eq. (4). To achieve this. it was assumed that the detector Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the differential images of Alpha
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Use of the Coherent MMT for Diffraction Limited Imaginq

.7.C. Hebden, F. h . ieoe
z tewa rd N)lserva tory, n i versi ty of Ar i /o a, Tucson, A; 85721

and ,l.m.Pockers

NOA0, '150 N. Therry Ave., Tucson, A;' ,WI}2

Abstract

All six 'iMT telescopes can now be optically cophased simultaneously over i wide field
ot view vielding coherent coverage of the complete Fourier transform plane correspondini
to that of a puril-masked telescope of 6.H6m aperture. (pen-loop phasing control
compensates for flexure-induced path-length changes due to variable gravitational
loading as a function of elevation. The system has been used to produce diffraction
limited images and differential images of Alpha Orionis usino narrow-hand (l.24 ) filters
centered both on Hydro en-alpha and on a similar bandpass out of the absorption line.
Corresponding wide (_-NA) and narrow-hand images of Camma and Fpsilon Orionis show the
expected result for unresolved sources at the diffraction limited resolution of the
tully-phased MMT.

Introduction

Although designed primarily as a large light-collecting telescope, recent experiments
have shown that the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) may be conveniently operated in a
phased array configuration1. Whereas the six constituent mirrors have an effective
collecting area equivalent to that of a single mirror of diameter 4.45m, they can be
used to achieve a resolution equal to that obtainable with a single 6.86m mirror.
Cophasing of the six beams, as discussed briefly in the following section, is achieved
using a wedge prism assembly. Since cophasino experiments were first attempted with the
"." 7 it was observed that phasing of the telescope was highly dependent on the sky
elevation and, to a much lesser degree, on the temperature of the MMT structure. Recent
experiments, which have included compensation for the elevation dependency, have shown
that we are now able to achieve a fully-phased mode quickly and efficiently. The
telescope is stable in this configuration for sufficiently long periods of time, even at
relatively large observing bandpasses, such that astronomical images 't the full six-
mirror diffraction limit may be obtained.

Cophasing the MMT

A full description of the various cophasing modes of the M iT, at infrared,
submillireter and optical wavelengths, is given by liege et all. Por the speckle
interferometric experiments described here cophasinq was achieved by adjusting pairs of

* glass wedges inserted in each of the six beams at positions located hetween the tertiaIry
*mirrors and the beam combiner which directs them to their common focal point. By

translating one of the two complementary wedges with respect to the other the effective
path length incurred by the beam arriving at the focal point may be adjusted. In
practice, five of the beams are cophased with respect to th? sixth, conventionally
chosen to be that corresponding to mirror A (the six mirrors are labelled A through F).
Each cophased pair of mirrors produces a series of fringes in the focal plane. The
cophase condition is detected by visual examination of the video specklegrams produced

v tv e intensified video speckle camera 2 , i.e. we look for the appearance of fringes.
The contrast of the fringes decreases with increasing bandwidth but a large bandwidth

,-" 'typically £('P,.) is nevertheless required in Qrder to produce few enough fringes such
that the center of their distribution may be positioned precisely on the center of the
observed specklegram. The prisms are stepped in intervals corresponding to a path length

* change of 0.18 microns which, as the table shown below indicates, is significantly
smaller than the coherence lengths of the optical filters we have implemented both for
)oservation and cophasing purposes.

Filter Coherence length

,6563A/1.2 3589 microns
850ox/10A 73 microns
520O4/104A 27 microns
604O/604A 6 microns (cophasinQ only)

Table 1. Optical filters and their coherence lengths
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The effect of telescope tilt on the cophase condition is automatically compensated
for by assuming a quadratic fit between the prism-pair position and the elevation angle.
The quadratic parameters are obtained experimentally at the start of each observing run
and thereafter are used to enable the MMT computer to make suitable adjustments to the

* prisms durini the observation of a given object. The calibration consists of observing a
number of stars, say six, at various elevations between ahout 30 and HO degrees, and
obtaining the prism-pair settings (in 0.18 micron step units) at which fringes were
observed to cross the video specklegram. The same stars are observed several times as
they move over the sky so that i wide range of elevation an~jle is sampled sufficiently
f inelIy. Trhe stars are observe-d in order of decreasinq or- increasino~ elevation,
repeatedly up and down, thus any hysteresis involved can be e va 1 ua ted.

Finure I a-e) shows the chanq3e in optical path length as a function of elevation
* ~btained for the inirror pairs A-,A-C, A-b, A-F and A-F. The observa tions were made on

2 4t h lanusr:y 1l18( . Two different symbols have been used in order to indicate
measurements taken durinqj increasing (+) or decreasing (x) elevation. Also shown are the
h est-fit lea.st-s~iuar,_. quadratic curves. The standard error calculated between the data
points and the best-fit curves is iiv'en in Table 2.
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"11rrcr pair Standar,, error

A P 4,A4 microns

A - C 12.6 microns
A - ,l 7.88 microns
A - F 7.43 microns

A - F 11.2 microns

!' ,h le 2. Standard error between cophasing condition evaluations
and a best-tit least-squares quadratic curve.

It is evident tror Tables 1 an 2 that whereas the error involved in usinq a sin ile
-uadratic f,;nction in order to predict the required ad'ustent in phasinq condition

' . durin,, chanie in elevation angle would he significant for observations usinq a very ide
haniwidth filter, the error involved for ot-ervations made using our narrow hydrogen-
alpha (tht3,') emission line filter is neiligible. 'he smrall amount ot hysteresis
apparent in some of the data shotn in figure 1 will therefore not inhirit adequate phase
Scompensation for our applications.

Though this experiment was repeated at the beginnin. of each of our four niqhts of
observation .)4th - 27th January, we found that the curves we obtained on the very first
niu ht were more than adequate for observations on all subseluent nights. We noted that
not only was the co-pensation sufficient to allow observation at a lPC bandpass of a
riiven object for ten or so minutes without significant loss ot coherence (i.e. loss of

. fringes), 'ut also it permitted us to jump between two objects of reasonably distant
elevation (20 degrees, say) without loss of coherence at similar bandpasses. Typically
the curves vary sionificantly between different observing runs, particularly if the
telescope has been reconfigured in the intervening time (i.e. exchange of pr1mary
m iirrors).

The seeing durin0j our most recent observing run at the S, M T in January 198r. was
typically around 1.5 arcseconds throughout. During such conditions we have found that
cophasing of the telescope, which is as yet only possible by visual inspection, is a
reasonably fast and reliable process. However it has been our experience in the past
that the seeing can be so poor that cophasing is quite impossible. Such conditions
occured in June 1985 when we found that the atmospheric correlation time was very much
shorter than our shortest frame exposure time.

Shortly before our observing run in November 1985 one of the six constituent mirrors
of the MMT was replaced with a spare while the original was re-aluminized. Unfortunately
the focal length of the replacement had not been specified sufficiently accurately and
.e were unable to cophase it with any of the other five mirrors within the limits set by
the wedge prisms in their original configuration. The point-source results obtained from
these observations demonstrate a significantly different distribution to that obtained
for six mirrors, as shown in a later section. The spare mirror was itself replaced by
the original before the run in January 1986 and we experienced no further problems.

Observa tions

% The results presented here have been obtained as part of an ongoina investigation of
the resolved disks and extended atmospheres of giant and supergiant stars at the full
diffraction-limited resolution of the MMT. In particular, considerable study is being
made of the appearance of the M-type supergiant Alpha Orionis and its surrounding
envelope in the hydrogen-alpha line. Throughout these investigations we have found it
very useful, mainly for diagnostic purposes, to intersperse our supergiant observations

% with similarly acquired data for unresolvable sources. Gamma and Epsilon Orionis have
frequently been observed in conjunction with Alpha Orionis for example. It is these
point source" results we particularly wish to present here, and to show that they are
indeed diffraction limited in that they conform to theoretical predictions for the
coherent PMT configuration.

Corhased MMT observations of Alpha Orionis were first made in December 1983. The
preliminary results were presented at the SPIE "International conference on speckle" in
August 1985 following a long period of technique validation. Further observations were
made in ?.ovember 19F5 and January 1986, and more shall be attempted shortly in February
1ob6. V;e have deliberately chosen such short periods between our most recent
observations in order to study the temporal evolution of the supergiant. Several past
observations have indicated the presence of temporally variant (on the timescale of
'onths small-scale structure (at the diffraction limited resolution of the MMT) within
the stellar disk

4 .

Poth Differential Speckle Interferometry (DSI) and Weighted Shift-and-Add (.ISA)
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Figure 3 shows the differential image of another point source, [psi]on Orionis,
obtained using another 1000 N-alpha/continuum specklegram pairs in November 1'. The

signal-to-noise is significantly worse mainly due to the much poorer seeino conditions

experienced during the latter observations. Specklegram pairs have also bhen obtained at

large bandwidths in order to study the precise form of the point source differential
% ' image. For such experiments each of the two simultaneously acquired specklegrams are

recorded at exactly the same wavelength. Fig re 4 shows such an irraqe achieved usinq

120 8 specklegram pairs obtained at 5200/100 in November P '-. Note that the decrease

in wavelength has resulted in the expected corresponding decrease in imaqe size. In fact

this result represents the highest resolution imaqe of this kind ever achieved at

. optical wavelengths.

100 I~

- 100 msa
*a'

Figure 4. A differential image of Pigure 1). A differential image of
Gamma Orionis ( 52004) November Alpha Orionis ( 65(o3 %.oveirber
lIc85. 1985.

100 msa
100 msa

"I-)

Figure 6. A WSA image of Gamma Figure 7. A WSA image of Gamma
Orionis (6563A); December 1983. Orionis (6563A): November 1985.
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IMAGES OF THE ENVELOPE OF ALPHA ORIONIS

Jeremy C. Hebden, E. Keith Hege, and Andreas Eckart

Steward Observatory
University of Arizona
Tucson

-AZ 85721, USA

ABSTRACT. Two images have been obtained, from observations made almost
two years apart, of the H-alpha chromospheric envelope of Alpha Orionis
at the diffraction limited resolution of the co-phased Multiple Mirror
Telescope. Significant emission out to a distance of several stellar
radii above the photosphere is observed.

a.;: 1. INTRODUCTION

Several recent attempts have been made to design theoretical models for
S' the extended atmosphere of the M type supergiant Alpha Orionis. However,

the heights and thicknesses of the chromosphere within a few stellar
radii of the star, in the region where the outward flow of matter is
accelerated, has been relatively unknown. The H-alpha absorption line
provides a valuable diagnostic since it is expected to be formed in this
region. Using a narrow (1.2A) H-alpha kilter, and the fully-phased six-
mirror Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) , images were obtained of the H-
alpha chromosphere of Alpha Orionis at the greatest resolution available
for imaging at optical wavelengths.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Differential Speckle Interferometry (DSI) observations were made using

* the fully-phased MMT (Hege et al. 1985) on 1983 December 16/17, and
again on 1985 November 2/4. The observational and data reduction
procedures are d scussed in detail by Hebden et al. (1986) and Hebden,
Hege, and Beckers (1986). In order to extract images of the supergiant
in the H-alpha line, the DSI imaging technique requires a reconstruction
of the star's image in an adjacent continuum bandpass. A well defined

photospheric radius, R*, was found of 17 milli-arcseconds (mas) to 23
mas, dependent on the limb-darkening assumed.

I The Multiple Mirror Telescope Observatory is a joint facility of the
Smithsonian Institution and the University of Arizona.
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3. IMAGES OF THE H-ALPHA ENVELOPE

The images of the H-alpha envelope of Alpha Orionis for the 1983
December and 1985 November observations are shown in figure 1. The
contours are plotted at intervals of approximately five percent.

%N

%,.

20ma

1983 1985

S Figure 1. Images of the H-alpha envelope of Alpha Orionis

An intensity greater than one percent of maximum is detectable out to a
radius of about 95 mas, or 4.5 stellar radii. Both images exhibit a
small degree of asymmetry, corresponding to a position angle of about
280 ° . The absence of a distinct photospheric limb suggests that the

optical depth in H-alpha is probably very large. The radial profiles of
the images exhibit a remarkable agreement with a Gaussian-like
distribution, with intensity falling to Io/e at 2R* and jo/ 10 at 3R*.
The size of the observed H-alpha envelope of Alpha Orionis appears to
conform to estimates of the chromospheric radius obtained from radio
observations (Altenhoff, Oster, and Wendker 1979; Newell and Hjellming

1982), and to the theoretical model of Hartmann and Avrett (1984). A
quantitative comparison of our results and this theoretical model is
described by Hebden, Eckart, and Hege (1987).

This work has been supported in part by the NSF (grant AST-8412206).
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Multiple mirror telescope as a phased array telescope

E. Keith Hege, J. M. Beckers, P. A. Strittr-natter, and D. W. McCarthy
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translation of bean coniiner in t o ,rth.g.. nil dircli,,, Th1i-
686 cm allows phasing ily" for up lto three tIh vi.tlpivs. . by is rit1/ ill Ilh

_,lheam two tolnplinenlary wedgts and Iranait.ing ,I(. wk ill ro-tI
to the other; D, ).\ separating the six reflecting lrtaie il lhe hw1ii
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Fig. 1. Lower left: cross section ot the MMT entrance aperture
(vertical in figure is vertical on the sky), Central figure: coverage
in the Fourier transform plane. or (U ,0 plane, at a 500-nm wavelength

ifthe six telescopes are phased. III. Cophasing the MMT

The MMT has been used at optical (0.4-0.8-pm), IR
(5-mm), and submillimeter (870-pm) wavelength regions

0o cycles/arc sec as an interferometer or phased telescope. In Fig. 3 we
show schematically how the relative path lengths are
adjusted in the various experiments.

For submillimeter experiments the phasing is ac-
- - complishc A by longitudinal translation (i.e, focusing)

of the MMT secondary mirrors (mode A). Since the
'/ " ' '- -, Rayleigh focal range for the prime focus, 4Xf2 (primary),

1 00 cycles/arc sec equals 25 mm at X = 870 pm, the change in focusing for
U the ±2-mm secondary mirror adjustment needed for

cophasing is insignificant so that the phase sensing is
readily accomplished by peaking up the central inten-
sity of an image of a point source. Ulich et at.:' showed
the measured and calculated intensity distribution of
Saturn to be in good agreement. More recently, Schulz
et al. 4 carried out further successful measurements with
angular resolution of 25 of arc at 870 #pm, which are ex-

,, ,- pected to yield important new scientific results. This
resolution compares favorably with the best resolution
obtained with any single-dish radio telescope at any
wavelength.

J 0 For infrared experiments the telescope path lengths
Fig. 2. As Fig. 1 but when only using two (or three) beams. are adjusted by translation ot the beam combiner (mode

B). This was done only for two telescopes ' so that the
MMT worked as a two-element interferometer causing
fringes across the stellar image when inphase. The

* with three mirrors, also shown in Fig. 2, can be used that cophased condition was sensed by detection of the white
way either by using different triads of telescopes or by light fringe by eye in the optical region. This (oin(ides
having its projection rotate across the sky, which is with the phased condititn in the li as well because of
possible because of the altazimuth mount. In contrast the all-reflecting system. (The wedges used for mode
t(o the interferometer mode shown in Fig. 2, we will refer C are normally not used for IR work.)
to a device with a u,c() plane as shown in Fig. 1 as a In the optical experiments the path lengths have been

J phased telescope. We report here experiments using adjusted by focusing of the secondaries (mode A).
*the MMT as an interferometer (Fig. 2) and as a phased translation of'the beam combiner (mode B), and relat ive

telescope I Fig. I ). adjustment of pairs ttl'glass wedges (imode ( '1. feckers
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Irs-sir hit, upe~ip- cdri~i ;tsiaol-iv NINIT uhtiiik~ Tlhe sastuial Finrge
~iit ri-i i ill di i-( ,r-,t i- i i t I .s i i-r Li1i rei,, siiils i" I, itiI g~reaster t hall

i-se't- ll Is' Ii silt Illiditi oitsl . ;III,(.s it % ills-s lag Ceffe ts.
an- sin rts-sritit ri It-irthins hli-, rinst iii- rr-Iiriisn rime set liv thle

ct al/.' used I i', Rfdicf r rild at shearing interferom-
eter to i)(ht aj it utrI ereusI's' het veell wI% it adjacent telIe-
scospe pup1ils. Frin ure>. see n i low cositrast due to in -
appropriate 'sdsret irdiit. cross t he iivserlapping pu-

*pils segm'elt s hi% wi ii Fig,. -I. The >ecssndarv focuising
mist iias ciiild he tsed 'i(sir juittsitg it this experiment

a> well since thIe inrerlerewIi-- occurs it the pupil plane
and is thus quitei-ul 'e to witl -iit'-ls- effects (the
presen~t c spia~in, -~ ,cnmusitl eng available at that
t ime I. I )eteit ion( si te I- (,phase cmiidit ioni was done
'sisiall's dire( tIv ;irs Isv rrtssitoriltg t he TLV image ( Fig.

For ci-iitett isaal peisckhe itterlerintt rv it the image
planc. th ltch'.ssit pit 1 liiigt h> arc ;)dijii'-ttd I mode C'I

Figure 5 oi N it'; a >t-s-k1-litig I stI'i-kiegramt so oF)-

tjiited xithI tooi i is-s-iw ji' his'siiltt the Superposition F' i. 6,issig-ser Alss-s run s 555si ltrsn-i
ii! t he t wiso -iiii si - elc p-kiIe ts' Is irrisigres, aitd t he itt- s'-Im" t\%is i's-si is-I ..... fit'5' Iti itl I& I-- Its rl, n--it in
terfereie friitis--. rs--ilt in,- I rin t hi' s-sshi nig. Figure fri-ssi-sIIiti., .trs--hs~mn i li.irk' s I- i st ' l mr li -s-- l1i It-. tr

It I hs'ss I i-, s-irr--.t iiit-, il iI laits result afItecr I s-l sit--I~jt r, rii-ni% hi- k-- r, IsI s- 5I hi is i't -- n I

16 csiaildi ng the tsI I, % (.r sI ri i IIframe- suich as Fig.t,5
Vi75 iie -md s, rpetv .he fringe

* i jis-s-pek Ii-> %irs;5 i i,-r 1 ri -- jis it--(sr ill six bueamns.

The sr cpht- vii's'rIdil'm kl'er'-,It-i IYii'iiga lesenltt t resIitllitus'i.tIs \h h's' t'i-i i-' I' i siititt's its'

titso tnr-t rttnsitrsitlsst tr Itn lite frriigie' -un--lug- We' just aIt at ite Is tis -I h ili sistt ai's -'i\implthI noe- titis-rrA 's;itsh ithe t rei-si titis 's idi- is li~ilsi Irssdtjieil It's the a i- sits-It ;Is F.>-ct ied h -tis-st itI. '[hi-it ;ll -i\ sciirs' sirs'
itt-ifw isi 'siIs-is.pc 't-skle. isittrsi' \h-rt siphasing the issisitisi it, Isr~oisssIss- t(- (till sitss-ritis- %I1I '-jisskl

Irri Ir fuI-'- I is- x's siist - it i I i '-x j t It It itgths g-rai'- '-us- (,(It a-'sil lIe_..
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4 00 " '' The (laia indicate that (hur algiirithrii could in tfact

V ~detect when t he Ifri nges were (itf-eiit Ier wAithI respt)( I I

1thle sampling posit 11111. For (observation A. the algo(

a 30, it hins f'ind A -1.9 indicat ing a st ringer signli
thle top) than at thle l~ottomi. Ihe sign ot&A tells thet senls(.
is which to make t he correct ion. F ir (iihserva i ii P, ini

- '~1 which the f'ringe erroor was twent% f~rlinges l. 1.b = 2.
w. 200'- indicating a -tronger signal at the hoom. T[he C and

- 1) ohbservat ions showedl similar results. We poit out

-4 that statistics fo r thle 1) obhservat ion (the dimmter star)

4 '00- are similar to t hose fo(r the brighter star. Alt hough at
B2  1, first surprising, this inidicates that the statistics are

S~gni 0oa~n ~ (orl mated by at mospheric effects (seeing) and ityinage

0 I . , inotion (largely induced hYv t elescop ija' mtionl in tis
0 0 0 2 10 3 10 4 10 1 1 experimient and no t by pho t on statistics 1ti r such

FREQUENCY (Cycles/") so 6 h()ject s ( ni < 4). It is Imr experience with i)t her flea-
F I - iIItI- iti '(iahrt, Fuari,'r ntiuliiu t,)r iii unrisked surements' that tis is true for )jects to -m = I it

-T~ir All oppilui NINItF itjrr'r Pair T'he hiti wg'ruiiit and seeing is -I sec of arc). For faiinter objects. t he photon
.i rt,i dtltIw li i tt,,r~ito( ~iit,,1 ,iltiIuit (v iir irini,9 statistics begin tot dominat('. lin these mneasuirenweiits

.tttj'.ti.1I ii ~ritn,.the quantity F 1 sample position) is a mevasure of the

mnean n urnber i)f ci rrelajt d photoins detected per scanl

1) ii ii in we sampled at the three raster positiiins. The at f'ringe f'requencieS. and our rat if l is no rmal ized hY an
- .experimlent Usedl the Fourier t ransformned results to arbit rary (hunt constant) factor.

ci n pare fringe ciont rast statistics fi Ir data s'amipled at O ur ci t rast -detect ing, algiorit hmr uses a linear apl)
the tip) and bo tto m 1 28 Ii ne oft the video raster (the prl xinmation n Iir the noise hias (let erm ined at f'requnen -

*ci at er sample heing redundant. (Atypical polwer cies immned iatelv ahove and beliiw the expected f'ringe
spectrumn priofi le is shiw wl itm Fig. 10. freq uenc -v (see Fig. 10)). TIhe .5-rn i ippi site nirriir fringe

I et t i FgI he the mleasured f'ringe ci t rast fi ir a given spacing is 4.3 lines/f'ringe at T5)) nmn so that t he .5-i bitase

fringe sample, we define an erro r signal E as E F F line is at 128/4.:1 = :W) in the I 28-point t ransfl rin. Thel(
sample at 1)1tl mm i - FI")saniple at top) hi(r a given algorithm then finds thle average intensit 'v at t hise

fringe positioi n. T[his give, an est iniate ()tf how well frequencies and determines a line based (It t ho se av-
centered the f'ringes were o)ver the length iof' the obswi- erages. The line is, theref'ore, a linear estimatolr of the
vatliln see Table 1). T[he fringe error (sixth column) noise hias. The algorithm thenm integrates between the
Is at visual estimate I ±.7 f'ringes) of' hlow far oin average line and signal. A f'ringe ciintrast ratiii is calculated I

the fringes were offt-center f'rom thle raster. i.e.. the integrated signal divided b-v the average value lid the
(listance in numbher (if fringes f'ri m the center of' the niiise hias ). Note that negative cimtrast ratios are
inage ti the regii oIn mf aximium f'ringe contrast. The possible hecause the line miay, actuallv hto an liveresti-

*path errior ciiluin ) visual est inates of the nimhe" iof' mate oft the noise bias: if' a very small signal is preseit,
fringes bY which the maximium contrast has bc.,n iiir (lnt rast may comleout negative hecause the signal

fht Ied )priovides t he pat h li fference cal ibrat ion oft the is sitting below this arbit rary line. '[he relative val ue
phasing errolr. Thus, for observation A, in which the (difference) is nevertheless valid.
fringes were (-enteredl with resp~ect to the seeinlg dist ri - All the data analysis was carried iout (in at Z-M) t with

bitlion, the + 1)) i the fringe erriir ciilumn indicates that a Foirt h float ing-piiint FF1'. Fringe ciint rast data f i
the sample was taken at a posit ion estimated to be ten each f'ringe samp~le (at single pair iif mirriors 6(0) sam

- fringe widths above the c-enter iif the seeing distribution, ples) 11111k a whiipping I.) in in to iiOimpuie. But the
The f'ringe system ciiuld he c'ut -off (center in the sample impiirtant point is that onily- 1) see = 6o) fields/6Uo
windo w clue ti i ei ther poo1 r c-entering iif' the image or fields/sec ( of' dat a wvere used 1'(ir each pair. For Full

*phasing erriirs which offset the f'ringes on the seeing phasing iif' all six mlirrors, five base lines X 2 sample
(list ri but ion. Visual estimates i f'the magnituide of the pairs (at till) and h ittni X 600;t ) FFTls/samlple padir
I ffset ciiuld be made in either case. Fo ur different i mpl' that ain min imu n i i)f 6000)) FF'ls (o r equivalent

'a ~~average plat h length differences were invest igat ed. calculat io ns) will have to1 he e xec(uted within 10) s'c t'r

Table 1. Fringe contrast Sensing Experiments

tFr rr i_,Friit t~tgi P aI I t I S iI %I-.Iit
k str i-ii rro r SNtH irrlr Irrlr iill)t

HIt it ' Iit 1;i
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imII)Iledl b\ X InI Fig. 12 1 an InIIIdeed lie- achieved fo Ir itll
*Figure I11 shows%- the resuilt oft an experiment inl which five relative pathl jlngt h . \\e hajve iii t\et addj~ed

he patth length change hetween the t w(i ext reme ver- thermial ci mi pensa t n in too th is svs tern,. hut plans I' i d"
ical t elesci ipes inl the NIMIT Was ineasireI as, at hunct ion s are tindler waY.

* ut ~(elevat 11)1 change while ml ving the NINIT ki th tip) and
- ~ diiwn. The chanige is ver - repeatahle. and there I." little V. Instrumental Isoplanicity and Coherence

K hysteresis si, that apparent ly t he pat h lengthi change can Considerations
he odeed o prcison t ~ Iit m.Much of the re- IThe telescopev .ophasinig s\ sti .ttst descrihed al w

mnaining variat iiin is dueit to thermal changes inl the (optics uts tot bring t he six prinicipal rays tiget hetr I iphised Ii
sp rtstructure t(0:)SS . the %M Mi quasi( assegraini hwius F'. '[his does no t

Figure 12 shi iws lte path length change 1for anl hour ijdv that I I Ithe rays stay ciiphased when loii)kitg atl
long ,eqkicnce ot( i ihervat ii n~ i sta inl the western a star i l the ax is of'the teescoife Ise, tialt he Image is
hemnisphere. Niost oft' the change, shi wi Ii Fig. 11, is translated iiff the tlsoeaxis). and (2) rays coming
duet- to t he s ,steiniat i elevatimi change. Tlhe remaining from III her piits (Iiit lie telesctipe pupils are ctiph[med
path length c hange iihr at largev part. (ilte tii thermial with their principal rays.
thaniges In the telescope which tcall also) he 1iiideled. It W~e have aiialvzed the MM!'T iuptics"1 (ti shi 1w that lite

appear, fromt Fig. 12 that even wit hit turt her mie tirst condit ion Ili is miet bymaking the anguilar c-(i ii
chanical ini ri'vemeilt. and " ith it ainwle opjenl liI op verging ray geomet ry. apiiac;hinig the tocus. F, mlatch
ml del fu~r the tleatt iwi (-haigi tit path leingth, We cAnl the lierapr elemtr fte telesciipe. Since the
(-intrnil lite pith It-igt h tit .-) wm (ivr -. W miin. Fuirther iiiaxinituii edge-tii-edg( distance (If the six 1 .8 2-11 diaml
tvt-t iire plannieit in hifture whilch woill iicltide a MM'!' inirrlirs equals6 Ii;n IFig. It). and since the Ii-
ntt,%,rk It hiiil~iir lat cis h S.We ilivithial telesciipu' beamisconverge inl F'at //:1 .6. that
mevasured at path leingth ciihaiigv (ftiet, thlermal %aria tieaul that the (overall frat io tdI the MM'!' shouild lie
ins it -Wpil I '.tIhe linear ri'grvi'ssi 'h(,won iii Fig. I 'S.39) t :ttM 31. X LS2/.861. With this f ratio, the
1.,. iiilicat iuig, t iii it will hte iiu'ices.ar\ to iiiitir lithe ,khitv light frinigte trissing t he stijierimpiisel iages It'

,',S ttiiiI writ tIcri, to hl Itir Ithiiit'. an ),1o if)iuiresiilvetl star st~iv , iiiitersd Im thilt linage as thell

Lw lii -I \ lm It pl It l-lig Ii (i lIiiin g pikul tIlu'sciiie is poo ited slight Iv away it friiii t he ,~tar tuie. as

Ii( nhiliL teim-,ili ilil)tlr dil- aini tiril ion '.tages , rat io) froint th lioriginal /9l u-ifiguiratlion oft t he M NIT1
I t hi I I itit til in I liiit rI, Ili ite; ihil I t I r I nirirmnita owprsntl aipl ishu'd bi a 'Iniall I 1-cum 10t.6-ill.

jil -0i1 .iii1 Sl, 'i ill vii I 111111,II ril lienr - i I ilit il Ileit,% Iih raiiiiig Ii) thi' tertarto irri Irs and at small adjust ment

Ililr I rt t-. it I..t ill v erniii-ll It rtiight tllr%%.ird l rlisis lThe s-'iiid ioutit It ifI2)1 als(i ;alvt edtb li eckers it
I I fill11 li i itli t A iI I 11 ,1 I, oI i mt ro I] t( I In i i ( i q~ m~ nia. g fl/ " 1 i ;ilt I lmt it-ally f1t l lii illth I I o ial pilne (, ii single

-1, -1Il\ 1  ileti-rlinmii hl or i-;( It I I i tIit toI reLat i,. It prtet teesop. Thei1 fIt al planets if t lie six heams are.

iiil 1), a I Ii-- (I p'it 1i liugn- t I I ir' chik I .i , t hat Ahii i liilwAvIt. t IIt led "wItI It resiii-t I inc1 o mit her soI hat t he

i-I (11111,t Il. iii It oflt-e(- lI]%( , iir-' ;mid let tit corn gVies to, theivc a tiehsciie axisl (levNites trim the Ii

rjlt i 4r .IIIlii-t t it oi ti1 , Illrro--j)(I flttil % hr I hia iget' liiit ilil itlpanslvJ' ,*. long as, h' thtits
%fII 1 111 Tli it-Ill i- 111,%11w i f-imin esd. nt tI( II( bflt e wssitlit plaits's Is les tfai the lavlsigh focal rungs'

Irri-I n I I I itr\ 1-- Il I ji w. i i t(: i i t1 it c' that t lit 1i Irri-t IIf 'I), I I A tIr Ir I ii iii at ol int 1111 a i f Ill11 iinat '10 utino tit
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F, it F2 II d Io l )Ltn sliII 11 e IcIv 'p - !("1

S'F Ts--- ftr idi tte(sciops. /'s at tll tilt i-it. if the itrin, iliti rat\ ttr in 'i~i

iniage. AI and 11 arre ft.{-iil pints ilt til re-nter muid vdgv,. rie,p.,- 1 1% c
A - inl a see'ing limtited 44 xi s il rrag'

geomet rv in the image plane mlust b)(' mapped into the
F1  - Fil linear aperture geomet rv.

The same conditionhatopeev itnlte
A . A *- oerall geometry tdftthe NINMI' aperture htit alsoi the

F I 1,1),ni~li,- t. a olih Ili \V[i [r 1tIisiite I atnd pitilit-to-poit geometr ats well, W~e have analvied the(
* I I'AIn, at -p1r,itiLm.rI nt-rr 'I d . , ;-'It-n- detailed eftects itt thle tilted focal planes on the noon-

m,1-"ii h it-ipi rat\, iiki- principal ray" s. ('onditioin (2) is met exactly fuir thet
Iih, -tt i~ ,Ir It, .t-t~ A. principal rays Sfir bolth otn -axis and ott -ax is tili. W v

-ITis--', ,i~'-ti-t~e I niii- ittcan show\, that condition (21 is also met with sufficient
p~recisiotn to(r rionprincijial rays by referring to) Fig. 1v5

Figure 1 5 sho ws an itt axis ft ial -planle analysis of a
thas, (lit terenrce, between the central and edge rays illt seeing- Iinit ed image. S = seeing diameter. A4 is t he
he pupil equalses than at quarterwave. Tlhis co(rre- principal ra\ at tile' (ent er oft hi' seeing dIist rihbut in, arid

ijwnts tol aI dinreter i,,t thel inst rimriental iso)planatic 13 is at raty at the edgve. BA --S 2. Subsc'ript s I anrd de
field ti %it." it 16 v.sc lot arc atl -)M ni alnd. inl IR l{. It moiite ray, s f'ri ri t wo t elesci ipes ci ivergi ng Ii their re

* 'e( it arc t A -m"l (h)er thelt- (-cailled atimospheric sped ive focal planes. ( learly thle colphasing condit ion
iplanat ic patch at .-)o ilint ec (et4 arc), thle iaxi I II will assure that the path lengths tor all wavelengths

noiun phafe ditterent I s\ 10) much less than th(, are equal at 1'. (The white-light fringe is, centered.'
ilittereni-es itriit,ued by, the aitmosphere and by- tit her The o)ff' axis p~rincipal ratys A Iand A . wich suiperin-
telestip j'Inmpertect iris. (p that the f ,-aI jplarie tilts have pttse Ii t he detetor IlK-al lilarie at A, are Iprilerl * phase
I negligible eftfet oin tphalsing. If desired, hitwever. cttiiperisated Iwvhite-light t'ringe also (-entered) it thle

*these t Its, can lie renittvedl by. ti ir exaniple. the scheme getnet nic (-(il nit iin 12) Is sat Ist ied. It remains u)nl\ tio
dlesc-ribed by \lc( arth hvit al Ili practice this is nit inrvest igat e thel eftfect s dIit' I(, the phase errors tttr the
necessilrv- Bt prits'rc(himtie it the ft K-al plane tilt angle. iiiprincipal rays with in the seeing (list rilutit in. TIhe
I the internal iftt-aixis, phase difference induiced by th Ile p at h lerigi h errir at thell edge oftI he seeing i sk is Ali =

1t:"ed ft .t I plan[it- (.tn le mnade It I til ipensat e exact 1Y -1 hu)It ."I = SIl I.' and,( =' 2 X 10 tii)r I se( it
t he phase, (Ilitt ererite 4itt the it0-ax Is plane woave irit-ideni Ill a- seeing. 'Ihiis Ap =12 nrii.
icruss t hi telesut pe ptiji. Notte that. just as, the internal pathI ditference at A1

Figure 14I iinarizves the irtialvsrs itt ti't dil axis tipared with P' is mati-bed b\ the e-xternal path uhfI-
itindi: t in I I The ii iidit i t which ha, it, Iw net is, that terero-e. il path ditb'ren'rti-u' also, iitnipensated by the
tte piath ditteret- i the cent ral rays, fijr anti ' t axis star external pathI differenci. 'The ()ivl efteit is the dit-

* 11 ideti~t the telv' t-t I", 1)i equls t he- pathl ditferenie v tereni v Iii phase fir thet light 1t differentl wavelengthls
betv e' til rax\ I tillterging to) the ti initin plane, F t rarirnitted(l i aI titiite banulpass t raversing this distance.
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Table It. Speckle Interlerometry of Capella
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REAL -TIME SIGNAL PROCESSING REQUIM94ENTS FOR
DIFFRACTION LIMITED OPTICAL IMAGING

E. Keith He - ,& mid Jul ian C. Christou
Stward Obser vat ory
Univ,'s ity of Artzon.i

Abstract

Diffraction limited opt ical image- ._1 TI,, ho produlucet using large
A grountd--bas#'d astronomical tele:;,u ,':; . This 1:, '11'' , I'.w, VIth convincing
*:. val ikat jon being achieved only in the past ye'r . Th- computat ional
Srtequ t.ment necessatry to imple ment this ,'Zpaib l ty for routine
. o , .'. it iton; aon read challenI, the capac fy of pr,-s,,nt ; u- r-minlcomput ers

Ext-mn;ion largr t'l.seies will requi r, suI,'t.o ,,utr supl)ort from th
Ext kc ntro s p ot fom t[

Introduction

In the present context the term "optical" is used for wavel, ngths
shorter than thosf, for which conventional radio t,-chniques are applicable.

4- The short wavelength optical limit is that at which the atmospheric
correlation time become-s so short that the , calibration problem
becomes infractable. At present the limit is anknown. but appears to be
about 400 nm where the correlation time t is 1 to 10 milliseconds.

Although the promise of astronomica] studies with diffraction limited
- det i 1l came in Labe:yrie's 1970 proposal for speckle interferometry, the

reality of validated diffraction limited astronomical images is a recent
achi-,v.ment. The optical image reconstruction problem is primarily a phase

- calibration problem. The original Labeyrie method yields visibility
"-Q fun ions ampl~tuds!, but all phase information is lost. In tackling the

phase problem, three approachs have evolved: t) blind phase reconstruction
F'-.nup 1978,9 and Bates and Fright 1983) constrained by amplitudes alone,

it phase retention (Knox and Thompson 1974, the original shift-and-add
methods of Lynds, Worden and Harvey 1976 and of Bates et al. 1980, Walker
1981 a phase encoding exponential filter, Bates 1985 zero-and-add, and
Aitken et al. 1985 phase gradient) in which phase information is retained
at each processing step, iii) shearing interferometry in which phases are
measured directly (Roddier and Roddier 1983) and iv) phase self-calibration
methods in which seeing effects are removed without reference to a point-
source calibration (Lohmann et al. 1983 speckle masking triple correlation
method, and Christou et al. 1986a weighted shift-and-add).

9.

'Visiting Astronomer at Kitt Peak National Observatory, operated by
Natioinal Optical Astronomy Observatories under contract to National
Science Foundation.

2 The Multiple Mirror Telescope, also used for some observations reported
here, is a joint facility of the University of Arizona and the Smithsonian
Institution.
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The principal efforts have been at Harvard (Papaliolios et al. 1985
and Nisenson et al. 1985) with the Knox-Thompson algorithm, at Erlangen
(W,igelt et al. 1985) using the triple correlation technique they call
speckle masking, at Nice (Roddier and Roddier 1983) with shearing
interferometry and at Arizona (Hege et al. 1985b) with weighted shift--and
dd and a promising matched filtered extension of that non line.,

deonwlVolution met.hod (Ribak 1986).

Phase reconstruction from amplitudes alone is not unique, even though
Bruck and Sodin (1979) have shown the ambiguity problem to be less sever,
in 2-1 than in l-D. Because of lack of convincing theory of why it should
work and because there has been no quantitative analysis of its robust ness
to measurement noise, Greenaway (1985) notwithstanding, t he phase"-blIind,
approach has not found favor.

Perhaps the best known phase retention algorithim is that of Knox ;ini
Thompson. It is certainly among the best understood theoreti cal ly.
Hlu,-v.er, experience has shown the method to be very sensitive to (let e:tor
systematics - particularly to photon noise bias (Nisenson et al. 1983 andf
Papaliolios et al. 1985) and expecially so if the photon PSF is not -a
d, ta-funct1on (our experience).

Among the most promising approaches are those which are self
,:ali brating. Both the Knox-Thompson and the original shift-and-add methods

r,-luire calibration by independent observations of point source reference:;.
This presents another problem since the seeing statistics, due to the high
variability of optical seeing, may make the calibration data a por matc
to the object data (Christou et al. 1985a). Therefore the recent promis,-
of the triple-correlation method and the matched-filtered, weighted-shift
and-add method is very attractive. Unfortunately, this self-calibration
does not come easy; it requires an increase in computation of up to a,
order of magnitude or more. The triple correlation, for example, increases
th,. 2-D image problem into a 4-D computational problem.

Computational Implications of Recent Results

There are several objects with physically significant resolvabl,.
. structure (other than binary stars) at the limited resolutions achieved,

with 3 to 5 m class filled (conventional) optical apertures.
". Specifically, there is enough to be useful for valildation of optical imag"

reconstruction and self-calibration methodology as well as enough
astrophysics to whet one's appetite for the larger optical apertures

planned for the near future.

The advent of high-quantum efficiency, low-distortion, photon-counting
imaging detectors (e.g. Papaliolios et al. 1985) proved to be crucial to
the implementation of Knox-Thompson methods. On the other hand, experience

iwth shift-and-add methods indicates that such methods are less sensitive
to detector artifacts (Christou et al 1985b). In either case, considerable
post-processing is required to produce the best possible data- and
telescope-I imited images.

Knox-Thompson results are characterized by non-physical negativities

and other ampliltude non-linearities which can be suppressed Ly Fienup

€ Ja2



ion us;ing a well-calibrated visibility function. Recentlyv techniques
tv -(- t roIi ng the effe-cts of variable seeing between object and point

1110: have been developed (Christ ou et al. 1985a) .Greenaway l38
lo I. I~ t hat, given suf ficin hs information, the Fienup met h od

to the physical solution, even in otherwise analytically

'' of* our r-fcen t resiult s ohbt ained us ing sh ift -and -add mect hiods and(
,!f . . r\ -;m - escopo dtarfshwin fiopres I trough 4

a d

656.3 mnr

be

50 rwii

-'--- 00Radius 20 msa

Vi*, Fgr- I1. Azitpithally averaged radial profiles observed for Gamma Orionis
.1 % ArZ" -ompiredi with the computed 3.8m Airy pattern in (a)-(c) and with

similar observations of the resolved star Alpha Orionis in (d)-(f) for
three wavelengths.
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" Figure 2 shows the expected statistical improvement proportional to

square-root of number of photons observed (until limited by known detector
systematics).
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ShIft- and-add results contain the telescope point spread function.

1 0rint source observations are required to calibrate the observing be n

his ra:;,., CL1AN or Maximum Entropy, as used in radio imaging, produce good

result:;

The good se-ing calibration (sky background is flat) and diffraction

limited PSF (Airy responses are seen in both figs. 1 and 2. Figure 3 shows

1q,:ulitative agreement of the H-alpha and Call (8542) radial image profile

with that predictod by Hartmann and Avrett (1984) assuming a flux of AIfv~n

wavos sufficient to drive an outflow of 10-6 solar mass per year and using

-.ooctroi densities from radio measurements. We see significant deviations

at about 3-1 stellar radii which could be evidence of increased outflow of

matter at an earlier epoch. This may relate to variations in visibility

profiles which Roddier et al. (1986) have shown to relate to fluctuations

in photometric intensity and which can be interpreted as signifying a

variability in mass outflow.

o 0

* Call Model
-1- Ha Model -1X8542

,o

-3 --

-4
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

z=r/R. z= r/R.

* Figure 3. Observed radial profiles of Alpha Orionis compared to models

computed by Hartmann and Avrett (convolved to resolution of observation).

Observations at all bandpasses showed evidence for excess emission at

4r. about 2R (i.e. at -42msa) which agrees with the 0.'08 dia. 2cm VLA images

reported by Hjellming (1985). Figure 4 shows the residuals of our image

data when limb-darkened stellar disk images (Cheng et. al. 1986) are

subtracted. In all cases excess activity is seen at about 2R*.

n 
5
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Figure 4. Residuals to limb-darkened Alpha Orionis disk profiles.

What are the figures?

Optical image reconstruction is, as it is for radio, Fourier transform
intensive. Unlike radio, however, present optical interferometry
integrates the correlated optical signal (specklegram) in an image plane
detector. The bandwidth driver in the optical case is the short O(lO-2)s

atmospheric correlation time t. The number of specklegrams required is the
total integration time T, typically O(103 )s, divided by the correlation
time t: N = T/t = 0(105). At minimum, the seeing distribution must be
Nyquist sampled at the optical diffraction limit. This sets the maximum
detector pixel scale d. At maximum the field of view P extends to the
isoplanatic limit. For this argument, both are order of magnitude 1 arc-
second (minimum). At 400 nm for a 5m class telescope, the number of pixels

S per specklegram n = (P / d)2 = (I / .01)2 = 104. Each specklegram must be
Fourier transformed #ft times. For calibration of detector response and
other preprocessing there are #fp additional floating point operations to
be performed. An estimate of the total number of operations to be
performed can be given as

, #Ops = N { #ft n log(n) + #fp n}.

For this estimate, which is intended as only an order of magnitude
estimate, neglect the additive term and assume #ft = 0(i).

#Ops : O(N n log(n)}

#Ops = 0(105 104 loglO 4 ) = 0(1010)

6
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*Since this is for a real-time integration of l0s, the real-time processing
bandwidth implied is O(l0)Mlz just for the primary reductions.

Post.processing using e.g. the Fienup method involves O(103) iterations
each with 2 Fourier transforms. This is a modest overhead, about I%, by
comparison. Other postprocessing methods require order of magnitude
equivalent computation. For optical interferometric imaging, the
processing overburden is in the primary amplitude and phase integrations.

This is already a significant demand on our Data General MVl0000
superminicomputer. Typically, the primary processing expands 0(30)X over
telescope aperture time. Thus, we can reduce completely only 0(3)
nights/year of data, assuming dedicated use of that machine. We do not
have dedicated use: we share the system with 0(100) users'.

S,-lf-calibrat-jn implies orders of magnitude more computation. The
triple correlation

{i(x) i(x + s)) * i(x),

which Weigelt (1977) calls "speckle masking", is a Fourier transform
(correlation) on the 2-D space x for every shift s which spans the same 2-D
space as x, a 4-D problem. In recent publications, Weigelt et al. (1983),

* Lohmann et al. (1983), Bartlett et al. (1984) and Wirnitzer (1985) have
- refined and validated this imaging technique. This method requires the
r computation of the bi-spectrum (Fourier transform of triple correlation)

for each spec:klegrain. The bi-spectrum is

B(p,q) = 1(p) 1(q) I(-p-q)

where I(f) is the Fourier transform of the spgcklegram i(x) at spatial
frequency f. Redundant information (symmetries) in the bi-spectrum for the
one dimensional case (Bartlett et al.) requires that only r2 116 floating
point operations (multiplicative) are required for each specklegram (r
no. of elements in the I-D array). Expanding this to two dimensioinal
arrays, this then implies 0(r2/16) 2 "flops" will be required for each
specklegram, assuming similar symmetries. Note that r2 = n = (P/d)2 and
that this does not allow for oversampling of the diffraction limit (as is
usual for good detector/aperture calibration). A reasonable estimate is

*Ops = 0(n/16)2 log(n) per frame

which implies

#Ops = 105 106 loglO4 = 0(1012),

or O(l)GHz Ops for real-time realization, which clearly approaches
supercomputer capabilities.

The matched-filtered weighted shift-and-add does not make such great
computational demands. It is an iterative procedure which may take 0(10)
iterations to converge so that the existing modest problem is 0(IOO)MHz,
computed as above.

7
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These have been very conservative estimates. We have recently begun

to use the cophased Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) for diffraction limited

imaging (Ifege et al 1985a). A more realistic calculation at N4T resolution

(d = .005 arcsec) over the isoplanatic (patch P 
= 2 arcsec) requires n =

O(10s) pixels, another order of magnitude increase. This easily gets us to

100MIlz to keep up with aperture integration time, considering 91y

conventional approaches. Self-calibration techniques require another factor

of 10 to 100, or more, depending upon method.

Differential Speckle Imaging (Beckers 1982, Hebden et al. 1985) is a

self-calibrating technique in which specklegrams obtained simultaneously in

a single detector field are compared to reveal image differences. A

significant elongation within the diameter of the stellar disk as well as

evidence for H-alpha emissions extending to -lOOmsa is seen in fig. 5.

N

_E

50 msa

Figure 5. Differential images of Alpha Orionis obtained at two different

* paralactic angles compared to similar result for unresolved (PSF = 15msa)

Gamma Orionis.

Our results (figs. 1-4) were presented to demonstrate the state of the

art of red supergiant imaging using optical imaging and (fig. 5) optical

aperture synthesis interferometric techniques.

Where are we headed? The Keck telescope, at 12 m, requires d = .003

arcsec pixels, for Nyquist diffraction limited sampling, which pushes n

near to 106. The NNTT, at 22 m, pushes n well over 106, clearly taking the

problem to the (multi)Glz domain where supercomputers are required.
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Conclusions

[h," bottom Line: Whether conventional techniques with post-processing,
- th, newer self calibrating techniques (especially triple correlation,
" r" used, the computational overburden in removing the seeing nuisance is
,nrlm)I MS. We emphasize nuisance and the difference between nuisance and

nimit at ion. This is important in decisions about what wt, attempt to do
n m the ground (transcending nuisance) and what can only be don,- from

"""..c,.r tra-irscending phys 1 ca I im tation) . Although the computational
v,-rti:-len is enormous, evidence suggests that with supercomputers we can

away a considerable amount of atmospheric nuisance at a cost far
than that of' the launching and operation of a space effort.

,.' W,, alreadv have ground based images (e.g. fig. 5) which exceed the
r,.,,t ion of space telescope by a factor of 2.5 (6 in number of resolution

-I elm,.tS). If Space Telescope identifies higher resolution problems which
,:aIr h- done from the ground, then they should be done from the ground. But
;t mLits,-cond of arc resolution, a supercomputer will be required as part
,it :;rhI a cost e-ffective ground-based imaging system.

,?..

-:,..,-
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HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY

* x.,. K. Hege, W. J. Cocks, P. A. Strittmatter, S. P. Worden

Steward Observatory
Tucson, AZ 85721

William C. Booth

Signal Prccessing Systems

Waltham, MA 02154

Abstract

-, Speckle Interferometry has now been shown capable of yielding diffraction limited
information on objects as faint as visual magnitude 16. Research in progress at Steward
Observatoery is aimed at improving (a) the resolution, (by using the Multiple Mirror
Telescope with its 6.9 meter baseline), (b) the accuracy of the derived results (by imple-
menting better recording devices and reduction algorithms), and (c) the efficiency and
speed with which the information can be provided (by means of high-speed digital signal-
processing hardware).

The instrumentation proposed here will improve spatial resolution at visible wave-
lengths to approximately 15 milliarc-seconds (75 x 10' radians, the best possible for any
existing telescope), reduce detector induced image distortion to less than 1% and increase
the throughput to essentially real-time complex Fourier transform amplitude and phase
integrations at the telescope.

* Introduction

Speckle interferometry - is a post-detection image processing technique for producingdiffraction limited images using large astronomical telescopes in the presence of Earth's
turbulent atmosphere which otherwise limits the imaging resolution.

~ .~' Since 1978 the basic design of the Steward Oblertvatory digital video speckle camera has
evolved, as reported in a series of publications , to comprise three basic subsystems:
a) video digitization of an intensified, magnified focal-plane image; b) Fourier transform
(or vector autocorrelation) signal processing; and c) image analysis to produce the final
interpreted results of speckle interferometry. Experience gained with these systems has
shown the need for further refinements of these basic elements, a) Improved detectors are
required to provide better spatial resolution and geometric fidelity as well as better
linearity and dynamic range; b) real-time signal processing is required to permit the
primary data compression to be accomplished at the telescope while the observations are in
pro-gress; and c) image processing systems (in addition to general-purpose computational
capabilities) are required to efficiently reduce the speckle interferometric results. This
basic speckle interferometry system design is shown schematically in Figure 1.

The present realization of this camera 6, consisting of first generation electrostatic
'inverters (4 stages of Varo 8605), a plumbicon camera and a Grinnell digital video memory

system for video digitization and general-purpose minicomputers of very limited capabilities
(Data General Nova class) for both the signal processing and the image processing funct ons,

the 1 5m.7  O PG15+080 as well as to observations of bright supergiants - and binary

stars 4-. These observations and results have revealed both the capabilities and the
limitations of this system. Among the demonstrated capfilities are included a) observa-
tions of structure as faint as mv=I1 in an mv=1 6 system,_ 6 b) obser-vations of structure
.' .fraction limit of the Multiple Mirror Telescope , , c) astf?metric observations

and d) mapping of faint envelopes around bright supergiants

Among the limitations of this system, the most severe are a) detector limitations
* .. including large geometric distortions, limited linearity and low dynamic range; b) extremely

limited signal processing throughput in which the prirary signal processing time ranges up
to 100 times that required for the observations at the telescope; and c) no special purpose
array processing capability for image analysis. We anticipate upgrading of observatory
computational capabilities to include array-processing image analysis.

The Multiple Mirror Telescope is a joint facility of the University of Arizona and the
Smithsonian Institution.
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Figure 1. The Digital Speckle Interferometry System.

' ,It is the purpose of this paper to propose instrumentation, specifically detectors and
' real-time Fourier signal processors, to aleviate limitations gf present detectors and signal
',* processors, in order to a) explo the 75 nanoradian (15x10

-
' arc seconds) full resolution

of the Multiple Mirror Telescope
" 

over a distortion-free field at least 10 oai ans (2
arc seconds) square, and b) provide the required primary signal processing, with at least

* 256-pixel resolution in each direction, in real time at the telescope.

Detector Requirements

Experience with our present intensified plumbicon video system
6
, together with evidence

~from other workers
1 8

, estab-lishes rather strong criteria for de~ector performance. In

* order to have single-photon detec~tion, detector-lag elimination~ is required to remove
frame-to-frame correlation. This can be accomplished .by frame-subtraction for analogue
detection or video-raster event-localization schemes , as shown in Figure j2§ 2Event-~localization using newly developed time-tagging detector readout schemes , are

i." intrinsically lag-free. For bright-object work, these readout systems must be highly linear
k and have a large dynamic range (at least 8-bits deep for analogue intensities) or very fast

(106 events/sec for photon- unting schemes). For astrometric work, or for multiple

specklegram differential work , very low geometrical distortion (less than one pixel in a
4: 512 x 512 primary raster) is required.

Proximity focused electrostatic image intensifiers
2 1

, configured in a system with
* sufficient gain for good photo-electron pulse discrimination, as represented schematically

in Figure 3, provide greatly improved geometrical fidelity and geometrical stability
compared to either electrostatic inverters or Iagnet c focused devices. High quantum
efficiency (>29%) and low dark current ((lge.cm- .sec

- 
at -30C) are required in order to

obtain useful specklegrams of mv=15 or fainter objects, although these levels of dark-
emission are difficult to achieve for proximity focused devices with good red resppnse.

* Also, very fast (1 microsecond) output phosphors are required if event detection at ii /sec
is to be achieved.

The geometrical fidelity and stability and the linearity and dynamic range of the
system cannot be better than that of the image intensifier readout system This immediately
rules out electron-gun video systems in the changing environments of an 4 strument mounted
on an astronomical telescope. Solid-state (CCD or Photodiode) cameras , as well as the
event localizing schemes noted above, appear to meet the requirement that the performance of
the primary detector (the first stage image intensifier photocathode) not be degraded.

Although the majority of speckle interferometry to date has used exposures of 20-
5fmiliseconds (we typically use 33ms as defined by the 30Hz video framing rate), we have
experienced atmospheric conditions on many occasions when speckle interferometry could not
be effectively accomplished with exposures greater than 1 to l~ses. In this case rapid
shuttering with frame-subtraction (with subsequent loss of duty-cycle fn a standard video
raster scheme), or time tagging schemes (with sub-sequent increase in specklegram rate) are
required. The time-tagging, photoelectron-localization schemes of Timothy et al. and
Papaliolios et al. appear very attractive as means of introducing variable (and therefore
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• optics. MCP - micro-channel plate image inten-
sifier.

optimizable) frame rates. However, particularly for short correlation times, this places
even greater demands upon subsequent signal processor bandwidths. It may be desirable to
have both time-tagging and conventional video detectors.

Our experience with analogue video data-logging has also revealed severe limitations,
both in dynamic range and bandwidth of U-matic 3/4inch video cassette recorders. This same
experience has, however, proven the value of archiving the primary data domain, which should
be preserved even as on-line data-reduction capabilities are implemented. Archived data can
subsequently be reduced by different algorithms to extract different information (or to
correct prior procedural or parametric errors) if it is preserved in its original form.

. Since certain aspects of the data reduction process are applied to nearly all data sets
(complex FFT, co-addition of power spectra or autocorrelation functions, co-addition of
image phases or phase differences, co-addition of centroided frames), we considered the
possibility of moving one step away from the primary video domain, namely logging the
(possibly 'super-resolved") complex FFT for each video frame on standard digital magtape. A
simple calculation quickly revealed that conventional 9-track digital techniques are quite

,V inadequate. The compressed format of time-tagged event addresses is the best contender for
a high-fidelity pimary data archive, especially for fainter objects where recording only
non-zero pixels is a considerable advantage. Although quite expensive, digital video
recording techniques can maintain the speeds required if full-format recording of ampl itudes
0_o[or bright objects is required.

Speckle Data Processing Algorithms

All Speckle Interferometry proceeds from the accumulation of co-added power spectra (or
equivalently for photoelectron limited observations, co-added autocorrelation functions).
Since this processing looses all image phase information, it is also desirable to include
some image phase integration method as well. No single method has yet proven superior to

* any other, so we wish to specify a system with sufficient flexibility to accomodate several
P ',ssib y 2 aae phase retrieval (as contrasted to image phase *reconstruction*)
methodsi l" -

The differential method 12 requires co-addition of the complex deconvolution of two
sperklegrams obtained simultaneously in two different wavelengths. Cocke's2 4 phase
unwrapping method requires super-resolution (i.e. increased size of input rester) and
neighborhood processing to recover missing multiples of 21 (Figure 4.).
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Figure 4. The Phase-unwrapping method.

The sIft-and-add
2 8 

methods (derivative of that used originally by Lynds, Worden, and
Harvey ) require neighborhood processing to extract a sampling function which is cross-
correlagtd with the original specklegrams to produce image estimates which are co-added. A
variant of the LWH method extracts a weighted sampling function by which the specklegrams
are deconvolved frame-by-frame to produce seeing-corrected image estimates (a la the
differential method) which are co-added.

Nisenson, et al.27 have proposed a scheme based upon the accumulation of tour arrays,
each of which is deTrved from the complex Fourier transform and summed over the ensemble of
specklegrams, which can be the basis for an integration yielding the Fourier phases. We
propose in this paper a hardware realization of that procedure.

Given FT(i(x,y)) - I(u,v) - A(u,v)ei f ( u
v), the four arrays which are to be accumulated

are:

(1) <I(u,v)> Equivalent to the Long Exposure.

(2) <lI(u,v) 12> The usual Power Spectrum.

(3) <I*(u,v)I(u + u,v)> An X-phase array.

(4) <I*(uv)I(u,v +Av)> A Y-phase array.

Nisenson, et al. show that (3) and (4) effectively yield phase differences which can be
integrated to yield the desired transform ph es for a Knox-Thompson style two-dimensional
image reconstruction. In a subsequent paper , Nisenson et al. have shown that this method
can also be corrected for the effects of photon noise bias. Hence it is our method of
choice for both bright objects as well as faint objects for which the photon noise bias
becomes dominant.

*In practice, we have found that ordinary computational methods are prohibitively slow
for even the usual power spectrum processing and that ordinary array processors of the AP-
120B class would not provide the through-put to implement the above four-array algorithm on
a sufficiently fine grid to sample the diffraction limit of the MMT in a real-time
integration at 6@Hz (or even 3@Hz). We require the a cumulation of the four arrays noted
above for 8-bit video data digitized on a 256 x 256 raster for every 16.7ms (60Hz) video
field in order to utilize the full duty cycle of the observation for faint objects. In
s-arching for a technology capable of this task, we found that the special-purpose signal-

* processing hardware optimized for radar and sonar signal processing appears to satisfy our
requirements. Hence we propose a Signal Processing Systems SPS-1000 based system.

Real-time Video Fourier Transform Signal Processing

e' The configuration of the proposed SPS-1000 signal ptocessing subsystem for digital
speckle interferometry is illustrated in figures 5 and 6. The system is shown in minimum,
and maximum configurations. The minimum system provides a modest but acceptable level of
performance at a minimum coat. The maximum system can be incrementally expanded to improve

• F
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throughput until an optimum configuration is reached. The maximum contiguration uses a
different basic processor and therefore would involve a more extensive modi fication if a
smaller configuration is built first. However, since all models of the SPS-10 0 use the
same byte sliced building block modules, the smaller processor can be converted, at the
factory, to the larger one. Thus the proposed system provides a systematic means whereby

I the performance of the digital speckle interferometry system can be increased over a period
of time.
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Figure 5. Minimum system. Figure 6. Maximum system.

As mentioned previously, the use of a con;entional programmable processor such as a
qs'eral purpose computer and/or an array processor is precluded by the high computational

.,, rates required by the algorithms used. At the same time, it is desired that the system be
% programmable to some reasonable level to permit modification of the techniques used. This

desire, coupled with the high cost and schedule risk associated with development of a
special purpose hard-wired processor, motivated the selection of the SPS-1000 for the signal
processor.

The SPS-1000 is a memory centered multi-processor system which was developed to
facilitate implementation of high speed real-time signal processing systems such as. radar
anc, sonar. It uses a multi-ported intelligent memory to provide attachment points for a

o'* variety of processors each optimized for a specific part of the overall signal processing
task, These processors may be general purpose computers, array processors, micro-
processors, hard-wired modules, etc. For applications which involve Fourier Transforms, the

M: Ufacturer offers an imbedded Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processor which attaches to two
T]of the ports of the memory. A general purpose programmable signal processor (the SPS-81)

w 'h throughput comparable to that of a high speed array processor is also offered as an
imbedded processor.

The ise of intelligent memory as the system integration medium, coupled with a
"' minufacturer supported block diagram compiler, permits the system to operate under program

control by application oriented high level language statements.

For the minimum system we selected a small SPS-100~0 processor designated the SPS-1016-
I . This system includes an imbedded FFT processor which will perform continuous FFTs of up
t,; 1024 -omplex points at sample rates up to 1.9 megahertz. FFTs larger than 1024 points
are a-,mrplished at one half that rate. Two dimensional FFTs are accomodated by using the
q-,a pip-line for both the row and column FFTs. The throughput ot the system can be doubled

i a second FFT processor so that the row and column FFTs are accomplished

-'-ncljrrenitly. The SPS-1000 can be prewired to accept the second FFT processor as a plug-in
option to facilitate future expansion.

F,r the max imm system we selected a faster version of the SPS-1000 designated the SPS-
,'1 f -45 with an additi',nal FFT processor. This system can perform continuous two-

* dimpni)nal FFTs on complex data input at over 6 megahertz.

'a" Roth the minimum an maximum systems use an SPS-81 imbedded processor as a post FFT

pr ,- ssr. In the case of the minimum system, the SPS-81 can perform the integration of the
4 transformed data as well as the post Integration processing. For the maximum system, the

SPS-81 is not fast enough to do the integration. Therefore, for this version a specialized
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1imbedded processor will be used to accomplish the integrations and the SPS-81 will be
required to perform only the post integration processing.

Both the minimum and maximum systems are programmable, so that a variety of application
Wi software packages can be developed to provide tradeotfs between various performance

parameters. For example, Table I indicates the tradeoff between trame size and frame rate
for each of the two configurations discussed in this paper.

Table I System Performance Tradeofts

% Minimum System Maximum System

Frame Frame Pixel Frame Pixel
Size Rate Rate Rate Pate

(pixels) (Hz) (MHz) (Hz) (MHz)

128 x 128 70 1.15 270 4.42m.5

'- 256 x 256 18 1.17 84 5.51

512 x 512 4.6 1.21 23 6.03

The frame rates and corresponding pixel rates indicated in the table are the maximums
which can be accomodated by the system. Since the system is data driven, the data can be
input at any rate up to the maximum for the particular frame size used with no change to the
software. The maximum frame rates given above for the minimum system can be approximately
doubled by adding the second FFT processor which is indicated by broken lines in Figure 5.
The performance numbers for the maximum system already include the second FFT processor.
All of the above numbers presume maximum utilization of the capability of the hardware.
Prudence dictates, however, that some 5% to 10% reduction of these numbers be applied to

* allow a performance margin as in all programmable digital processors.

The reader will note that the input data to the system are real whereas the FFT
operation is inherently a complex number algorithm and the outputs from the FFT are complex.
Although several algorithms exist for performing real to complex FFTS, the FFT processor of
the SPS-1000 does only complex to complex FFTs. For the minimum system, the input data will
be made complex by inputting zeros in the imaginary parts of the complex input words. This

makes for some inefficiency in the first (row) FFT operation but is in keeping with the
concept of a minimum system. The result of a complex FFT on real input data is a conjugate
symmetric array, one half of which is the desired result. Therefore, one half of these
results can be ignored in doing the column FFTs and no further inefficiency results. Thus,
the processing of an N X N input array results in an N/2 X N intermediate array and a
similar output array.

For the maximum system, advantage is taken of an option offered by the manufacturer of
the SPS-1000 to efficiently perform real to complex FFTs. This option, called an even-odd
separator unscrambles the results obtained by performing an FFT on a pseudo-complex input
array which is obtained by packing successive even and odd input samples as the real and
imaginary parts of complex words. This technique reduces the input rate and the size of the
row FFTs by half and results in increased system performance. The even-odd separator can
also be included in the minimum system to provide a further performance improvement over and
above that which can be achieved by a second FFT processor.

The implementation of the signal processing functions for the minimum and maximum
systems are illustrated by Figures 7 end B. The two implementations are identical except

for the packing on input and the even-odd separate between the row and column FFTs. In the
.[ minimum system the four integrations will be performed by the SPS-81 processor whereas in

the maximum system these will be done by a specialized processor attached to a separate
port. In both cases the image reconstruction will be done by the SPS-81 processor.

The entire signal processor is attached to a host computer which provides the
application program files and the downloading function. The host computer can be connected
directly to a port or can interface to the system through the SPS-81 processor. We have
chosen the latter since the SPS-81 requires a host interface in any case and thus one port
can be saved.

Since the basic concept for this system is an intellqent, multi-ported memory system,
considerable flexibility in implementation of and variants to the basic speckle processing
algorithm are possible. We have discussed only the requirements for Knox-Thompson based
image reconstruction in order to limit the scope of this discussion. However, the
flexibility of the system is adequate to allow implementation of other image retrieval
methods such as the complex deconvolution of differential speckle imaging or the neighbor-
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hood processing required by phase-following approaches. By employing more integruion
buters and simple first-moment calculations one could implement "ro-mOnitoring' as
proposed by Mariotti et al. to improve the precision of seeing calibr .tons, for example.

We believe this type of system provides an optimal compromise between hard-wired signal
processors (the ultimate in speed) and conventional, floating-point processors (the ultimate
in algorithmic flexibility).

Li<
..-, ____

Figure 7. Minimum processing. Figure S. Maximum processing.

'.='.'Conclusions

• ''-Present detector limitations appear to be surmountable by implementation of currently
" Available proximity-focused image Intensifiers suitably coupled to solid-state video readout
' "devices. The data-processing requirements, which now make speckle image reconstruction
" " computationally impractical, can be met by implementation of currently available signal-~processing technology. The raw data sets from which true Image reconstructtion can be

achieved can be accumulated in real-time (image power spectra and image phase arrays) at 'he
tel.escope just as o-ptical spectra (in raw form) are presently integrated in real-time wh!:
the observation progresses. No serious implementation of diffraction limited astronomi:'a.
optical image reconstruction can settle for less.
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Rm
THE NOISE BIAS PROBLEM IN OPTICAL SPECKLE IMAGING

Experience with a Real Detector

E. K. Hlege, A. Eckart and J. C. Christou

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

Abstract

We have obtained diffraction limited images for bright objects using various large
astronomical telescopes, including the MMT, but the results have not been convincing for
fainter objects. All speckle interferometric techniques utilizing image power spectrum
or autocorrelation methods to obtain calibrated image amplitudes are subject to noise
bias induced by the Poisson statistics of photon detection. This noise bias,
independent of image frequency for ideal detectors with delta-function like point spread
functions, must be removed to obtain calibrated image amplitudes. The noise bias

&m characteristic of our intensified TV detector, both as a raster event localizer (faint
object mode) and as a conventional image amplitude detector (bright object mode), is not
only image frequency dependent but signal rate and signal distribution dependent as

V. well. This precludes signal independent calibration of the characteristic bias
functions and sets limits on object faintness for successful image recovery.
Implications for detector development are noted.

Background

Typical previous theoretical studies -5 of the statistics of diffraction limited
optical interferometry (astronomical speckle interferometry6 ) were mainly concerned with
the limits of detection of unresolved sources and the detectability of extended objects.

This work reports experience with the limits of calibration using a video raster
detector' in both analog mode (for bright objects) and evtent detecting mode (for faint
objects). We have encountered calibration limitations in applying corrections for
photon noise bias and corrections for atmospheric seeing effects. In both cases the
limiting factors have been identified with systematic, but data dependent, detector
effects. These limitations have prevented satisfactory image reconstructions using the
K.,ox-Thompson algorithae . Fortunately differential speckle imagingg is less sensitive

Ato these effects.

In discussing the statistical limits of detectability using the Knox-Thompson method,
Nisenson and Papaliolios5 explicitly noted that the noise bias is "colored", i.e. image
frequency dependent. For the discrete photon case i(x) = ; S(x - xk) * O(x), i.e. the
photon detection point spread function (PSF) O(x) is detected at the event addresses
(xk). The Fourier transform of this image is r(u) = $(u). Iexp(-ju.xk). In Knox-
Thompson image reconstruction, averaged cross-spectrum-like quantities are measured:
Pm(u;Au) = <(*(u).I(u + Au)). For Au = 0 this is the conventional image power spectrum.

The measured cross spectra PM(u;Au) contain an additive noise term due to photon shot
noise (Poisson statistics)1 0 .

Pm(u;Au) = B(u;Au) + Pos(u;Au) (1)

where 8(u;Au) is the noise bias and is of the form

I (u) 2

B(u;Au) N G(Au) (2)
.(o)

PDB(u;AU) is the desired bias free quantity, which is still filtered by the detector PSF
and aperture optical transfer function (OTF) and which contains seeing effects.

Po,(u;Au) = N2 <exp(ju.x,) exp[-j(u + Au).xt]> (3)

For Au = 0, Pon(u;O) is the conventional astronomical speckle transfer function 4 (STF).
Rewriting i(x) = o(x) * p(x) and I(u) = O(u).P(u), STF = PDs(u;Au)su=o <IP(u)12 >.

Table I and figure 1 show the effects of noise bias on the STF for sources of various
brightness using a large optical aperture. The STF contains a seeing limited term G(Au)
and an aperture (diffraction) limited term A(u) scaled according to seeing and aperture
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size 4 . STF = G(O) + fre/D] 2 A(u) where ro is the Fried parameter and D is the telescope
aperture. For a magnitude 0 star observed with a 4.5m effective light gathering areaend
a 5% detection efficiency using a 20nm observing bandpass, 3 x 10 7  photons/frame (at
60Hz) will be detected. Both table I and figure I are computed for r. = 20cm (good
seeing at the MMT) and D = 6.86m (the effective MMT interferometric diameter) giving
(ra/D] 2  8.5 x 10- 4 , i.e. the diffraction limited contribution A(u) is about .1% of the
power in the seeing distribution G(u) at u = 0.

Table I. Aperture-limited Signal vs Noise Bias

My N Bias/STF SIN SiN SIN
/frame /min /min /10 min /hr

0 3xlO7  4.3xlO - 9 2x1O5

2.5 3x106 4.3xl0 -  2x10'
5.0 3xl0 5  4.3x10l 7  2000
7.5 3xl04 4.3x10-  200 630

10.0 3000 4.3xl0 5-  20 63
12.5 300 4.3xlO - 4  2 6.3 120
15.0 30 4.3xlO - 3  .2 .63 12
17.5 3 4.3xlO - 2  .02 .06 1.2

For our video raster photon detector in
which photons are detected as a "splotch"
of pixels, where the signal exceeds some0
threshold set to discriminate against low-
level electronic noise, O(x) equals *(x,
signal rate, signal distribution). The PSF

* is rate dependent because of photon "pile
up" problems (overlapping responses are
detected as a single larger response) and U -2
AGC-induced variable "black-level" 0
responses detected against a fixed 1

threshold. The PSF is distribution
dependent because detector pincushion
causes the shape of O(x) to vary over the
detector field of view. V(u) is -4
approximately Gaussian because the image
intensifier output response O(x) is
Gaussian, but the video recording process
distorts this response in a non-linear way
for the larger pulses11 in the intensifier
output pulse-height distribution. We find, 2.0
nevertheless, that a Gaussian shape is a 030 60
good model of (u), and we use such a model
throughout this paper. The curves of Spatial Frequency (cycls/Ic)
figure I are for a, = 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and
12.5.

Figure 1. STF with Gaussian-colored noise bias.

Seeing Calibrations

Since the detector color term D(u) = <l0(u)2> is contained in both terms of (1), the
power spectrum case of (1) can be rewritten Pm(u) = D(u) (N + 1O(u)J 2  

<IP(u)1
2
>) or

IO(u)l2 <IP(u)12 >) = (Pm(u) / D(u)) - N. The seeing calibration is then accomplished by
an observation of a point source under similar seeing conditions, particularly so that
the time average <lP(u)12> is the same for both resolved object and seeing calibrator.

{PMo(u) / D(u) - No)
l(u)12 = (4)

{Pmu(u) / D(u) - No)

In practice, the debiased quantities required for the numerator and denominator of
(4) are produced by dividing the measured power spectra by a model of D(u) obtained by
fitting the data Pm(u) at lul > fe, the diffraction cut-off frequency. We always
oversample so that fc occurs at less than the Nyquist frequency in order to accomplish
this modelling. Figure 2 shows a typical result of such a fit: the model always fits the
power above fc to within about 1% ras. Regardless of the signal statistics, this 1%
discrepancy seems to be a systematic limit of the PSF model. For bright objects, this
is no limitation; for faint objects it is disastrous.
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The model can be applied in either the power spectrum domain as done in figure 2 or
as a "recapping" in the autocorrelation function domain as done in figure 3.

.12 - 1.2

0

o

0 0

0.4. C '-

0 01 ol,

0 2 0 200 400

Spatial Frequen y (1/f.) MSA

Figure 2. Left: Noise bias model fit to Gamma Orionis power spectrum data at lul ) fc. Right:
Corresponding autocorrelation function (ACF) with noise bias manifest as central spike.

.0

0

•0 0 -4 8,

• i 00 4896

Pixels

Figure 3. Noise bias correction by recapping of ACF. ADS 2630. Left: Raw ACF. Right: Cut through
secondary side-lobe showing clipping of bias spike.

Figure 4 shows the results of the seeing calibration process (4) for a fainter binary
(mv = 11) and a point source calibrator of similar magnitude. The quotient (4) is
nonsense at lul > fc, so an aperture restoring filter must be applied (usually with f. <
fc) to suppress these spurious high frequency results.

Figure 5 shows the filtered, seeing-corrected result shown in figure 4 inverse
Fourier transformed back to the autocorrelation function domain. This 4m telescope
result yields a S/N consistent with that implied by Table I, and is typical of the
results we have achieved in our asteroid interferometry program 1 2 . Integration time of
90 seconds was used for both object and reference star. The first Airy ring of the
central response is seen above the noise. Noise bias errors may enhance the apparent
magnitude difference of binary star components.
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ICI
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Figure 4. Seeing Calibration. Left: Debiased power spectrum of my ll binary. Mddle: Debiased

power spectrum of point source. Right: Filtered quotient.

- --S--.-. ________.__'
0 .

.- o3 •

00

0 48 96

_ -..__ Pixels

Figure 5. Calibrated ACF for m 11 field star with mv = 13.8 component. Left: Contours at l of
peak intensity plotted up to 50% of peak intensity. Riht: Expanded ordinate plot of cut

through secondary lobe. (Image scale = 1ss/pixel.)

Although we have published interferometry for fainter objectsi3-i 4 , we have not
succeeded in achieving quantitatively reliable amplitude calibrations for objects
fainter than about 10th magnitude. Figurp 6 shows power spectra resulting from 90
second observations of the nucleus of NGC 1068 and of a calibration star of similar
magnitude. The noise in the observation makes fi-tting of the Gaussian noise bias model, .. quite uncertain. The short integrations. chopping back-and-forth between object and

reference, are required to assure that seeing variations are sampled equivalently for
both observations. -We have discussed elsewhere' s the effects of variable seeing on (4).

The averaged radial profiles of these measures have higher signal-to-noise ratio than
implied by these single-line (-column) cuts. Figure 7 compares the averaged radial
profiles of the results of applying the seeing calibration (4) to such data sets (after
debiasing with such models). The galaxy power spectrum was calibrated using the average
of a pair of reference star data sets (observed before and after) and the point source
power spectrum was calibrated by using the other reference star. Many pairs of short
integrations are required for a reasonable two-dimensional determination of a faint
object power spectrum.
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0
0

0.

4

-25.6 0 + .6 -25.6 0.0 +25.6

Spatial Frequency (cycles/sec)

0 Figure 6. Orthogonal cuts through observed power spectra (90 sec integrations) for Left: N)C 1068 and
To p Rih: A field star of similar brightness. The smooth curves are corresponding noise bias

'- models.

.9.

0

Y.:0.0 25.6 0.0 25.6

L', Spatial Frequency (cycles/sec)

Figure 7. Radial (azimuthal) average of calibrated power spectra for reference star (Left) and NUC
* 1068 (Riht).

'.'.-Two problem. are strongly apparent in the reductions of figure 7. The reference star

should reduce to a constant value (unresolved) up to the telescope cut-off frequency fc.
The large inflection at low frequencies shows that the seeing over the two 90 second

-observing intervals compared in the two observations yielding this quotient were quite
different, as discussed in Christou et al. 1 5 . There is also an upward trend, becoming
much larger near fc. Both effects are strongly exaggerated in the galaxy observation.
It is a principal purpose of this paper to explain the source of this second calibration
problem.

m.
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The 1%~ errot in hi as dcl era nat it Induc-es I% e -r rors it, Ih(. deb i asec 10(h maxii i t oid,
result sinre the power in the noise bias is the same order of magnitude as the :f")'
attenuat ed dliff'ract ion-lIimi ted component . However .i t induices a 10% c-rror in t hv 2 . ', h

4magnitude-. caSe where th,- powe r in the noise IIIias is a magn it ud,' larger t han thle
d i f Fra I-t i on I i mit ed compoinnt. When t hese errors ;ire lit opapal ed t hrough the q itI (ent1
(4 ,their e-f fec ts become m o re d ra st icr. e ice i a I I I a p 1 1It achItIn e t hev( dif fra rf i on I tm It
whe-re t h ey mIIay vhvc ome I n InIitte'

1 n co t I- I t ro i d w wcr k w w- havev t hie (,;I I oc t cdi. I , c t 1 I 1! 1 1 fn It.-as u r I i )', a I tcI(-dio ma, k ItII
wh ich mayv in)d u e 10 % p ow er s 1)e I r um m od u l it ioI)n s. Thus be1t te ot tha ii I% calI ibr at mu o 4 the"

no sI e , I, i its i % rt'tqi t ed i f I ho s,-- e ti [ 0 1 1 i t ted cow-r- s I-( t rum dit t aI , I (I Io t rust c-I ;I

f rkt'quenc-i es g reat er thban 80% of f, for the-se typ~ical Iv N 1th ma gn I t tide objec t S At
12 . rth magni I tide at 1. error i n letevrm Inat toni o.f thet. nco is-1 bis ,c-arc otci Icr fact o r t tW,
var- tat ionts at 70% cof f-, which I is total I v unacceptac I I

Failure of Knox-Thompson Method

We d iscussed e ffec ts of noi se b)ias calI i bra t t ons cci o1 (we r s pevrt ra, i . I maPI-
*amp I I odes . The effec(t or) thbe cross spet-I ral jucint I t ts neetde-d for I tie (let '-rat nat I (in of

the Kitox- Thompson image phase di fferenti-s is; just a s set-vet-re c r f . I and 2 . l'cr cUt
4 rate -depe-ndent tId n 1 (Idst r ibut ion ilependetit lSF th tw rot. lea is -veti wo . I f (b U

( U , ,d)Is s ig nalI rat e and signal distribut tont dependent CIS not eci above, thle
de-term tria t co(n of thet( comp Iex nois b hI as A (U;AU A. I will de-pend upo~~n t he q1uaitI y of
our determinat icin (if (u, r,d.) withbin the- dfi f frac t t ori lim it

It t he- ic, o bios f It ilos no(t ma t ch t he ac tua ii I liao itcf f the- biases at I "w
f req up-itri e s, o r i f t he low frequentcies of thle cross- spc.t ra are distorted l)iv iio11
centI ro"s vtme t rtic: flat - fic-ld d Istt I -IIons--" wh icrh appear as convoltIit tioIns I n I he c-', s

spectra - then systemat ic errors are- induccil in the- ra;lculatid Ichase differences-. A
furlt-ier Irillcm i n appl tugIri thet( Knoxs Thompson mit hiod it- i5C ss %ti'- most oIf t he art i f;,-Is
induced by dh" video rastert 1,et i tor arc. oated 3 1iing tc- 111'i and v ases iscer figur- 4
inr Fou r i vr s pace . il I f'ort- a ti 01nt *-a t Ion ItItf t tie 1cha se d II f -rtn-on-s a IoIII t hesv IN('s
w il lePa d t oo itnt a miic at ed p ha sefs .

Fu rt her , we canntot "fl at -field" pttot on-det crtid images whc re, a) I 1teft cer ed hto c-4 are.
weighted equally. The Harvard group (Papaliolios and Nisensooi( do apply flat--field
Sor rec t i ns tc y u s t ti g f I cat i n p ;o in t Fotu r ier t ra n nf ormI t ch n I t f-s ev-en i n the- fin t

*ob.)e(t I Im It * in which case pihotons can bie weighted bv a f loat ing-p~oint number,
*depend ing upot whe-re i n t he detvct or f Ild cof vitew t hey a r r ive. The flat ,- fitI. Id

correction is mut Ipi' a t I ve iti e, space. and therefore- must be remove-d frame by
*frame bcefore FT pro( e.ss ing.

We suspect t hese comp teall Ions explain oitr fatiure Io achievs- reasonat-Ic- resul ts for
faint objPc t s with the Knox-Thompson method using data from our piresent v ideop raster
de teCctor.

I t i s reass-u r ingp t o tioIv t ha t 1i f fe rt-n t aI S pecklIe I majtpi n g iST i is not stit.ject t C;
su,-h noise bias calibration limitations. In fact this is a case in which the noise bcias
acts in a heneficial filtering way. The. dif fe r ent IalI image ( DI is givec bcy the itiverse.q
Fourier transform of ani inverse filtered cross spectrum.

D DI - FT I , XS ,. PS:-,,

Since the cross spectrum is obtained from statistical ly independeit image data (two'
simultaneous but d isc retev s perklIep rams ;, I fIs a b ias -fr ee estimator. The iverse,

h filter used is the lbiasedi power spectrum of one oif the input specklegrams, and the-

- non zero b Ias for a I I I requenrt1 Irs assort's t he- exis-,t artee( ocf t he i niver %,- fti It ered
quotient. In fact , the inverse filIte-r, with its noise bias, lias the nature oIf a Wiene-r
fi I ter'

Conclus ion

* . Extremely stable photon-counting detectors are required for this work. The nature: of
our rone litis ion is not dependent upon the spat a I frequenrcy dependency of t he noi se hi as:;
it is equally applicable to perfect delta-function detectors if, for example, they are-

s.bce'" to multiplie detection of the same event"A, inwihcsIteD os tca- s
-- longer strictly equal to N (= the number of events c ount ed). One percent errors in the

determination of a DC level have quite similar effects on quotients. I t i s part icrulIarlIy
encouraging that several of the photon-counting approaches reported at this conference
may Prove t o Yield very stable and calibrat able PSF's. The success of diffractiton
limited interferometric imaging at the faint object limit is crucially dependent upon

* this technology.
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It is not cle.ar whether flat Fielding requirements will reclude( the use of an ",alI
phot ons are detrted equalV" image space (autocorrelat ion, rross-correlation)

m, I e'mo(n tI at Ion ,"f the Kno% Thompson I ntegrat ion as proposed in our compan ion paper, .
Th, last word on det-ctor development is not Yet in.
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THE H-ALPHA ENVELOPE OF ALPHA ORI

E. K. Rage, J. C. Hebden and J. C. Christou
Steward Observatory
Tucson, AZ 85721 USA

We use weighted shift-and-add with deconvolution (WSA/WD) to
produce well-calibrated images of Alpha Orionis using data from the
KPNOX 4m and the Steward 2.3. telescopes. Differential speckle
interferometry (DSI) images have also been produced with data from the
2.3m and the Multiple Mirror Telescope2 (MMT). We find evidence for a
Northwest-to-Southeast elongated circuastellar envelope, extending to
>4 stellar radii, around a limb-darkened 42 millisecond of arc (msa)
stellar disk. Azimuthally averaged radial intensity profiles are in
qualitative agreement with those predicted by Hartmann and Avrett,
although significant quantitative differences suggesting non-uniform
outflow are seen. MMT diffraction limited images of Alpha Orionis,
observed in a narrow band centered on H-alpha, show measurable,
resolved surface structure within the stellar disk. Our images do not
show clear evidence for secondary companions.

Observations of Alpha Orionis and calibrating observations of
Gamma Orionis were made using conventional speckle interferometry
(lege et al. 1982) at the KPNO 4m Mayall reflector on 2 and 3 February
1981, and with the Steward Observatory 2.3m telescope on 6 November
1982. On 6 March 1982 Alpha Orionis was observed with the 2.3m
telescope using DSI (Beckers 1982) with a very narrowband filter

p(O.045nm) which was scanned in 0.05nm steps across the H-alpha
spectral profile. On 17 December the line-centered DSI observations
were repeated (with O.12nm filter) using the fully cophased MMT (liege
et al. 1985).

WSA/WD (Christou et al. 1986) has been shown to produce
diffraction limited point spread functions (PSF's) for both the 2.3m
and 4m telescopes as well as for the MMT (lege et al. 1985). The
PSF's are in good quantitative agreement with the theoretically
computed Airy patterns. The signal-to-noise improves as the square
root of the number of frames processed, and a dynamic range of >250:1
is realized (Christou et al. 1985). This dynamic rang- is presently
limited by a well-understood digitizer artifact. The results are
self-calibrated for seeing and are insensitive to variable seeing
conditions.

0 The telescope plus instrument PSF, obtained from the point source
calibration, can be used to produce diffraction limited images of the
extended source by using the radio astronomers' CLEAN algorithm
(H6gbom 1974). This eliminates effects of side responses (Airy rings)
due to the PSF.

In DSI two specklegrams are acquired simultaneously in two
different wavelength bands. By adjusting the filter so that one
bandpass spans a chromospheric emission line and another spans only a
region of the continuum (about 0.6nm away), the specklegram pair will

'Kitt Peak National Observatory is operated by the National Optical
Astronomy Observatories under contract to the National Science
Foundation.2 The MMT is a joint facility of the University of Arizona and the
Smithsonian Institution.
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reveal differences between the chromospheric and continuum images
(Beckers et al. 1983). The cross-correlation of the point-source-like
tat the resolution of the 2.3m telescope) continuum specklegram with
the resolvable (in the H-alpha line) specklegram produces a map of the
resolved object (Hebden et al. 1986).

The cleaned images of Alpha Orionis obtained from the February
* 1981 data are consistent with a limb-darkened 42 (sea) stellar disk

(Cheng et al. 1986) surrounded by elongated circumatellar emissions.
In H-alpha, the elongation is at a position angle of 1170-2970. This
chromospheric elongation was again suggested by the lower resolution
measure of the November 1982 data. The strongest evidence for the
elongation is from the self-calibrating DSI result of March 1982 which
confirmed the existence of the Northwest-to-Southeast extension seen
in both the 4m and the lower resolution 2.3m images. In all three of
these results, the extension appears at approximately the same 1200-
3000 position angle with a suggestion that the intensity was stronger
in the NW quadrant in the later measures (Hebden et al. 1986).
Smaller scale asymmetries were also noted, but the evolution of those
features appears to be consistent with fluctuations of surface
structure. No evidence of correlation with polarization variations
over the same period was noted.

Azimuthally averaged radial image profiles are shown for the
March 1981 data in E-alpha 656.3nm (Figure 1) and CaII 854.2nm (Figure
2). Narrow-band (0.3nm) filters were used for both observations. The
radial profiles predicted by Hartmann and Avrett (1984), convolved to
the same spatial resolution as the data, are shown superimposed for
comparison. The Hartmann and Avrett profiles assume a flux of Alfv~n
waves sufficient to drive an outflow of 10-6 solar mass per year and
used electron density data obtained from radio measurements. There is
qualitative agreement with the predictions, but quantitative
differences are noted, particularly for Call where the model over-
predicts at small radii and under-predicts at larger radii. The
expanding shell model is the closest fit to the data. There is an
inflection in our data, seen in both profiles, at about 3-4 stellar
radii. This could be evidence of increased outflow of matter at an
earlier epoch. This may relate to variations in visibility profiles
which Roddier (1985) has shown to relate to fluctuations in
photometric intensity and which can be interpreted as signifying a
variability in mass outflow (Goldberg 1984).

*0- 0.
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Preliminary evidence of

chromospheric (H-alpha) structure
N }within the stellar disk is seen

in Figure 3. This pair of PSI
images obtained with the MMT,

* together with the unresolved DSI
PSF observed for Gamma Orionis,
taken at different camera-

50msa telescope paralactic angles is
printed in the same orientation.
They show evidence for an un-
resolved bright spot and for a
resolved extension within the
disk in this differential
observation.

We have limb-darkening
measures and radial intensityprofiles for Alpha Orionis

Figure 3 (Christou 1985) observed at the
diffraction limit of the KPNO 4m

telescope (pupil masked to 3.8m). Differential images with the
resolution implied by the full 6.86m resolution of the MMT suggest
surface structure seen at 2.5 times the resolution possible with a
diffraction limited Space Telescope at the same wavelength. Structure
in both the averaged image profile and on the stellar disk appears to
evolve in time. This emphasizes the need for synoptic image studies,
coordinated with conventional photometric, polarimetric and
spectroscopic studies in optical, IR, and radio wavelengths, to obtain
a qualitative advance in the detailed understanding of this rapidly
evolving star.

This work was supported in part by NSF (AST-8201092 and AST-
8312976) and by the Air Force (AFOSR 82-0020 and AFGL-F19628-82-K-
0025).
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Phased Array Imaging with the Multiple Mirror Telescope

E. Keith Hege
Donald W. McCarthy, Jr.

Jeremy C. Hebden
Julian C. Christou"
Steward Observatory
University Of Arizona

Tucson AZ 85721

Introduction

The 6.86xn Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) has 1%

been operated as a co-phased optical array since I I
1983 [11. We have used it to obtain seeing cali-
brated diffraction-limited images of the point source
7 Orionis and the resolved red supergiant a Orionis.
The point source images validate the imaging per-
formance of the system as a function of wavelength
(4100 - 8500 A) and of coherence length (61m to

3.6mm). We have measured a stable point spread iF
function (PSF) with an FWHM of 75 nanoradians
or 15 milli-arcseconds (mas) which matches the the- Figure 1: Pathlength correction geometries between
oretical prediction. Images of a Orionis have been two mirrors.
obtained both in the chromospheric H, emission
and in the adjacent line-blanketed "continuum" withA 2 AA 3.mm. n aditonwe hve lsoob-the four different ways the pathlengths may be ad-AAA= 3.6mam. In addition, we have also ob-
tained images of a geosynchronous conununications justed. These are: A - translation of the secondaries
satellite in a broader bandpass (A = 5500 with effectively adjusting the focus, B - two-dimensional
sAt I A broaduTe resolutio of bandps (f 5the translation of the beam combiner, C - the use of
image!; is consistent with the observed PSF's. complintentary wedges, and D - the separation of the
itbeam combiner into six independent facets which can

be translated independently. We currently use opti-
Pathlength Correction cal wedge prisms, C, although an automatic path-

length compensation D, which can be applied in the
The MMT consists of six 1.8m telescopes comounted infrared, is in preparation.
in a hexagonal array. However, the MMT Optics Sup- In order to compensate the elevation dependent
port Structure (OSS) flexes allowing up to 500 nm of pathlength changes we use an empirical determina-
differential variations in the optical pathlengths as a tion of the changes vs. elevation angle. This is done
function of elevation. We have found that these ele- by observing a number of stars at various elevations
vation dependent variations can he compensated by between 250 and 850 and obtaining the wedge prism
means of open-loop co-phasing. Figure I shows how positions ( with a 0.18 um resolution) when inter-
the beams from a pair of the telescopes combine and ference fringes are produced. A quadratic fit through

these points is then used to model the variations. TheCurenty a t~ AvanedDevlopentPr~rai, a-MIMT coalignment computer calculates the expected
tional O tical Astronomy Observatories, operated by the As-

sociatior, of Universities for Research in Astronomy Inc., under positions of the prisms at the instantaneous elevation
contract with the National Science Foundation. angle during the observation.
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_ _ _ __. .. . _ support the secondaries, are relatively long steel
tubes whose lengths vary causing a pathlenthz

change at the rate of 65/on/°C. Thus it is important
J 1300 to minimize the temperature gradients across the

OSS so that the foci of all the telescopes will change

20 identically, and the MMT will remain in phase. Ex-
perience to date indicates that the OSS becomes re-

- markably uniform in temperature (< 0.1'C) approx-
,to •-imately two to three hours after exposure to the sky.

A wind can accelerate this effeL., This performance
, is the result of the low enissivity aluminum coating1surrounding the individual structural members and

their small thermal inertias.gOO4

20 30 40 so 0 T0 80 s0

Figure 2: Phasing curve for nirror pair A-E showing PSF Measurements
pathlength change as a function of elevation angle. To confirm the ability of the co-phasing to yield

true diffraction-limited performance we applied the

Apart from absolute pathlength changes caused by weighted shift-and-add imaging technique [2.31 to
temperature induced focus changes, these curves are specklegrams of the -y Orionis at a number of band-

very stable during an observing run of several nights. passes. Two of these results are shown in Fig-

Figure 2 shows a typical phasing curve for mirror E ure 3 representing the extreme range of our inten-

with respect to mirror A. A worst case of pathlength sified video speckle camera [4]. These PSF's, at

variation of - 300 um has been measured for a 600 4100A/100A and 8500A/100A, show the expected

change of elevation. From three years experience the diffraction-limited beam size. However the detailed

hysterisis effects appear to be < 10 pm and from low level symmetrical structure of the PSF, seen in

these measurements we find that the OSS is a very previous results[4), is lost in the measurement noise

stable and calibratable platform, at the detector's extreme wavelength range. These
taken in October 1986 dur- PSF's demonstrate the ability of both the imaging

ing 4 hours of conditions with stable temperature algorithm and the cophasing to operate over 4400A
show that the pathlengths were successfully predicted range of wavelength. Figure 4 also shows an image

to an accuracy of - 10 pum. This is consistent of f Orionis using a technique known as differen-
wth the accuracy of the m ro. cibatisonistend tial speckle interferoinetry (DSI) [51, discussed below,~with the accuracy of the measued calibration and along with thle corresponding analytic PSF.

the amount of focus change expected from the mea-

sured temperature variations of < 0. 1C. Further im-
provement seems possible but requires more accurate Images of a Orionis
methods of focussing the individual telescopes and
of correcting the temperature variations in the OSS We have obtained diffraction-limited images of the
members. We have recently undertaken a program H, envelope of o Orionis using the co-phased beams
to monitor the absolute temperatures and temper- and the DSI technique. This technique records co-
ature gradients throughout the OSS in an effort to temporal specklegrams (short exposure images less
improve the accuracy of our open-loop corrections. than the atmospheric correlation time) of the object
This program involves the installation of 10 temiper- in the H, line (6563A) and the nearby line blan-
ature sensors on the OSS as well as surveillance of the keted "continuum" (6569A), each with a bandwidth
OSS by a thermographic infrared camzera throughout of 1.2A. The H, specklegrams are deconvolved by
the night. the continuum specklegrams to remove the atmo-

The role of the temperature-induced changes in the spheric perturbations and produce a differential im-
vertical positions of the secondary mirrors is espe- age. When this differential image is convolved with
cially critical since the structural mnemzbers. which an estimate of the star's appearance in the continuum
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SFigure 3: Measured PSF's of the co-phased MMT at
4100A (top) and 8500k (bottom).

Figure 4: DSI point spread functions. Top - experi-

* an image of the star in H,, is produced. Continuum n bottom- theory.

images were produced by using the Fienup phaseless
image reconstruction technique [6]. sion of these results is given by Hebden et al. [11].

Figure 5 shows the continuum image of a Orio-
nis compared to the restored H, image. The az- Images of A Satellite
imuthally averaged radial profiles of this and a sec-
ond continuum image are consistent with a radius of The geosynchronous communications satellite FLT-
R. = 21 mas. with limb-darkening 0.6 in accordance SATCOM was observed in two twenty minute data
with other estimates [7.81 and the theoretical work segments using the co-phased MMT at 5500OA/100A
of Tsuji '9]. The low level features in the continutun on 4 November 1985. Images of the satellite were ob-
image are most likely either systematic artifacts, due tained using the Fienup technique. Figure 7 shows
to the complex MMT PSF, or produced by second- a contour plot of one of these images with the con-
order seeing calibration errors. The Ha image clearly tour levels at t, 2,... 6 times the RMS background
shows the extended chromosphere which appears to noise. An approximate representation of the outline
be consistent in size over - 2 years between this and of the object is shown for comparison. The second
the second observation. This is further illustrated twenty minute data segment res-dt is comparable to
in Figure 6 which shows the average of the two az- the first. At this distance the beam size (FWHM)
imuthaly averaged radial profiles of the H,, images. is -- 3 meters. The object's size was estimated to
Comparison of this profile to a model, developed by give a major axis of 13.0 (± 2.3)m and a minor axis
Hartmann & Avrett[10I. indicates that the chromo- of 7.4( ± 2.3)m with a precision of 75% of the beam
sphere is more extended than their ziodel suggests. size. Despite the noise in the reconstructed image
Wider handlpa.is observatins 12.,A) ,,itained at the (RMS background 1 1/6 peak) the asymmetries of
KPN() ln support this S. A ziore thor-ugh discus- the object are clearly ieen.
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Figure 7: Reconstructed image of FLTSATCOM
Figure 5: Images of a Orionis. Top - continuum compared to the object's outline.
(6569A), bottom - H. (6563A).
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REAL-TIME AMPLITODE AND PHASE INTEGRATION FOR DIFFRACTION LIMITED IMAGING
Discrete Photon Case

E. Keith Hege
Steward Observatory, University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721

Peter R. Vokac
Digital Television Imagery

Tucson, AZ 85741

Abstract

Both video raster detectors and newly developed 2-D photoelectron event locators are
now employed to collect data at large astronomical telescopes for diffraction limited
optical imaging by a number of speckle interferometric techniques. The Knox-Thompson
alqorithm is among the best understood of these techniques. The image amplitude and
phase integrations required for its implementation can be accomplished directly in
event-coordinate space (in the extreme photon-limited case) more efficiently than in the
more conventional Fourier transform space. We describe hardware to accomplish the
integrations required for Knox-Thompson image reconstruction in real-time at the
telescope, thus alleviating the principal data processing bottleneck in the present
applications of diffraction limited astronomical imaging. Parallel digital recording of
the photonr,,nrdinare lists permits subsequent off-line re-analysis of the data by other
methods if desired. The basic system consists of hardware to localize discrete
photoelectron responses in a CCD TV raster and for accumulation of the complex
auticorrelogram. A generalization of the system can integrate triple correlations.

Introduction

Nisen~on and Papaliolios 1 discussed the discrete photon realization of the Knox-
Thompson' image reconstruction method and the Poisson noise limits applicable in the
faint object limit. Three products of the form

P(AU) = <I (u).I(u + Au)> (1)

must he averagerI. Au - tuf + A vJ is a frequency shift in the image Fourier transform
plane. The three products correspond to i) Au = 0 (power spectrum), ii) AU = AUl (u-
shifted cross spectrum), and iii) Au = A v3 (v-shifted cross spectrum). In the discrete
photon case, these products are noise biased estimators (Photon detection Poisson
statistics).

P( u) = <ID(u; u) 12> (N + N2 <exp[ju-x k ]  expl-j(u + .u).xll>} (2)

where (Xk, lx l ) are the set of photon addresses for the nth specklegram containing, on
the average, N photons. When N is small it is I ore efficient to compute in image
(coordinate) space than in transform (coordinate

-  = frequency) space. The discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the products (2) are autocorrelations (histograms of the
differe ces (xk - xl)) weighted by the factor exp(-J'u.x 1 ). In the usual case, Itul - 1
pixe]

-
P = 27-/L if L is the size of the DFT. The weighting factor can be expressed as

exp(-) u .x )  = cos(2,,X/L) + j.sin(25 xl/L). Thus there are three coordinate space
histograms to be computed:

q(x;s) = N Y exp(j2ws. xl/L). 6(1k - xI  - X) (3)
k,l

where s = 0 is the autocorrelation function
* s I is the x-shifted cross correlation

s = .3 is the y-shifted cross correlation.

System Requiresents

The ob]ective is to produce a real-time realization of (3) suitable for photon-noise
limited observations (faint object case) using conventional video technology and
conventional figital technology. The Digital Television Imagery DTI-10 vector
autocorrelator , presently used by McAlister , is the conceptual starting point.

We require an optimized photon event localizing detector with high quantum
efficiency, low geometric distortion, lag-free response and a stable PSF. For high

780 / SPIE Vol 627 Instrumentation in Astronomy VI (1986) 308
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quantum efficiency, a high-gain, low-noise image intensifier with a good pulse-height
distribution feeding a stable, low-noise video detector is required. In order to
preserve time resolution (commensurate with the atmospheric correlation time), events
must be localized to one video frame. Address localization is required to avoid
multiple detection of events so that the number of events counted is accurately equal to
the number of a ctual photons detected. A very stable PSF is required as argued in a
companion paper . This places very strong constraints on the photon event detection
technology, requiring negligible geometric distortions in the image intensifier and low
read-out noise and high stability in the video camera.

Proposed System

The system proposed will feature:

1. Proxitronic image intensifier system
6

2. CCD TV - Pulnix (Sony)
3. Anti-aliasing filter
4. No AGC: D.C. coupled video
5. 8-bits A/D conversion at 2x pixel rate
6. Digital filter: 2x back to ix pixel rate
7. Full-frame subtract - for event localization
8. Digital video processor - for real-time integrations
9. Event-list data logging for off-line (re)processing

A five-stage proximity-focus image intensifier is required to assure quantum-limited
single-photon detection capability. Proximity-focus technology is required for low
geometric distortion and for the good pulse-height distribution required for high
quantum-efficiency event detection. The develL~ment of such a detector has been

* described by Cromwell et al. elsewhere6 .

The digital video system is shown in block outline in figures 1 and 2.

PIXELIGITACOMPPIXEL Digital V eCCO CPOCEc VD sSr|Vide~o Sync Cir

RawOC Vdigta video. Rih Fl-rm ie Ifrnce

Anti-aliasing fteDFilter elFay e

Address

lGeneratoml ad w h irslt t2x / Pixel SutaTo

An slog- m Syn-Digital (AD conve ter a ela iia uptfleigi eta o

Restore 2. - >i / ixel Digital Spatial Filter

low-ois opesrtinead fogodgoeicfeltan stability. Thedita vdesyc drvd frotm thet CCDAnalo Sigi Vutpt 27t eng i Asent a V 1

lo-oieoprtinad S sailt. h igtl ieosnc eivdfrmth C
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camera driver, consisting of H, V and Pixel Clock, is used to generate the digital video
addresses required for fully synchronous operation of the entire digital video
pr ,cessing system. Synchronous operation is required to maximize processor throughput
as well as to maintain rigorous correspondence of the digital video pixels to their
physical origins in the camera.

Full-frame subtraction is necessary to force video black level to digital zero. It
i ; also necessary, in a video system reading output responses with non-negligible rise
times and long decay times, to inhibit multipjle detection of photon events so that the
very accurate noise bias estimates required" may be determined. In order to assure
localization of events in the proper video raster, further comparator logic is required
to detet the events in only the raster in which their maximum response occurs. This is
riecessary to preserve the temporal correlation of the specklegrams.

The primary digital video unit, figure 1 left, is a stand-alone unit located at the
camera head to assure video fidelity. The raw digital video is coupled to the full-
frame digital video difference unit, figure 1 right, using dual differential
tansmitters. The video difference unit, as are all of the following digital video
processors, is to be supported on a VMEbus MC68e0 hosted microprocessor system.

The full-f tame subtract is accomplished by video multiplexing of two video frame
tiffers. The digital memories required for the double-buffered full-frame subtract can
b very economically realized using contemporary video-raster optimized dynamic RAM.

ne cost of thrs memory is no longer a significant limiting factor in the design of such
a system.

A two-dimensional spatial filter at the video difference output can be programmed by
the host to be either high-pass, neutral or low-pass. For the event localization
application being proposed here, high-pass filtering will enhance the small-area
photoelectron peaks. This will aid in discriminating partially overlapping peaks. For
oher applications in which the analog video amplitudes are required, low-pass filtering
can smooth the individual photoelectron responses commensurate with the resclution of
tne imaling system.

Monitors both for the raw digital video camera output and for the filtered video
difference output are driven by analog multiplexors which produce RS-170 video output
41 w'In composite sync restored from the system H and V and analog video from D/A
S'.nchronized bv the Pixel Clock.

The event localization algorithm is a 3x3 realization of the 5x5 event localization
technique developed at Kirt Peak as the primary 7 event-detector for the photon-

e:, " ro1-ini4 camera a so described in this conference 7 . The pixel-under-test (PUT) lags
the current pixel (CP) from the camera.

DIGITAL The 3x3 matrix ALU is fed the appropriate 9

pixti. FASTER DIFFERENC pixels from a three-line RAM. An event is

loCF AD D. S V~IDEO detected at the PUT for which the central
pixel response exceeds the eight nearest
neighbor responses in the 3x3 detection
matrix which is scanned through the video

3 Line RAM raster so that the pcsition of CP is
Mat r ix ALU maintained. The event is further validated

-- - by requiring that it only be detected in

PUT - - the frame for which its response i.s

e cp - - maximum. The fu l l -frame comparator is

required because the threshold-qualified
decision on maximum cannot be made until

Full Frame RAl| one frame after that in which the peak
comparator occurred when the decay is detected by a

Memory digital comparator. The Events List output
is the digital X,Y address of PUT and the

Valo"I.t ... previous frame number (time).

Such a detection process has a unique
non-delta-function-like signature (PSF).

-- hvent Ilst RA"! Although the event is detected uniquely on
only one pixel, two events can never be
detected on adjacent pixels -- a minimum

DiIIAL ADDPES5l;. must be detected to define two adjacent
y and Frame I-- maxima. We have simulated this event

detection scheme in our present video
raster system. The events are localized to

S..e t,ert dete:'.:, .oq. one pixel along the raster lines with
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hardware 8 (a digital comparator) and the multiply detected events are localized toa
single line in software during subsequent data reductions. The characteristic siqnature
of the PSF for detection of events which produce responses on more than one pixel in a
video raster is strongly evident in both the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the
power spectrum (PS) as shown in figure 3. In the ACF, no signal is detected at Ir j =
since for detection of adjacent maxima there must be an intermediate minimum at least
one pixel broad. This produces the co-responding cosine-like dip in the PS.

:.1

%C

0 "

. -

0 64 128 192 256 -20 0 +20

* Pixels Spatial Frequency (cycles/sec)

Figure 3. Left: Autocorrelation function with noise bias (spike at 128) and PSF (dips
at 127 and 129) signature. Right: Corresponding power spectrum for pixel-
unique raster event detector. Data from double-slit calibrator in pupil.

Experiments with this software simulation have shown that the detailed shape of this
noise bias function (figure 3.) is also signal rate dependent 5 (Probably due to rate-
dependent errors in resolving the "adjacent photon" problem). It remains to be
determined if this is a limiting factor in the effectiveness of such a system in the
faint object case for which this system is expected to be most effective.

RS-170 analog video to drive monitors monitors is useful to assure valid performance
of the video pre-processors. The extra memory required for an event buffer/video scan

. converter is smai I increment to the tjta 170ost of thte system.

J.

.,-." I Double l

Buffe ,, AamTBu fe
Voutu RAM

Figure 4. Data archiving subsystem.
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The addition of autoguiding to the integrating frany buffer accumulating the output
event data can also be of use in seeing compensation - l l . Double-buffered data-logginq
(w~th frame sequence identification) assures loss-free capture of the unprocessed
specklegrams. Nine track magtape at 16@Obpi can accommodate the data rates of P20
phosphor image intensifiers read out by 60Hz video raster event detectors. This data-
archiving subsystem is outlined in figure 4. It can be controlled by the microprocessor
required as host for speckle camera and digital video processor control.

The digital processor must accumulate quantities from which image phase information
as well as image amplitude information can be recovered. It should be a parallel
processor in which the additional tasks are accomplished at no further cost in execution

S. t ime. Fully synchronous operation of a static RAM memory system with pipelined
,mO utat Ions is required.

The algorithm to be aocomplished is shown schematically in figure 5. The control
logic is identical to that required for accumulation of the conventional vector (event
address differences) autocorrelation histogramil'4 . The new computational elements are
the tour sin/cos calculations and the four new 2-D result accumulations. The sin/cos
calculations can proceed in parallel, pipelined to follow immediately the outer loop

* data fetch. Since all of the new cross correlation (XCOR) accumulations occur at fixed
address offsets from the autocorrelation accumulation (figure 6) all of the address
offset calculations can occur in parallel so that in the next cycle all of the
r- idadd/write data accumulations can occur in parallel.

Th- expected performance of this system can be predicted using the performance of the
existing DTI-10 as a benchmark. The input array size is 256x256 pixels sampled over a
square 3x3 aspect ratio centered in the 4x3 standard video raster. The X-Y address of
each detected pixel is entered into a 4K RAM list. The DTI-10 calculation array is a
subset of the ful 1 512 horizontal by 256 vertical ACF field of a 256x256 input field.
Tne present DTT-10 accumulates ACF's l28x64x16bits deep: we propose enlarging this to
256x128x24bits. This array can be placed anywhere in the full 512x256 ACF field. ACF
"'"disp lay is enhanced by a reflection circuit that gives it the full symmetry and

appearance of a 512x512 field.

at The DTI-10 was implemented using static RAM's in a fully synchronous system operating
at lo0ns!cycle. At that rate real time can be maintained at 60Hz video field rate when
less than 640 events/frame are detected. This is a rather good match to the rate at
which events can be detected as discrete responses in a 60Hz video raster. Obviously,
it is inadequate to eep up with the higher event rates possible with other digital
camera techniques

Conclusions

Given the present availability of 2Kx8 (BKxB anticipated soon) 35ns SRAM, it appears
reasonable to expect 50ns operation, in ihich case the maximum throughput is increased
to about 900 events/frame or about 5xl /sec which will be adequate to keep up with
real-time data rates for objects mv = 10 or fainter with telescopes as large as the MMT.
Tris includes most of the interesting objects for which long integrations, and therefore
expensive off-line reductions, are required. For brighter objects, analog video
amplitudes requiring full-frame FFT processing are more appropriate.

With our reservations about the performance of the Knox-Thompson method (our
%A companion paperS), we note that the Knox-Thompson integration proposed here is a subset

of the integrations required for the more rigorous triple correlation reductions
proposed by Lohmann, Weigelt and Wirnitzer 1 In that method the four-dimensiona
expression (3) expands by allowing s to span the same space as x. In that case ni
complex inteqritions (xi,y ) are required rather 1 han the two (1,5) required for Knox-
Tomp-or. proc ,ssing. We have noted elsewhere that the amplitude of the complex

* correlation falls off on the scale of the ob)ect being imaged. Thus triple correlation
methods spanning a space small compared to n , but significantly larger than two, might
,rOve to be an optimal approach for compact objects (e.g. asteroids, bright stars, etc.)
'Jr for extended objects with bright, compact components (e.g. active galactic nuclei).
The, system proposed here can easily be expanded to this larger problem: all it costs is
memr y.
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n> OLP C-- -P:W Initialize Outer Loop
T OC n-lJ (Two or more events/frame)

< nO>LC 
- -

-\AAD)RS <-- ACF(0,01 - Array B~ase Address
END POF<-LXL2X4Array offset (Bytes)

ILP <- OL-- Initialize Inner Loop

X'Y) <- C(O-- Fetch Outer Loop Data

CX <--- Cos(XO) - Compute Sines and Cosines

'SXO <--- sin((XO)

'CYO <-- cos(YO)
"1SYO <-- sin(Y0

I (XY) C C(L)- Fetch Inner Loop Data

< ,AY - (X,Y) - (X,Y)o I Compute Vector Difference

AOF <-- x ( A~Y x L E =X) j -Compute Vector Offset

I (4x ==> Byte Address)

AD ADRS DS+AF--Compute Array Offset

[C(ADRS) <-- C(ADRS) + 1 -- Accumulate Autocorrelation

ADS-ADRS + 20FF -- Accumulate Phase Data
C(ADRS) <-- C(ADRS) + CXOII (XCOR)

IADRS <-- ADRS + 20FF

C(ADRS) <-- C(ADRS) + SX01 1

I I ADRS <-- ADRS + 20FF

C(ADRS) <-- C(ADRS) + CYO H

ADRS <-- ADRS + 20FF

IC(ADRS) <-- C(ADRS) + SyO

Inc IL-L End Inner Loop?

Inr0, CEND -- End Outer Loop?

VPC

Figure 5. O u tli ne of Discrete Photon Knox-Thompson In t e 9r a t on (Co0m PIe X
Autocorrelogram, CA). The parallel (concurrent) operations in the double-
l ined boxes are the new additions to the basic exist ing DTI -10 vector

4autocorrelogram integrator .L is the array size (=256), n is the number of
events detected, FWA is the address of the input list, and ACF(0,0) is the
address of the integrator memory, figure 6.

x-j--- 20FF -x P----9- X POFF-.. x----PO0F F - x

ACF Rex IMt0 x) Re(,,I IM(4y

Figure 6. Parallel ACF, XCOR (=Complex Autocorrelogram) accumulations at x with

constant Offset ox =AOFF in each array. tx = q(,L an q(zrj).
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Co-Phasinq and Co-Aligning the Multiple Mirror Telescope

C. C. Janes and J. W. Montaomery

Multiple Mirror Telescope Observatory,
Smithsonian institution / University of Arizona

ucson, Arizona 85721-0465

Abstract

The Multiple Mirror Telescope is an array of six 1 .8 m liameter folded Cassegrain
telescopes used to achieve the _ollect qn area equivalent, Io that of a lelescone with a
single 4.5 m primary mirror. F-r most applications, the six images are -o-alioned in such a
way that overlapping images appear to result from a single telesc-pe. Another application

reluires that the wavefronts from all six telescopes he co-phased within I micron,
cc'icurrent with co-aliqnment. This paper describes the successfil operation of the cn-
alignment and co-phasing capabilities, the control system and evices ised in the
applications, and test results to dat-.

General description

The M1ultiple Mirror Telesc-ne (MT)
(Figure 1) uses six separate 1.0 T
telescopes whose light is hrouaht to a
ccmmon focal point to achieve the
effective optical light -ollecttin
ar-rture of a single 4.5 m primary mirror,
maLking the MMT, at this writino, the third
largest optical telescope in the world. A
co-alignment system, called the Telescope
Ccalignment System (TCS), permits precise
meisurement of imace positions from each

of the six telescopes and repositioning of
the images as required. A second
alignment system, called the Telescope
Phising System (TPS, co-phases the six
separate wavefronts to the limits imposed
by the atmosphere and the diffraction
Limit of the telescope. TCS and TPS are
described in revious SPIF

- proceedings
1 ,

'- ,
3 
but both are summarized

here for convenience.
Figure 1. The Multiple Mirror Telescope

Tertiary mirrors, onf moun-ed above is situated on P600' Mt. Hopkins south of
each primary mirror, relay imaaes from Tucson, Arizona, in a 55' hiah rotatino
each of the six telescopes to a beam building.
combiner at the center of the telescope
cluster (Figure 2), which is called the
optics support structure ((OSS). The beam , ,hl ec~nf, 'A
combiner has six reflectina facets, each ,
one of which relays a separate .-Iescope p

* • beim to the focal plane 136.42 -m below , l
the beam combiner. A tilten reflective ? o ' * -i
surface at the focal plane, typically the
aperture plate on a spectrograph, reflects , *-.-.,.'Z

the overlaying fields from all six " "
telescopes to a package containing he
obiect acquisition cameras, called the ,.

.5 'top box. i . :- ", ,

The overlaying fields are reimaged at : r - e
an acquisition TV camera in the top box. . l
Composite video from the camera is fed to %rou.0*n T, iamvi
a video dicitizer, in this case i 'rinnell ,oiD, -UCS

,WP270. The Grinnell feeds digitized
Nw.. vi-f eo to e! computer system on ! mand in Fiaure 2. A cr oss s ec-tion o~f 'he MMT

small regions. Generally, six lata Tel-sc-r- "o-alionment System ind
regions are requested, ,ne for .*ach :mage. T-lescpne 'o-rhasing System.
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p The "'ICS -"mputpr routine let-rmines the image positio)ns from "he dijoitized video in
% ia ontr-idlina iloorithm. Armed wi~h Ihe known positions. The TCS computer can change the

aorositions at 'he foca! plane by commanding srondiry mirror tilts in either of two
tho11"accal axes. The primary mirr-r, tertiary mirror, beam '-ominer, and focal plane are

* ~ il 3tationarv' grfaces! ac-ivp '-'ntrol -~f imaoe position is accomolished solely hy tiltlnq
' -e correspondina se,:,cndary mrirrorr qurface. The motion is iccomplished uIsing stepping

- l ri-in" i m ,l~r ec i 110:1 aear reducpr7 reqnlution of the Motion is 0.1)6

i' a "n- ner steppini -'oror -qtep. r-alionment, once established, is maintained
1"'1nmt,.cally inder 'mputer onntr-1l.

C'-hasjna is ic-'omplish-l by ' . -hanq ing the path !enoth "f each telescope with a pair of
iss w~edqas insert-1 :n h.x Npt i.: path immediately in front ofcach beam combiner facer'.

Sstepping mo"-r translates o)ne /edape with respect to 'he other to c!hange the primary to
-cl cane pAth lenath of ".hat teIoacople in 0.18 micro)n incr, Mpnts. An intensified *,ide-lo

;reckle 7amera mounted in the lif'erentiail speckle interferometer instrument produces vileo
sreck;!:Yrams which ;ir- visually insrectef for interference frinoes Lbe:tween telescope pairs 4 .

nre "he frinaes indiicate "bait the telescope pair is co-phased, the wedges are manually
- mman,!ed In oove un iLI the frinceq appear. The frinoeg '-an then he maintained under either

* "nual "r computer control.

Passive co-alignment

"rickjna err"'rs. t.hat is, inex<pectedJ movement of an hbie-t -n 'he Focal plane, at Thne
'ire ludite small 0r.1I t, <). 2 ir-seconds RMS at trackinq veloci ties under I arcminute per

"on'i and i-ojntino errors -al Icos the sky rarely exceedi an aro'Second. Tedominant
-rer in tracking an 'biert is The difference in mechanical. flexure between the six
1.q-'ro, 1"exure '-f the entire 'SS is9 corrected by pointing coefficients. To correct

iifferen1ualI fle xure coffic:i -ts of aquadratic equation a re determined from empirical
-"isremets ade on thr-le stars. The equations, one for each axis of each telescope, ire

P ",ed while trackinq to predict the geconiary mirror tilts required -o correct for flexure.

ldeally. flexure corrections applied to the individual "elescopes will cause the seeing
!ik I'f an ob'ect :cmcosed o)f the "verlayina fields to be no laraer than the seeing disk !f
.1 same obiect on a sinale telescope. The seeinq disk is the apparent 'iameter of an

jet aused by diffusion of the Light through the atmosphere. In practice, atmospheric
*"rtulence caulses variations in the seeing disks and imaoe mrotions Letween telescopes. The
"''nuniformity of the seeing phenomena plus small errors in the predicted rcorrections renders

* r"'ssi*.e -o-ilionment inusiatle for Lmaqery, that is, taking pictur-s 'if overlayina star
-'elds ising long integrations. llowever, passive co-alianment is adequate for spectroscopy
where the bulk of the Light from each image must only pass through an aperture nominally one
arcsecond in diameter.

* Co-alignment is a misnomer for much of the MMT! operation because it implies the images
* always exactlv overlay. Trl overcome the large focal plane srale 13.58 arcsecond/mm)

produced by the f132 1.0 meter telescopes, much of the spectroscopy is do-ne with the
'dlivi lual focal. place- Imaoes par" rally separated so 'hat -he six images pass throunh

;,.narile Lenses at -1h, focil plan(,. The lenses redire't each telescope beam down a common
-r--.i! axis and ano", or long reocoverts the beam, which hen7an as an unifilled f/Q beam, to a
-LPe1 f"I -ne.7 The -orr-ctions imposed by co-alignment minimize 'he amount of hand

i'~iorequired to keP- each Lmaoe on its respective lens.

-7:ccessfujl co-alco nment isina predicted differential flexure :7orrections depends on
a~ric'ie tiffness i~n the )r-spnc,? of a 1100 variation in gravitational loading. The
~r-s must repeat well and present minimal hysteresis. Pigure '3 shows that the flexure

% J i- ele.at ion cay be as much as 20 arcseconds as the OSS moves from zenith to horizon. in
* a''lI-Jon, the i-elesc''nes at the qlide of -he cluster (A. F, 7, 'And ID) diverge outward as much

i~2 rcaec-onds over the same range. The curves repeat and maintain their characteristic
ars ver a Iona period )f time. The lifference in ampli-_de beptween curves of dlata taken

i_, ',,I a Ind , o:vember is thought "oe he caused by differenrces in temperature. Experience has
0 -wn hait the "flexiire coefficients' must be uipdated seasonally and after major o)ptical

* . a'iet-nts. The "rackinq errors that occur with co-alionment imposed ire illustrated in

Automatically guided co-alignment

71e tor -ox ind "CS may 're usedl to automatically iauide 'he six telescopes. F'or
T---q,7-scnY in whichl each telescople image is sent through i separite aperture, as describedi

1! r"e CS is )qp'i -) mpiasure the -apillod-over 1igqht .n fouir 'Vladrnntq around The aix
i-fl i -nt ap"-urns in'! Ceo'! the necessjary c-orrect ions to 'hp appropriate secondary mirror.

" t
ererv Ior lgth -biect Io remrain centered on the aperture. Where only one aperture is
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F :,ire 3. Differential flexure of teLescopes measured from near zenith to 100 elevation
and return, by measuring pointing errors of stars at different elevations with pointing
corrections applied but not differential flexure corrections. Figure on left shows the
flexure in elevation as a function of OSS elevation, while the figure on the right shows
t he flexure in azimuth as a function of OSS elevation.!

used or where multiple apertures are too
close together at the telescope focal OPENLOOP CO ALIGNMENT TRACKING DATA
plane to resolve the spilled-over light 1
from the individual telescopes, an array E

of six wedge prisms may he inserted at the / 9'/ o "pea

pupil plane in the top box causing images T E'levahonspread
which are superimposed in the telescope i of 23 elevaton
focal plane to be clearly separated in the °<

*.: . transferred top box focal plane. The pie- L-1,
shaped wedges form a circular array with 0 4 6 9 10 12 14

. one wedge used for each telescope. Minutes
*" "Dilled-over lioht" automatic co-

alignment has been used routinely since /
* Jauary198. 'F"..~-~'.~? Azimuth spread

Because of the stringent co-alignment /"3eao
tolerance required to achieve seeing S_
limited imagery at the MMT, it is not. I
practical to carry out such co-alignment 0 2 4 6 9 10 12 14
manually and automatic co-alignment is Minutes
required. Typically, the motion of an
image offset from the one of scientific Figure 4. Relative movement of telescope
interest is measured, and corrections are images measured after a "stacking"
applied to the secondaries accordingly. operation with predicted corrections for
For this operation, an image in the field flexure applied.
is selected for guiding. The wedge prisms
are inserted to separate the individual
telescope images in the TCS acquisition camera focal plane, and TCS is used to calculate the
individual centroids of the separated images. Commands to the secondary mirrors are issued
to force the centroids to remain at an initial startino point. To obtain the scale required
for -easuring the centroid, a lens in the top box acquisition optical path produces a field
of ?0 arcseconds for the acquisition camera, yielding a scale of six pixels per arcsecond.

, To permit selection of the 90 arcsecond seoment from anywhere in the MMT 4 arcminute field,
a pair of achromatic wedge prisms (AWP's), located at the pupil plane in the top box, rotate

N" with respect to each other, thereby steering the portion ,f the optical beam desired to the
-,' camera. Imagery presumes the fields for all six telescopes are confocal across the full

diameter of the field. Offset automatic guiding was successfully used in June 1986 and is
available for routine use.

6
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Filure 5 shows the results of automatic guiding during a 20 minute integration with a
,;fl camera. The images are round and their measured diameters are no larger than that
sXDected from a single telescope,
riicating that the fields remained co-

'fltgned lurinq the entire integration.

Automatic iuiding corrects fcr

r ickinq errors and mount pointino is well
is flexure: however, the trackina inA
ro!nting errors are small as explained
*arlier. All corrections are sent.
" terefore, to the secondary mirrors -Alone
rather than a combination of mount Irive-
ip secondaries. The 600 arcsecond tilt
rAnqe ,f the secondary mirrors is
sufficient to nermit correction of the
f!exure errors currently being
encountered. Some translation of the

aecondaries occurs with the tilt
- rrections so that collimation errors
-r-iin ti appear beyond a til iiameter of

-Nit ZOO ircseconds. Corrctions for
!-xure are well within this range.

The rate for corrections is
-._ r -ically !imited to 30 Hz ',y 'he

it ime rate of the composite video, from thr
i-. iis-i- T- hrw.'/=r, the ph-crhor on Figure . A star field image formed from
.t inlesifier stage of the acquisition a 20 minute integra*ion -f 6 overlayina

-- tera has a qlower lime constant. Even autogLided :maqes. The -urves are star
s!-wer is the rcS computer which permits intensity pr-files lraced ilona the lines
-: ,-rrections no faster than 3 Ilz with intersectino two --f The stars. The full
-t rent codinq. rn practice, the imit is wave half -aximum -f he -urves was
tIe brightness of the 3uide star -r measured 'c '-e 1 .2 iroseconds, equal to
srilleJ-over light. "sually an the atmost - c seeing at 'he time. The
irteqration of a second or two is required image was taken with a CCI) camera by Dr.
for each measurement so that corrections Rudy qchild -f the Smithsonian
irs issued only at a I or 0.5 Hz ate. Astrophysi-a) Observatory.
7Zortunately, tracking errors faster than
1.5 Hz ire of low amplitude and the
relatively slow correction rate is much faster than flexure :hanges. Corrections for image
- tion as a result of variation in seeing conditions, or "image shrinking," is expected to
reouire a correction rate of 10 Hz or faster. Assuming the TCS comviter ind code were
ircated to permit centroid calculations at this rate, the ohect being measured would have

be b-riahter than 15 - 16 magnitude for the acquisition camera ourrently in use to
.,elcr sufficient ccntrast for measurement.

Tilting the secondaries moves the images at the focal plane but has negligible effect
Dr" 'he pupil rositions at the top box pupil plane. Movement of the focal plane caused by
f'exure of the instrument, 7onversely, has negligible effect on the image positions at the

% iciuisrtion camera focal plane but has a dramatic effect on the positioning of the pupils as
h-y cverlav The wedae prism array mentioned earlier. The instrument must he carefully
'i ane-i and focal plane flexure minimized when the wedoe prisms are in use; otherwise, the

% %) pils will vignette or spill over on a neighboring prism and compromise automatic quiding.9

Field rotation inherent in an altitude-azimuth mount is compensated for by the co-
rotation of the instrument, AWP's, and wedge prism array proportional to the parallactic
snile. The otical components in the top box are controlled precisely with stepping motors
and torque motors via the TCS computer. The rotations must have a sufficient dynamic range

te track the rotating field over a velocity range of n-90 arcminutes per second. The
irstrument rotator should have a resolution of motion such that an image at the edge of the
field in the focal plane may be tracked to an accuracy equal to the tracking accuracy of the
telescope, in this case 0.1 arcsecond peak.

I •, Automatically iuided co-alianment is currently not possible without the top box.
--r-wver, when only predicted flexure corrections are required, the top box is not necessary.
h e 'IMT infrared photometer, for example, is used without the top box so that the beam

.J ,mbiner cin le included in the instrument dewar and cooled to reduce its emissivity.

W
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Concurrent co-phasing and co-alignment

The MMT offers the larqest baseline in the world for optical interferometry on a
telescope of its size, i.e., the complete Fourier transform plane of a pupil-masked
telescope with a 6.86 m 3pertur-. With speckle interferomptry, it is theoretically possible
to achieve a \/D resolution of 12 milli-arcseconds at 4100 A wavelenqth, the full 6-mirror
diffraction Limit: imaqe resolutions have been achieved to ]ate of 20 milli-arcseconds at
6160 J wavelength (Fiqure 6)

9
. F.K. Hege et. al. have observed point spread functions, i.e.

urresolved stellar images, as sharp as the predicted theoretical Limit, at 4100 (/D =--TT-
milli-arcseconds),l0

Overlapping fields ire coh-rently C -
phised when the respective path lengths - -
ar equal to or less than the c-herence
lenqth imposed by the observing handpass
filters. The phasing produces ( /
interference fringes which are -learly D.7
visible on the video output of a TV camera L
loiking at a highly magnified image. To
establish co-phasing, the phasing wedge
prisms mentioned earlier are moved by
manual command to position the fringe
diqtribution precisely over the center of 2Omns
th- specklegram as determined from visual
inspect ion. A wide bandwidth filter Observed Gomma Orionis Comluied Perfect Point
(600 1) is used to establish co-phasing Image In Focal Plane Spreoa Function
besuse its shorter coherence length
pr-duces fewer frinoes in the field of
vi-w, which simplifies the centering Figure 6. A comparison of images computed
or-ration. The coherence length for the from observed data and images computedi
wile hand filter is only 6 microns so from a perfect model showino the close

6 th-t, once co-phased, a narrow-band filter correlation of the results and the image
is used to increase the coherence length. resolution possible with the speckle
i" coherence lenqth for a 1.2 A filter interferometry technique.

ceitered at 6536 A is 3560 microns: in
this narrow band extreme the telescope co-
phasing is nearly insensitive to elevation-induced path length variations.

The curves that relate path length changes to the elevation of the OSS are measured
emnirically much as are the flexure curves for co-alignment. The curves are sufficient to
predict phase corrections for 10 to 30 minutes of tracking before manual corrections must be
imposed. The corrections have a range of 200 microns; the standard error between measured
co-phased conditions and the best-fit least-squares quadratic curve is 5.6 to 13 microns,
derending on mirror pair. The path length changes as a function of secondary focus and tilt
as well as of wedge prism motion. For example, a one arcsecond tilt of a secondary mirror
introduces a path length change of 15 microns. The Telescope Phasing System software is
being revised to calculate and impose the guiding and phasing corrections concurrently.

The correction curves maintain their characteristic shapes throughout an observing run,
th-ugh their shape can change between observing runs. nie latter changes are thought to

'4 result from manual adjustments that are occasionally required to the telescope optics or
from temperature changes. Temperature changes introduce a bias in the correction curves: a
recent test showed that a change of 1.80 C caused an average change in path length of 220
mi-rons, in agreement with that expected as a result of the thermal expansion of the 'ISS.
We are currently installing a temperature sensor array which will permit the correction

*curves to be adjusted as a function of temperature changes on the OSS. Measurements with a
10 micron thermographic camera show a remarkable homogeneity of temperature across the
bottom of the OSS. Such temperature uniformity will simplify the task of applying
corrections as the result of temperature changes.'1  The overall thermal stability and
uniformity of the structure are in part the result of an aluminum foil OSS covering'2 and is

- key to the success of TCS and TPS.

The MMTO is currently building an articulated beam combiner which will permit path
length correction over a wider spectral range than that permitted by the wedge prisms. The
facets will have a dynamic throw of 750 microns and a step increment of 0.18 micron.
Interferometry over a wavelength range of 0.4 to 20 microns will be possible with the new
beam combiner and new instrumentation currently being planned.

Automatically guiding the six images for co-alignment while applying path length
predicted corrections is currently in operation. K. Hege of Steward Observatory has
proposed an acquisition camera and video processing equipment that would develop path length
correction information automatically as well, by measurino variations in the signal power at
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white liqh, frinqe frequency as alcuiated from a fist. Fourier transform performed on

-h frinae information measured between telescope pairs.

Summary

SutxossfuL phased operation of multiple telescope structures requires the simultanecus

c--aliqnment of each telescope And the maintenance of co-phased wavefronts from each

-eLescope. Altitude-azimut.t mounts introduce additional complexities associated with field

A rt pupil rotation. The combination demands a level of hardware and software sophistication

rarely encountered on optical telescopes. Stiff, repeatable structural design is key to the

r-,itine use of image =o-alianment At the MMT and the successful use of co-phasing for

cr'ical interferometry. Although he current OSS may he replaced by one holding a single

3. m telescope when atuch a mirror becomes available, the studies at the MMT should prove

:sefu[ to future large Multiple mirror telescrpes planned by the University of Arizona and

-h, National Optical Astronomy Ohservatories. The co-phasinq and co-alianment systems can
-h-n he utilized in a re-deployment of the 1.8 m mirrors now ised in the array to achieve

7o'ical resolutions c,-rrespondino to baselines as long as 50 m, where X/D = 2 milli-
ir,-seconds at 0.4 micronl
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A real-time photoelectron event-detecting video system

R. H. Macklin, E. K. Hege and P. A. Strittmatter

Steward Observatory, Tucson, AZ 85721

Abstract

We describe a system for localization of photoelectron events utilizing an intensified
Plumbicon camera and a Grinnell video digitizer. The Grinnell digitizer, arithmetic unit
and memory are used to produce a real-time video difference between current pixel value and
previous pixel value thereby suppressing multiple detection of the same event. A master
clock provides synchronization with the camera in operation at 60 Hz in 240 lines/field,
repeat field mode. Our event-localization scheme provides double-buffered line-address and
event-amplitude for up to 32 events along a 512 pixel video line. A software algorithm
allows localization of multiple detections of the same event, and provides a unique address

qinterpolated with 1/2 line resolution by the host minicomputer in a 480 x 512 format.

J . Introduction

For high resolution imaging of astronomical objects through the Earth's atmosphere it is
necessary to sample images in the telescope focal plane at the diffraction limit of the
telescope with integration times sufficiently short to freeze the atmospheric turbulence.
Most interesting objects are so faint that only a gentle rain of photons is collected, even

*with the largest telescopes. The atmospheric correlation time is so short that only a few
detector pixels will collect even one photon during the short exposure at the required
image scale. The object is to record the coordinates of the pixels which detect photons.

Since even the best direct integrating video detectors have a readout noise of a few
electrons per pixel, an image intensifier system is used to make the signal due to a single
photoelectron event unambiguously detectable by a standard video camera. Our present
detector consists of four stages of electrostatic inverters transfer-lens coupled to a
Plumbicon camera, and produces video events of 0.4 volts average peak amplitude for cor-
responding photoelectron events1 .

Other astronomical applications, e.g. high-resolution spectroscopy, also require unique-
pixel detection of photoelectron responses. Therefore, we have developed a real-time video-
raster event-detection system. The purpose of this paper is to describe our system for
localizing the coordinates of video events in 240 line, 60 Hz, non-interlaced video fields
on a 480 line by 512 pixels/line grid.

•IMAGE MINI-
PRCSO NOoIssoTA ADDIR SS COMPUTER

ci) PLMCN VIEEV1TDA

IA SYNC TV
TIME- ASE

CLOCK (1264Z) GENERATOR

30/60NZ SYNC (LINE-LOCK)

Figure 1. The basic data path.
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The diqital television system

The components of our digital system are 1) a Grinnell Systems 6-bit video digitizer and
menory, 2) a Steward Observatory specified video subtractor provided by Grinnell, 3) real-
time digital peak-detection hardware, 4) a FIFO-buffered burst-transfer DMA-channel inter-
face to the host computer, and 5) cross-line centroiding logic.

The basic data path is shown in Figure 1. In the Grinnell system, the RS-170 video is
applied to the input of a TRW-1007 flash converter which produces an 8-bit Analogue-to-
Dicital conversion at 10 MHz. The system is totally synchronous from the TV camera to the
coitputer interface. Camera synchronization is provided by a 10.080 MHz crystal-controlled
oscillator phase-locked to the 60 Hz line at 168,09:1.

The video subtractor option allows this 8-bit video to be stored in the frame memory as
the previous sample for the same pixel is retrieved and then forms the 8-bit video dif-
ference: current value minus previous value. This video difference is then analyzed by
our circuitry to localize all peaks which exceed a predetermined threshold amplitude.

The video difference is hardware constrained to be positive or zero; negative differences
are suppressed. Thus only new information in the current field is detected. This elimi-
nates any lag effects due to the detector. Figure 2 shows a typical example of the digital
video input strear..

~~~~2 C C . , , . .. ' ' ' ' ' ' .. . . .' .. . ' ' . .. ' '

00-150

%Z *

50-

-01.

44* 00#*0PWt*P 01.-

0 50 t00 150 200 250
' PIXEL

11 :.r1. Ligit ." videc difference. The upper trace (shown arbitrarily displaced) is a
* rr : - -f -1 .t digitized input video stream. The lower trace is the digital video

!.:erec c outT for the sare line resulting when the previous frame is subtracted. The
lrdzes are arbitrarily shown with 256 point/line by plotting only even numbered pixels.

pcirt spread functior. of these photoelectron events is 4.4 pixels FWHM (2.2 points as
S ;'ted here) after convclution with the response functions of the image intensifier, relay
.1:1 ,camera, viieo tape recorder, time base corrector and video digitizer. This is equiva-

tc i3j ? FWNM at the photocathode. The localization of such events with ± 1 pixel
pre:isior improves the effective resolution of the system by somewhate more than a factor
cf 4 tc) 3V .r FW1IM at the photocathode. Our system resolves the response 114 through 11?
as tw( events at 115 an J 117

%.
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Real-time digital peak-detection

The video difference is stored in an 8-bit parallel, single-cell shift-register. The
inputs and outputs of this shift-register are applied to an 8-bit comparator. As the
difference data is being shifted past the comparator at 10 MHz, the logic tests for the
shift-register input to be less than the shift-register output. When this occurs an event-
detection strobe is generated. In order to discriminate between low-level noise peaks and
large-amplitude signal peaks, the comparator is enabled or disabled by a second 8-bit com-
parator comparing the difference amplitude to an 8-bit threshold value. The qualified
event-detection strobe is then passed to the computer interface.

Centroiding logic for 10 MHz events

The centroiding logic, shown schematically in Figure 3, contains a horizontal address/
vertical address multiplexor. The 64 by 16-bit 10 MHz FIFO buffer, horizontal and vertical

, qualification registers, and data channel (DMA) control logic are all in the computer inter-
face.

, EVINT DA

CURRE NT DATA PA
SUIIRAC o~cymEVENT DETECTIONt

C I 1 * T TRSOLD INPUT

V RTICAL ADOAESS
EIA SYNCLOI

AO -- HORIZONTAL ADORESS

Figure 3. The centroiding logic.

Data is stored in the computer through the data channel. There are 1 + n words for each
video line within the vertical qualification window, 0 P n 1 32. The number n is the number
of horizontal events detected along the line. The upper bound 32 is set somewhat arbitrari-
ly by the data channel rate of the Nova* class host computer used in our application. The
entry of a video line-number is tagged by MSB = 1. Horizontal event entries, tagged by MSB
= 0, contain both the horizontal address and the 5 most significant event amplitude bits.
The present system produces 9-bit (1 in 512) horizontal addresses, however, our design an-
ticipates eventual implementation of 10-bit (I in 1024) horizontal addresses (± 15 J.m at the
photocathode).

The interface uses a 64 by 16-bit FIFO to allow the computer to accept burst transfers
at up to 6 times the rate that the data channel can accept them. For a 10 MHz video-sample
rate, the maximum peak detection rate is 5 MHz (200 ns peak separation). The data channel
rate is only 800 KHz (1.2 us per word). The 64 word FIFO provides a 2-line buffer with
input at 5 MHz and output at 800 KHz.

*Nova, a registered trademark of the Data General Corporation, is used in a generic context
here.
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When the vertical address equals the bottom of tht vertcical ouuiiica ion wlnd .', a:.
interrupt is generated to inform the event-logging progra-n t:at t current fr.>. of uat
is complete.

Data-logging

Presently cross-line centroiding (1 in 489) is producedi by 7i o;cftware algorithm in tne
host computer. Thus photoelectron addresses are localizei t t,e unique pixel events on a
480 x 512 grid which recognizes cross-line events with -1, 0, or +1 pixel horizontal dis-
placements. The maximum data-logging rate oJ 60,00 Hz is set by the 75 ips 1600 bpi .c,.,-
tape system. This is compatible with the 32 event/frame saturation of the interface.

Cone flusion

Although we are aware of faster schemes for localizing the addresses of photoelectron
events 2 ,3 we find that this solution has the particular merit of utilizing off-the-shelf
dicital video technology and current microcomputer capabilit.s.
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Astronomical imaging by filtered weighted-shift-and-add
technique

Erez Rihak
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'The weighted -shift -and -add speckle imaging technique is analyzed using sinmple aSSLln~ptioiis The end product ii-
sho wn to be a convoilution itf the o bject wit h a typical point -spread funfct io n Ipsfl that is similar ill shape t" thie

It telescope psf and depends marginally oin the spec kle psf. A filter can he applied ti each data frame hefnre locat ing
the maxima, either to identify the speckle loications (matched filter) or tot estimate the instantaneous at mitpheric.
pist !Aiener filter). Preliminary results show the power of the technique when apptlied tit phitton-limited data and
toi extended oibjects.

1. INRD CINBecause (it the effect of' photon statistics, the number of

Recent effoirts in the field of stellar speckle interfertimetry' maxima c'an be muich larger than the number of* speckles. If'
the intensity if the object is ltiw. there are stome speckles that

hat h, h-n directed toward achieving true Images of' the ohb- wilcnanoltneptn.whnosrtuenfrttn
served o--jects. A great deal has been dine to reciostruct inte. fthobctasawd mxmuhnlih

* - ~the Fiourier phases of these objects inl order tii tibtain the true tsin nise an ath obietsri asie mcaiiuthe mighs

imag. Apritche kniwn th shft-ad-ad tehniues ttirt its image and create spurious local maxima. Finally.
* * ~~try tot retain the phases as they appear in the original speck- teiietctl emlil ekd hc a emsae

ae andtav elzd hta es neFtre-ln as multiple speckled. with the final result resembling an
Bate an Cay' ealzedtha atleat oe Furir-pane autuicorrelat itn instead (i anl image. Bates' calls this

phase is easy to find: that ctorrespounding toi the strongest "hiti.
*intensity* in the specklegram franme. If the displacement of As a remnedy, we use a filter that smooths out each speckle

this point is known, then the frame ('an be shifted to place anhi at the saint' timne defines its location. The best filter
* ~~this maximum at its center. Adding many Such shifted shudecletohemaspkeislfamthdfler

- ~ frames will vie Id the average intensity nr ,;i-d the brightest shudbcletohemaspkeislfamthdfler

spots in all .the specklegrams. This is known as the shift- Since the mean speckle is initially unknown, a c-rtude guess is

and-add (SAA) technique. Lynds, Worden, and HarveY' used to locate filtered speckle maxima. These are then used
to pitriodutce a better nsean-speckle estiniate by SAA. The% L'H) locate not just the absolute -maximum in each frame pic~ir'i trt~ ttltema pcl unegs

but al,;o the brightest local maxima (after siome initial We- find that the iterative sp~eckle estimate is not the
smoothing). A set oif weighted delta functioins is created,
cotrresptonding toi the cotordinates and intensities of these iittimtini miatched filter. The most stiitable filter Must Still-

maxima. A cross correlatioin of' this set with the itriginal press the varialsle backgriound created -l coalescing speckles
* . in a large speckle cloud as well as smooth the single-photon-frame shifts the brightest local maxima to the (enter, pro- event nitist,. Thus we c-imbtine the mlean speckle with a

ducing a result similar toi the SAA technitque, thiough with hnps itrit inrfle.Lclsekemxm
higher efficiency.

* ,~ Th seingcalbratd wighetl-shft -nd addI WA I are tbtts enhanced. whereas single photons are discriminated
a h natracintiuatn ofithe tw ift had Siml titS his against by uising a comiparisoin low-pass -filtered framne. The

a atra cntnutin f hee womehos.Siift de coiinhined proctess, speckle i den tificat io n and W SA -canl heLWH methtod, it finds all the lo cal maxima A st 'de carried ot tt i the image pllane or in the Fiourier plane. Wse
*ftunctiomns is created, Multiplied l ir weighted) 1)' the intensi - haexprnntdibohomns
V ~~~ties of the ctorresponding maxima to ittreate a set itt Iimlses. haexPrmndin11tdtmns

Each frame is cturrelated in the Foturier plane with its set of' 2 AhM TCLFR UAINO
impulses, and the cotrrelatitns are averaged. Fi n allY, t h e WIHE HF N-D
average crtiss spectrum is, dectinvilved bv the average potwer W IHE HF-N -D

spectrum of the impulses in order tot reduce the at mttspher- We first stummarize the WSA formalism oif Christo t ii l.1
ic-seeing effects tin the final result. L et its writet the hthI quasi instantam-ioits imiage it x as thle

All realizatioins itf the SAA technique have tim'- prolem'n it) Potissoni ri-aliza ion tifthe t'unvtilut tot tof* the oubject tow with1
cotmmotn: they rely strtngly tin finding loical itiaxima antd oi thei ilistaitianeitis speckle ptuint-stiread functiitn .s~ix . Fuir
the assumptiton that these are equiivalent Iii spieckl It'iitia - ease (t ifndeiltrst atnding, we choot se toi define the Potissotn notise
t ions. Shout notise. atmotspheric effects, and obiject mirphitl ;is th lit'iittrince Iteween the realizatittn and the citnvttlti
tigv can all invalidate t his assumlt Ion. t inoI , i.(c..
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, l.(ul.; = j dvd ' 0V*v  v + U)¢W )W V + u)/' v )/ *lv + U)/)*(V')/(% + U)}

SK]-S] dvdv't'dvdlv*(v + u)P*v v+ u)P(V + U)

S / du'AMtu. u )H(u, u')

S- j du'H(u,. u'

T2(U)

Substituting Eqs. (10) and ( 11) into expression (7), we get spheric). The number of elements in the second summation
is NkK . ot'which K . are unit\ (when x,, = x,). For the' first

W(u) a Du)O(u)Tu$. (12) summation the probability of an event's occurring at x,, is

To evaluate this expression further. we follow previous ,(x,)/. \k(x)dx. where the integral is over the frame. The
work7.S and assume that the kth frame is composed of a set of probability ofa speckle'soccurring at x, is similarly(x,1/'"
Nk photons at positions x,, each producing the detector psf A.()dx. The joint probability of the two is their product.

dx: these being independent point processes, yielding an aver-
age cross term

ik(x) =dx) * V Mlx - x,,). (13) /X,.x)exp - 2riu xdX [u,(x)exp 2riu • xdx

The estimate of the speckle psf, akx). is composed of a
* different set of impulses, which we model to be the realiza- ,X)dx u, (x)dx

* -*. tion of a point process representing the atmosphere, Be-
-. cause of the digital form of our data, we consider every A,(u)Mj*(u)

impulse to be the sum of all delta functions within the same A(0)M(0) (16)

pixel. Unfortunately. our estimate is contaminated by the
Poisson process, which creates some spurious local maxima. where we assume that A(u and Miu), the Fourier trans-
Here we have Lk speckles and K contaminating photons: forms of ,\(x) and ptx). are lermitian. The second summa-

I. K tion yields a similar term. From Eqs. (15) and (16) we have
% ax) = ' 6(x - x,) + V' Mtx - xd). (14) y,\lU)Jt2
N:. - ,Cl) W K +( ,-K)- = 1 II. Lo)Fl

- i In this way we model our data i(x) as a Poisson process of
rate ,\5(x) proportional to the ideal image o(x * s(x). Our Au)M, (u].
estimate of the atmospheric speckles aj,(x) is modeled as the + A,V, Yu )M, *(0) $17)
sum of two processes. The first is an unknown point process
with rate pk(x) proportional to the atmospheric psf (Fried's Now we average over the Poisson statistics of the photons
."short exposure" 6). In the cases when the atmospheric and the atmospheric statistics of the speckles,
turbulence is low, the object is extended, or the light level is .U) 2 )
low, the variance that is due to the photon noise can be E, ,1(iti] = ,,uLK + (KN - K) )

comparably large. The Poisson process is then assumed to ILl0.1W
be independent of the atmospheric process. ' Thus it is
written on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) as an additive term + lN A(0)M* (u) 1 18)
of rate ,k(x). Next we calculate the expectation value of the
cross spectrum of the Fourier transforms of the data and the where 1. and N are the average numbers of speckles and
estimate (Eq. 14)1 with respect to coordinates: photons per frame and K is the corresponding number of

/. coincidences between the estimate and the photons. Simii-
E,.Jri( ' t u)l = )(U) N" E,,,Iexp - 2riu. (x, - x,') rlarly. we get for our estimate for the atmosphere a(x an

average power spect rum
K', ( N u ) l = 

L + , IM( ,

+ E,,,exp - 2riu - (x1 - x) • (15) 1 o +

The total number of elements in the first summation is + Kl. 19)
N'.,. almost all of which are not unity, as they originate

trom different, independent processes (Poisson and atmo- where I' EIL,,(L, - 1 )1 is the second factorial moment of
'V.

Ob
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I Opt So, Amri A. Vol 1No 12,lieceinhter 1-46'r, 1.

using ParT%22Cs teorm Cobiin Elu i 121 ul>itEl

&,~--t 27-..1 and iasuniing thal I he cro~s pect rumn oft t lieitn

sphere and th o~ vrg u.~ rieihe required

.4 filter"

w here /II u) and /',,(u) are the speckle and noise po wer spec-
tra repecivey.We make use of the value of' thle average

- \*__ ~ ~ ~image power spect rumn calc ulated elsewhere

-. 7 ~P,(u) = 1)(uW)V))V'.(U) + P,I til 19

to get the f inal filter

p This is much like the intuitive filter that was imentioned
before in combination with the matched filt er. It tells us

that by using iterative estimates of' the object, the image
p~ower spectrum. and thle speckle power spectrum, we can

Fiki 2. Ani image of an inresot~ed star iZ#.a Aquaril At with the generate a valid Wiener filter. The speckle power spectrum
*2> m1 tele ,.pe at 711 n m, showing the (aberratedt telescope- adthdecorrnsrfutinanbahevdeoe

li,~. st* togarithims, intensitv scale. Proce(e from 10 anphoetco rne ucint canrbe acinere befolr
trxte, ahotit 100~ photos each . At) figures. are with North down, the calculation by observigaptn oiretne iia

to the ri-ht. atopei-onitinlihtesm detector. If the at-

rum Eq.24,]is ccenuatd attheverylowmospheric conditions are different, then the ratioi of' the
* p)ttri EI14]i Letacattevrlo frequen- reference speckle power spectruml P,(u) to the actual one

,' asZnd constant elsewhere. D~ividing the object transform wl ifrmil nteu=rXrgm~SA ihrfe
l.% this power spectrumi is equivalent to multiplying it by its wui his rail ill tend trdth rtio" of ther umes

res iprical. i.e.. a bandpass f ilter. ofsecke,. s rtor the taen. or tnle rateojte numagrs

T he combination of a bandpass filter with the object pro- insesfomto coten tow rnes. ioulest isbseto s aa

(lii cs an opt imum matched filter, which is now apiplied to inomtncnetatlwfqucesitssfeouea

th, pecklegram. The bandpass filter, convolved with the reference spec klIe power spect ruin. If not, a theoretical esti-

btkc t, parti.illy solves both problems (:0 and (4) discussed mate can be made from the image power spectruim, which is

eatirlier. It smooths out single-photon events below 'he actually the matched-filter method discussed above.

hro.hold level, so that they are not regarded as speckles. At

tII~ ,,lie tine it s;harpens the wide autocorrelations between 5. APPLICATION AND RESULTS
thtc speckle'. and the object. and as a result the efficiency of

d-eltn!pekemaxima increases. The data processed were produced on the Kitt Peak Nation-
de~cti~ tecleal ObservatorvA .8 m telescope and the Steward Observatoryl

2.3-in telescope. The detector used was the Steward Obser-
4. WIENER FILTER APPROACH vatory speckle camera,'-, with television frames digitized to a

Vht, other approach possible is not to locate the speckles 128 X 128 format with 8-bit integers. Some of the data were

1 iiing the assumption that each one is a replica of the object) photon limited (see Figs. 1 31).

to fnd he rigial istibttionof he tmtsher. aply The first reductions were done itt image sp)ace, in an ap-

rio-0 'il ica prcesssuc asmaxitin titidig) nd, proiach similar to the simple SAA. An estimate of the object.

mo1,ine fromn there onl as with the standard W. As usally a Gaussian. was slid along and multiplied with the

intnitt itn ;cini a; thscl,.o IWee itr ,ic frame uimage-plane correlation). At the same time a

hre is no prior knowledge of the atmospheric distribution smoothing function (a wider Gaussian) was correlated with

i it, -hApe is var\ itg from one, realizat ion to the other. the frame. EverY local maximum that was higher in the

ir et t'timnite is now achieved by applying a Wiener filter filtered frame than in the smoothed frame was counted as a

ust- th urrent Imoage t ransli nf: speckle, and the corresponding part in the original speckle
gramn was added tli t he ruinnintg sumn. With bright objects.

1, U I F iU)I;1IU) where the photoit ioise is, negligile, the result appeared

F. . fU))t U] ( S, I + Vt )I. (26) after only line frame. TIhe computational efficiency (If this

r ~ method was rat her low, i-speciallv for larger ohjects, which

Vcl. s also apply here the nuonlinear prouce-s of maxi- demanded many multiplications. The advantage was that

e twirn 'ini :rnv itt the itiage plane described above, Il only only oue)( full framne resided in) memory, at any timne.

:*it r( f- *.e, ws-re ippl iedl. we would get F,, i u I as t he end TIhe process wNas t hent repeated Ii thle Fourier plane (Fig.

I,- c- tointh le- iuire- dlifference e between 1). The cyvcle for each fraine is is follows: 1a) read framein.

k, 1,p tI ti- Iat I i, e~i Ii; I e (hm) t ratisorm the framec, I tniiltipkv the tittie trantisorm

33n
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Fter , e hin r ystafrm'ap e l tered h tl-h ramle.8-telnese. fl+ll m. ihioilhle ltteo adbto cetd
hdtrnsf om th sge s t ed k e . 1. l th e l l te p e ase tu fi r t he a eda a. , ogfig saDheU5Ce e rd ce vt i e t

.iat*d a aove the mhed e*rta frame REA

w'vith hc rreodng m puse sien fit, l)teransfomte impulsei-
%pframe ra)mulile hfaetransfr m ythe l impses jil - T

transform and add to running sum, j) add impulse power X

F(2Q

spetctrum it running sun. This prcess is similar tro at th d b

WSA\ process, which requires two Fourier transforms per X

raie. The matched-filter pro'ess incldes the extra steps
Itr). which implv two more transform. per frame. Itftnr
ItUrns ut thatethe timerequired per12X 12 frame is amout ( _ o- -d :

tec, coredig ipuls tcosputer was a Data hI t Ar xano t t > ipeF
(;eneral NI1ti 00). For larger frames, a co nstant threshold eT

as pposed to a variable one) can te applied, saving one L A_

i Fourier transf,rm per trarme pStesperj 0

illi " (Once every 1,000-10(,000ll detected .peckle,. depiending on X : X /
',".' th e n i e in t h e d a ta a n d t h e e x p ~e c te dt ,>hi c t s h a ple , w e + + A'fr atetThe atci edite. This is done i i I I tdi iding Ihe JA " S A

%tf riie hrame-impulse ross sertrum e r frame. aterageLFTI
turs ot that h t et ue pe cklae s ab 121 0lp

.redocin the photon nise ey ewhtimwatinh it heItnd the dit M > S
enera ti-n limit t-despikin " a and apo cizin the resht out iESPiKE

APODIZE'
i " .-i[de th a t li nit, i t in v e r,e tra l i ,rn in g tb is iv e r aig e i na g e , 0 _

'" I ll~1 a lt,d(iz i ril ti t re s u lt t,, g e t rid o f n o ise ti n th e , " in Ks o f th e i

FT

Inaip.i.0 transtormineg t e appized itna edlv and il s la ti- uate'
ru1,nr h the and i ass r p iler t, ve te ,ptiun matched

or N% lcy r filer. The aplt izat im is us allv nol e esirn,
thm epl for the first itert ins hen the n bi c at th et,ttkirt, I*,: 1 1'. rll I,. hirl 1.,r ii r., \ retcr we, th+, 11\ hor

i ,i th age fitn c rrelat e with the specklegra It li (tf
,  thuce - RIli. i ll, It,|llh.oop i. iv inp ratiiL broken mid the tiller

take axin a. Als . for mililshe -eaked liveI a lerage i, v , \\ i - -li_, v been otiniied 'alitallvltr

rei i'n thle ho iin n oie b est mat intmz af t) ie n d e lif-r i-i\ ,tt r l;,-Iiiii

i l htodizil ig, i i u io llrid if i iaiis1 rthellOs illllb i.-

, eiedac k. tran (h i n adi, h , rii li h , th(, mid dthe iht n r , i, a nd I. ithellatlld

tlii I ('irf c hiwil( I hi taken t h n ;gli in s t tdui e fiir tiller
- as a i a l. itlii p lii t i ntil i i I ii i tl i-tis iei itti 'tia etr

teilt rn itfiii iI ili ii qiil;tiii iiiei ytt r r i i iirilL - iI n rtatf'ii i h

•rriI i I i r i tiitri idmt i itr <, is~
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- extent iFig H. 171
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WVe ltaI\; fitted ittltdcl to g-lood 'eC11111 11 (11 p0S-Itst idclc 0hSIbsers I it n t thc till Jitt 1  f ISIn
bIlue and ted li I Ihe t1ir oftill .oitefits I V It. mid ( I ll ia x 'itit pol111 ;-~l fijtII ti.I I i t,, t i m.lu
lit I'lici c arc ito 'i, iteti hItiC cs.idult, alter stthtratmtti 0Ii ill it,.lI hl;,i the ittee, I lie fit, I

% ~ poneliii V. and ii~ C Ill thle red I'li,ic at .onsitvtt butI hlit ofI !ec tupitichi 'titteest. ,fIatI thicit I ill

%.xc~ red fItt\ fm'ttn an aicai beissec it Il hutII eontpt'llenkt Ih eic led Illh that 11' llu- flit.ii a peak iituim-
itidc it Nc U ii nagL 1in thle R I'iid andica I R color oft at let': m&-nit I Ille potiit t III (ilIILI
C\Cee..1 tcinsistetit I.III th tat ollflt thensirte gmlax. fit molstc tif git., ilioiml mitiu

IN, iiiitt tIi(\ I Ilie pie.-Cit \%'I k 1111i)1 ''H. L ti l iege h\ tiing t mi

( )f the: ti~e poit.ble cticliatcsIeas tttioia liitses. (,itl S I)IS L'1- ti 1)[i eudi d b tici tiai-fici.-ir teehltIcitt

Oine. PI lIf s A.~ VH. ( . better ktttsif is the -triple OS ). ee tite- ttfI i ~~..ceeiiteitepa i~st
*has nIOre than) tsIIO :OMPIIICnts idil I I *Ill I I "MO dI \\101in a >pi]c \I 2 LI 'III,.fOs to tue ticarCw! '"ICl

co~icdtie tipl iagc Ilvect 19%, 1 uedthele'filiqo: then stack:,! the ft:ts.thatl the: peak Aia, Ikka.i\ s i It the
costedth trplemaze.iee c oHii 81 cI ltetehniuc centter oft !ie fmi! mti- I 5, 11ot,ts In the hackL'o itlc6 4 speckl Icnterleromet r to shoim thit A, t ile brigh tei corn - \erd appl"illitlmcd h', slst: atinet !ie saiIe hLtnk !:eid Of

ponenit. sits itself a double is hiebh \kc designate A\ and wi ithtI ciIite uu ltrsceli0polm iih

* ~~~comnponenlts separatedi h\ ) ;4 ( )ticr, 1) oune it oil I9X I li'tcnc. iilsiuie9it iexi efridi
hereafter ) oumte. Vander ric:t ct il I 9X I i; o ax Modeled the fil'CIhI i~ (Itl it1101. the IIata 111.12 is 1 IVIlrmc f It

triple and also concluded thtat A' onit, tuteIr I% era ilt olj I.;elc('I*i.,hokg, subIi ifce
eCtitp0on1tits. to'. Honricau. and BUM it I 9-. hereafter [F Ott I I n el. iI.hce n niitttsir

fron1t de~te r- 'Ind dfwiil.'C -iticedI effects \0i 1 tch sic Hoitrnas hase detectecd the c\pcoeed filth component \N one lii mldtl ie x n iieoeLr tt,:tstasrp
\et detc:ted the L-insingL,,iass .. aa u

-The eeiimetr\ if thle trtple OS( i,, most c~~lsina Itted 11 resc111dtt)au'Is.1M I 'll tilt':s as1)(C adequate' di, t1oI it 'isk
* placinL in1 elongated lettisi, niass distribution beixi cen cornl-

ponecnt, V\ A . B and C(H i lenIciitt is much motre likels It He I bec picscit iitl li ef. ed thle uejects of both these: prob-
the re'sult otf af sittIegla' rather than a cluster oA eglaxies m il fdtix sttertdhfr tc i.iees
(N Oingi) N ourig put forth a possible inmge solution Inl xhieb a intepttidthndxittoerIe baLeorfliTh

- masiv spial afar at ((. sia siuatd hesicri al tree ritxx5 ,\crc summeid to find file s-aim peak. anid the C'IIittns

components, hut efoser toe oimponeitts B and A [Itiss cr. the'. stnimed)C to mird tile *ispea alltis trig uNc of Lill of theC data(

sie unable to detect the galax\ at oin 2!.S itt. the 2N_- 25 pixel xx rido\,, Ihis it prosed thle guiding Nt-

1-he present siork Mtenipts .tot lit hetiritic- motdels to t)it ttsites, tltetcb} allitng th% shorter Integratiotn Ort hogonal
- cLe cr oil. 1980. hereafter Iiecio obsersatitits of 'the tripIl tFItC-cfiiictil mil p;itabtlac sieve ftiefd tot thc iittettslies of thle

()SO fi blue and red ligltt Anor lensing gmla\s hiould be piXel tflI the A eakind -3 pixels fromt this. U \.tinmplc is hotI~ini

*hrighter in the red obscritori. A\ eomtparison of thie red andf in) igur'. I Ithe peIkN lo-ttiott giseti h thle tc pat hl-tlac
blue modelS and their riduI(Las ldIL reseal sitihe there is determiinedf thle pixel that1 sitmUld be NhIfteCd too the center 4f the

- ~ excess red flux. ) oung, hasN Ireachi reCp0t!t hil ht IN .slilhti staicked xiia

- redder than C. aid sic ttept to itoI a step further adNtiiItitr ohsiae n etrstitc;i-
redher than eC.s red fins ortetates reccitatoiml of1 tite r itpidclettidiit aser.I1!Cd flat fheld IaIm vI the

Pt es ittLIs \xtkA. the. !1,11-fteIIttt %k as still chuIte sitm)il. I fIll enld-
it is x x xixpoints tf' a lintear a' dcimei xx hicit %,,as -Ahtracicd from ierth ro,,%

* I tc ripl QS) xas tbsesec ottf~t~i ime nd ixtli i 111(ii COIltiiI weIre: jist the ixerage ti1 4 pixel Mt 41 at iloia

mirror of the NIMNT (i [Ieee' The ititetisifieck I tlutthiii wIe NCoitittti lt tICf mii bi'tii of the arras ftinc I l,l1c1,;ttfttt
sumio imtages verc loggect 111 5 111:iute1[ NCctttt1, itstiixm .1 SotpM i g i irsftii ueatatu i o

* f~~iaif-inh reel-to-reel t1ceO tape reeorcr I lie Tedl Pasts eiiitaefJoknie.setassrualsu' imi
%kts set i5 Scfttitt R(l -1 S filter arid photitcatlilc eiito. tj.t.iu.. hckrmit.fxNIRitactiicfhs i-

1-1 NO 1 0) Ai I ftc hle Kitid ,ka, uefinecd h.\ a 1'II t - it',i tititico gi.1tii citittittif sitichJ i c'c pcroc't if h i t-, 11,a

filter iT; I photoeatlhode ctitfi i4PIt 4Xii) \i I lie %. leo dl I .\Ill c
ulittie ii eie f iproitt tc i Ipiel( )te ic i il-csi pi h~cIt \k ilt)'m t i I CI , (If it %ic

A-crc itL~tx. itl le iscle cl ilubiattom litk ftc tI t c sal tni
11,Wt,' 1.t pp: I t1(1 1 Li t l'. I iol IIt iI Ic i e -i s'it t lic to

t"' 2... 1.,. "11 1 \-ni.. 1'1 1; ,,o i l II, i IIiitc~ 1cottytlIeNi hc h.\ttIns t stcc not i -

.
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t aking aidsaitaue of the lle\il~ltiiof (the simples r UtIiie.
(ti procedure Iii fllting (lhe Images IA;os to tteilite CotttjIolils
A-\A and BI( as 1104.Irlitil

t the base lesel. 1clitisi -imtpli
tuide alld. %%idth, and position anwc Acire tised Mille Iming1 all

four componentis imultancousl\ It 'iii tfils. at rather g,.. tit
Ii' to A anid A ss is obtalied pe)A signail-to-noise ratio of (,, oser

the \& hole tiagel [he fits Io B and C s\ crc poor due t- their
\Acakness, compared to -A and V. I lie: litted A and A' mlodels
ss crc thein subtracted from the imagc. I- nIl cight-patrametc,

models (all tree to iterate) 'A cic fle\i fitted to B and ( These
9 , ~models 'Acre Subtr11aCted from th o z \iiN imI.W 2ae

,- 'h' ack and tortlt betsseen AA and IW Ii this mariner Until theC

/ ~ Ii had eonserilcd adcquatel\

1i1. Rl t I Is

P X The best -Iii models and resid nLs11 Icdata nlinLuS model) aw

1" jlj- .riir, 10'!1 &I,i icit 'I- l 1, OWi shown for blue and i-cd imges iii Figures 2) and 3. ihes\ sh'A
s21iiifl. I 'c r~. irii,-~tuni 111t,, the models to be Il eseellent agrecmntl wxith the data for both

rn-c 'i~cr I, - d cc citj .. .- cn.. I-c ~Wi the red and blte images,. Th ilrgest discepane\ is oin the right
Ii- rcclc ,I/ I,,'C"11oe of the AA. peak (inside thle dasheIld linci This is due ito a

* idleotapc rceoider Ni \Ri tionlizicarit w hich is, understood
aInd in) [ieee, 1 i't Iare sufficieiiil\ Imprcise to hec consis- butl eOUld tot be Niinplx moledCCI to eliminate it. Thie dashedlc(

d tent \\ it0i the iceut ecr\ accurate nicasureC of the X--A corn- region A.as trot used iltdile m 'dcl lit tine because of this kntowni
d pontent separati it obsers ed h\ I-o\ elfeet

.w c llipticals\ conicentric ( aussians jone prinarils to lit I le bIlue node) Is a hettCt lit thtan the red It is cleaner, mlore
the peatk. the other to fit the Aingsi sers cc a, the basic point- selt-eoiisi-tetit. 'Itid bcause 11e signadl \;,w assmaller, less suibect

I piead 'unction -PS I I he \Aing (Kusaihad the sanic ellip- to, the V I R nonlinearit\ "Ahih is, manlifest in proportion ito the
tical shaipe and rotation ivs the peak (Ja ussian A\ simplex dcuree Of deo sat uration. [hei rms, amplitude of the residuals

- rouLtineC acel ind ( achcris 1 9X41 'Ad' aIsCe to tit the center lx is 0 4 mig he) '' peak winif NILI alu Ct.. the center of the coin-
* And o 'tatn i angle lift. peak amplitude 1 .1i. and semimajor honed V A peak. Th-1le largest residual lies on the 50''.. coniour

J\1: I,;s Id /li o thme peal, (iaussNiaii aind the relatise skidth and ot tlwi original data and is 4. naimg belovA peak salue. We
- relatise atnllpliudk'C- that ,alcd thle (A' (jausslins. I ableC I lists etliasiie 11 that th1C blueC models olf V A. B. and C all base
* thle results ofithe tits for both the blue and red iages ap;pr0\satnatels tile santeC 'A IdIl and shape: tile PSFs of each

rlt -' patraticters ssei alloA ed to (It freels and indepen- peaok arec nitn to 'A il Mt-ii Iilben the p~iarmeters at-e
dent l ,:\ccpt lot the major and nmor ases, of the A and A' 111os%\CLI to %at IIdepeitdeitt
:omnponents. Amnchi %crc constrained ito be thle same. These I o shoss that all four comnponents Ii thle hUI image can be

- result, ire chairacteri/ed 6- a strong*L similarmi of !he shape- fitted satifactorils by a single PSI . \\c created it model in
dctining, PS1 para. meter it he last ti~ Ill iiech col ,inmi xith thle %hich A. A . B. and C have the sante PSF (I- ti. 4). The wkidths.

- ineic '0tstandiire factor (if MI1 ece:pton being thle peak %sing position atigle. relatise amplitude, and relatixe wkidth that
W inplit-ade ratio tor the red B tcomp 'rint Ilie heoiii it model determnine this, PSI- arc the aserac salucs of the respective

resealed something I urtlier anals xis is requiored it, ici its, sig- paraietcr, Ii thle tits to tlhe four components. Table 2' ltsts the
nitiarkeparameters that de-termine the model. 1(he residuals after sub-

* t~PNt I'kA 41m ii KS i-I K tsi -i ii Nh i i s

4 of Ii I(

I t' 0sm OW h: Qto Ifi (-I I. Ntc ti3 1 l Is .0

* ,.-it 4 -1 I o i 4 4 o Il I o I fII of 4i t

+ 6.5 1 10
\k id ,4 h, 11' 0 o1 ( l. 1 iii O'

REl, ,I b ri ki po d 1 -ri k imp id - I 44H n 1 i 4 .U ' i iI2 ' m 5
,,- , I ,I . , deme a, trd im A t- I iI 42 -i - -iiI 4 i I -i
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Use of matched filterinq to identify speckle locations.

Abstrac .t

-~ .anv asessenn~ivc r Tx ma requtired3 for the our real ization of the <~hi ~
A]-,' met- ar not wi,2 f' nd. This is du ainly to Poisson noise, inherent in t h-
'. " tot 1 0 :mr'e, -.:i . i tera te L the shae o f fa i nt speckl. The problem
-I j a'; -IeJ for -x tiermi., 0,L) jt sw h P locl pek, s-h ai.; b inary s ta rs. As a remedy, 4(,
.- r at a speckle an at the same time defines I locaticn.

7. e, D~ hos It 1 :tL s hcl ho !.'vr.' close to theit mean speckle itself: a m atch edu fiIt e r.
t 3 1 u cass t, -t thi's tit e r a hele fnction, slth ihtly wider than the expec7ted-
C *n- ' i ' .i fI .ess is used to locate fltered speckle maxima which 1- r

at, t2-'1 e:', p ;o-2s, -c 2 " tr aes e simate by shift-n add. The proeur- is

.. e t - tu s 1c vS p e cle eSti Mte is not the optimum matched filter.
'I' i 1 r' Ss the variable background created by coalescin

r '2 5 o )d is well as smooth the single-photon event noise. I h
.h itl' t s 'r th s 3nith a bnd-paFs filter into a matched filter. L o c I

x r, i i r -- . J, whereas single photons are dliscriminatedagis
*n p.*, fi. Ih i i itr e frame, s i nce they do no t contain much power. 7ne

r '-s, 'J ;'1 or -en t i .:i t,)n and we ighted- shift-and-add, can be carriedu ct
Sth jror pan. We have experimented in both domains.

rt-and-Add methods

f pekllar speckle interferomtry 2 , 3a ced tords

.- , -:; '. :: ]b e_ ilt : m st :< oorss t e v ria le ack rn ret i edl oalesc inF

- , objd ects. A grat deal has been done to reconstruct
s' t,, (n n e w.ith their power spectra in order to obtain the

- Kn:-as the S_.ift andAe1r i techniques, try to retaint the

e.3 t' on,! ou r i r-p' icohase- i sy ots fnd ift
n' s fit it in the siecklero fra aontain the displarcement

7, r a. , c an s shifhted to pla-a this maxi mum at i ts
I.' 7i i h i e f r) a Lmre w l l yield the iverge intonsity around the

Sr re Thif is known as the Shift-and-Add routine.
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o , )1 dan proach that lctsnot Just the absolute

-j the rihtest local m m a x m u m (after some initial
- i mp-,J-, I o f - f uncti tons i s rea tied, corresponding to the

o1 .f -;XIT.Js A cross-cr i tion of this set with the original frame
'e -enter or' ucing a sim lar result to the Shift-and-

'-u".s "two amt/h'ds is th seeing cali brated Weighted
-. r'l 't ~so. 1he local maxima are found, and a set of
A'' ,:',-::rr inn.j ,t their locations. Each one of these delta.3

ip " ' r '' ith ) inv intensity of the corresponding maximum.
:i•: r r" l n: re Furier plane with its set of weighted delta functions
r .... n j -r 1,3 -'-1. F inall',1e y the ilvrage cross-correlation is deconvolved by

i: r ,' r w: rom I.' the delta funa . T ons in arder to reduce the atmospheric

.i,,rortm';n r-port-A, her'- were obtained at Kitt Peak National Observatory, a division
"f n ,: t] n 3 r ia. i I -t ] . A,; tr ronom) y bse vat tori e es,, operated by the Association of

, :' ,vrie;' fr P' 17, arth ,r Astronomy, inc., under contract to the National Science

t_ . -.

,' i ri') srn o r, Fi' IaK Nat10n-1 Ober r ati o r y.

S.:.3 , I t:, nm r t.s' the enpt. of Astronomy, New Mexico State University, Las

30 ,3.
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SA a -ea i t ions f th :II t t -. o, '1 1 1. 1 in m . I

atron ly on I indin, o c t) maxima ax i: th. 0; ' ' i 0 tI I It thIs; i L .quiv I .t to
spe,:kle locations. Shot. no .,, itmosphr i tm tp.t; Ii, r j 't iorphology a al n
invalidate this assumption.

Due to Poisson statistics, th. numoer of :aximo -Ati , -,: " Iat t e I than the n um !,f- r

speck ,-s. I. the inten; i ty it the oble -t i:; low, th,,t, ii f somO pe cklos whi -h wb i 1
c nt a) i n onIy one photon, with II) stLt, -tu I :I r!1,ti,:; .0 I '. If the oi) t 1,:) 1 wi,'.
Dii x I h -, i n ho t h P() i ;.,, n I ii an J i IO~i 1r I h. t I in I I i d i
I mag2 and create a Spur p eus 1 : 11i jx .Tum. 1i. ' Lt objt -b, d ,, !:r 1 t i ],-

:*'-'," peaked, whi, :n can so mistaken Is many sp2ckles, 'wi I .m, itl ;L:;ult [trSmbl i) g n

auto-correlation instead of an Imaje.

.&1, '!11 3 i i t1 a .

711 C the tooleA to 3ddross is h' t at 2 , 1) pp xiMtI tO y the same shape nJ U
of different i ntensity in i n c tyo ], e" o rl this nsapc, m ht nwjt be sinjle-
peaked, there l s no koO uld o' this sham, t. :nnwr is Wiene r f itern; i
t. there is f f l knowle Je, matched f i I t r in, sho , p id. For tunately, :n m:os
cases prior ,n:-rmat on about !he " is avai : , ': y t rough convent iona
spe- '- 1  

i 'r ermetry which pro vide tie object iu L or r i t ion. This enables as to
-. use mat cn filterinj, -;hich is :-or effi ient than .en r fi ltering 6  The initial

e. estimate r vides a f i ter, whi 1 ic h 1 1 i ed ti I) e k frame. A peak-findin
a3 r 11 t ts 1 maxia a eove a threshold, an i- corresponding speckl,,s arco
s5h i f t e-1 'D no che aY o t () t a a 1 d - "dA 1 m1 , :Js r esc ibed above) . A.. ,: n.
O'er A f w rm Les, w e ha;e a etter es 7tiate for -he j jct, which can be modifI1J 1nto

iia m tshId fi 1ter for th next fra A ter txr ftoons most of the
ref 1nei e t tn th t ,t r Ite a :I t hr ,ota

uwe i. ,: i .t o 0 . r J:ect ux,!) W it.- 1n 2iti',- n oise n(x,y) whose
o-wDoeWr Spe2trU is i(u,.). e jeIt:, go antitios in the F orier transform by capit3.

"ett. FTo(x ,y) T(,vj ,u v e ow apply a filter no the noisy frame, and reguire
,. that th e S Dower ratio s cauial at the outnut of th. filter. As a result we get for

J t h e f a t 6

F(uv;b oj cn -2 1o r (,

F 
'  <  

w,2 -1 n Se I. e": 1),:n eot an ro,:o:,:_ tI sont: I[} I y ' t (x-,,YO :

F~ u7 : v 1',J 2 x p -2 11 UXo -'}3 ' 2)

, Transforming back, the fiwter will Le o(x ,yo-y), which is th reversed obje:t in

respD-1 t t' th, point (x,0 ,y, ).

2oinj throujh the assuct ons cadinj to toe I bove de1rivation, we find some
departures from our case. The main ones are: (a) the exact shape of the object is not
k nown; (b) speckle power is variible and can )e bel-)w noise level; (c) white noise
spe:trIsm cannot describe properly the spcckle and Poisson pcrcesses; (d) the lw-pass

. filtering inherent in the application of the matched filter hinders detection of close
speckles, especially for larger objects. Noie 3f these departures invalidates the
process, and we describe what has been done in order to reduce their effect.

, We have used our algorithm with different initial guesses, in order to test its
sensitivity to the fact that the object shape is not really known. We found that for

.r %. sufficient iterations and an initial guess not smaller than the object (whose size can
be inferred from the power spectrum), the process always converged toward the same
answer. Specifically, a Gaussian boll of the approximate size always seems to be a

%- proper initial guess (fig. I).
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locations and intensities governed by the atmosphere. !urin(, detection, shot noise is
added to the speckle pattern, and the result is convolved with the detector transfer
function. In the different realizations of Shift-and-Add an effort is made to proceed
in the reverse direction. An estimate of a subset of the delta functions is produced,
the original specklegram is deconvolved by it, and the result averaged over many
frames. From this average it is possible to remove the atmospheric seeing background
(due to the incompleteness of the subset of delta functions) and the central photon
spike (due to the Poisson statistics). B(oth are done using appropriate models. Another
deconvolution by the telescope transfer function (reduced from an unresolvable star) is
needed to obtain the original image.

F Fi Lre. 2. An :a ge o f a n unre-;o lvabl) e star (Zeta A cua r A) ',;ith th ,, 2.28 ;: t [ s : [e at

75 +iJ nm, showinj the (aberrated) telescope point spread funcin Loathc
'intensit-y scale. All figures are with north down, east tD the right.

Despite the fact that it is possible to remove the seeing 1_ackground and photon spike
from the final image, it is pr'eferrable to devise a matched filter that would directly

"give the right answer. Since some information is available about the power spectra of
,- the Poisson noise and the seeing, we incorporate it into the matched fil ter while

-'performing the iterative data reduc:tion. In the Fourier plane, the main effec f h
.'.' seein~j background is in the very low frequencies, whereas the frequencies at which the
" Poisson noise is noticable are high, usually beyond the telescope diffraction limit.

'%"Thus the total noise power spectrum (eq. ) s more accentuated at tie very low and very

!•higIh frequen_-ies. Dividi, th., object transform by this power spectrum is equivalent to
. multiplyin<] it by, its re ciprocal, i.e. i band-pass filte.

.- The com).binajtion of i b and-pas filte-r with the ojec:t produces at) optimum matched
.'[filter which is now applied to the specklegram. Still, one can look at this as a triple
• "convolution between the inverted object, the band-pass filter and tile frame. The band-
::pass filter partially solves both probems (c) and (d) discussed earlier. It smoothes

out single-photon events below the threshold level, so that they are not regarded as
| •speckles. At the same time it sharpens the wide auto-correlations between the speckles

,'"and the obje-t, and as a result the efficiency of detecting speckle maxima increases.

' Application and results

'" The first reductions were done in image space, in an approach similar to the simple
, 3hift-and-Add. An estimate of the object, usually d Gaussian, was slid along and

multiplied with the frame (image plane correlation). At the same time a smoothing
function (a wider Gaussian) was correlated with the frame. Every local maximum that was

• higher in the filtered frame than in the smoothed frame was counted as a speckle, and
,the corresponding part inthe original specklegram was added toternigsm ih

-'. very bright objects, where the photon noise is negligible, the result appeared after
, '.only one frame. The computational efficiency of this method was rather low, especiallyy

for larger objects which demanded many multiplications. The advantage was that only one

Sfull frame resided in memory at any time.
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